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Preface
NASA Special Publi('ation SP-32 is being published in
accordance w_,h the cooperative agreement executed on
July 27, 1961 bb'tween the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration and the American Telephone and Tele-
graph Company for the development and experimental
testing of active communications satellites.
This report consists-of-_-volume_-. The first three
are composed of papers originally published together as
a regular issue of the Bell System Technical Journal. The
fourth volume, to be published at a later date, will contain
pertinent papers contributed by various authors at the
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center; the General Post
Office of the United Kingdom; tile Centre National
d'Etudes des Telecommunications, France; and Tele-
spazio, Italy.
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 The Telstar Experiment
Bye. C. DICKIESON (
(Manuscript received February 6, 1963)
The papers that follow describe in depth the satellite and ground
systems designed for the Telstar experiment and give the results to date.
The purpose of this introduction is to set the scene in which the project
was undertaken and to state some general conclusions.
Bell System interest in satellite communication had been aroused
when in 1955, Dr. John R. Pierce published calculations showing the
possible usefulness of satellites to communication. Dr. Pierce discussed
the relations among power, bandwidth, antenna gain, and orbit parame-
ters. Sputnik in 1957 started the procession of man-made satellites.
In 1960, with the launching of a large aluminum-coated balloon by
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the famous Echo
experiments t were conducted between a transmitting and receiving
station set up by Bell Telephone Laboratories at Holmdel, New Jersey,
and a companion station at Goldstone, California, designed and oper-
ated by Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
The Echo experiments produced the first two-way telephone conversa-
tions via satellite. They also confirmed predictions of tile radio path loss
to be encountered, the stability of the radio medium, and the low noise
picked up by a well designed antenna pointing at the sky.
These results were studied at Bell Laboratories in the context of the
Bell System's long-term interest in overseas communication. The first
New York-London commercial voice circuit was established by long-
wave radio in 1927 and was followed by short-wave (HF) circuits in
1929. Over the years, a network of some 240 radio circuits has been
constructed, connecting the United States to 140 countries.
By the end of the late 1940's it had become evident that the frequency
space available in the HF range was not sufficient to support the volume
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olworldwide communication that was developing. It was clear also that
because of physical limitations inherent in the very nature of the radio
transmission medium, the reliability and quality of the resultant tele-
phone circuits would leave something to be desired.
At this time the development of repeatered, multi-channel submarine
cable was pressed forward. The first transatlantic cable of this type was
placed in service in 1956, _ followed in rapid succession by many others.
The submarine cable network is expanding rapidly, providing high
quality and reliable communication service.
The Echo experiments opened the possibility of applying microwave
radio relay technology to transoceanic links. The line-of-sight transmis-
sion characteristic of microwaves had prevented their use over the
oceans until the possibility of a "microwave repeater in the sky" ap-
peared.
As we studied the problem of satellite communication, it became ap-
parent that we had most of the tools to do the job in the fruits of previous
research and development in widely scattered fields. Transistors and
diodes, solar cells, low-noise maser amplifiers, long-lived traveling-wave
tubes, horn-reflector antennas, FM-feedback receivers--these and
other essential tools were available.
It was recognized that there was a long step in development needed
to fit these essential but separate elements into a coordinated working
system. Also, numerical knowledge of the characteristics and magnitude
of radiation in the Van Allen belt was not adequate as a basis for design
of a long-lived satellite.
It was decided, therefore, to design and build an experimental satellite
communication system. To this end, the A.T.&T. Co. entered into a
cooperative agreement with NASA; A.T.&T. to design and construct
a satellite and NASA to launch it, into space, with A.T.&T. paying its
own costs plus reimbursing NASA for the cost of launching and for cer-
tain tracking and telemetry services.
In setting the objectives for the experiment, the desideratum was the
simplest experiment that would answer the really critical questions,
leaving until a later round of design the optimization of trade-offs and
the development and construction of a commercial operating system.
Thus, the objectives were:
1. To look for the unexpected.
2. To demonstrate the transmission of multichannel two-way tele-
phony, television, data and facsimile via satellite.
3. To build a very large ground station antenna and find out how to
point its extremely sharp beam very accurately at the satellite.
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4. To gain a firm understanding of the problems of measuring orbital
parameters and predicting satellite positions.
5. To gain a better numerical knowledge of the character and intensity
of radiation in the Van Allen belt.
6. To face the problems of designing for long life and reliability of
electronic equipment for operation in the space environment.
It was decided to install a microwave repeater in the satellite. While
the passive reflector of the Echo type has advantages, calculations in-
dicated that the transmitter power required for television bandwidths
would be excessive unless balloons of a size well beyond the present state
of the art were used.
Study of available boosters led to the Delta configuration of the Thor
as the simplest and most reliable rocket for these purposes. Its relatively
limited lifting capacity set a bound of about 180 pounds for a useful orbit.
This was established as: apogee 3450 miles, perigee 575 miles, inclination
to equator 45 °. The apogee is high enough to give good mutual visibility
between northeastern United States and western Europe. Calculations
for a working worldwide system indicate the desirability of circular
orbits at 6000-8000 mile elevations; however, these were not achievable
with the Delta vehicle.
The weight restriction now forced the decision to install only a single,
one-way amplifier in the satellite, rather than two. This permits one
full-band signal to be sent one way, or two (or more) narrow-band signals
to be sent two ways. Also, the solar cell power supply capacity was
limited to less than that required to operate all of the electronic circuits
continuously. It was necessary, therefore, to use a nickel-cadmium
storage battery to handle the peak loads, with means to turn the ampli-
fier on and off by command from the ground.
If the satellite presented one face to the earth at all times, it would be
possible to use directional antennas, with consequent gain in signal
strength. While such arrangements exist as concepts, it was not practi-
cable to apply them in this experiment. It was decided to stabilize the
position of the satellite by spinning it around one axis, like a child's top.
This fitted well into the Delta vehicle; the third stage of the Delta is a
solid-fuel rocket which is spun during firing for reasons of stability and
equalization of thrust. The payload is thus spinning at the time of
ejection.
It was decided that the satellite antennas should receive and transmit
circularly polarized waves, so as not to require polarization tracking by
the ground system. Consideration of the geometrical relations between
the earth and the spinning satellite in an inclined, elliptical orbit indi-
j/
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catedthedesirabilityof omnidirectionalntennasif communicationis
to bemaintainedunhamperedat all times and places. Such a design is
not possible; thus the design objective was to achieve the broadest
coverage obtainable. Calculations indicated that with the antenna pat-
tern attainable and with the satellite launched with its spin axis per-
pendicular to the sun line, its aspect with respect to locations in the
northern hemisphere would be satisfactory for long periods.
To gain more numerical understanding of the distribution of radiation
in the Van Allen belt, it was decided to include a rather complicated
array of sensors and measuring devices in the satellite. Clearly, to return
this information to earth required radio telemetry. Parts of some and
all of other orbits are not visible from the BTL stations. Thus it was made
part of the cooperative agreement with the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration that their Minitrack stations around the world
would collect telemetry from the satellite. For this reason, the telemetry
frequency was chosen in the band around 136 mc for which the Mini-
track stations were already equipped.
The necessity to turn the communication repeater on and off (because
of power capacity limitations) established a need for a radio command
channel. Further consideration of the over-all problem indicated the
desirability of additional command capability. Since it seemed likely
that it might be desirable for some Minitrack stations to issue commands,
it was decided to use a frequency near 120 mc for this purpose, and to
use a command format for which the Minitrack stations were equipped.
The choice of frequencies for the communications repeater was more
complicated. Previous research had indicated that the preferred fre-
quencies lie between 1000 and 10,000 inc. In the United States, and
generally in the rest of the world, these frequencies have all been al-
located for various terrestrial uses. The newcomer, satellite communica-
tion, has to work its way into this established pattern. This presents a
complex international question which is not yet resolved.
In the meanwhile, though, it seemed most practical to assume that at
least initially satellite communication of the Telstar type would have to
share frequencies with terrestrial systems; hence it became important to
examine the conditions of compatibility. After considerable study, 3 and
consultation with various foreign communication agencies, it was con-
cluded that for a start it was most practical to share frequencies with
the point-to-point, common carrier microwave relay systems. These are
the frequency bands 3700-4200 mc and 5925-6425 inc.
It was decided to use the 4000-mc band for the down direction, from
satellite to ground, so as to minimize the deleterious effects of rain on the
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received signal and noise. The 6000-mc band is used for the up direction.
The wide frequency separation between the two directions simplifies
sharing of the ground antenna and minimizes interference effects in the
satellite. The A.T.&T.Co. applied for and received from the Federal
Comnmnications Commission research-experimental licenses for satellite
and ground stations.
Sharing of frequencies with terrestrial systems had an effect on the
choice of the site for the ground station. A location in the northeast part
of the United States was wanted, so as to minimize the great circle dis-
tance to western Europe. Separation from large cities and from existing
or probable microwave radio relay stations operating in the 4000- or
6000-mc bands was desirable.
Fairly fiat ground was desired for the installation of initially one, and
later several, large antennas. For best protection against interference,
the site should be ringed by hills. Finally, the site should have road
access, power, water, and living facilities nearby. All of these were
found at a location near Andover, Maine.
Study of the over-all system parameters lead to the conclusion that a
large ground antenna with minimum power in the satellite was the
economical choice. Research work at the Bell Laboratories Holmdel
Radio Research Laboratory had culminated in the construction of a
horn-reflector antenna with 400 square feet of aperture. This was used
very successfully in the Echo experiments. The particular virtue of the
horn-reflector type is that it has very low side lobes; hence it does not
pick up extraneous noise from the ground when it is pointed even a few
degrees above the horizon. Besides being very broad-band, it can be
designed so that the receiving equipment does not move with elevation
motions of the horn.
It was decided to design and build a horn-reflector antenna with 3600
square feet of aperture. The very sharp beam of such an antenna would
stretch our ability to point it accurately at the satellite. To preserve the
accuracy of the antenna, and to permit it to operate in all kinds of
weather (including the 90 inches of snow to be expected in Maine), an
air-inflated covering or radome was added.
Study of the antenna-pointing problem led to the conclusion that the
satellite should radiate a low-level microwave signal whenever the
communications transmitter is turned on. This has two uses. It permits
very precise tracking of the satellite, and hence accurate determination of
its orbit. Also, it facilitates the design of an autotrack system that
automatically optimizes the pointing of the ground antenna once its
beam is placed on the satellite.
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It wasdecidedto designfor tape-controlledpointingoftheantenna,
aswellasforslavingtoasmall,preciscautotrackingdish.Theobjective
wasto acquireknowledgeof theadvantagesandlimitationsof several
methodsofantennapointing.
Toreceivetelemetryat 136mc,andtotransmitcommandsat 120mc,
it wasdecidedto constructa directionalantennawithautotrackcapa-
bility. This wouldlockon to the 136-mctelemetrycarriernormally
radiatedfromthesatellite.Therelativelybroadbeam(about20°) of
this antennafacilitatesfindingthe satellitein space,evenwith quite
crudeorbitprediction.It wasdecidedto arrangefor slavingofthepre-
cisiontrackerto thecommandantenna,sothat wecouldgothrough
thesequenceof acquiringthesatellitewith the20° command antenna,
having it direct the 2 ° beam of the precision tracker to the right position,
and then have the precision tracker give instructions to the horn-
reflector antenna.
To make the most of the very good noise performance of the horn-
reflector antenna, the communications receiver was designed to use a
traveling-wave maser operating in liquid helium. Also, to improve the
breaking point of the receiver, (i.e., to permit the receiver to reach
deeper into noise for very weak signals) the technique of FM-feedback is
used. This method was invented at Bell Telephone Laboratories some
years ago, and was applied very successfully in the Echo experiment.
Thus thc main outlines of the Telstar experiment were established.
The plans were discussed in considerable detail with the communication
agencies in England, France and Germany. All three decided to build
ground stations to work with Telstar; the German station was planned
for operation in 1963 or 1964, while the British and French set it as an
objective to be ready on or near the time of thc first Telstar satellite
launching. In the meanwhile, NASA discussions led to the agreement that
the Bell System, British and French stations would be equipped to op-
erate with Projcct Relay, along with other stations such as those planned
in Italy, Brazil, and elsewhere. To simplify the hardware situation at the
ground stations, it was agreed to have Project Relay use the same fre-
quency plan as Telstar for the downward direction.
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
The Telstar satellite was launched in the early morning of July 10,
1962. On the first pass usable from Andover, demonstrations were made
of speech and television transmission. These transmissions were car-
ried on between distinguished audiences in Washington, D.C., and
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Andover, Maine. Also the first transmission of a telephoto picture was
achieved. The procedure was also televised for the national networks.
In the midst of this program, word was received that the French station
at Pleumeur-Bodou was receiving picture and sound perfectly. The
British station at Goonhilly was receiving the signal, but was not able
to utilize it because of a turnover in polarization at the antenna.
On the next pass, six two-way telephone circuits were set up through
the Telstar system, and various people in Washington and Andover
talked to people around the United States. Also, high-speed data mess-
ages were sent successfully. On the next day, television signals were
received from Pleumeur-Bodou and Goonhilly.
In the next several months, in addition to more than 250 technical
tests covering every aspect of transmission, there were some 400 demon-
strations. These included multi-channel telephony, telegraphy, data,
telephoto and other facsimile transmissions. Transatlantic television was
demonstrated 47 times, and on 5 of these occasions the transmission was
in color. At the same time, a great deal of telemetry data were received,
covering conditions in the Van Allen belt, temperatures, degradation of
the solar cell plant, spin rate, voltages, etc.
During the fourth week of November, 1962, the command channel be-
gan to act erratically. Increasing difficulty was encountered in having
it accept commands. Since it seemed possible that control might be lost,
arrangements were made to leave the telemetry on continuously rather
than switching it on and off. Also, the traveling-wave tube was not
energized at all, lest loss of control should leave this heavy drain on
continuously and thereby ruin the batteries. After the 1242nd orbit on
November 23, 1962, the command channel ceased responding.
It was known from previous studies 4 that radiation may produce
important effects on transistors. Telstar telemetry data indicated that
the density of electrons of high energy was much higher than had been
anticipated. The working hypothesis was formed that the command
circuit failure was caused by radiation damage to certain of the transis-
tors in the command decoder. Careful study of previous data indicated
that one of the two command decoders had failed in August of 1962.
During November, our command stations in the northern hemisphere
were addressing the Telstar satellite near the perigee of its orbit, while it
was traversing the worst part of the Van Allen belt. The possibility
existed that the radiation damage effects would be less serious while the
satellite was nearer apogee. Thus attempts were made to command the
satellite from the Minitrack station at Johannesburg, South Africa, but
without success.
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In themeanwhile,laboratorytestshadpointedto certaintransistors
asbeingthemostlikelysourcesoftrouble.Specialcodesweredevisedto
takeadvantageofcertaincircuitfeaturesthat wouldpermitby-passing
theseparticulartransistors.OnDecember20,1962,oneofthesemodified
codeswassuccessfullytransmittedtothesatellite.In subsequentopera-
tions,all voltageswereremovedfromthecommandecoders.Ashad
beenpredicted,thisactionallowedrecoveryofthetransistors.OnJanu-
ary4, 1963,duringorbit 1628,publicdemonstrationsof livetelevision
to andfromEuropewereconcluded.Telstarby thenwasresponding
properlyto all normalcommands.
OnFebruary14,1963,therebegantobeindicationsthattheoperation
of thecommandsystemwasbeginningto degradeagain.Thesatellite
beganto takelongerandlongerto respondto the normalcommand
codes.By February20,it did notrespondto thenormalcodes.During
thisperiod,theresponseto themodifiedcodeswassolid.
OnFebruary21,thesatellitemisinterpretedacommandandoperated
therelaythat disconnectsmostof theelectronicsystemfromthepower
plant.Sincethento thepresentwriting(March18),theTelstarsatellite
hasnotrespondedto eventhemodifiedcommands.
TheresultsoftheTelstarexperimentsaregivenindetailin thefollow-
ingpapers.Twogeneralconclusionscanbedrawn:
1. Designofasecond-generationTelstarsatellitecouldbeapproached
by BellTelephoneLaboratorieswithconfidenceasanengineeringproj-
ect.Whereuncertaintiesexist,they haveto do with the conditions
existingin space.
2. Problemsof thegroundstationareclearlyundcrstood.Theusual
designtrade-offsandoptimizationscanbemadewithrealunderstanding.
Thesecond-generationgroundstationwill beconsiderablysimplerthan
thefirstexperimentalstationat Andover.
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The Research Background of the
Telstar Experiment
By •B_. CRAW_FORD., C. C. CUTLER, n. KOMPFNER)
and L. C. TILLOTSON./
(Manuscript received March 5, 1963) / 0 _ _(_
For several years before the launch of the Telstar satellite, research effort
was directed reward an experiment with an active satellite capable of relaying
a broadband communication channel. The intention was to utilize and test
a number of novel techniques which had become available, to explore those
areas in which the current technolegy was lacking, and to demonstrate the
feasibility of this means of communication. This paper describes some of
this work, the background of facts and beliefs on the basis of which a number
of important choices were made, and the general state of the radio art upon
which the Telstar program was built. _ 0"I rio f__
I. INTRODUCTION
The Telstar satellite communications experiment, like all achieve-
ments in technology and engineering, has many roots. Some of these
roots are as broad and old as science itself; others are rather recent and
include modern rockets, missile guidance, and general space technology.
Other more modest but essential roots grew from an early appreciation
of the potential of satellite communication and the steps taken in the
area of communication technology to foster its growth.
Bell Telephone Laboratories interest in the possibility of using
artificial earth satellites for communication purposes began in 1955 with
the publishing of the article on "Orbital Radio Relays ''_ by J. R. Pierce.
It is significant, however, that some of the research which was relevant
to the success of the satellite predated this publication by a decade or
more.
The material presented here consists of a summary of scientific and
technological knowledge and advances which were important to the
satellite program. It also contains the pertinent parts of a memorandum
dated August 24, 1959, which summarizes the background and views
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that led to work toward a particular sort of experimental communication
satellite. This memorandum expresses better than could be done retro-
spectively the thinking that led to the course of research activity which
followed.
Bell Laboratories activities which followed the publication of Pierce's
article and which culminated in the Telstar satellite experiment can be
divided into five rather distinct periods of approximately one year each:
(i) 1958 Preliminary studies
(iX) 1959 Initiation of research and development programs
(iii) 1960 Experimentation and verification
(iv) 1961 Intensive development
(v) 1962 System construction and test.
The year 1958 was one for imagination and invention. The activities
consisted principally of paper studies of the many system possibilities
which were made possible by satellites, and resulted in a number of
memoranda and published papers 2,3,<5 which provided guide-lines for
subsequent activities. Systems proposed in Bell Telephone Laboratories
were conservative by many standards but relatively realistic if we judge
by the fact that most of the factors which have so far proven to be im-
portant to the problem were well evaluated at that time. The most
notable exceptions have been the unforeseen radiation hazard and the
degradation of two-wire circuits with echo suppression by delay, which
has dampened an early enthusiasm for 24-hour "stationary" satellites.
During 1959 several research and development programs were
initiated which led directly to the Telstar experiment. An ad-hoc group
containing people from many disciplines throughout the organization
was formed to initiate activities in the areas which needed attention. It
is principally the early work of this group which is described in this
paper.
By 1960 laboratory work was well under way on several of the prob-
lems. During the year, the Project Echo experiment _ was carried out
and provided valuable experience with many of the elements inherent
in a satellite communication system. Prototype models of the traveling-
wave tube used in the Telstar satellite were built and put on life test,
and life tests on batteries and other components were also started.
Discussions with others working in the field led to an appreciation of
the environmental problems and the necessity of radiation shielding.
During this time, studies of radiation damage to solid-state devices
were undertaken in cooperation with Brookhaven Atomic Energy
Laboratories, which led to the design of the radiation-sensing package
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and the radiation protection used on the satellite. A general electrical-
mechanical configuration of the satellite was also proposed, although
many important problems remained to be worked out.
]_:arly in 1961 intensive development of the satellite began and is
described elsewhere in this issue. The present paper discusses the more
important parts of the research program which preceded the develop-
ment project.
II. RESEARCH LEADING TO THE STATE-OF-THE-ART
If the Telstar satellite had been built using the state-of-the-art of a
decade ago, it would have been a very different satellite. The evaluation
of the sky noise temperature, the development of the low-noise maser
amplifier, the appreciation of the low-noise properties of the horn-
reflector antenna, and the solving of the problem of demodulation of
large-index frequency modulation using feedback combined to reduce
the power requirement on the satellite by two or three orders of mag-
nitude (about 20 db in effective noise temperature and 5 db in FM
threshold improvement). Similarly, advances in solid-state electronics
reduced power requirements, size and weight enormously. In the follow-
ing pages, we will outline some of the more significant parts of the general
research activities which produced the state-of-the-art upon which the
Telstar satellite was built, and we then will describe work done more
recently, specifically to implement satellite communication. Less atten-
tion will be given to a number of areas which were of vital importance
to the success of the experiment, such as the development of solid-state
electronics, microwave electronics and large computers, since these are
covered in other papers.
2.1 Low-Noise Receivers
Research leading to the understanding of the effective temperature
of the sky has gone on intermittently for several decades and has yielded
important results, culminating in the determination of the now well
known relationships 7of sky noise temperature vs frequency and elevation
angle. These relationships were vital to the choice of frequencies for
space communication, and the realization that these very low effective
sky noise temperatures existed revealed the possibility of utilizing the
properties of masers and low-noise antennas.
Most work on antennas in the past has been directed toward producing
high area efficiency in terms of the gain or directivity of the antenna,
properties which are not uniquely related to the noise properties. How-
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ever,thehorn-reflectorantenna, s,9 developed for terrestrial microwave
relay systems, was found to have an effective noise temperature of only
one to two degrees Kelvin. 1°
The low-noise character of sky-directed antennas would be of little
use were it not for the extremely low-noise microwave amplifiers which
came into being just as satellite communications became a possibility.
The microwave maser amplifier, 11having a noise temperature of two or
three orders of magnitude lower than the best previously existing am-
plifiers, grew out of a decade or more of physical research in microwave
molecular spectroscopy and paramagnetic resonance in solids. The
parametric amplifier, similarly, was the product of years of work in
solid-state physics and nonlinear circuit theory32,13
Research and development in these three low-noise areas were greatly
stimulated by the prospect of satellite relays. Research on atmospheric
absorption and radiation, particularly in the presence of high humidity
and rainfall, was intensified because of this prospect34 Traveling-wave
masers played key roles in both the Echo is and Telstar experiments;
those used in the Telstar Project were among the first masers with truly
broadband capability. Antenna development (larger horns and Casse-
grainian antennas) was likewise spurred by the fact that new low-noise
and large-size requirements had to be met.
2.2 Electron Devices
Perhaps the most remarkable contribution to the state-of-the-art
came from solid-state physics. Few components used in the satellite
or on the ground are not at least in part the product of research in this
area of physics. The maser and parametric amplifier have already been
mentioned. All of the active elements in the satellite, except the travel-
ing-wave tube, are solid-state devices, none of which was beyond an
early state of development a decade ago. The availability of the reactance
diode used in the frequency multipliers and the high-frequency transistor
could scarcely have been more timely. 13
Microwave tube development was likewise timely. Five years before
the Telstar experiment there were no CW microwave tubes of adequate
power for ground station operation, and the long life and reliability
required in space were just beginning to be obtained. These efforts,
directed toward more conventional applications, were almost directly
applicable to the space problem.
Development in other areas, such as missile tracking and computers,
as well as the chemistry of plastics and adhesives, also helped to provide
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a state-of-the-art conducive to the development of satellite communica-
tions; but it is perhaps more appropriate to consider those problems
which were newly posed by the new prospect. These problems ranged
from satellite components and construction to considerations of celestial
mechanics and geography necessary to establish probability statistics
of mutual visibility between stations.
III. THE SATELLITE RESEARCH PROGRAM
In the face of a bewildering variety of options, it was necessary in 1959
to settle on a particular plan of action which would define the next
nearest goal and the steps needed to attain it. This plan had to be suffi-
ciently concrete to make it possible to identify the various problems and
to help in getting people interested in solving them; at the same time
it had to be flexible to allow for unexpected discoveries and developments.
Such a plan, embodying much of the thinking of Bell Laboratories
at that time, was presented in an unpublished company memorandum
dated August 24, 1959. In view of the influence of this memorandum on
the subsequent course of events, we feel that the readers' interests are
best served by reproducing below the relevant parts of this memoran-
dum,* including even those parts about which we might feel differently
now. It will be seen that while a number of important choices and de-
cisions were made at a relatively early date and were adhered to sub-
sequently, there were other choices, such as the traveling-wave tube
power level, the modulation bandwidth and the choice of frequencies,
which had to be changed to meet new requirements.
An important change in outlook has resulted from tests of the effect of
long delays and echo suppressors on telephone users. The degradation
due to delay has not been precisely defined over the total range of in-
terest in satellite conmmnications, but present evidence strongly favors
an approach which minimizes the de.lay. Thus our initial enthusiasm for
a 24-hour system as an ultimate goal has been considerably dampened,
and the low-altitude system, proposed in the memorandum as the first
experiment, has become more attractive.
The fact that the document reproduced here was a plan, a program of
action only and conditioned by the time it was written, should be kept
clearly in mind by the reader.
* Only sections which are pertinent to the subsequent activities and which led
to the Telstar experiment are included here.
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Active Satellite Repeaters: Interim Report I
By L. C. TILLOTSON
ABSTRACT
An experiment employing an active repeater in orbit at an altitude of
about 2500 miles is discussed. The system would provide an experimental
circuit having a bandwidth of 5 mc and suitable for TV or multiplex teleph-
ony between the U.S.A. and Europe for periods of up to 30 minutes.
Broadband frequency modulation would be used to ease power require-
ments on board the satellite. Possible interference between the space
system and existing services is discussed briefly. Some of the problems
which must be solved before such a system can be considered feasible are
outlined.
Active versus Passive Repeaters
As the title indicates, we are here concerned primarily with active re-
peaters. This comes about in part because passive repeaters are already
receiving considerable attention at Bell Telephone Laboratories* and in
part by the writer's conviction that passive satellites are best for military
systems, particularly if the orbiting body is chosen for its immunity to
enemy action, and that active satellite repeaters will be more useful in
civilian activities.
For long-haul point-to-point service, a repeater in a synchronous (24-hour)
equatorial orbit is very attractive. The main disadvantages, in addition to
the large distances involved, are the 1-second round trip delay and the fact
that the satellite is not visible near the north and south poles. The latter is
more important to military than to civilian communications. An unoriented
passive reflector at this aRitude is prohibitively large. On the other hand,
if it is to be successful, an active repeater must be built from reliable com-
ponents. Herein lies the challenge ....
Frequency Allocations
Space-borne repeaters will obviously have to compete with other types
for frequency allocations. This problem could be considerably reduced if
bands presently assigned to the common carriers are also used for common
carrier activities in space, the only real difference being that the satellite
radio repeaters would be located on very high altitude platforms. If a given
frequency band is to be used for space and earth-based repeaters simul-
taneously, several possible interference paths must be studied and ccn-
trolled._ These are:
* Both passive and active satellite repeaters are considered at some length
a memorandum by C. C. Cutler dated 1/12/59. Many of the proposals in this
memorandum are based in part on this work. [Later published, Ref. 5.]
t Since we also propose to use the same frequency for several satellite re-
peaters, relying upon spatial separation and antenna discrimination for protection,
this subject must also be investigated but it is not part of the present considera-
tion.
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1. Interference to earth-based receivers caused by satellite-borne trans-
mitters.
2. Interference to earth-based receivers caused by space system ground-
terminal transmitters.
3. Interference to space system ground-terminal receivers Icy c_rtL-
based transmitters ....
Proposed Experiment
A system with a 5-mc baseband and a snr of 40 db which uses a repeater
circulating in a 2500-mile polar orbit could provide a TV circuit to Europe
with a common visibility time from Holmdel and Paris of up to 30 minutes.
The communication system parameters are listed in Fig. 2 [Table I in this
TABLE I--AcTIVE SATELLITE REPEATER SYSTEM PARAMETERS
(Fig. 2 of 8/24/59 memorandum)
Experimental path ..................................... USA (Holmdel)--
Europe (Paris)
Satellite, altitude ....................................... 2500 miles
orbit .......................................... circular polar
period ........................................ 2 hours 55 minutes
velocity ....................................... 14,450 mph (4 raps)
Mutual visibility time, best pass ....................... approx. 30 minutes
7½° above horizon
Maximum range to satellite ............................. 4600 miles
Maximum path loss ..................................... 130 db
Minimum range to satellite ............................. 2500 miles
Minimum path loss (reference value) .................... 125 db
Ground antenna effective area .......................... 1700 ft 2 (60-foot dish)
Temperature of ground receiver ........................ 30 ° Kelvin
Noise in 10-mc band .................................... -- 144 dbw
Power of ground transmitter ............................ 1 kw
Satellite antenna ....................................... isotropie --3 db
Temperature of satellite receiver ........................ 3000 ° Kelvin
Noise in 100-mc band ................................ --114 dbw
Power of satellite transmitter .......................... 1 watt
With satellite at maximum range:
Margin relative to system objective ................... --1 db
Margin about FMFB threshold (C/N = 12 db) ........ 2 db
Modulation ............................................. Large-index FM
Improvement factor .................................... 21 db
Baseband ............................................... 5 mc
RF band (30 db down) .................................. 104 mc
Radio frequency ........................................ 6 kmc
S/N for TV, p.t.p, signal to rms noise .................. 48 db
Noise in message channel ............................... 38 dba at zero level
Number of message channels ............................ 500 to 1000
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paper]; possible repeater arrangements are described in a later section en-
titled "Satellite Microwave Repeaters".
The philosophy used in the design of the experiment is as follows:
(i) Minimum requirements on the propulsion and guidance equipment used
to inject the payload into orbit. Thus the satellite is assumed to be
either completely unoriented and hence tumbling through space or, at most,
spin-stabilized, and hence precessing only very slowly. This choice must be
determined by further study of the satellite antenna and orbit injection
problems.
(ii) Minimum possible payload size and weight. This is achieved mostly
by limiting the experiment to a single one- or two-way channel and by using
a receiver which trades bandwidth for snr in an advantageous manner.
This makes it possible to keep the satellite transmitter power down to one
watt. Special care will also need to be taken in the design of the microwave
tube to achieve maximum efficiency. Since one of the larger components of
the payload weight will be solar cells and storage batteries, this will be re-
flected directly in the total weight of the package.
(iii) The space-borne apparatus must be compatible with our long-range
objectives.* Since the path loss to an unoriented satellite at 2500 miles
altitude is nearly equal to that for a 22,300-mile attitude-stabilized repeater
with a 19-db antenna, the satellite electronics can be essentially the same
at both altitudes. This is very desirable since even a "minor" change in the
design of long-life apparatus may mean starting over.
(iv) The space-borne apparatus must have maximum possible life. Al-
most every design parameter must be considered here. Some of the most
important are:
(a) Low transmitter power. Tubes in the one- to ten-watt power range
have a longer operational life than those in the 100- to 1,000-watt range.
As shown in a memorandumt by D. A. Chisholm et al, tube life decreases
rapidly as cathode current density is raised. High-power tubes call for
high cathode current densities. It is expected that a one-watt TWT can
be built with a cathode current density not to exceed 50 ma/cm _. Such a
tube would have an "expected" life of 10 to 20 years. Low power is also
important in the satellite because waste heat dissipation is a problem at
best.
(b) Only one microwave tube per repeater channel and maximum use of
solid-state devices operated in a conservative manner.
(c) simplest possible repeater circuit arrangements consistent with a
useful communication capability. It seems clear that components left out
will never cause trouble. However, this must be achieved by straight-
forward design rather than by resorting to "trick" circuits which make
repeater performance unduly sensitive to component characteristics.
(d) The space electronics must not quickly become obsolete because of
advances in the art. We propose a "straight-through" repeater having a
* Soon after this memorandum was issued, experiments with delay on a two-
wire telephone circuit indicated that there is a very serious problem in the use of
a synchronous satellite in two-way telephony.
t Contents of this memorandum are presented in Ref. 16.
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bandwidth of I00 mc and providing a minimum cnr of 15 db at the earth-
based receiver....
Satellite Microwave Repealers
Although there are many possible apparatus arrangements which could be
used for satellite repeaters, there are only two broad categories. The first
type puts out what it receives, but at higher level and perhaps shifted in
frequency. This is essentially a broadband straight-through amplifier
which will handle any signal within the range of its performance character-
istics. Such an arrangement has two outstanding advantages.
(i) Great changes in ground-based apparatus, modulation techniques,
etc., can be made with no reaction on the satellite repeater. This will help
to avoid obsolescence caused by advances in the state of the art, which is
an important consideration when development of very reliable apparatus
which takes years to complete is being started.
(ii) Since the signal handling at the satellite is simple, i.e., just amplifica-
tion, simple circuit arrangements and relatively few components can be
used. In spaceborne apparatus this is a vital consideration, at least for the
present.
The second type processes the signal during its passage through the re-
peater. Examples are: demodulating-remodulating repeaters, or receivers
and transmitters connected back to back; pulse-regenerating repeaters,
receivers which employ a correlation detector feeding a local transmitter;
and very advanced types which include on-board computers for error cor-
rection, key stream generation, path selection (antenna pointing), orbit
parameter control, etc. The disadvantages of this type are rather obvious:
(i) We must decide the system mode of operation in considerable detail
before launching. Any important change will require a new satellite.
(ii) Most of these schemes require an untenable amount of complication
in on-board apparatus.
Since even the simplest schemes will require a major effort to achieve
adequate reliability in the space environment, we shall consider only the
simplest possible versions of each of the two basic repeater types.
Straight.Through IF Repeater
Two variations of a possible IF type repeater are shown in Figs. 8 and 9
[Figs. 1 and 2 in this paper]. In type I the IF amplifier, up and down con-
verter, frequency shift oscillator and local (microwave) oscillator, would all
be realized by using solid-state devices. Since a real microwave transistor is
doubtful, especially on the required time scale, local oscillator power would
need to be obtained by harmonic generation from a transistor oscillator
operating at several hundred megacycles. Of course, if all this can be
achieved, the repeater will require only one microwave tube. If not, then
repeater type II, shown on Fig. 9 [Fig. 2], is a possibility. This arrange-
ment exploits the bandwidth of the TWT to provide a microwave oscil-
lator at a different frequency, but at the same time it is being used as a
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SOLID-STATE IF AND
LOCAL OSCILLATOR SECTION
Fig. 1 -- IF repeater type I (Fig. 8 of 8/24/59 memor,_ndum).
signal amplifier. There are intermodulation troubles here, too, but the
local oscillator power can be kept 20 db or more below the signal power,
which should be very helpful in solving this problem.
At present, the most likely choice appears to be an IF repeater of type I
or II, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9 [Figs. 1 and 2] ....
Satellite Repeater Design
(i) Life. While launching costs are expected to decrease markedly as the
operation moves from R and D into an operational phase and as more effi-
Y
AMPLIFIER WAVE TUBE
Fig. 2 -- IF repeater type II (Fig. 9 of 8/24/59 memorandum).
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cient propulsion systems become available, the cost of placing a repeater
in orbit seems likely to remain as a major item of expense. Even if this were
not so, it would still be important that the repeater last as long as possible
in order to avoid cluttering up space with unusable derelicts. Hence, both
for economic and political reasons, a long-life repeater appears essential.
It is suggested that our goal be the same as for undersea cables-- 20 years.
More knowledge of the space environment than we now possess is likely
to be required before such an ambitious goal can be achieved, but it is not
too early to define our objective. Also, in order to make the first experiment
appear successful, from both economic and psychological points of view,
the first satellite should not be launched until it has a high expectancy of
living at least one year.
(ii) Size and Weight. Clearly, both size and weight should be held down,
but not at the price of compromising on performance. The successful launch-
ing of a device which then fails to operate will avail us less than nothing.
An over-all weight in the vicinity of 100 pounds and a surface area of 20
square feet for solar cells appears reasonable from both the propulsion and
electronic subsystem viewpoints. As propulsion systems with greater capa-
bilities become available, they can be used to launch a multichannel re-
peater or several satellites at one time, or both. The basic repeater design
can remain unchanged, if it is right in the first place. For example, the ex-
perimental single-channel one-way repeater discussed above could be used
to build up a multichannel two-way repeater ....
* * *
About the time the memorandum reproduced above was written,
work was started on a number of problems defined therein in several
places, both within the Research Division and in other Divisions of Bell
Telephone Laboratories. Since much of this work is treated in con-
siderable detail in this issue and elsewhere, we shall treat each topic
with only the amount of detail appropriate to this historical introduction.
3.1 Project Echo
Early in 1959 preparation was begun for the Project Echo e×periment, 6
and this work dominated our satellite communication activity for a
time. Interest in the passive satellite was spurred by realization of the
magnitude of the job of building an adequate active satellite, and the
desire to gain early experience with systems. It was also believed that a
system based on passive satellites might be created before the reliability
of active satellites could be proven.
Bell Laboratories cooperated with the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, Jet Propulsion Laboratories, Naval Research
Laboratories and others in formulating and carrying out the communica-
tion part of the Echo experiment. For this purpose a ground station with
transmitter, receiver and satellite-tracking facility was established at
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Holmdel,NewJersey.As is nowwellknown,single-channeltwo-way
voicecommunication,facsimiletransmission,etc.,weredemonstrated
overtranscontinentalpaths;transmissioncharacteristicsweremeasured;
andvaluableoperationalexperiencewasobtainedusingthe 100-foot
aluminizedballoonreflector.Thisworkspurredlargegroundstation
trackingandcontrolandreceiverdevelopment,andcontributedvaluable
assurancethat therewerenopropagationanomaliesexceptfor atmos-
phericrefractiveeffectsat low elevationangles.Experiencewith the
largehorn-reflectorantennawith its complementof low-noisecom-
ponents,experiencewith orbitpredictionandtracking,andexperience
withwide-indexfeedbackFM demodulatorswereofconsiderablevalue
in subsequentdesignof the muchlargergroundstationusedfor the
Telstarexperiment.Portionsof the groundstationconstructedfor
Echowerealsoeventuallyusedin connectionwith theTelstarexperi-
ment.17
3.2Satellite Electronics
The most critical component of the spacecraft itself was considered
to be the traveling-wave tube. Fortunately, the development of tubes
for terrestrial microwave relay systems had recently demonstrated as
much as a five-year life span for such tubes, and their use in missile
systems had shown that they could be made light and rugged enough.
To design and build a tube for particular performance objectives -- fre-
quency, gain and power level- and with an aim toward even longer
life, was no trivial task, and it was felt that at least a two-year lead time
would be needed. To complicate the matter, the assignment of fre-
quencies for an experiment with communication satellites could not be
rushed. Consequently, some long guesses had to be made, and work on
a one-watt tube at 6000 megacycles was started because this seemed a
most likely possibility. The eventual change to two watts at 4000 mega-
cycles was not so great as to void much of the work that was done. A
full account of this work is presented elsewhere in this issue. 16
Experience with an experimental light-route radio relay gave con-
fidence that the solid-state devices and microwave circuitry used therein
could be adapted to the design of a broadband repeater in space, and
there was considerable experience upon which to draw. Several repeater
circuit configurations were considered, and the straight-through IF
configuration was favored because it made more straightforward use of
existing circuitry.
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3.3 Satellite Power Supply
Since the satellite power supply accounts for an appreciable part of
the total satellite weight, it was essential that the most efficient design
be used. While several schemes, including nuclear reactors and isotope
power supplies, had been proposed, the only feasible means (1959-1960)
was to use solar cells and a storage battery, together with a solid-state
converter to change the low battery voltage to the various potentials
required by the electronic circuitry. Study of the solid-state power
converter, which was started at this time, benefited from considerable
related experience with dc-to-dc converters for terrestrial microwave
systems and for various military applications. The main problem was one
of reliability. How this was obtained is described elsewhere in this
issueY s
& storage battery of suitable design was not available; existing cells
suffered from a lack of control during the manufacturing process and
from a tendency to leak. There was also considerable question about
cell life under continuous deep cycling and the effects of a long continued
overcharge. Some of the early results obtained from a fundamental
investigation started at this time have been published. 19,2°,_1Early work
on solar cells consisted mostly of radiation damage studies, since this
was expected to be the most crucial problem; considerations were also
given to temperature control and mounting arrangements.
3.4 The Satellite Antenna
The satellite antenna posed a difficult problem because of the con-
flicting mechanical and electrical requirements. Since the satellite
diameter would inevitably be many wavelengths at the operating fre-
quency, severe shadowing would occur if a nondirectional antenna was
mounted near the surface. Erection of extensible arms in space had
proven risky at best; and even if this were achieved, a sufficiently
flexible low-loss microwave transmission line was not available.
A solution to the electrical problem was to divide the spherical satellite
into two parts, separated by a radial transmission line which fed a
circumferential slot radiatior. This antenna configuration was studied
analytically and checked experimentally and found to produce a pattern
acceptable for a spin-stabilized satellite. 22However, this basic structure,
consisting of two hemispheres insulated from each other by a small slot,
posed severe mechanical and thermal problems in the satellite design.
A multiplicity of closely spaced "boxes" fed in-phase by an array of
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coaxialcablesandarrangedto radiatecircularpolarization23provided
anacceptablesolutionwhichwasadoptedin thedevelopmentmodels
of theTelstarsatellite.
3.5The Satellite Structure
Since it was desired to build a satellite which would have a long use-
ful life, and there was no assurance of being able to provide attitude
control, it was important that the satellite not be dependent upon
orientation relative to the sun or the earth. For this reason an approxi-
mately spherical shape was chosen, and solar cells were distributed
more or less uniformly so that the power generated would not depend
upon solar aspect.
The early work was on a larger framework than used on the Telstar
satellite, because continuous operation was envisaged, but work on the
structure, heat flow and vibration damping paved the way for tim later
design .24
3.6 Mutual Visibility Problems
A crucial factor in the design of satellite comnmnication systems is
the problem of mutual visibility statistics. It was easy to derive a first-
order approximation to the operational statistics for particular ground
terminals and satellite orbit. To get a more general solution was a good
mathematical problem which was solved in an interesting fashion? 5
It is clear from this work that a practical real-time, low-altitude satellite
system for use _etween the United States and Europe should use polar,
or at least steeply inclined, orbits at an altitude of several thousand
miles. Other orbits are more suitable for other paths, and it appears that
a global system would make good use of both polar and equatorial orbits.
Before the radiation hazard was appreciated, it was thought that a
2,500-mile orbital altitude represented a logical compromise between
the many factors involved, but to ease the radiation problem, and for
other reasons, higher altitudes are now favored. The 24-hour synchronous
satellite was, of course, expected to be much better from this point of
view, but was ruled out of early consideration because of the more
severe technical problems.
3.7 The Delay and Echo Problem
A most interesting research problem has been that of the delay and
echoes inherent in long two-wire telephone circuits. The literature of a
generation ago has a lot to say on this subject, and set a limit on the
largest acceptable delay in a two-way, two-wire telephone circuit.
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Heretofore, it has not been too difficult to stay within such a limitation,
but it was soon clear that any double-hop, low-altitude system or single-
hop synchronous satellite system would exceed this standard by a con-
siderable amount. Early (1959) and simple experiments indicated that
delay alone (in four-wire circuits) was not a problem, but that eliminat-
ing the echo in the presence of a delay up to 0.6 second was not a trivial
problem.
It was soon apparent that this problem strongly involved user psy-
chology as well as some severe technological problems. Circuits were
devised which worked very well with some individuals and very poorly
with others. Accordingly, in addition to work on specific apparatus for
echo suppression, a user preference testing program was inaugurated.
Tests were conducted over several years using a number of echo sup-
pression techniques, including those of competitive companies. The user
reaction to circuits with the best available echo suppressors and delays
corresponding to only a single 24-hour satellite link is of serious concern
in commercial telephony. This question still remains a fruitful area of
research .2
3.8 The Ground Stalion Antenna
During the early planning for an active satellite experiment, it be-
came evident that a low-noise antenna larger than any then in existence
would be required. Design, construction, and test of the 20 X 20-ft
horn reflector for Project Echo were sufficiently advanced to make clear
that such an antenna would also be acceptable for use with an active
satellite. Hence, plans were initiated for a 60 X 60-ft horn-reflector
antenna of similar design. It was suggested by the mechanical designers
that a conical horn might ease some of the structural problems. As a
result of this suggestion, an analysis and an experimental check were
made of the gain and pattern of such an antenna 27which showed that
performance equal to that of the older rectangular horn-reflector antenna
could be obtained.
With antennas of the size contemplated, it is desirable that steering
(autotrack) information be derived from the antenna itself. Prior re-
search on waveguide modes provided a solution to this problem _s and
a multimode autotrack system was developed which contributed greatly
to the Telstar operation. 29
3.9 Modulation
A large number of possible modulation methods were considered for
both passive and active satellites. During the Project Echo experiment
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amplitudemodulation,phasemodulation,single-sidebandandfrequency
modulation(FM) wereused.Whencomplexity,powerequirementson
thesatellite,andfrequencyspectrumlimitationswereall considered,it
wasnotdifficultto settleonwide-indexFM asthemostdesirable.FM
seemedesirablevenfor spectrumconservationbecausethe relative
freedomfrominterferencegreatlyreducestherequiredgeographicalsep-
arationof stationsharingthesameband.
Thedesirabilityof FM wasgreatlyenhancedby thepromisedad-
vantageof feedbackin reducingthe receiverthresholdpower?° Early
attemptsto usefeedbackdemodulationfailedto demonstratetheex-
pectedadvantage,becauseof the seemingconflictbetweenthe IF
band-shaper quirementsofthenoise liminationandfeedbackstability
criteria.A considerableamountofratherdifficulttheoreticalandexperi-
mentalworkwasneccssaryto resolvethisdifficulty,andtheimprove-
mentobtained,_1,32,'_3first for ProjectEchoandlaterin thebroadband
Telstarreceiver,wasveryneartheamountexpectedonmoreintuitive
grounds.
IV. TRANSITION FROM THE RESEARCH TO THE DEVELOPMENT PHASE
Up to 1960, Bell Laboratories activity in satellite communication
centered in an ad hoc group representing many parts of the organiza-
tion. No large expenditure had been committed, and in fact it was not
known at this date when, if ever, a satellite for other than government
purposes would be launched. The work was undertaken because of a firm
conviction of its eventual importance to the t_ell System and because it
posed problems which the technical staff found interesting and challeng-
ing. It was made possible by the freedom granted to the research groups
to enter new areas which they found promising, long before it was
possible to evaluate the commercial importance of the new field of
activity.
Where does research end and development begin? It must be clear
to the reader that there is as much "development" described in the
foregoing paragraphs as there is research. However, there came a time
in the course of events when a clear-cut change in the nature of the
effort took place. Prior to the fall of 1960, "research," motivated pri-
marily by the desire to solve crucial and interesting problems, dominated
the Bell System activities in this field. After the fall of 1960, the activities
were dominated by the dedication and commitment to produce a working
experimental system in the shortest possible time. This paper covers
only the earlier effort when activities were based on a hope rather than
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a commitment, were directed toward components more than toward a
system, and before most of the people who made the Telstar experiment
work had become involved. In the two years that followed, a number of
important changes in the plan took place, and the pace accelerated
many fold. The earlier contributions seem pale beside the later achieve-
ment, but small as the beginnings were, they played an important part
in getting the Telstar satellite program under way.
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The Telstar Satellite System
By [D. F. HOTH, E. F. O'NEILL_aHd I. WELBER_
(Manuscript received March 15, 1963)
logTl
This paper describes the Telstar system and discusses the over-an system
design. System considerations, the orbit selection and frequency allocation
considerations are covered. A general description of the Telstar satellite
and Andover, Maine, ground station provides background for companion
articles in this series. Finally, the transmission performance is given with
some discussion of system parameters. _ 5) "t {fOg_
I. INTRODUCTION
The Telstar system consists of the active communication satellite
repeater in orbit and ground facilities to work with it. The satellite was
designed and built by Bell Telephone Laboratories and launched by
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) under the
terms of a cooperative agreement. Bell Laboratories built the ground
station at Andover, Maine, and furnished launch support equipment at
Cape Canaveral. The station at Holmdel, New Jersey, 1 originally built
for the Echo project, was modified to work with the Telstar system.
Participating European stations were constructed at Goonhilly Downs
in England, Pleumeur-Bodou in France, and Fucino in Italy by tele-
communications agencies in the respective countries.
This paper gives a general description of the Telstar satellite system.
It starts with a discussion of the over-all system design. This is followed
by a more detailed discussion of the factors affecting the choice of the
orbit and of the operating frequencies. The satellite, the Andover ground
station, and the equipment at Cape Canaveral are next described and,
finally, certain important transmission parameters are presented.
II. SYSTEM OBJECTIVES
The system was designed to meet the following objectives:
(1) To demonstrate broadband microwave transmission through an
active satellite.
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Specifically, this included the transatlantic transmission of high-qual-
ity television with sound, or the equivalent of 600 one-way telephone
channels. It was also desired to test the transmission of a limited num-
ber of two-way telephone channels using a common amplifier in the
satellite. A further transmission objective was to demonstrate that other
services, such as data, telegraphy and telephoto, could be sent through
the satellite.
(2) To test the operation of a ground station capable of transmitting
to, and receiving from, the satellite while tracking it.
This involved the simultaneous operation of a high-power broadband
transmitter and an ultra-low-noise receiver through a common horn-
reflector antenna. An important aspect of the ground station tests was
the trial of several means of acquisition and tracking of the satellite,
and the steering of the antenna by both programmed and autotrack
methods.
(3) To obtain data on the space environment and its effect on the
satellite.
For this purpose, equipment is carried to measure particle radiation in
space, as well as temperatures, voltages and other conditions in the
satellite. Telemetry is provided to relay this information to the earth.
III. GENERAL SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS AND FEATURES
A satellite comnmnications system differs in major respects from other
kinds of radio communications systems, and hence the various con-
straints faced by the designer differ in nature or emphasis. In this sec-
tion, the major constraints which influenced the design of the Telstar
system and the way in which they affected the system parameters are
discussed in a general way. Major system features are given. Subse-
quent sections will discuss these matters in more detail.
The principal factors affecting the choice of the parameters of the
Telstar system were the following:
(1) In order to provide mutual visibility across the Atlantic for pe-
riods of useful length, it was necessary to place the satellite in an orbit
above 2000 miles. On the other hand, the weight which could be launched
into a satisfactory orbit with available launch vehicles was limited.
(2) It was necessary to choose operating frequencies at which the
sky noise and atmospheric absorption would be low and where sufficient
bandwidth for television and other broadband services could be ob-
tained. It was also necessary to consider interference between the satel-
lite system and other radio services.
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(3) Because of the long distances involved, radio path losses are very
great. In addition, the effective radiated power of the satellite was lim-
ited by the primary power obtainable within the weight restrictions and
because of the impracticality of using directive antennas in the satellite.
The signal power received at the ground antenna, therefore, is very weak
compared with levels normally received in overland radio relay systems.
(4) It was desired to design a satellite with a high probability of sur-
viving the launch and which would last as long as possible in the space
environment. This consideration affected the design and weight of the
satellite in many ways, including selection of reliable components, rugged
construction and protection against particle radiation.
All of these factors interact with each other and, as a result, there is
no uniquely logical order in which the design choices can be developed
in a step-by-step manner. Probably the choice of operating frequencies
is the best starting point.
Considerations of bandwidth, propagation and radio noise narrow the
choice of operating frequencies to the region between one and ten giga-
cycles, as will be discussed in more detail in a later section. These fac-
tors, together with hardware considerations and problems of coordination
with other radio services, led to operation in the 3700-4200-mc and
5925-6425-mc common-carrier bands. The low power received at the
ground led to the choice of the lower frequency band for the down path
because these frequencies are better from the standpoints of radio prop-
agation and noise.
At the operating frequencies chosen, noise from the sky is very low
(as much as 20 db lower than that radiated by the earth into terrestrial
microwave antennas) and thus very weak signals can be used. Advantage
could be taken of this by using a low-noise ground antenna and a helium-
cooled maser amplifier at the input to the ground receiver. A horn re-
flector was chosen because it has very low gain a few degrees off the
main beam and thus would pick up very little noise from terrestrial
sources. To further improve reception, it was decided to build at Andover
the largest, and thus highest-gain, horn-reflector antenna that could be
designed with confidence that it could be steered accurately enough to
track the satellite. This antenna has a 3600-square-foot aperture.
Even with the low-noise antenna and maser, it was necessary to em-
ploy every possible technique for achieving high quality transmission
with weak signals. This led to the choice of wide-swing frequency modu-
lation for the down path, since it permits good baseband signal-to-noise
ratios with poor radio-frequency carrier-to-noise ratios. The use of a
frequency compression demodulator (also referred to as an FM feedback
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receiver)permitsoperationwith lowercarrier-to-noiseratiosthan is
possiblewitha conventionalFM detector.For satellitesimplicityand
otherreasons,FMwasalsochosenfortheuppath.Thesatelliteamplifies
thesignalbutdoesnotalterthemodulation.
The Andovergroundstationprovidesadequatetransmissionper-
formancefor thedownlink out to a rangeofmorethan8000nautical
mileswith a satelliteeffectiveradiatedpowerof2watts.A 2-kwtrans-
mitter on the sameantennaprovides imilarperformancefor theup
link.
If antennagaincouldbeusedin thesatellite,theactualRF power
couldbelessthan2 wattsandthiscouldbetradedforothersimplifica-
tionsin the satelliteor groundstation,or for improvedtransmission
performance.Therearea numberof possibletechniquesfor achieving
this,includingtheusein thesatelliteofearthpointingattitudestabiliza-
tionalongwithadirectiveantenna,steerablephasedarraysorprovision
for switchingseveraldirectiveantennas.Thesepossibilitiesweredis-
cardedfor variousreasons,includingthe stateof theart, thetimeit
wouldhavetakento developthem,andthedesirefora simplesatellite.
Instead,anantennasystemwhichis nearlyisotropicis employed.To
minimizethe effectsof nullson communication,the satelliteis spin
stabilizedaroundtheaxisof symmetryoftheantennasystem.
A traveling-wavetubewaschosenfor thesatelliteoutputamplifier,
sinceit couldprovidesufficientpowerwithgoodefficiencyandbecause
it wouldprovidea widebandwidth.Priorexperiencewithmissile-borne
traveling-wavetubeshaddemonstratedthattheycouldbemaderugged
enoughto withstanda rocketlaunch.All othercircuitsemploysolid-
statedevices.
Solarcellswerechosenastheonlypracticalsourceof primarypower
for thesatellite.To supplythepowerequiredfor thecommunication
equipmentdirectlyfromthesolarcellswouldmeanmorecellsandthus
moreweighthanwaspossiblewithintheweightandsizelimitationson
the satellite.Therefore,a nickel-cadmiumstoragebatterychargedby
thesolarcellssuppliesthecommunicationsequipmentduringoperation.
Commandcircuitsareprovidedto turnoff thecommunicationsequip-
mentsothebatteriescanbechargedandto performanumberofother
functions.
Facilitiesfor measuringtrappedparticleradiationandits effecton
solid-statedevicesareprovided.Telemetryprovidesinformationonthe
conditionofthesatelliteandontheresultsof theradiationexperiment.
Thesatelliteisapproximatelyspherical,with a diameterof 34inches,
andweighsapproximately170pounds.
The launchvehiclewasa majorfactorin the Telstarexperiment.
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Very early in the planning of the project, consideration was given to
possible vehicles which might be capable of putting a sufficient payload
into a satisfactory orbit. For reasons of availability and reliability, the
NASA Delta vehicle was chosen. Since it could not launch the payload
into a high enough circular orbit, an elliptical orbit with an apogee of
about 3000 nautical miles and a perigee of about 500 nautical miles was
chosen. The orbit is inclined 45 ° to the equator. When apogee is over
the North Atlantic, there are several good periods of mutual visibility
between Europe and Andover daily.
Table I lists the major parameters of the Telstar system.
IV. ORBIT SELECTION
As indicated in the preceding section, it was necessary to place the
satellite in a high enough orbit to give satisfactory periods of mutual
visibility across the Atlantic. The problem is illustrated by Fig. 1.* It
shows lunes of mutual visibility for communication between Andover,
Maine, and either Goonhilly Downs in England or Pleumeur-Bodou in
France, assuming minimum antenna elevation of 7.5 °. For a particular
height, the subsatellite point on the earth's surface must be within the
corresponding lune if the satellite is to be mutually visible. As the height
gets lower, the lune becomes smaller. At the same time, the orbit period
becomes shorter so that the subsatellite point moves more rapidly over
the earth. The net result is fewer and shorter useful passes. The lune
would vanish at 475 nm height.
The inclination of the orbit also affects visibility, since the satellite
never passes over regions whose latitudes are higher than the inclination.
Thus, only part of the visibility lune may actually be useful for commu-
nication. The best choice of orbit inclination depends on the particular
points on the earth between which communication is desired; for the
points of principal interest here a high inclination is best. Thus, for the
Telstar satellite, an orbit was desired with the highest altitude and in-
clination possible with the available launch vehicle and launch location.
The launch vehicle used is a major factor in any satellite experiment.
Rockets capable of orbiting significant payloads do not exist in such
variety that the problem can be approached with a set of requirements
on them as an end result. On the contrary, it is almost inevitable that
an available vehicle must be found and the experiment framed within
its capability. This, in effect, limits the achievable orbits and sets weight
and size limits on the satellite.
* For a more complete discussion of satellite visibility, see Ref. 2.
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TABLE I- PRINCIPAL FEATURES OF THE Telstar SYSTEM
TRANSMISSION
Signals handled
Television
,,v, one-way _l_v,vi_ c.aun_ls (simulated by noise)
12 two-way telephone channels
Modulation -- FM
RF bandwidth
Ground station -- 25 me
Satellite -- 50 mc
Frequencies
Communication up -- 6389.58 me
Communication down -- 4169.72 mc
Beacon -- 4079.73 mc
Telemetry and beacon -- 136.05 mc
Command -- about 123 mc
Polarization
Microwave channels -- circular
VHF beacon -- linear
Command -- circular
SATELLITE
Size, shape, and weight -- 34-inch sphere, 170 pounds
Orbit
Perigee 514.21 nm
Apogee 3051.37 nm
Inclination 44.8 °
Launch -- Delta vehicle from Cape Canaveral
Repeater configuration- IF type: amplifies, shifts frequency, does not alter
modulation
Communications antennas -- approximately isotropic, circularly polarized
RF power output -- 2 watts
Power plant
Silicon n-on-p solar cells- shielded
Ni-Cd storage battery
Stabilization
Spin with axis normal to plane of ecliptic
Magnetic torquing coil control
Radiation experiments -- proton and electron
Flux in several energy ranges
Radiation damage to special solid-state devices
ANDOVER GROUND STATION
Communications antenna
3600 square foot horn reflector
Inflated radome
Pointing by tape drive, autotrack, slave to precision tracker
Communications transmitter -- 2 kw
Communications receiver -- maser input, frequency compression demodulator
Noise temperature -- 32 ° K at zenith
The capabilities of the possible launch vehicles were analyzed. The
most readily available was the Delta vehicle used by NASA for the
Echo launch and planned to be the vehicle for many other space experi-
ments. It was also believed to be reliable, as has since been borne out
by a long succession of successful launches. The initial weight objective
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Fig. 1 -- Useful regions for various heights above surface of earth.
for the Telstar spacecraft was 125 pounds, but as the real problems of
design were met and solved, it became apparent that the satellite would
weigh about 170 pounds. With this weight, analysis indicated that the
Delta vehicle, launched from Cape Canaveral, would achieve a circular
orbit only about 1000 nautical miles high with 42 ° inclination. This
would result in only about three passes per day, typically only five min-
utes long, with mutual visibility across the Atlantic.
In spite of this disadvantage, the availability and reliability of the
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Deltamadeit an attractivevehicle.Therefore,attentionwasturned
to thepossibilitiesof anellipticalorbit.By acceptingalowperigee,an
apogeemuchhigherthan1000milescouldbeachieved.If theapogee
werelocatedwellnorthof theequator,satisfactoryperiodsof mutual
visibility couldbeachievedacrosstheNorthAtlantic.TableII shows
the orbit parameterschosen,togetherwith thoseactuallyachieved.
Fig.2 shows the suborbital track of the Telstar satellite for the first
24 hours after launch. With a period of 158 minutes, the satellite com-
pletes nine orbits in 23 hours, 42 minutes, accounting for the near re-
tracing of the first track on the tenth orbit. Those periods when the
satellite was mutually visible across the Atlantic are shown by heavy
solid lines. Additional time when it was visible from Andover only are
shown by light solid lines. Other periods are shown dashed.
It will bc noted from the table that the initial apogee was south of
the equator- not the best position from the standpoint of visibility.
However, the line of apsides advances about 2° per day, and after launch
the apogee moved in a northerly direction. It reached its northernmost
point in about 50 days and then started to move southward. This gave
a period of about three months during which visibility was good, fol-
lowed by a period of poor visibility. Fig. 3 shows visible time per day
when the satellite is at least 7.5 ° above the horizon. Initially, there were
three or four passes per day, each lasting 10-20 minutes, during which
the satellite could be used for transatlantic communication. Seven weeks
later, with the apogee in its best position, there were four or five passes
daily, each lasting 20-40 minutes.
Another orbit parameter is spin-axis orientation. For optimum output
from the solar power plant and favorable heat balance, it was desired
to have the spin axis perpendicular to the sun line. If this attitude is to
be maintained as the earth carries the satellite with it around the sun,
the axis nmst also be normal to the ecliptic plane. The desired inclina-
tion of the orbit was achieved by dog-leg maneuvers during the launch.
Thus, while the orbit plane is inclined 45 ° to the equator, the direction
TABLE II--ORBIT OF THE Telstar SATELLITE
Actual Orbit (NASA
Proposed Minitrack)
Perigee
Apogee
Inclination
Period
Initial apogee latitude
Apsidal advance
500 nm
3000 nm
45.43 °
156.47 min.
8.59°S
2.02°/day
511.9 nm
3043.2 nm
44.8 °
157.6 min.
11.92°S
1.98°/day
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of the final thrust of the third-stage rocket, and hence the orientation
of the spin axis, was at a higher inclination to the equator- actually
67 °. By choosing the time of launch, the 23 ° inclinatiou of the earth's
axis with respect to the ecliptic plane was added to this, resulting in a
spin-axis attitude almost perpendicular to the ecliptic plane. The axis
precesses with time because of the torque created by thc residual mag-
netic moment of the satellite in the earth's field. To correct this pre-
cession, a magnetic torquing coil is provided in the satellite which can
be turned on from time to time to control the position of the spin axis.
The elliptical orbit of the Telstar satellite is also desirable for the
radiation experiment, since it covers a large part of the inner Van Allen
belt and, with its apogee in northerly or southerly positions, it passes
through a portion of the outer Van Allen belt.
V. CHOICE OF OPERATING FREQUENCIES
The frequencies used by the Telstar system include those required
for the communications channel and for a microwave beacon used in
tracking. They also include VHF channels for transmitting commands
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to the satellite and for the VHF beacon and telemetry. The VHF chan-
nels wcrc chosen to fit in with the facilities of NASA Minitrack stations.
Factors in the choice of the communications frequencies included
propagation, noise, and interference within the satellite system and with
_,_l_v_-'t'--services. ,rL____j_u_vw 21-f¢COII_I(J._I'_U no_ Ollly WIIJII respect to the ex-
periment, but also from the point of view of later commercial systems.
These factors lead to the choice of frequencies in the region between
one and ten gigacycles.
5.1 Propagation and Noise
The 1- to 10-gc region is the same part of the spectrum commonly
used for terrestrial radio relay systems, but the critical transmission
factors are different• Radio relay systems are subject to severe selective
fading due to multipath effects. When enough margin is provided for
fading, atmospheric absorption is unimportant except at the upper edge
of the band. Radio relay antennas, since they are pointed horizontally,
receive thermal noise from the earth, and this puts a floor on the effec-
tive noise temperature of the system. On the other hand, in satellite
systems, selective fading is nonexistent, except at very low elevation
angles of the ground antennas• Noise received from the sky in favorable
parts of the spectrum is much lower than thermal noise from the earth,
so that low-noise amplifiers such as the solid-state maser can be used
effectively•
Receiving system noise temperatures of satellite ground stations can
be made very low compared with the approximately 300°K temperature
of the earth. For example, the Andover station has an effective tempera-
ture, excluding sky noise, of about 30°K. Thus, sky noise temperatures
in the tens of degrees are significant.
At one gigacycle, cosmic noise can be as high as 30°K and becomes
greater at lower frequencies? Above one gigacycle, sky noise due to air,
water vapor and rain increases as frequency increases• Noise due to air
and water vapor alone is worst at low antenna elevation angles. For an
elevation of 7.5 °, it is about 15°K at 1 gc and 30-60°K at 10 gc. More
serious is the effect of rain. Zenith measurements at 6 gc have produced
values in excess of 100°K during very heavy rainfall. 4 Unpublished data
indicate that, for the same rain conditions, noise will generally be higher
for low antenna elevation angles. The effect is highly dependent on
frequency with the lower frequencies showing less noise.
When a radome is used, as at the Andover station, there is an ad-
ditional source of noise during rain due to reflection and absorption
from the wet radome. Particularly with high antenna elevation angles,
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thismaybethemostimportantsourceof addednoise.Moredataon
thiseffectareneeded,but theyarenot expectedto alter conclusions
regardingthechoiceoffrequencies.
Not onlyis thenoisetemperatureof theskyincreasedby rain,but
thesignalis attenuatedbecausethe raindrops catterandabsorbit.
Thiseffectisalsostronglydependentonfrequency,sinceit dependson
thesizeoftheraindropsmeasuredinwavelengths.At 4gc,arainfallof
fiveinchesperhourcausesabout0.2dbexcessattenuationpermileof
rainstormtraversed._At 6 gc,the increaseis about1.5dbpermileof
rainstorm.Althoughthis rateof fall is veryhigh,it doesoccurquite
oftenfor shortperiodsduringthunderstorms.Thecoreof a thunder-
stormmaybesomefivemilesin diameter.Thusit canbeseenthat
excessattenuationsof some1dbat 4 gcand7 db at 6 gcareindeed
likely to occura smallfractionof thetime, andlesserincreaseswill
occurmoreoften.At frequencieshigherthan6gc,theexcessattenuation
will behigher-- for instance,asmuchas50dbat 11gc.
5.2Frequency Allocation Considerations
Frequencies in the 1- to 10-gc range are allocated internationally by
the Radio Regulations resulting from the Administrative Radio Con-
ference (Geneva, 1959) to a variety of services. Allocations differ in the
three regions of the world recognized in the Geneva frequency tables,
and there are numerous footnotes to the tables and reservations to the
convention calling attention to national deviations from the tables.
Furthermore, in the United States, there are further distinctions, par-
ticularly between government and nongovernment allocations.
It may be difficult for satellite communications systems to share
frequencies with some of these services. For example, radio location
and navigation services generally use very high powcr transmitters and
very sensitive receivers, and hence may both cause interfere_me to, and
receive interference from, sharing services. Radio astronomy by its
very nature uses very sensitive receivers, and would be vulnerable to
interference from sharing services. The frequencies allocated to space
research are scarcely wide enough to support a commercial satellite
system on a world-wide basis.
Consideration of the variety of services in the 1- to 10-gc region led
to the conclusion that the frequency space necessary for the Telstar
satellite communications system could best be found by sharing with
common-carrier radio relay systems. Specifically, these bands are 3700-
4200 mc* and 5925-6425 mc. These bands are included in the October 22,
* In Europe, the band 3700-3800 mc is presently used for other services.
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1962 "Draft Proposals of the United States of America for the Extra-
ordinary Administrative Radio Colfference for Space Radio Communi-
cation," to be presented at the conference scheduled by the International
Telecommunications Union to be held at Geneva, Switzerland starting
K_'UbOU_21" i_ l_OO.
5.3 Coordination with Existing Terrestrial Systems
When satellite systems share the same frequency bands with radio
relay systems, it is necessary to consider four separate interference paths:
(1) satellite system ground transmitter to radio relay receivers,
(2) radio relay transmitters to satellite system ground receivers,
(3) radio relay transmitters to satellite receivers, and
(4) satellite transmitters to radio relay receivers.
The first two interferences are peculiar to the ground station sites and
can be controlled by properly engineering the exposures between the
satellite ground stations and radio relay routes. 6 The last two inter-
ferences must be considered on a world-wide basis, since they involve
radio relay stations anywhere within view of the satellites with which
frequencies are shared. These interferences must be kept acceptably
small by agreement as to permissible parameters for both satellite and
radio relay systems. Studies show that such coordination is possible
with reasonable parameters of the terrestrial and satellite communica-
tions systems. 7
Radio-frequency channel arrangements for the 4-gc and 6-gc common-
carrier bands are given by C.C.I.R. Recommendations No. 278 and 280
(Los Angeles, 1959) * and are shown in Fig. 4. The microwave frequencies
finally chosen for the Telstar system are indicated, with ground-to-
satellite transmission at 6-gc and satellite-to-ground transmission at 4-gc.
The high end of each band was chosen because, at least in the United
States, it has been the custom to build up radio relay routes from the
low-frequency end of the band and because, as previously mentioned,
other services use the 3700-3800-mc band in Europe. While the fre-
(tuency-sensitive factors favor 6-gc for the up direction and 4-gc for the
down direction, the balance is not so overwhelming that the opposite
choice is impractical. In the future it may be desirable to double satel-
lite frequency usage by operating both ways simultaneously.
VI. THE Telstar SATELLITE
The Telstar satellite is a microwave repeater that receives signals
from the earth, amplifies them and retransmits to the earth. The trans-
• These two recommendations were modified at the Plenary Meeting of the
C.C.I.R at Geneva, 1963, but the frequency arrangements are unchanged.
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Fig. 4 -- Frequency plan : (a) 6-gc common-carrier assignments, (b) 4-gc common-
carrier assignments.
mission through the satellite is shown in Fig. 5. FM radio signals with
a carrier at 6390 mc are received in an antenna, converted to 90 mc
and amplified in an IF amplifier which supplies most of the repeater
gain. The signals are then converted up to 4170 me, amplified in a
traveling-wave tube (TWT) and radiated from a separate antenna at a
level of 2 watts. The beat frequency tones for the converters originate
in crystal oscillators operating at about 16 mc. These frequencies are
multiplied in a series of transistor and varactor doublers to the required
microwave frequencies.
An interesting feature is the use of the TWT to amplify the up-con-
verter local oscillator tone as well as the signal. This is done by com-
bining the tone with the signal in a filter before the TWT, amplifying
them together and then separating the tone from the signal in a separa-
tion filter at the TWT output. The separation filter is deliberately made
"leaky" to the 4080-mc tone so that part of it is radiated as the micro-
wave beacon for precision tracking. The 6300-mc down-converter tone
is obtained by combining the 4080-mc up-converter tone with 2220 mc
obtained from a separate oscillator and multiplying chain.
The primary power for the satellite is obtained from solar cells.
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Silicon mon-p cells were chosen because of their greater resistance to
radiation. Radiation effects were further reduced by shielding the cells
with 30 mils of synthetic sapphire. Fifty groups of cells are connected
in parallel, each group containing 72 cells in series for a total of 3600
cells. The power required to operate the communication circuits, espe-
cially the TWT, is greater than the average output of the cells. A
nickel-cadmium storage battery is provided to carry the peak load and
also to permit operation during eclipse. The output of this battery is
normally in the range of 24-27 volts. This is regulated to 16 volts,
which is used directly for most of the solid-state circuits, or converted
in dc-to-dc converters to the higher voltages needed for the TWT.
Since the satellite cannot be operated continuously because of power
limitations, it is turned on and off by radio commands from the earth.
The commands are transmitted at about 123 mc, which is received
through a VHF antenna on the satellite. The command signals are
amplified in command receivers, decoded, and used to operate relays
which turn the communications repeater on and off. Commands are also
used to turn the radiation experiment off and on, to switch between two
telemetry encoders, to actuate the magnetic torquing coil and to turn
the main power off and on. Duplicate command receivers and decoders
are included for reliability.
The satellite transmits a continuous beacon signal at 136 mc from
u
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Fig. 5 -- Telstar communications repeater
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thesameantennausedto receivecommands.Thisisusedforacquisition
andcoarsetracking.In addition to its use as a tracking beacon, the
136-mc signal is used as a carrier for telemetry to ground receivers. One
hundred and twelve different items are measured each minute and the
data transmitted to the ground by low-frequency modulations on this
carrier. Measurements include information on temperatures, pressure,
currents, and voltages, the state of several relays, RF power transmitted
from the satellite and received signal strength at the satellite, as well
as the results of the radiation experiment.
The radiation experiment is an important part of the Telstar space-
craft electronics. This experiment measures the flux of protons and
electrons at several energy levels and the cumulative effect of the
incident radiation on several specially designed semiconductor devices.
An external view of the satellite is shown in Fig. 6. It is a nearly
spherical structure, 34½ inches in diameter, weighing 170 pounds. It
spins about an axis which is vertical in the picture. While the satellite
was placed in orbit with the spin axis nearly perpendicular to the
ecliptic plane, it is designed to operate, although on a reduced cycle,
with the spin axis in any relation to the sun. For this reason, the solar
cells are distributed approximately uniformly about the sphere.
Two equatorial bands of rectangular ports make up the microwave
communications antennas. The smaller ports receive signals from the
earth at 6390 mc and the larger ports transmit at 4170 me. The design
of the ports and the L-shaped diagonal probes is such that circularly
polarized signals of opposite sense are received and transmitted in a
nearly isotropic pattern. The pattern and circular polarization permit
transmission through the satellite from all aspects without polarization
tracking or loss due to cross polarization. Using opposite senses of cir-
cular polarization for the up and down paths helps to isolate the receiver
from the transmitter both in the satellite and in the ground station.
The VHF command and telemetry antenna is a helical structure. It
is also nearly isotropic, but is linearly polarized. Sensors for measuring
solar aspect, radiation in the Van Allen belts, and the effects of this
radiation, are located at several points on the outer surface. Three
mirrors on the outer shell are used to reflect sunlight to the earth. Optical
equipment at Holmdel, N. J., is used to observe these flashes and aid in
the determination of the spin-axis orientation.
The outer structure consists of an aluminum skin on a magnesium
frame. Within this outer shell and frame, a hermetically sealed cylindrical
canister containing practically all the electronic circuits is suspended
by nylon laces. This laced suspension provides thermal isolation from
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Fig. G - The Bell System’s experimental communications satellite as i t  ap- 
peared before launch. 
the outer shell and effectively attenuates the higher-frequency compo- 
nents of vibration experienced during the launch. 
The circuits and subassemblies in the canister are individually encased 
in polyurethane foam, and the entire interior of the canister assembly is 
foamed as a unit and the covers welded on. The foam provides a light- 
weight support for the electronics and greatly reduces theeffects of vibra- 
tion on the subassemblies. It is extremely difficult, though not impossible, 
to make a repair if a failure should occur after the final foaming and 
welding operation. The principal reliance is on achieving a reliable unit 
before this step is taken. 
Six complete flyable models were constructed in addition to a proto- 
type and several special-purpose development models. 
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VII. THE ANDOVER GROUND STATION
The Andover ground station provides means for transmitting to and
receiving from the Telstar satellite. The station includes the com-
munications antenna, associated transmitting and receiving equipment,
and means for steering the antenna to follow the satellite.
A separate microwave precision tracker is used for orbit determina-
tion. A VHF command tracker is used for acquisition and coarse tracking
and for transmission of commands to and reception of telemetry from
the satellite. The station has computers for the data processing involved
in tracking and orbit determination and to reduce experimental data.
7.1 The Andover Site
In selecting the site for the Andover ground station, a location was
picked which would be suitable for commercial operation as well as for
the experiment. Several factors were taken into consideration, s principal
among which were proximity to Europe and freedom from interference,
existing or potential. Obviously, a site in the northeastern United States
would best satisfy the first criterion.
Computations indicated that if interference was to be kept to toler-
able levels, TD-2 and TH stations operating close to satellite frequencies
should be at least 150 miles away if their antennas are aimed directly at
the ground station. Average terrain was assumed. For other orientations
of the radio relay antennas, a minimum of 40 miles was used. These
values are believed to be quite conservative3
Using these criteria, a number of areas in the northeastern states
were selected as possibilities. Of these the one in western Maine was most
promising. A siting team explored this area and selected the Andover
site. Profile studies were made to existing and proposed radio relay
stations and showed that interference at the Andover site would be
negligible. Subsequent interference measurements confirmed this con-
clusion.
The location of the station is shown in Fig. 7. It is situated in western
Maine close to the New Hampshire border. The site is nearly as close
to Europe as is possible in the United States and is well removed from
existing and potential radio relay routes. On the other hand, it is close
enough to existing radio relay telephone and television routes for
economical interconnection.
The connecting link consists of a four-hop system with two sections
of TD-2 and two sections of TJ (11 gc) to enter the site. By using TJ
for the sections closest to the site, and utilizing frequencies at the low
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Fig. 7 - Map showing Andover site. 
end of the TD-2 band, interference from the entrance link into the 
ground receiver has been completely avoided. 
Fig. 8 is a general aerial view of the Andover site. The station is 
located in a wide shallow valley about 8 to  10 miles in diameter. The 
situation is such that additional shielding is obtained in almost all 
directions by surrounding hills. These are not high enough, however, to 
interfere significantly with the visibility of the satellite. The profile of 
the optical horizon from the site of the antenna is shown in Fig. 9. The 
tower in the foreground of Fig. 8 is for the last station of the radio 
entrance link. This tower houses, in addition to the T.J repeater, an 
electrical model of the satellite for calibrating the ground station. 
A close-up aerial view of the station is shown in Fig. 10. The station 
is situated on a tract of about 1100 acres on top of a low rounded hill 
a t  an elevation of about 900 feet in the center of the valley. This area is 
large enough to  permit future expansion for commercial operation. The 
most prominent feature of the station is the large inflated radome that 
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shelters the horn antenna. It is made of rubberized Dacron and is 210
feet in diameter and 165 feet high. The control building in the fore-
ground houses the equipment for terminating the telephone and tele-
vision circuits brought into the station by the entrance link. It contains
the equipment for making transmission tests through the satellite, as
well as the heating plant for the station and diesel generators for power.
Flanking the control building on the right is the precision tracking
antenna on a concrete pylon and, on the left, the quad-helix command
tracker antenna.
7.2 Ground Station Transmission Plan
A general transmission plan of the station is shown in Fig. 11. Tests
or demonstrations that originate at other locations are received at 11 gc
and demodulated to baseband in the control building. The link from the
control building to the large horn is by video pairs. This is carried to
equipment rooms on the antenna structure through slip rings. The base-
band signals are used to frequency modulate the 6390-mc ground trans-
mitter, which is connected to the horn through diplexing equipment.
Incoming signals from the satellite at 4170 mc are connected to the
radio receiver through the diplexer and demodulated to baseband in the
equipment room and then transmitted to the control building by video
pairs.
7.3 Horn-Reflector Antenna
The communications antenna at Andover is a much enlarged version
of similar antennas widely used on Bell System microwave relay routes.
A horn reflector of this type with a 20 X 20 foot aperture was used at
Holmdel in the Echo experiments. Fig. 12 shows a model of the Andover
antenna.* For structural reasons, the horn at Andover is conical rather
than pyramidal, as was the case in the smaller versions. The antenna
rotates in azimuth on two concentric rails and in elevation about the
axis of the conical feed horn on two large bearings. Two equipment
rooms are carried on the structure. The maser is in the upper room near
the apex of the horn.
This configuration has several advantages over other possible forms.
It is very broadband, presents an excellent impedance to the trans-
mitter, and the parabolic surface is efficiently illuminated. Most im-
* Since the antenna was built under the radome and has never been exposed,
it has not been possible to obtain a really satisfactory picture of the actual hard-
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Fig. 12 - Model of Andover, Maine, antenna. 
portant, however, for the present application, the antenna has very 
low side and back lobes and may be connected to the receiver with 
short, low-loss connections resulting in a low system noise temperature. 
Table I11 gives the principal physical and performance characteristics 
of the Andover horn. The details of performance are covered in later 
papers in this series. The precision achieved on the critical parabolic 
surfaces is such that operation a t  frequencies considerably higher than 
GOOO mc is possible. Pointing calibration was made by tracking radio 
stars. The structural distortions indicated by these calibrations are 
corrected for in the electronic antenna direction system. The corrections 
are known with sufficient accuracy that, with good ephemeris data, the 
antenna beam may be pointed at the satellite within a small fraction of 
a beamwidth. 
All connections to the antenna are made through slip rings located 
around a pintle bearing a t  the azimuth axis. This permits free rotation 
of the antenna. Cooling water, power and control leads are also carried 
through rotating joints and slip rings in the pintle bearing. 
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TABLE III- HORN-REFLECTOR ANTENNA
Structural Characteristics
Aperture
Length
Weight
Reflector accuracy
Tracking and Slewing
Maximum tracking velocity
Maximum slewing velocity
Maximum acceleration
Error during acceleration
Performance
Gain
Beamwidth (3-db points)
3600 square feet
177 feet
380 tons
0.060 inch (1 sigma)
Azimuth Elevatioa
1.5 deg/scc 1.5 deg/sec
1.5 deg/see 1.5 deg/sec
1.3 deg/seO 3.0 deg/sec 2
0.26 ° per deg per sec 2
4170 mc 6390 mc
58 db
0.23 degree
61 db
0.16 degree
7.4 Transmitter and Receiver
The ground transmitter, shown in Fig. 13, provides an FM signal of
2000 watts maximum with a peak deviation of =t=10 me. The FM devi-
ator and modulator amplifier stages are modified versions of TH radio
transmitting equipment. The output stage is a power amplifier using a
high-power traveling-wave tube.
FM
DEVIATOR
R Ryg[
MODULATOR _ _
I
6174 MC
IIBASEBA"0
INPUT
MODULATOR AMPLIFIER
TRAVELING-
WAVE TUBE
6316 MC FROM
TRANSMITTER
CARRIER
SUPPLY
l SLANT RANGEFROM
COMPUTER
POWER
AMPLIFIER
WAVE TUBE ]
TO ANTENNA
l 6390 MCOUTPUT VARIABLE
+43 TO +63 DBM
Fig. 13 -- Block diagram -- ground transmitter.
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The center frequency is 6390 mc when the transmitter is used for
television or other straight-away tests. It can be shifted ±5 mc for
two-way message experiments. The servo control shown can be used
to vary the output power to maintain a prescribed received power at
the satellite. This is used in two-way telephone tests, where approxi-
mately equal carrier levels at the satellite are desired.
A block diagram of the receiver is shown in Fig. 14. Signals received
through the antenna are first amplified 40 db by a traveling-wave ruby
maser. They are then converted to a 74-mc IF frequency, where most
of the receiver gain is obtained. The signals are then shifted back to the
6-gc band for demodulation in a frequency compression detector. This
detector permits the baseband signal-to-noise advantage of wide-devia-
tion FM to be realized without the loss in threshold level that would be
suffered in a conventional detector of the same bandwidth. An effective
compression of the noise band is achieved by feeding back part of the
baseband output to a voltage-controlled local oscillator. The local oscil-
lator follows the deviations of the incoming signal, and in this way the
IF frequency deviations applied to the discriminator are reduced by the
fcedback factor. An improvement in threshold of 4-5 db is obtained by
the feedback receiver. A standard FM detector operating at 74 mc may
also be used.
It
FROM I I AUTOTRACK I
7 R HORN
EFLEr'TOR
ANTENNA
,,(_= RF _ .... INTERMEDIATE
AMPLIFIER- ] - AMPLIFIER -----
FROM
ANTENNA
4170 Mr-. 74 MC
IF /
I _ _ AMPL F ER ,/CON- 
I I
CARRIER SUPPLY
FREQUENCY
.... COMPRESSION DETECTOR ---)
I
//6123 MC BASEBAND
AMPLIFIER
KLYSTRON
VOLTAGE
CONTROLLE£
OSCILLATOR
BASEBAND
OUTPUT
Fig. 14 -- Block diagram -- ground receiver.
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The transmitterandreceiverare locatedphysicallyin the upper
equipmentroomof theantennastructure.Unlikeaconventionalcenter-
fedparabolicdish,thehornantennallowsfor considerableequipment
to bemountedat thefeed.Thishasbeenusedto goodadvantageat
Andover,wherefeederlossesarekept to a minimumbylocatingthe
transmitterpowerstageandthemasercloseto theantennafeed.
7.5Traclcing Equipment
The tracking system at Andover consists of four parts. These are the:
(1) command tracker and its control, (2) precision tracker and control,
(3) horn-reflector antenna and control, and (4) computers. This is more
elaborate than would be required for a commercial system. However,
the flexibility that this arrangement provides is very useful in evaluating
methods for future systems. Fig. 15 shows the four parts of the system
and their interrelation.
The computer (IBM 1620) is programmed to derive drive tapes from
any one of three different sources of information: (1) azimuth, elevation
and time data from previous passes, (2) orbital elements, (3) X-Y-Z
topocentric coordinates obtained from NASA. The drive tapes can be
used to position all three antennas to the predicted position of the
satellite. A different mode of operation which does not depend on
accurate drive tapes is as follows.
The command tracker, with its wide beam of 20 °, picks up the 136-mc
beacon as the satellite rises above the horizon. When autotrack has been
obtained with this antenna, the satellite is located to within 1°. If the
telemetry indicates that the satellite is in satisfactory condition, the
command sequence is started. By means of the three sequenced com-
mands at 123 mc, the repeater in the satellite is turned on. At this time,
the satellite transmits the 4080-mc beacon. With the precision tracker
slaved to the command tracker, it can now acquire the microwave bea-
con with its 2 ° beam and autotrack. In this mode the precision tracker
locates the satellite to within 0.02 °. The horn antenna can then be slaved
to the precision tracker and acquire the microwave beacon with its 0.2 °
beam and autotrack. Once this is accomplished, the horn can continue
to autotrack without further aid.
The step-by-step procedure as outlined above is just one of many
possible modes of operation. With good pointing information, the horn
can be directed to acquire and then autotrack the satellite without
going through the steps outlined above. This has been done on many
occasions at Andover, and it is expected that a commercial system
would be operated on this basis.
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Fig. 15 -- Block diagram of tracking system.
VIII. FACILITIES AT CAPE CANAVERAL
Special facilities were provided at Cape Canaveral for testing the
satellite. Test equipment was located in three vans adjacent to Bell
Laboratories' guidance facility and on the gantry. A command tracker
like the one at Andover was provided. Compatibility of the radio fre-
quency systems in a prototype model of the satellite with other systems
involved in launching was verified about two weeks before launch. The
flyable model was tested daily from the time of its arrival at the Cape
and after mating with the third stage of the rocket, after spin balancing
and on the gantry up to the time of launch. From lift-off, the satellite
was tracked and telemetry monitored. During the following months,
the facilities were used to augment Andover by receiving telemetry
and, in some cascs, by sending commands.
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IX. TRANSMISSION PERFORMANCE
The broadband signals transmitted through the Telstar satellite
were television and 600 telephone channels simulated by noise loading.
In addition, the performance with 12 two-way voice channels was
evaluated as well as performance with data and other special signals.
Performance objectives for signals of these types have been established
by the Bell System and the CCIR. Because of limitations imposed by
the rocket on weight and, therefore, power, some compromise was
necessary and the objectives were not met in all cases. However, the
quality of these signals, when transmitted through the satellite link,
is reasonably close to the objective for commercial service.
9.1 Over-all Performance
Table IV shows the performance with the satellite at a range of 5000
nm for the three main types of service considered: TV, 600-channel
one-way telephony, and twelve-channel two-way telephony.
For TV transmission the audio signal is transmitted by frequency
modulating a subcarrier located at 4.5 mc. This limits the bandwidth
available for picture transmission to 3 mc. Other techniques for trans-
mitting the sound would remove this limitation.
Two-way telephony is achieved by transmitting two carriers from
two ground stations through the satellite simultaneously. These carriers
are separated by ten megacycles with the carrier from Andover 5 me
above the normal center frequency and the carrier from Europe 5 me
below. Because of the lack of isotropy in the satellite antenna pattern,
the two carriers may be received by the satellite with a 6-db level differ-
ence. Under this condition, compression in the TWT will cause the
TABLE IV- PERFORMANCE OF Telstar SYSTEM
Television
Bandwidth
Peak-to-_.eak signal to rms noise (unweighted)
Peak audio signal to rms noise
600-Channel One-Way Message
Top telephone channel noise
Improvement with pre-emphasis
Noise in top telephone channel with pre-emphasis
Twelve-Channel Two-Way Message
Noise in top channel
3 mc
41 db
56 db
49 dbrn 0*
3 db
46 dbrn 0
45 dbrn 0
* Measured with 3A noise meter with C message weighting. 0 dbrn equals 1
picowatt at 1000 cycles2
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weaker carrier to be transmitted 10 db below nlaximum output power.
The 45 dbrn 0 given in Table IV is based upon this weaker carrier power.
At 5000 nm, the quality achieved for TV transmission would be judged
to be a slight picture impairment. Also under these conditions, the
amount of noise in the poorest telephone channel would be 6 db more
than the tentative CCIR objectives for a commercial grade circuit. For
an experimental system, this performance is considered reasonable. The
important consideration is that measured performance was consistent
with actual parameters of the system, and that no unexplained degrada-
tions occurred.
9.2 Fluctuation Noise
The controlling parameter in a system such as this is noise. Table V
shows the fluctuation noise performance for the ground-to-satellite and
satellite-to-ground paths.
It will be noted from the Table V that the carrier-to-noise ratio in
the down path is 15 db. Even with this low carrier-to-noise ratio, high
quality performance is obtained by means of wide deviation FM. How-
TABLE V -- FLUCTUATION NOISE
Up Path: Andover to satellite
Maximum transmitted power (2 kw)
Ground waveguide losses
Ground antenna gain
Path loss (5000 nm)
Satellite antenna gain
Received carrier power
Satellite antenna feed loss
Satellite receiver noise figure*
Noise power in 25-mc band
Carrier-to-noise ratio in 25-mc band
Down Path: Satellite to Andover
Satellite power (2 watts)
Path loss (5000 nm)
Satellite antenna gain
Ground antenna gain
Received carrier power
System noise (50°K, 25-mc bandwidth)
Carrier-to-noise ratio in 25-mc band
63 dbm
1 db
61 db
187 db
0 db
-64 dbm
2 db
16.5 db
- 83.5 dbm
17.5 db
33 dbm
184 db
0 db
58 db
-93 dbm
-108 dbm
15 db
* The noise figure of the satellite as measured by a noise lamp is 13.5 db _1 db.
However, the noise does not have a fiat spectrum over the band of interest and
this number applies in the region where the noise is flat. Measurements made of
the system noise spectrum using narrow-band analyzers indicate a satellite noise
figure in the flat region of 15 db =1=2db. If the noise spectrum around the carrier
is integrated over a 20-me band, then an equivalent noise figure of 16.5 db ±2 db
is obtained.
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ever, at 10 db carrier-to-noise ratio a conventional FM receiver will
start to rapidly degrade the demodulated signal. The carrier-to-noise
ratio in the down path, being 15 db, is only 5 db above this threshold.
Therefore, a frequency compression demodulator has been used in the
Telstar system. This technique improves the threshold by about 5 db,
allowing adequate margin against the onset of breaking. At 5000 nm
range and with 50°K system noise temperature, the breaking margin
due to the down link is 10 db. The ground to satellite path also con-
tributes to the over-all system noise and reduces the breaking margin.
With 2 kw radiated from the ground at 5000-nm range, the carrier to
noise ratio at the satellite is 17.5 db. At this range for both the up and
down path, the effect of the up path is to reduce the over-all carrier-to-
noise ratio and the breaking margin by about 2 db. Most of the time
the range is shorter and the performance is better.
A number of other factors may reduce the carrier-to-noise ratio and
degrade the breaking margin. These are noncircular polarization, satellite
antenna pattern, ground antenna mispointing and rain.
To the extent that the antennas at both ends of the link do not have
circular polarization but are somewhat elliptic, i.e., have an axial ratio
other than unity, there will be some loss of signal. The axial ratio of the
Andover ground antenna system is in the order of 0.5 db and that of
the satellite is 2 db in the equatorial plane. Maximum loss due to these
axial ratios is about 0.1 db. When the satellite is viewed at angles 30 °
or more from the spin axis, the axial ratio may be as much as 4 db, but
even under these conditions, the loss due to this effect is only 0.25 db.
The satellite antenna has essentially 0-db gain in the equatorial
plane. It is down about 6 db at an angle ±60 ° from the equator. The
pattern is quite smooth around the spin axis with a ripple of about :t: 1
db. This is adequate to maintain the signal above the FM threshold,
especially since an unfavorable aspect and maximum range will rarely
coincide.
The signal loss due to antenna mispointing is less than 0.1 db. This
is due to the use of the vernier autotrack, which is capable of maintain-
ing the antenna beam to within 0.005 ° of the satellite's position.
It has been observed that system noise temperature can increase to
130°K in the presence of heavy rain. This can be ascribed to the increase
in sky noise and the effect of the wet radome. The degradation of carrier-
to-noise ratio under these conditions is 4 db compared to conditions on
a clear day with the antenna at zenith. With the system parameters
described and the margin available, operation above threshold is still
possible.
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Video
TV bandwidth
Peak-to-peak frequency deviation (picture)
Peak-to-peak frequency deviation (picture + aural
subearrier)
Bandwidth of audio channel
Peak-to-peak frequency deviation (audio on 4.5-mc
aural subcarrier)
600-Channel Noise Loading
Peak frequency deviation due to noise loading signal
RMS frequency deviation due to noise loading signal
RMS frequency deviation per telephone channel
Twelve-Channel Two-Way Message
Baseband signal
Peak frequency deviation for twelve channels
RMS frequency deviation per channel
3 me
14 mc
16.8 mc
8 ke
100 kc
lO mc
1.77 mc
72 kc
60-108 kc
1 mc
16 kc
9.3 FM Deviations
Based upon the fluctuation noise indicated in Table V, the required
modulation indices were determined. These are given in Table VI.
9.4 AmpEtude and Phase Distortion
The presence of amplitude and phase distortion causes transmission
degradation which adds to that caused by thermal noise. This form of
distortion does not affect the breaking margin, but adds to the noise at
baseband. The most important forms of nonlinear distortions are
envelope delay distortions 1° and differential gain. In a two-link radio
relay system such as Telstar, this distortion can be made small compared
to thermal noise. In the allocation of system impairments, the total for
intermodulation noise is 36 dbrn at the 0-db transmission level. Fig. 16
TOTAL
36 DBRN AT 0 DB TL
, ,vw.
LINEAR DELAY PARABOLIC DELAY DELAY RIPPLE
31 DBRN 0 3,1DBRNO 31 DBRNO
UP PATH DOWN PATH UP PATH DOWN PATH UP PATH DOWN PATH
28 DBRN 0 28 DBRN 0 28 DBRNO 28 DBRN 0 28 DBRN0 28 DBRN0
Fig. 16 -- Allocation of intermodulation noise.
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TABLE VII--DELAY DISTORTION OBJECTIVES
Frequency with respect to carrier -- me _.2 _.4 _.6 _.8 :t:10
Linear delay distortion --nanoseconds 6
Parabolic delay distortion- nanoseconds 111 415 1"0 1"8 28
Delay Ripple
Ripple periodicity--mc IO.3 0.6 155 330 16.5 151.5P_elaY ripple -- nanoseconds
indicates how this total is divided among the various sources. Assuming
the parameters indicated previously for the 600-channel noise loading
signal and the use of pre-emphasis,* Table VII indicates the delay dis-
tortion objectives. The figures indicated in Table VII apply to both
the up-path and down-path equally.
The differential phase would be 4.2 ° if the objectives in Table VII
are met. For N.T.S.C. color the requirement is 5°, so that this set of
performance objectives is consistent. The performance measured for
television and the 600 telephone channel simulated noise load indicates
that these objectives have been met.
X. CONCLUSIONS
The Telstar system has demonstrated that wideband communications
by means of an active satellite is feasible and that performance is pre-
dictable on the basis of system parameters. A ground station system
has been tested and shown to be operable under a wide range of weather
conditions and with a variety of tracking techniques. A large amount
of data on the space environment has been gathered and analyzed and
has added valuable information concerning the conditions which a satel-
lite must withstand. The satellite, the Andover ground station, and the
radiation experiment are discussed in more detail in companion papers.
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q/A General Description of the
Telstar Spacecraft
/
(Manuscript received February 6, 1963) /6 _ _"
The Telstar spacecraft design is discussed with emphasis on the elec-
tronics system. The description includes early planning, starting with
.frequency allocation considerations, and carries the program through
electrical and mechanical design, construction and evatUation of the elec-
tronics system. The content is aimed at a broad introduction, depending on
companion papers for many details of the spacecraft design, t_ U_r _ 0
I. INTRODUCTION
A description of the Telstar spacecraft presented in this paper is
developed chronologically so that the reader may understand how each
of the decisions influenced the design and construction which followed.
Foremost in practical considerations affecting the satellite design was
the selection of the Delta vehicle to launch the spacecraft.
II. BACKGROUND
Another paper of the series 1 outlines the needs for an orbit which
would reach the vicinity of 3000 nautical miles apogee with a perigee
of at least 500 nautical miles. The capability of the Delta vehicle to put
a satellite into such an orbit, with the restriction of a launch from the
Atlantic Missile Range and the desired inclination of the orbit plane to
the equator of 45 °, limited the permissible weight of the spacecraft to
the order of 180 pounds. This weight limit was a severe restriction to
incorporation of many ideas which were proposed early in the develop-
ment. The second characteristic of the Delta which was influential in
the Telstar spacecraft design was the existence of only two fairings and
the decision not to undertake the development of a new one. The larger
of the two, which had been tested repeatedly in satellite launchings and
was large enough for our purposes, was selected as one which would be
suitable for the spacecraft, as described in Section IX. The third aspect
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of theDeltawhichwasinfluentialin planningtheTelstarsystemwas
theneedfor spinstabilizationof the thirdstage,whichis a solidfuel
motorwithoutradioguidance.Typicalspinratesof 200revolutions
perminuteareusedfor thisthird stageand,whileit wouldhavebeen
possibleto despinthesatelliteafterinjectionintoorbit,it wasjudged
desirableto utilizethespinfor stabilization.In thisway,the weight
whichwouldotherwisehavebeenassociatedwitha despinmechanism
wassaved.Thedetailedevelopmentofthestructureof theframe,the
shapeof thespacecraft,andothermechanicalspectsare treatedin
anotherpaperin thisissue3
III. FREQUENCYALLOCATION
ProjectTelstarwasplannedfromthefirst asbeingprimarilya com-
municationsexperiment.However,otherscientificexperimentswere
alsoavery importantpartof theearlyplanning.Theselectionof the
frequencyassignmentsu edin ProjectTelstaris mentionedin Ref.1.
As discussedin that paper,someearlythinkingwasbaseduponthe
assumptionthat newfrequenciesexclusivelyfor the useof satellite
communicationscouldbeassigned,andthat interferencesintoandout
ofthegroundreceiverandtransmitter,espectively,wouldbeeliminated.
It becameapparentastheprojectdeveloped,however,that suchfre-
quenciesfor exclusiveusewerenot to be availablefor the Telstar
experiment,soplansweredevelopedfor joint useof the4-gcand6-gc
common-carrierbandswithexistingland-basedmicrowavequipment.
Both of thesebandsare in the broadspectralregionwheregalactic
noiseis almostnegligiblecomparedto signalsexpectedto be received
at thegroundstation,andwhereatmosphericabsorptionisnotaserious
matter.The4-gcbandis, however,in themorefavorableregionand
waschosenfor thespacecraftmicrowavetransmitter.Theactualfre-
quenciesto beusedweresochosenthat theycoordinatedin the4-gc
regionwith existingTD-2 systemassignmentsin this countryand
abroad,andin the6-gcbandwith theTH systemassignments,which
arethesamethroughoutheworld.Asseenin Fig.1,the 16satellite
channelseithercoincidewith existingcommon-carrierfrequenciesor
fall approximatelymidwaybetweenbands.Concurrentworkby H. E.
Curtiswasreportedearlier2His proposedfrequencyallocationplan,
thoughvery similarin mostrespects,resultedin frequenciesslightly
differentfromthoseactuallyusedin theTelstarplan.
AlthoughtheTelstarepeaterwasconceivedfromthebeginningasa
singlebroadbandamplifier,it wasconsiderednecessarythat the fre-
quenciesusedwouldbeconsistentwith thosewhichwouldlaterbe
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assigned to multichannel communications satellite systems. Allocations
were studied and based on both six and eight channels allocated in each
of the 500-me* bands at 4 and 6 gc, respectively. The final choice of
frequencies for the Telstar plan was based on an assignment which
permits the eventual existence of eight broadband channels. In addition
to the selection of frequencies for the broadband amplifier, a microwave
beacon was an important part of the planning. Fig. 1 is a diagram
giving the allocations both in the U. S. and in Europe in the 4- and 6-gc
common-carrier bands and showing the location of the eight up and eight
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down channels which are recommended for satellite use, as well as the
frequencies for the associated microwave beacon tones. Channels 8 and
8' with beacon E' were used for Project Telstar•
To minimize the amount of electronic equipment in the spacecraft, the
mlcro'wave beacon was uuuamcu _rum _ne pump frequency of the up-
conversion process. Consequently, the separation between the micro-
wave beacon and the center of the broadband channel determined the
midfrequency of the intermediate-frequency amplifier. The state of the
art of transistor amplifiers for intermediate frequency use with proposed
bandwidth of 50 mc dictated a center frequency above that which
typically had been used for land-based microwave equipment. Pre-
liminary designs of IF amplifiers which existed at the time of the begin-
ning Telstar program made possible a center frequency of as high as 100
mc. The last constraint which was introduced into the calculations, and
the one which in the final analysis proved to be the most limiting, was
the requirement that the down conversion and the subsequent up con-
version be accomplished by use of a pair of frequencies obtained from
a coherent microwave carrier supply, with a single crystal-controlled
oscillator producing both local oscillator signals• As will be noted in the
discussion to follow, this last-stated objective was not to be attained,
and an alternate method was adopted.
Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the microwave carrier supply originally
planned, with levels and frequencies sufficiently accurate for engineering
purposes satisfying the previously stated requirements. This basic block
diagram is readily expandable to obtain all necessary frequencies for an
8-channel system from a single crystal oscillator• Calculations by R. W.
Hatch in unpublished work show that the noise associated with a non-
TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS I DIODE CIRCUITS
I
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Fig. 2 -- Single oscillator microwave carrier supply originally proposed.
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coherent microwave carrier supply is not a major contributor to the
over-all system noise. Despite the fact that it would have been desirable
to eliminate this small noise contribution, the schedule of the Telstar
program did not permit carrying to completion the circuitry indicated
in Fig. 2. The decision was made about midway through the program
(Aug., 1961) to implement the microwave carrier supply along the lines
shown in Fig. 3, where two separate crystals are used. The resulting
frequencies are the same as those in Fig. 2 to the first six significant
figures. Better coordination with the existing land-based microwave
systems could have been obtained by use of the two-oscillator approach.
However, other parts of the program were so far advanced that a
frequency change at that time was not possible.
IV. THE ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS OF Tt{E MICROWAVE RECEIVER
The over-all signal-to-noise performance is summarized in a preceding
paper. 1 Parts of this will be repeated and expanded ;m this discussion in
order that an over-all description of the satellite proper may be con-
tained within this paper. Data given here will supply the details neces-
sary for the understanding of the block diagram of the communications
repeater shown in Fig. 4. The nominal planned received signal for mid-
range operation at the input to the converter is -60 dbm. There is an
allocation of loss of 2 db between this point and the antenna, so that the
nominal signal received into the antenna is -58 dbm. The IF amplifier
operates with a midfrequency of approximately 90 mc and has a band-
width requirement at the 1-db points of ±25 mc about this midfre-
quency. The automatic gain control was specified to operate over a
signal range of approximately -t-5 to -12 db. The traveling-wave tube
NOTE:CmCLE_ NUMBERSSHOW TOF_G.,
POWER LEVELS IN DBM
2219.853M C[ [4 079.729 MC
7 r....... 7------7---7
F 17.34260MC _ I I / • I I
I I | /
15.93644MC _J_2- ;_- 2- 2- (_ [I 2- 2- 2- 2- II
OSCLLATOR ,
I II I ]
TRANSISTOR SECTION _255MC VARACTOR SECTION
Fig. 3 -- Final microwave carrier supply.
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(TWT), the only electron tube in the Telstar satellite, amplifies two
signals simultaneously. Onc, thc main broadband signal with approxi-
mately 50 mc potential bandwidth, is required at an operating point in
the tube at which the gain is 37.5 db and the power output is +35 dbm.
--..v _vv_z_ _lc_l o_u uLz_ uUU_lJUU uz UJLI_ IJUU_ 1_ 10 UU 1UWUI bll_l_ll bL[/_
main signal (i.e., +22 dbm), and under the condition of simultaneous
existence of the two signals, separated in level by 13 db, the gain for the
low-level signal is 35 db. The circuitry thus operates in a reflex mode
such that the 4080-mc signal, which is one of the outputs of the micro-
wave carrier supply, is combined with the main signal in the combining
filter, amplified through the traveling-wave tube, and in the separation
filter is largely transmitted back into the microwave repeater for use as
the pump frequency in the up-conversion process. Part of the 4080-mc
signal is also combined in the beat-oscillator modulator with a second
output from the microwave carrier supply to produce the beat oscillator
t requency for the down-conversion process. As will be discussed later,
a small part of this 4080-mc signal at the output of the TWT is directed
by the separation filter directly to the microwave transmitting antenna,
where it is radiated to the earth station and used by the precision tracker
and system autotrack for acquisition and tracking of the satellite. The
radiated signal strength of the 4080-mc beacon at the output of trans-
mitting antenna was required to be at a minimum power level of + 13
dbm. The circuit design of the microwave repeater with its TWT in this
dual-amplification mode with two signals widely separated in level was
based on analytical predictions and early experimental work which was
done by P. R. Wicktiffe and reported in unpublished work. The experi-
mental work was performed at 6 gc with traveling-wave tubes which
were of sufficiently similar structure to the tube proposed for use in the
Telstar repeater circuit that it was felt reasonable to extrapolate the
results to the 4-gc operation.
V. THE ELECTRICAL DESIGN OF THE COMMUNICATIONS REPEATER
The operating levels of the communications repeater are given in the
block diagram of Fig. 4. The design requirements have been discussed
in the preceding section. This section describes briefly the realization of
the system satisfying these requirements. The down-conversion system,
consisting of down converter and its associated filters and beat oscillator
signal from the microwave carrier supply, is in broad principle similar to
those used in earlier land-based microwave systems. 4 The physical
structure is, however, quite different and is based on operation of the
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receivedsignalandbeatoscillatorsignalinorthogonalmodesin around
waveguide.This is describedin detailin anotherpaperin this issue?
Thenoisefigureandconversionloss,12.5dband7 dbrespectively,re-
sultingfromthisconfiguration,arebothwithin therangeswhichhave
beenobtainedat thisfrequencyandbandwidthbyearlierexperimenters.
However,thelevelofthebeatoscillatorsignal(--4.0dbm)to thedown
converterissubstantiallybelowthatnormallyused.Thislowoscillator
signallevelwas,of course,usedbecauseof the necessityto conserve
powerandtooperateatthelowestpracticallevel;however,smallchanges
inpowerlevelarenottroublesomewiththeregulationschemesprovided.
Similarstatementsconcerningpowerlevelscanbemadeaboutalmost
everyotherblockwithinthecommunicationsrepeater.
The IF amplifierand associatedautomaticgain controlwill be
describedin considerabledetaillater in this issue.5TheIF amplifier
hasacommon-emitterdoubletinputstageworkingintoaresistiveload.
Thebandwidthof theIF amplifieris 50me,whilethenoisefigureis
4.5db.The90-mesignalisamplifiedusingbroad-bandcommon-emitter
transistors with local shunt feedback. The amplifier is so designed
that, should one of these transistors open circuit, the feedback network
would operate to continue to provide a fairly flat transmission path
without excessive loss.
The last two stages of the amplifier are common-base circuits. These
circuits provide linear amplification at output power levels up to +6
dbm. A 20-db return loss is maintained at the output over the 50-mc
frequency band. The maximum gain of the IF amplifier is 87 db. The
gain of the amplifier is controlled using two similar resistive T-network
diode variolossers. Each gives approximately 15 db of control range,
more than satisfying the original requirement for a 17-db range.
The AGC variolossers arc driven by a dc amplifier requiring four
transistors. These are arranged in a differential input stage followed by
two common-emitter stages. The sensing for the AGC is a measure of
the signal output of the up converter, in contrast to the more usual
method of monitoring the output of the IF amplifier. Since the up
converter operates with relatively low pump power, its output is subject
to some variations caused by temperature changes and aging. The
action of the AGC compensates for these variations and ensures constant
input to the TWT.
The up-converter is a balanced diode modulator in which the 90-me
signal is shifted to a frequency band centered at 4170 mc. It was designed
for temperature stability and minimum susceptibility to fluctuations in
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beat oscillator power. Consequently, the conversion gain of the device is
low -- only about 2 db.
The 4170-mc signal passes through a filter-monitor combination. The
monitor is part of the AGC circuit, which ensures that the level of the
signal fed to the TWT is constant. The monitor contains two separate
diodes, mounted in the waveguide in a configuration designed to mini-
mize directivity. The time and temperature stability of the monitor is
better than -_0.25 db.
The TWT amplifier is unusual for its high efficiency. A single-reversal
permanent magnet is used for beam focusing in place of the customary
straight field magnet such as that used in TH radio. 6 In addition to
saving weight, this arrangement gives a substantial reduction in the
associated magnetic dipole of the spacecraft, which must be neutralized
by the addition of small magnets on the surface of the satellite to limit
interaction with the earth's magnetic field. A net magnetic moment for
the satellite of 1 ampere-turn meter squared was attained.
Some of the design parameters of the traveling-wave tube are given
in Table I. It is of interest to note that the voltages and currents have
been chosen to give maximum over-all efficiency, including the heater
power, rather than maximum electronic efficiency. In the present design,
lowering the collector voltage below the helix voltage increases the
efficiency appreciably. The TWT is operated in the nearly linear region,
where the output power is about 1.25 db below the saturation output
power. This is done both to assure stability of the over-all circuit and
to reduce intermodulation. The anode voltage is kept above the helix
voltage to provide ion pumping. Further details describing the tube
have been included in another article in this issue. 6
The final microwave carrier supply provides local signals at approxi-
mately 4080 mc and 2220 mc. These frequencies are derived from
crystal oscillators which drive transistors and varactor-multiplicr chains
as shown in Fig. 3. The two paths are similar except for the output
stages, so only the one with the larger multiplication is discussed. The
TABLE I
Helix voltage
Anode voltage
Collector voltage
Cathode current
Output power (saturated)
Heater power
Collector power
Gain (saturated)
1500 volts
1750 volts
750 volts
17.5 milliamperes
4.5 watts
1.5 watts
13 watts
36.5 decibels
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nominal 4080-mc (microwave-beacon frequency) path starts with a
solid-state Pierce oscillator at about 15.9 megacycles. To ensure maxi-
mum short4erm stability, the oscillator is operated at a high level. Since
the crystal is driven hard, it is necessary to have crystals that are free
from unwanted resonances at this operation level over the whole tem-
perature range likely to be encountered. The long-term stability is
determined mainly by the temperature characteristic of the crystals. All
units manufactured met the specified limit of five parts per million, and
in the Telstar satellite the microwave beacon has a stability of better
than one part per million from 0 to 60°C. It is expected that the effect
of aging will be of the order of one part per million per year.
The output of the oscillator is fed to a doubler stage and then the
signal is alternately passed through transistor-doubler stages and
amplifier stages until a frequency of 255 mc is reached. Temperature
compensation is provided to the last four stages, keeping the output
constant to 0.2 db over a range from -10 ° to +50°C.
The 255-mc signal from the last transistor doubler is passed to a
three-stage varactor multiplier using conventional lumped circuits. The
output from these circuits is fed into a coaxial doubler, which connects
the 4080-mc signal through a transducer into the combining network
that feeds the traveling-wave tube. The units performed well and the
entire harmonic-generator system showed less than 1.5 db variation in
level over the temperature range 0 to 50°C.
VI. TELEMETRY AND COMMAND
The need for a telemetry system ariscs from three types of required
measurements:
(a) communications experiment data such as transmitted and re-
ceived signal strengths, and states of several relays;
(b) general "housekeeping" data such as temperatures, pressure in
canister, currents and voltages of subsystems;
(c) radiation experiment measurements related both to integrated
damage to solar cells and transistors and to counts of electrons and
protons in several energy bands.
To simplify the telemetry in a way which is consistent with the design
of the entire electronics system, it was decided to use a one-per-minute
frame rate, which is very slow compared to normal industry standards.
A tabulation of the necessary measurements in the three categories
previously listed indicated that 118 channels would provide the required
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data. The final channel assignment is described in some detail in another
paper of this series? The channels are approximately equally divided
into the three categories which were listed earlier. Because of the needs
of the radiation experiment for high accuracy, it was decided to use a
PCM system with 7 bits, giving slightly better than 1 per cent basic
coding accuracy and an over-all accuracy including the effect of gating
of approximately 1 per cent. While most of the channels are sampled in
analog fashion and converted to digital form, direct digital counts are
used in much of the radiation particle counting, in order to increase the
accuracy of the measurements. This is described in detail by Ref. 8 of
this issue. The modulation scheme utilized to impress the telemetry
information on the 136.05-mc VHF beacon (the power output of which
is _-23 dbm) involves two stages of modulation. The PCM signal is
first changed to a frequency-shift form of modulation with frequencies
of 3225 and 2775 cps representing the binary 1 and 0, respectively. This
is then amplitude-modulated onto the 136.05-mc carrier. This form of
modulation was utilized to keep the major sidebands far enough removed
from the 136.05-mc carrier that it would be possible to utilize the carrier
for tracking purposes in the presence of the telemetry signal. The
percentage modulation was limited to 50 per cent to limit the sideband
amplitudes and hence to ease tracking problems.
The need for a command system was established when the decision
was made to operate the TWT only part time and to depend upon energy
stored in a nickel-cadmium battery for the operation of the tube. The
solar plant, when new, delivered slightly under 15 watts. This is expected
to fall to two-thirds this value in a two-year period. With all the sub-
systems in the satellite operating simultaneously, the required power is
more than twice that which is available from the new, undamaged solar
plant. The command system provides sequential turn-on and turn-off
of three voltages for the traveling-wave tube. The sequencing is con-
trolled from the ground in order to permit the simplest possible satellite
electronics system. In addition to the five commands which are utilized
for TWT operation, commands are provided to turn the telemetry off
and on and to switch or reverse the current in an orientation loop
provided to correct spin-axis orientation, should this be required.
Commands are also provided for test purposes to evaluate the operation
of the two separate redundant command systems. Finally, it is possible
to control a battery-cutoff relay which is provided to protect the nickel-
cadmium cells from excessive discharge.
The command code structure was chosen to be consistent with that
in use by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Minitrack
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network,(in orderthat the far-flungMinitrack stationswouldhave
commandcapability).The15commandsignalsareat a frequencyof
approximately123mcandaremodulatedin a pulse-durationmanner
whichisdescribedindetailin Ref.8.Theblockdiagram,Fig.5,shows
the associationof the commandandtelemetryand beaconsystems,
coupledthroughadiplexerto acommonVHF antenna.
VII. ANTENNAS
Separate microwave antennas (pictured in Fig. 6) are used for the
6390-mc reception and the 4170-mc retransmission of the broadband
microwave signal. The receiving antenna, the upper of the two equatorial
units, consists of 72 boxes or ports which are coupled together with
matched amplitude and phase so that the pattern of the antenna around
the equatorial region of the satellite varies about 2 db peak-to-peak, as
shown in Fig. 7(a). The antenna has reasonably uniform properties for
an angle of ±60 ° about the equator, leaving at either pole a cone with
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Fig. 6 - Spacecraft, showing antennas. 
a half angle of 30" containing deep nulls. The details of the antenna are 
described by Ref. 9. The goal of the design was to produce a circularly 
polarizing antenna having a near isotropic pattern. 
The microwave transmitting antenna is very similar to the one used 
for reception. It consists of 48 apertures, again equalized for amplitude 
and phase, and has radiation properties similar to  those just described 
for the receiving antenna. The transmission loss between the receiving 
antenna and the down converter is approximately 2 db, while the loss 
between the output of the traveling-wave tube and the radiating 
apertures of the transmitting antenna is about 1.5 db. Contributing to 
these losses are the coaxial cables which couple the electronics canister 
to the radial power splitter and the cables which connect the outputs 
of the power splitters as antenna feeds to the hybrids. The transmitting 
and receiving power splitters are respectively 6-way and g-way, which 
couple to as many hybrids. Each hybrid further subdivides by a factor 
of eight to couple to the individual ports of the respective antennas. 
The VHF antenna is used both for transmission of the 136.05-mc 
814 
Fig. 7 - Antenna patterns a t  6390 mc: (a) equatorial aspect; (b) polar aspect. 
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beacon signal, which is amplitude modulated with telemetry information
upon command, and the reccption of command signals at approximately
123 mc. The antenna is a quadrafilar helical unit which in free space
produces a circular polarized signal over a wide angle. The half angle
of the zone at cach pole, where antenna gain is in excess of 6 db below
the gain of an isotropic radiator, is approximately 20 ° (upper) or 10 °
(lower), as shown in Fig. 8(b).
The placement of this antenna close to the spacecraft as shown in
Fig. 6 results in nearly linear polarization, since the proximity of the
large metallic surface produces an image to cancel one component of
the wave. The reasons for mounting this antenna close to the sphere
are discussed in Section XI.
VIII. BATTERY AND POWER SUPPLY
The Telstar battery consists of 19 series-connected nickel-cadmium
cells. Each cell has a nominal capacity of six ampere-hours and weighs
eight ounces unmounted. The battery was made of 19 individual cells
having essentially matched characteristics. The main voltage regulator
is designed for satisfactory operation with maximum loads with an 18-
cell battery, so there is series redundancy of one cell.
The main regulator provides -16 volts, regulated to ±2 per cent. A
minimum-loss design was of the greatest importance, and an efficiency
of between 80 and 92 per cent is obtained as the output is varied from
a light load to full load. There are two outputs from the regulator. The
first output, feeding most of the solid-state circuits, has a ripple of less
than 1 millivolt, rms. The other output is connected to the TWT
supply.
The TWT supply is an unregulated dc-to-dc converter which provides
heater, collector, helix and anode voltages for the tube. To conserve the
life of the traveling-wave tube it is important that the voltages be
applied and removed in a controlled time sequence. This is accomplished
by commands from the ground which actuate magnetic latching relays
within the satellite. Separate transformers for the high-voltage potentials
are consequently required and are shown in Fig. 9. By use of new tech-
niques in the oscillator portion of the converter it has been possible to
achieve an efficiency as high as 70 per cent. The complete design of the
regulator and converter is covered in another paper in this issue. 1°
IX. OVER-ALL STRUCTURE
As noted earlier, the structure of the Telstar satellite was determined
largely by conditions inherent in the choice of the launch vehicle as
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Fig. 8- VHF antenna patterns: (a) equatorial aspect; (b) polar aspect.
well as fundamental decisions regarding the mission objectives. All
studies and designs have been based on the use of the highly reliable
Delta three-stage combination. Preliminary studies were directed toward
an essentially spherical design with a diameter of about 27 inches and a
weight of about 90 pounds. This early objective was a design that could
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be accommodated in the low-drag fairing of the Delta vehicle. As more
detailed examination of the electronics asselnbly progressed, it became
apparent that the earlier proposals could not be attained within a
reasonable schedule. It was then decided to examine the possibility of
using a second nose fairing, originally developed for another program.
This so-called "bulbous" fairing encloses more ei_ieiently the volume
needed for a spherical payload structure. With this alternative, a
diameter of about 34 inches was made possible.
Concurrent with selection of the bulbous fairing, investigation was
carried out on considerations of spacecraft weight versus orbital pa-
rameters. From this, it was established by engineers with NASA and
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DouglasAircraft that a maximumpayloadof 180poundscouldbe
launched into an orbit consistent with the over-all objectives of the
Telstar experiment. From design intormation available at that time, a
maximum weight of 175 pounds was set as the limit for the Telstar
spacecraft. Actual weights of six models completed for possible launch
have ranged from 170.94 pounds for the model launched to 175.4 pounds.
The Telstar spacecraft structure was also influenced by the choice of
spin stabilization, for which the reasons have already been discussed.
The principal problems in this method are those related to dynamic and
static balance of the payload about the spin axis and the requirement
that the spin axis be that of major moment of inertia. As in most such
designs, this is achieved by symmetry about the spin axis of the primary
structure and judicious placement of masses not having natural balance
by symmetry. Residual imbalance is, of course, removed by measure-
ment and addition of trim weights as a final step in construction. In the
satellite design, the major difficulty in optimizing the structure for spin
stabilization was that of obtaining a low enough ratio of pitch to spin
moments of inertia. A design requirement of 0.95 maximum was estab-
lished and was attained with some compromise in performance of the
VHF helical antenna. This antenna was to have been mounted on a
telescoping mast and erected on firing a charge by closure of switches
actuated by payload separation. Although the combined weight of mast
and antenna was less than one pound, the effect on pitch moment was
the deciding factor. The final mounting, although sacrificing 3 db in
antenna perfornmnce, resulted in a more reliable design with an over-
all saving in weight and an adequate ratio of pitch to spin moments.
Mechanical and electrical testing were also simplified by this change.
In addition to spin-axis balance, the nearly spherical symmetry of
Telstar is important in other respects. Foremost in these was the ob-
jective of near isotropy in the solar cell arrays. 2 The sphere-like outer
shell permits placement of solar cell groups such that a reasonably
uniform electrical output is obtained regardless of the relative orienta-
tion to the sun. The surfaces on which the solar cells are mounted are
planar sections or facets rather than spherical sections. In this way all
solar cells on a facet are illuminated to the same degree for maximum
efficiency. The larger facets contain complete 72-cell groups (38 in
number) while the 12 facets near each pole contain half-groups of 36
cells. The 24 half-groups combine in pairs to provide 12 complete groups,
bringing the total to 50 groups providing 3600 cells. Facets not used
for solar cell mounting and all other exposed outer surfaces are coated
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with a plasma spray of aluminum oxide to effect the desired thermal
balance. 2Three facets carry optical mirrors for spin rate and orientation
measurements by means of ground-based optical telescopes. 11
The last factor to be discussed, wherein the choice of launch vehicle
exertcd particular influence, is related to the launch environment.
Specifications covering shock and vibration tests had been effectively
standardized for Delta missions and were invoked by NASA in the
Telstar program. The severity of the tests for qualification of the proto-
type is 50 per cent greater than that for acceptance of models designated
for launching. Included are random and sinusoidal vibration tests in
three axes on all models. The prototype qualification tests also include
constant acceleration and shock tests. TM Levels of vibration input normal
to the plane of the attachment fitting range from 2.3 g to 21 g between
5 and 2000 cps, with special requirements from 550-650 cps. In the
latter range, a level of 40 g is used to simulate the resonant burning
peculiar to the third-stage rocket. In order to isolate the sensitive elec-
tronics asscmblies from the effects of shock and vibration, an isolation
mounting comprising many strands of nylon cord was used. This support
was designed to havc a natural frequency of 40-45 cps, where the
expected "g" input is of the order of 1.5 g along the spin axis. Maximum
"g" levels experienced by the electronics assemblies due to qualification
testing approach 20 g at resonance of the lacing support, while the
higher-level inputs at frequencies above 50 cps are effectively damped,
with occasional spikes of 5 to 10 g on the electronics section.
A simplified cross section showing relative positions of the major
parts of the spacecraft is shown in Fig. 10. As shown, the electronics
assembly occupies a large central volume of the structure. It is, in fact,
a single assembly which is constructed and tested separately before
insertion into the outer frame. All of the electronics subassemblies are
contained in this "package" with the exception of portions of the
radiation experiment, which had to be assembled close to detectors
with which they were associated. The electronics package accounts for
85 pounds or essentially one-half the total spacecraft weight. At-
tached near the top and bottom of the cylindrical package are lacing
rings through which the nylon lacing supports are stitched. The outer
frame is a welded structure of magnesium tubing with an exterior skin
of very thin aluminum panels. Whenever possible, these lightweight
metals have been applied throughout for optimum utilization of their
strength, weight, and heat conductivity, as applicable. Fabrication
techniques and finishing problems were also of considerable importance.
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X. THE ELECTRONICS PACKAGE
The environment to be encountered during many months in orbit, as
well as the conditions of launch, had strong influence on the design of
the electronics package. The effects of high vacuum and Van Allen belt
radiation on organic materials commonly used in electronic equipment
were of particular concern. For this reason, many materials expected
to be used in Telstar satellite designs were tested for the effects of
radiation and vacuum. However, time did not permit adequate and
conclusive tests on all such materials, especially since high-vacuum
tests cannot be accelerated, but only extrapolated. This factor, coupled
with the presence of high TWT voltages, led to the decision to enclose
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the electronics in a hermetically sealed container which would carry an
atmosphere into space. In this way, it could be assured that outgassing
of organic materials would not contaminate finishes critical to thermal
balance or solar cell operation. Also, any immediate hazard of high-
voltage ionization and breakdown at low pressure was removed. While
these were the primary objectives of the sealed container, fortuitous
gains were improvement of shielding against electron radiation and
completely valid tests of thermal characteristics on the laboratory bench.
Mention has been made of shock and vibration levels sustained by
the electronics package during launch. In order that these inputs would
not be further amplified by self-resonances within the electronics as-
sembly, a somewhat radical approach was taken. In addition to the
generally accepted procedure of encapsulating individual circuit pack-
ages, it was decided to fill the voids in the over-all assembly with poly-
urethane foam of the same type as that used for individual assemblies.
This final encapsulation provided the major mechanical support for the
TWT amplifier and waveguide components as well as for the transistor-
ized units mounted with them. With the additional foam, the design of
supporting brackets and testing for their adequacy could be minimized,
if not ignored. Also, the retention of interconnecting wires prior to final
encapsulation was essentially unnecessary. Consonant with this use of
rigid foam is the avoidance of connectors except where essential to as-
sembly and testing. All subassemblies are constructed with their wiring
pigtailed from the units and color-coded. Interconnections are made
with crimped sleeves covered over by heat-shrunk plastic tubing. The
final assembly with foam fill in place might be equated to "launching"
in the shop. However, repair, though difficult, is not impossible and the
technique is believed to be consistent with the reliability objectives
inherent in the program.
XI, THERMAL DESIGN WITHIN THE ELECTRONICS PACKAGE
Because of the almost complete filling of the electronics package with
the rigid foam, appreciable heat transfer by gas convection cannot be
expected. Hence, it was necessary to rely entirely on conductive heat
transfer to remove power dissipated within the package to its outer
walls, whence it could be radiated off. The comparatively massive wave-
guide structure (see Fig. 11), supplemented by heat conducting straps
to attach it to the package cylinder wall, is the primary means of remov-
ing the heat. This was of particular significance at the TWT amplifier
with a peak dissipation of 13 watts. Also, the chassis of a number of
units, which accounted for the major part of the remaining dissipation,
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Fig. 11 -Waveguide structure. 
were firmly attached to the waveguide structure. The power supply 
regulator was bonded directly to the cylinder wall, as were the cells of 
the nickel-cadmium battery. This treatment of the battery cells was 
most important, since during periods of overcharge almost all of the 
solar plant output may be dissipated in the battery as heat. Placing the 
cells in intimate contact with the cylinder wall avoided wide excursions 
in temperature at the cells. Similarly, the intimate bonding of all heat 
producing assemblies through the waveguide and package container 
avoided any significant localized heating, even with the peak dissipa- 
tion associated with operation of the microwave repeater. 
To verify the adequacy of the thermal design of the electronics 
package, an electrical analog was constructed of appropriate resistive 
and capacitive components and fed with currents corresponding to the 
various heat sources. The schematic of the analog circuit is shown in 
Fig. 12 with a table of current feed (temperature check) points. Con- 
tinuously operating sources were separated from switched loads to 
permit precise simulation of operation in successive orbital passes. The 
electrical analog permitted evaluation in minutes of thermal charac- 
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teristics actually realized in days (50 milliseconds = 1 hr.). Fig. 13
shows a comparison of results obtained at the TWT amplifier with the
analog measurements to actual data obtained in thermal vacuum
testing of the prototype model. The greater temperature rise shown by
the analog data is indicative of the conservative approach taken in
simplification of the analogous form. Temperature rises indicated by
the analog, though consistently higher than actually realized, were
within the objectives and confirmed the adequacy of the design.
XII. SUBASSEMBLIES FOR THE ELECTRONICS PACKAGE
Some further details of the design of the electronics package are of
interest. The progress of the assembly before final encapsulation is
shown at three stages in Fig. 14. Top and bottom views of the com-
pletely assembled unit are shown in Fig. 15. To reduce weight, the
waveguide portions are constructed entirely of magnesium with silver
plating to improve electrical performance. A layout was achieved which,
if laid straight, would exceed 13 feet of 1" X 2" waveguide, but in which
only 1 foot is simple waveguide and is not functional as a filter or other
such component. In addition to the waveguide, 16 electronic units and
19 nickel-cadmium cells are assembled in the package. These are tabu-
lated in Table II together with their approximate weights.
The total weight of waveguide components is 9.9 pounds while the
TWT amplifier adds 7.1 pounds. The complete sealed container for the
electronics weighs 13.9 pounds, and the foam for the final encapsulation
varies in weight from 7 to 8 pounds.
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The designs of the individual units are quite varied in detail but fall 
into three principal categories: 
(a) For high-frequency circuits such as the IF amplifier and beat 
oscillator supply, a fabricated aluminum chassis is used in conjunction 
with epoxy-glass boards for mounting. After wiring and testing, the 
structure is encapsulated with certain areas of the chassis exposed. 
Electrical shielding is then completed by a 0.003-inch aluminum cover. 
Cover and chassis are gold-plated to facilitate soldering the shield to 
the exposed chassis. A view of the IF amplifier before encapsulation and 
shielding is shown in Fig. 16. 
(b) The second type is devoted to circuits lending themselves to 
modular construction, such as the decoder in Fig. 17. Small modules 
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TABLE I1 
Unit I Approximate Weight (lbs) 
1. IF amplifier and AGC 
2. H.O. s11pply 
3. Varactor multipliers (2) 
4. Command receiver 
5. Command decoders (2) 
6 .  Conmiand switch colitrol (2) 
7. VHF beacon transmitter 
8. Telemetry 
9. Power supply regulator 
10. DC-to-DC converter 
11. Ni-Cd battery (19 cells) 
12. Radiation particle counters (2) 
13. Two-year timer 
1.2 
0.9 
0.63 
1.32 
1.98 
2.26 
0.9 
8.5 
4.0 
2.92 
11.25 
1.65 
0.57 
are encapsulated separately and grouped on unit boards to  perform the 
more complex functions. After interconnection, board and modules are 
again encapsulated. 
(c) The last type is best described as a free-form construction to 
accommodate components too varied in size and shape for strict organi- 
zation. One or more insulating mounting boards are used with a single 
step of encapsulation completing the unit. One of three boards from the 
power supply regulator pictured in Fig. 18 is typical of these. 
XIII. CANISTER FOR THE ELECTRONICS PACKAGE 
The container for the electronics package is made of +inch 1100-type 
aluminum. The cylindrical section is fabricated of sheet with a seam 
Fig. 16 - IF amplifier. 
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Fig. 17 - Modular construction - decoders and switch control. 
weld, reinforced penetrations being provided a t  six locations for the 
electrical feed-throughs. The completed cylinder is gold-plated and 
polished on the exterior, after which glass-seal headers and coaxial feed- 
throughs are soldered into the penetrations. A helium leak check is made 
on each solder or glass seal before and after assembly and wiring. After 
foaming and temperature testing of the wired package, the top and 
bottom are closed by identical aluminum domes welded into place on 
an automatic argon-arc welding machine. A leak test is then made of 
the completed electronic package. Based on the reservoir of gas con- 
tained in the voids of the package assembly, a permissible leak rate of 
8 X standard cc/sec was computed for a 2-year life. The equip- 
ment used was sensitive enough to  detect leaks in the order of 
standard cc/sec or about two orders down from the permissible leak. 
Argon is used to make this test, since helium cannot be introduced 
into the package (helium would penetrate the glass envelope of the 
TWT and cause noise in the transmitted signal). As a final step the 
argon is also removed and replaced by carbon dioxide to  minimize the 
chances of high-voltage breakdown inherent in the readily ionized argon. 
The final pinch-off, at slightly below atmospheric pressure, is also tested 
for leak by monitoring rise in pressure in a known evacuated volume. 
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Fig. 18 - Free-form construction - portion of power supply regulator. 
XIV. CONCLUSION 
This paper has described the planning and general design of the 
Telstar satellite and attempts to give the reader an over-all picture of 
what the satellite contains. Several companion papers give very detailed 
descriptions of the various subassemblies and parts of the satellite. 
Another paperI3 discusses the importance of a reliable construction 
program. The relative simplicity and established performance of the 
circuit and equipment approaches described were basic to the develop- 
ment plan. Long life can best be attained, we believe, by a straight- 
forward design based on a minimum of duplication and tried and proven 
design principles. The success of the Telstar program demonstrates the 
validity of this approach. 
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The Spacecraft Communications Repeater
B_C. G. D_T. HUTCHISON,
"_T!and H. I. MA_UNSELL V
(Manuscript received January 28, 1963) /0 _ 7)
This paper describes the electrical characteristics of the waveguide com-
ponents, the solid-state circuits and the traveling-wave tube used in the
microwave communications repeater. The reflex-circuit method of obtaining
local oscillator signals for the modulators and certain circuit stability prob-
lems are discussed. "f_C) T [46_
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper describes thc communications repeater portion of the Tel-
star satellite. This repeater receives the weak, -60 dbm nominal, FM
signal from the earth at a center frequency of 6389.58 me, shifts the fre-
quency to 90 mc for amplification by transistors, shifts the frequency
to 4169.72 mc for further amplification by the traveling-wave amplifier,
and reradiates the signal at a minimum power of 33 dbm. The signals
are received and transmitted through separate circularly polarized
antennas which are nearly isotropic. 1 The satellite also radiates, for
tracking purposes, a very stable microwave beacon signal at a frequency
of 4079.73 mc and at a power of greater than 13 dbm. The bandwidth
of the repeater is 50 me, although to date only 25 mc has been used in
the experiments because of bandwidth limitations of the maser in the
ground rcceiver.
II. CIRCUIT OPERATION
The block diagram of the communications repeater, excluding power
supply, is shown in Fig. 1 ; the numbers circled at various points in the
circuit show the power levels in dbm. Fig. 1 shows exact frequencies, but
for simplicity approximate frequencies will be used in the text. The sig-
nal path through the repeater is as follows.
The signal from the ground station is received by the nearly isotropie
6-gc antenna and is applied to the down converter at a nominal level of
-60 dbm. A down converter shifts the center frequency to 90 mc where
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the signal undergoes gain of about 65 db in a 14-stage transistor amplifier.
The signal is then applied to a balanced up converter which shifts the
center frequency to 4170 mc. Varactor diodes are used in the up converter,
so it provides some conversion gain. Filter 3 in the output of the up con-
verter allows only the sum frequency (4080 + 90) mc from the up con-
verter to pass into the monitor section. Silicon diodes in the monitor
provide a dc output voltage which is a monotonic function of the power
input to the monitor. This dc voltage, after amplification, controls the
gain of the IF amplifier by changing the current through variolosser
diodes in the IF amplifier. Because this automatic gain control (AGC)
detector, the monitor, operates at 4 gc, the AGC loop includes the up con-
verter and keeps the input power to the traveling-wave tube essentially
constant as the input signal at 6390 mc varies from -55 to -72 dbm.
Variations in the input signal are due to changes in satellite slant range
and lack of isotropy in the receiving antenna. These variations are usually
much less than 17 db when the transmitted power at 6390 mc is pro-
grammed. Ripple in the antenna pattern combined with spinning of the
satellite causes the received signal to be amplitude modulated at fre-
quencies of several hundred cycles per second. The frequency response
of the AGC circuit is fast enough to smooth the amplitude modulation
caused by the ripple in antenna gain.
After the signal passes through the monitor section, it is applied
through a combining network to the traveling-wave tube (TWT). A card
attenuator preceding the TWT is used so that small adjustments in tube
drive can be made after the AGC adjustments have been completed. At
the operating point selected for the tube, the gain for the 4170-mc signal
is 37.5 db and the resulting power output is 35 dbm. The 4170-mc out-
put of the TWT is applied to the transmitting antenna through a separa-
tion network which has an insertion loss of only 0.2 db at this frequency.
However, the insertion loss of the transmitting antenna and connecting
cables is 1.6 db, so the radiated power is 33.2 dbm.
The 4080-mc pump for the up converter is derived from a crystal os-
cillator at approximately 15.9 mc, followed by transistor and varactor
frequency doublers. In order to obtain sufficient power for this up-con-
verter pump, a special reflex circuit 2 using the TWT amplifier with a
combining and a separation network is used, as shown in Fig. 1. In addi-
tion to furnishing the pump for the up converter, the 4080-mc amplified
output of the TWT provides the microwave beacon needed for precision
tracking and provides the pump for the beat oscillator (B0) modulator.
The BO modulator furnishes the 6300-mc local oscillator for the down
converter by combining the pump signal at 4080 mc with a signal at
834
2220mc.Thelatterisalsoderivedfroma crystaloscillatorandaseries
of frequencydoublers.Theyttrium-iron-garnet(YIG)limiterisusedto
ensurestabilityoftheBOmodulatorunderconditionsofincreasedpower
at 4080mc,conditionswhichexistwhenno6-gosignalis transmitted
to thesatellite.
Thegainof theTWT for thebeaconsignalis lessthanthat for the
communicationssignal,becausethelatter signaldrivesthe tube into
partialsaturation:seeFig.2.Thisgraphshowstherelationshipof the
poweroutputsat 4080and4170mcwhenthe4080-mcinputisconstant
andthe4170-mcinputisvaried.Threesetsofcurvesalsoshowthesen-
sitivityofthetubeto changesin themainregulatorsupplyvoltage;- 16
volts isnormal.*A circuitin theAGCamplifierchangesthedriveat
4170mcto reducetheoutputvariationsif thesupplyvoltagechanges.
BecausetwosignalsareamplifiedbytheTWT,it isnecessaryto operate
thetubeabout1.5dbbelowsaturationto reduceintermodulationto an
acceptablel vel.
Thereflexcircuitisanelectricallyefficientwayofobtainingsufficient
powerlevelsneededat 4080and6300mc,but it introducesadditional
closedpathsin the circuit,with theresultingpossibilityof instability.
Theseclosedpathsarehereaftercalledfeedbackpathsorloops,although
thenamesaremisleadingbecausethey are not used to improve circuit
linearity or to realize the usual advantages of negative feedback. In
this circuit, the feedback paths are undesirable by-products of the reflex
method of obtaining the local oscillator signals for the converters.
The AGC circuit controls the gain of the IF amplifier so that the input
signal power to the satellite is amplified by the proper amount to hold
the power into the TWT constant. An increase in signal level of 3 db
means a decrease in IF gain of 3 db with a corresponding 3-db decrease
in noise drive to the TWT. The noise level to the TWT is low enough
that noise amplification is linear, and that output noise increases almost
linearly with a decrease in input signal so long as the signal falls within
the AGC range.
When the input signal is removed, the gain of the IF amplifier is maxi-
mum and the noise drive to the TWT is enough to give a radiated noise
power of 31 dbm in a 50-mc bandwidth. This noise will not cause trouble
in any communications system unless the system uses the same frequency
and has a very high-gain antenna pointed almost at the satellite. Sup-
* The variations in power output predicted from Fig. 2 are very pessimistic,
because these data are shown for variations of ±3 per cent in supply voltage.
The predicted variation at the end of 2 years is less than ±1 per cent, unless
radiation damage is extensive.
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Fig. 2 -- Operating characteristics for the traveling-wave amplifier.
pose, for example, there were two Telstar satellites in view, one turned on
and in use, and the other turned on but having no input signal. The satel-
lite not in use can increase the noise temperature of the Andover ground
receiver by a maximum of only 2.2°K while the horn is pointing more
than 3 ° away from the "noisy" satellite, and this would occur only when
the slant range to the satellite is at its minimum possible distance of
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Fig. 3 - (a, b) Pictorial views of the repeater. 
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600 miles2 For a "normal" range of 2500 miles, the noise contribution
from the "noisy" satellite when it is more than 3° from the beam of the
ground antenna is less than 0.12°K.
When the spacecraft has no input signal, the TWT is not driven as
hard as when a normal signal is used, so the microwave beacon power
increases 2 db over its normal level. This extra power is advantageous,
since the no-signal-input condition usually occurs when the ground
tracking antennas are trying to acquire the satellite.
III. SUBASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS
In this section the various subassemblies of the repeater are described.
The characteristics and unique features of the subassemblies are covered,
but the descriptions are not intended to be design sections. Two views
of the communications repeater, Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), show all the im-
portant subassemblies. All waveguide parts are made of magnesium;
the 4-gc parts use WR187 guide, and the 6-gc parts use reduced-height
WR137 guide. All subassemblies were tested before and after they were
subjected to vibrational forces in excess of these expected in launch.
The repeater must operate over a temperature range of 0° to 50°C, so
all units were tested over at least this range.
3.1 Down Converter
The down converter shifts the 6390-mc broadband signal to an in-
termediate frequency centered at 90 me. Fig. 4 shows the internal
configuration of the down converter. The received signal passes through
a waveguide filter into a circular cylindrical cavity in which two diodes
are mounted. Inside the cavity, the signal power divides equally between
the two diodes. The 6300-mc local oscillator signal is coupled into the
opposite end of the cavity from a second waveguide filter; the principal
axes of the two waveguides are at right angles to ensure isolation between
the two frequencies present in the cavity. Input matching is provided
at the signal input by the three screws which penetrate into the cavity
as shown in the illustration. Two screws mounted in the waveguide
close to the cavity are used to tune the local oscillator input.
The IF connection to each diode is decoupled to microwave signals
by means of an RF choke which consists of two quarter-wavelength
radial transmission lines. The resonant frequencies of the two lines are
staggered to obtain high insertion loss over a wide bandwidth. The posi-
tion of each choke along the IF output line is so chosen that an RF short
circuit appears at the waveguide wall. The two IF output lines are par-
allel connected through coupling capacitors to the input of the IF ampli-
838 
Fig. 4 - Internal structure of the down converter. 
fier which is mounted directly onto the down converter. However, 
separate dc connections are made to the two IF output lines so that each 
diode may be forward biased for optimum performance. 
It was experimentally determined that a good noise figure could be 
obtained most readily when the down converter was tuned to  have a 
relatively narrow-band input match. The down converter is narrow 
banded by the presence of the resonant tuning screw placed between the 
two diodes, which reduces the bandwidth to  about 120 mc. Narrow band- 
ing the down converter lessens the importance of the combination-fre- 
quency products generated by the modulator. With the down converter 
working into an IF amplifier with a noise figure of 4.5 db, the receiver 
noise figure is 12.5 db. Some improvement in noise figure would be ob- 
tained by increasing the level of the local oscillator signal; however, this 
would decrease the long-term stability and cause the properties of the 
down converter to  be noticeably dependent on the exact level of the local 
oscillator signal. In  the final design, the down-converter conversion loss 
is less than 7 db. 
3.2 I F  AmpliJier and AGC Circuit 
The IF amplifier provides the bulk of the amplification in the repeater, 
helps determine the repeater bandwidth,* and in conjunction with the 
* One end of the receiver passband is determined by a high-pass filter a t  the 
input to  the up converter. 
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microwave level monitor and the direct-coupled AGC amplificr provides
automatic gain control.
Fig. 5 shows the levels encountered throughout the IF circuit. Note
that the gain of the IF amplifier is adjusted by two variolossers whose
losses are controlled by the output current of the AGC amplifier. The
monitor for the AGC system is placed at the output of the up converter;
thus the AGC system controls the input level to the traveling-wave tube.
3.2.1 IF Amplifier
Fig. 6 shows diagrammatically the basic design of the, IF amplifier,
which uses diffused-base germanium pnp transistors throughout. Three
different transistor IF amplifier configurations are employed.
The low-noise input stage consists of a common-emitter- common-
emitter "doublet. ''_ This configuration utilizes a large portion of the
available power gain of the input transistor and thereby minimizes the
effect on the ovcr-all noise fig"are of the noise generated by the other tran-
sistors in the IF amplifier. A simple equalizer network is used at the out-
put of the second transistor to compensate for the rolloff in gain of the
doublet in the IF band. As one can see from Fig. 3(b), the input of the
IF amplifier is physically located next to the down converter. A trans-
former with a 1:2 turns ratio is used between the down converter and
the doublet to provide the proper mismatching for optimum noise figure.
Averaged over the 65- to ll5-mc band, the IF amplifier noise figure is
4.5 db, and the input impedance is about 30 ohms. The power gain of
the doublet plus equalizer network is about 13 db.
To achieve the desired IF gain with a minimum number of stages
while still realizing satisfactory aging and temperature performance
characteristics, the common-emitter circuit with frequency-sensitive
shunt feedback a,5'_ is used for the large majority of IF amplifier stages.
Frequency shaping is achieved by means of an RL network connected
between base and collector. Consider the third transistor stage of Fig.
6. Resistor R1 determines the low-frequency gain, and inductor L ef-
fectively removes the feedback at high frequencies and thereby plays
the role of a broadbanding element. Resistor R2 damps the resonance
which occurs between the inductor L and the capacitive reactance pre-
sented by the transistor. Through adjustment of RI, R2 and L, gain and
bandwidth can be exchanged; and the gain-bandwidth product is given
approximately by fr, the frequency at which the common-emitter short-
circuit current gain is unity. The gain for each common-emitter shunt-
feedback stage is approximately 8 db.
The principal requirement which dictates the selection of an IF out-
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put stage configuration is that the desired undistorted output power
should be achieved with minimum expenditure of dc power. For this
reason the common-base configuration, with its inherently linear transfer
characteristic, is used for the output stage and its driver. Two trans-
formers, each with a 2:1 turns ratio, are used for current step-up between
the common-base stages and at the output of the amplifier. Through the
use of these transformers, each common-base stage provides about 5.5
db of power gain. The up converter, which is driven through a length
of 75-ohm coaxial cable by the IF amplifier, must be driven by a gener-
ator with resistive impedance. An output return loss in excess of 20 db
is achieved over the IF band. The output stage is capable of delivering
up to +6 dbm into a 75-ohm resistive load.
The transmission characteristic of the complete IF amplifier with the
variolossers set in the minimum loss condition is shown in Fig. 7. Note
that over the 0 ° to 60°C temperature range the midband gain (nominally
87 db) changes 10 db and the tilt over the band varies from + 1.5 db to
-2.0 db. Delay slope over the band is less than 7 ns and AM-to-PM
conversion is less than 0.4 degree per db. The circuit operates from a
negative 16-volt supply and has a current drain of 90 milliamperes.
Conventional high-frequency wiring techniques are applied, and be-
cause of the inherent stability and low gain per stage of the configura-
tions used, no interstage shielding is necessary.
3.2.2 Variolossers
The variolossers consist of a T-network containing two series resistors
and a shunt low-capacitance germanium alloy diode used as a variable
95
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Fig. 7 -- Transmission characteristics of the IF amplifier.
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element. The resistors are large enough that they essentially mask out
the reactive input and output impedances of the adjacent common-
emitter shunt-feedback stages. They are small enough, however, to assure
a low minimum loss for the variolossers. The loss of the variolossers is
controlled by varying the direct current through the shunt diodes.
The placement of the variolossers in the IF amplifier is a compromise.
If located too near the input, they cause too severe a degradation of
noise figure during stronger input signal conditions. Placement too near
the output of the amplifier will result in distortion due to rectification of
the IF signal by the variolosser diodes.
The loss range of each variolosser is 15 db, and the minimum loss
(relative to directly cascaded common-emitter shunt-feedback stages)
is about 5 db. For the full 15-db loss variation at any temperature, the
frequency distortion is less than 0.5 db; over the 0° to 60°C temperature
range, the frequency distortion is negligible compared with that caused
by other parts of the IF amplifier. The control current of 0 to 8 milli-
amperes flows through the two variolosser diodes. This current, which
is a monotonic function of variolosser loss, is telemetered back to earth
as an indication of the received signal strength at the satellite.
3.2.3 AGC Amplifier and Loop Performance
The AGC amplifier is a direct-coupled amplifier which provides con-
trol current for the variolosser diodes proportional to the difference be-
tween the dc output from the waveguide monitor and adc reference
voltage. The amplifier, which uses diffused-base silicon npn transistors,
is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 8. In addition to providing high gain
FROM L_ i
WAVEGUIDE
MONITOR REFE
VOLTAGE I
SUPPLY I
-,o_V [
I TO
TE_.T, RY
) LOSSER
I _ //-DIODES
Fig. 8 --The AGC amplifier.
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with lowdrift, theamplifieralsohasanadjustablefeaturewhichpro-
gramsthe referencevoltagein accordancewith variationsin power
supplyvoltage.Sincethe TWT usesthe samepowersupply,the net
effectof thisfeatureisa compensationf thepowersupplydependence
of theTWT overloadcharacteristicthroughvariationof TWT input
level;seeFig.2.
Thedifferentialinput stageis followedby a common-emitterstage.
Onevariolosserdiodeisdrivenfromtheemitteroftheoutputstageand
theotherfromthecollectorofthat samestage;thusapproximatelyequal
currentsflowthrougheachvariolosserdiode.Thisdiode-drivingtech-
niqueandthe useof high-frequencytransistorsin theAGCamplifier
(fr = 250mc)resultsin thefrequencyresponseof theAGCloopbeing
controlledalmostexclusivelybycapacitorC.
As has been mentioned previously, the AGC loop includes not only
the IF amplifier, but also the up converter. Thus, the input level to the
TWT is held relatively constant for variation in received signal strength,
down converter loss, IF amplifier gain, and up converter gain. The
dependence of TWT input level on received signal level is shown in Fig.
9. For received signal levels ranging between -55 and -72 dbm over a
temperature range of 0 to 60°C, the input level to the TWT tube varies
less than _0.8 db.
Since the satellite is spinning and because the radiation pattern of the
receiving antenna has ripples, the dynamic regulation of the AGC sys-
tem must be effective for frequencies as high as 500 cps. The dynamic
regulation of the AGC system is shown in Fig. 10 for several received
signal levels.
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Fig. 9 -- Tightness of the AGC system.
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Fig. 10 -- Dynamic regulation of the AGC system.
3.3 Up Converter
The output of the IF amplifier is connected through a short coaxial
lead to the up-converter assembly, where the signal first passes through
a high-pass filter. The over-all transmission characteristic of the filter
is flat over the frequency band 65 mc to 115 mc, but has a minimum of
40-db rejection at frequencies below 50 mc. The up converter is a bal-
anced diode modulator which was designed for good temperature sta-
bility and for low susceptibility to rapid fluctuations in the pump power
level. To meet the special requirements imposed on the design of the
converter, the diodes are operated in forward conduction and a con-
version gain of about 2 db is obtained.
The up converter is designed around a hybrid junction; the output
arm is waveguide, while the other three arms are coaxial, as shown in
Fig. 11. Two of the arms containing the diodes also house matching
transformers and second-harmonic rejection filters. The IF output leads
are fed through hollow center conductors within the crystal arms and
then through the center of a shorted coaxial stub. These leads are parallel
coupled through capacitors to the input network and high-pass filter
circuit mounted in the shielding can on the side of the up converter.
DC bias voltages for the diodes are developed across self-bias resistors;
846 
Fig. 11 - Internal structure of the up converter. 
these voltages serve the secondary function of indicating the level of 
the pump signal for telemetry purposes. The waveguide filter on the 
output of the up converter is critically positioned to  reflect the image 
frequency in correct phase to reinforce the modulator signal output 
power. Since the circuitry is adjusted to have a flat transmission char- 
acteristic, the return loss of the IF input to  the up converter varies from 
7 to  18 db over the 65- to 115-mc band. 
The return loss at the microwave ports is in excess of 20 db. An im- 
portant characteristic of the up converter is the relationship between the 
pump input level and the signal output level shown in Fig. 12. This re- 
lationship is vital to  the AM stability of the circuit, a problem that will 
be discussed later in this article. Equally important is the absence of 
the pump signal at the output. Means are provided to adjust the bal- 
ance of the converter to obtain a minimum loss of 30 db between the 
pump input and the signal output arm at normal operating levels. 
3.4 Waveguide Monitor 
The 4170-mc signal from the up converter passes through a filter and 
a monitor which consists of two similar diode mounts inserted one- 
quarter wavelength apart in a waveguide. Each diode, as shown in Fig. 
13, is supported between two chucks, one on the end of the center con- 
ductor, the other in the center of a four-arm spider mounted in a die- 
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Fig. 12 -- Operating characteristics of the up converter.
lectric support within the waveguide. The dc voltage developed across
the diode appears between the center conductor and the outside conduc-
tor of the crystal mount, both parts being insulated from the waveguide
itself. On the center conductor, a bucket-type choke determines the RF
susceptance in series with the crystal.
The diode mounts are tested separately. To accommodate variations
of the individual crystals, the position of the center conductor choke is
varied until the impedance measured at the wavcguide input and re-
ferred to the plane of the diode is found to be purely resistive. After the
two diode mounts have been sealed and have passed their acceptance
tests, they are mounted in the waveguide and load resistors and video-
frequency decoupling components are added before foaming and final
testing. No tuning or adjustment of the entire assembly is necessary.
The output voltage used for AGC purposes is derived by connecting
the two diodes in series. Separation of the mounts by a quarter-wave-
length along the waveguide ensures a design that is not too sensitive to
the nature of the output termination. This eliminates the need for a
directional coupler in this part of the circuit, thus simplifying the elec-
tronics package and reducing its size. The input-output characteristic
of the monitor is shown in Fig. 14, where it will be seen that changes
with temperature are relatively small. The monitor has a 20-db return
loss into the waveguide input; its insertion loss is 1.5 db.
3.5 Combining Network
The function of the combining network is to provide a common con-
nection to the TWT for both the communication and microwave beacon
SPIDER u 
- . -  
. . . . 
Fig. 13 - Internal structure of the monitor. 
signals and at the same time provide isolation between these two inputs. 
This network consists of two 3-db couplers of the Riblet type17 two iden- 
tical bandpass waveguide filters tuned to 4080 me, and a matched termi- 
nation; see Fig. 15. 
The 4080-mc beacon signal input to filter B from coupler B lags the 
beacon signal input to filter A by 90" because of the nature of the cou- 
pler. The relative phase of the two signals is unaltered as the signals go 
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Fig. 14 -- Voltuge-power relations in the monitor,
through the identical two-section filters. At the output port, the signal
from filter A is delayed 90 ° by coupler A, so at this point it is in phase
with the signal from filter B. At the communications input port, the
two equal-magnitude 4080-mc signals are 180 ° out-of-phase because the
signal from filter B undergoes a 90 ° lag in going through coupler A, and
it already lagged the output of filter A by 90 °. Because of the cancella-
tion of two 4080-mc signals at the 4170-mc input port, the only loss in
the microwave beacon signal in this unit is due to the small ohmic losses.
The input signal at 4170 mc enters coupler A, and the nature of the
coupler makes the input signal to filter B lag the input signal to filter
4170 MC FILTER A
CO A _COUPLER B
OUTPUT = I <_ MATCHED
FILTER _ LOAD
Fig. 15 --The combining network.
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A by 90°. Therelativephaseof thesesignalsisunchanged,astheyare
almostcompletelyreflectedfromthefilterswhicharetunedto 4080me.
Thus,thephaserelationshipof thesignalsenteringcouplerA fromthe
filtersideissuchthat thetwosignalsat the4170-mcinputportare180°
outof phaseandthetwosignalsat theoutputportarein phase.The
isolationbetweenthetwoinputportsis greaterthan30db; the inser-
tionlossat 4170mcis0.2db;andtheinsertionlossat4080mcis0.3db.
3.6Separation Network
The separation network, shown in Fig. 16, is similar to the combining
network in that it comprises two 3-db couplers, two identical waveguide
filters, and a matched termination. Because its filters are tuned to 4170
mc, signals near this frequency go through the separation network in
the same manner that the signal at 4080 mc goes through the combining
network. The filters are relatively broadband, so twenty per cent of the
signal at 4080 mc leaks through the filters to the transmitting antenna,
and eighty per cent is reflected from the filters. The behavior of the
separation network to the reflected 4080-mc signal is similar to the be-
havior of the combining network to tile 4170-mc signal. The 4080-mc
signal level at the output port connected to the antenna is 7 db below
the input signal. The insertion loss of the network in the band 4145 to
4195 mc is less than 0.2 db.
._.7 Traveling-Wave Amplifier
The type M4041 TWT is the only vacuum tube in the satellite. Since
this tube is described in a separate paper, 8 only the circuit aspects are
discussed here. The purpose of the tube is to provide power ampli-
fication for both the communications and microwave beacon signals.
The operating characteristics of the tube, including the combining net-
INPUT
OUTPUT AT
4080 MC
FILTER C
__3 =DEBR C
ER D
OUTPUT TO
ANTENNA
Fig. 16 --The separation network.
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work, the separation network, and filter 5, are shown in Fig. 2. These
filters are included in the circuit associated with Fig. 2 so the impedances
seen by the tube will closely approximate those seen under actual oper-
ating conditions. The operating point was choscn well below the satura-
tion power level of 36.5 dbm for four reasons.
First, operation in the near-linear region of the tube reduces the
effect of amplitude changes in the communications signal causing am-
plitude changes in the microwave beacon signal. The circuit instability
associated with this condition is discussed later in this paper.
Second, near-linear operation reduces the phase jitter of the microwave
beacon signal. Stability of the beacon is important because both the
precision tracker and the vernier autotrack systems phase lock on the
signal. Even when the output load on the tube and the impedance of
the source feeding the tube are perfectly matched, the power output is
frequency sensitive. This means that when the communications signal
is frequency modulated, the microwave beacon is amplitude and phase
modulated. When the load impedance (the antenna) causes a reflection
which is frequency sensitive, the above effect is made worse. Both types
of modulation are decreased by operating below saturation. From the
standpoint of the phase-locked tracking systems on the ground, the am-
plitude modulation is much less serious than the phase modulation.
The third reason for operating the TWT below saturation is the fre-
quency characteristics of the up and down converters, the IF amplifier,
and the monitor. None of these units has a perfectly flat frequency
response, so an FM communications signal causes the instantaneous
power drive to the tube to vary. This causes phase modulation (through
AM to PM conversion) of the beacon and communications signals.
Finally, near-linear operation is desirable to reduce intermodulation
of signals when the satellite is used for two-way communications experi-
ments. This is true regardless of any effects on the microwave beacon.
The M4041 tube has very low AM-to-PM conversion when operated
below saturation, so the first of the four reasons determines the operating
point. With the operating point shown in Fig. 2, the net phase jitter or
deviation of the microwave beacon as measured with the precision
tracker 9was less than the +5 ° "noise level" in the measuring equipment.
3.8 Waveguide Limiter
Because the level of the 4080-mc signal from the TWT varies with
the level of 4170-mc signal, a waveguide limiter is used to stabilize the
level of the 4080-mc signal at the input to the BO modulator. The lim-
852 
iter comprises a half-height, half-wavelength waveguide cavity with a 
carefully oriented yttrium-iron-garnet (YIG) lo single-crystal sphere sup- 
ported in a dielectric material close to the side wall. The cavity is 
formed from two inductive irises; the reduced waveguide height im- 
proves the ratio of the volume of the YIG sphere to  that of the cavity 
and appreciably reduces the size and weight of the permanent magnet 
required to bias the YIG sphere. 
The sphere is highly polished to  reduce the insertion loss to less than 
0.75 db for operation below the limiting threshold. The power limiter is 
of the subsidiary resonance type. With the correct external magnetic 
field, above a critical power level a subsidiary resonance appears in the 
YIG crystal which is caused by the generation of spin waves at  one-half 
the applied microwave frequency. With increasing power input, the 
power out of the device remains essentially constant because the excess 
RF energy goes into the generation of the spin waves or is reflected from 
the limiter. 
The magnet is designed to produce a field of about 1200 gauss across 
a 0.4-inch gap. It consists of two truncated cones of magnetic material 
and two soft-iron pole pieces. The outer case, which is used as a magnetic 
return path, is designed to keep the external magnetic field to a minimum. 
3.9 BO Modulator 
The 6300-mc signal used as a receiver local oscillator is generated in 
the BO modulator shown in Fig. 17. It is a balanced upper-sideband up 
Fig. 17 - The BO modulator. 
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converter using gold-bonded varactor diodes which are mounted in line
across a waveguide cavity. The 2220-mc input is connected to the center
of the two diodes. Thus the diodes together with the center conductor
of the 2220-mc coaxial input form a "T" inside and across the waveguide
cavity. A two-section strip-line filter in the coaxial input provides de-
coupling to the higher frequencies present; the balanced structure is
chosen to avoid generation of the 6300-mc signal across the 4080-mc in-
put port, and all other necessary decoupling is provided by the natural
cutoff frequencies of the waveguides used. No attempt was made to
broadband the modulator since this was not necessary; the simplest
possible matching device was provided in each transmission line external
to the cavity. Adjustable tuning screws were used in the waveguide
connections, while coaxial stub tuners were used at the 2220-mc input.
To ensure maximum stability, the modulator was operated somewhat
conservatively, and the efficiency of the device was low. Due to filter
losses there is a loss between the lower frequency input and the 6300-mc
output of approximately 1.0 db.
3.1o The Microwave Carrier Supply
The local oscillator signals for the up and down converters are obtained
by frequency multiplication following crystal-controlled oscillators, as
shown in Fig. 18. These oscillators and the accompanying multipliers
constitute the microwave carrier supply. The exact crystal frequencies
are 17.342600 and 15.936440 mc. These frequencies are multiplied to
provide nominal frequencies of 2220 and 4080 mc. As noted previously,
the 4080-mc signal is further amplified by the TWT and used for the
microwave beacon; it is also used as the pump for the up converter and
mixed with the 2220-mc signal to provide the 6300-mc supply for the
down converter.
f TRANSISTOR ,SECTION \/--VARACTOR SECTION --\
15.93644 MC 2.54.983 MC__ 4079.73 MC
+10 DBM _\ -11DBM -_ \
CRYSTAL I lIMES TIMES TIMES TIMES' _ _ _ ['_1-1_
OSC L LATOR
17.34260 MC 277.4816 MC 2219.85 MC
I +9 OBM _, I -3 DBM _.
i \ ",\
CRYSTAL ' T'IdES T'MES TIMES _1 __ _ ';
OSC LLATOR
Fig. 18 -- The microwave carrier supply.
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A moredetaileddescriptionof the componentsof the microwave
carriersupplyfollows.
3.10.1Transistor Section
The third overtone AT-cut crystals selected for use in the satellite had
a frequency variation of only :h2 parts per million over a 0 to 50°C tem-
perature range, so neither temperature stabilization nor temperature
compensation was necessary. Good short-term stability was obtained by
maintaining an RF crystal current of 6 milliamperes.
Since frequency multiplication decreases the ratio of signal power to
noise power, it is necessary to start the multiplication process with an
extremely pure signal. To obtain the spectral purity, extensive shielding,
decoupling, and filtering were necessary to isolate the two transistor
sections from each other, from the power supply, and from other oscil-
lators in the satellite.
The transistor frequency doublers are class C amplifiers with a col-
lector tank tuned to the second harmonic. The first and second multi-
pliers are operated common-emitter, the third and fourth common-base.
The efficiency of the third and fourth multipliers is improved by the
inclusion of a full-wave rectifier in the input circuit.
3.10.2 Varactor Octuplers
Design of the varactor octuplers (250-2000 mc) is common for the
two strings, only the tuning being different. The octuplcr consists of
three doubler stages, each using lumped elements; early experimental
work showed frequency doubling to be the most efficient means of mul-
tiplication.
The basic doubler circuit is shown in Fig. 19. The series resonant cir-
cuit in the output is resonant at frequency f, while the input trap is
resonant at 2f. The shunt input inductor is chosen to match the diode
of
o T
2f
Fig. 19 -- Basic varactor frequency doubler circuit.
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impedance: the output capacitor is tuned for maximum output. Cas- 
cading of these stages requires additional tuning elements. 
The first two stages are placed a t  zero bias by RF chokes connected 
to  ground; the tthird stage is self-biased. Varactor diodes are Western 
Eiectric Co. units chosen for stability and high &. 
Shunt resistors were added around the diode in each stage to  improve 
st&i!ity with changbg b p u t  power !eve!. The zddition of these resistors 
also made tuning less critical and eliminated a problem of parametric 
oscillation. Critical cable lengths a t  both the input and output of each 
octupler were experimentally determined. 
The octupler, before encapsulation, is shown in Fig. 20. Connections 
are made to the diodes through a cup welded to the small end of the diode 
and a shell screwed to the other. Tuning is accomplished with variable 
quartz capacitors and air inductors of 14-gauge tinned copper wire. 
3.10.3 The 2040- to 4080-m Doubler 
This doubler, shown in exploded form in Fig. 21, uses the same prin- 
ciple as the varactor doubler described above. The diode is placed in a 
coaxial cable which terminates in a 4-gc waveguide. This waveguide 
effectively reflects the 2-gc energy. The input trap is provided by a 
quarter-wave sliding transformer. 
A short length of rigid coaxial line matches the loop and waveguide 
to the diode. Output power a t  4080 mc is set by rotating the output loop 
Fig. 20 - The varactor octupler. 
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Fig. 21 - The 2- to  4-gc doubler. 
in the waveguide. The spring shown in the photograph presses the chuck 
and diodes against the center conductor of the rigid coaxial cable. The 
capacitor wire which slides inside the insulating sleeve is selected to tune 
the circuit. The decoupling afforded by this capacitor results in self- 
biasing of the diode. 
3.10.4 Over-All Design Considerations 
The microwave carrier supply must be self-starting, must be free of 
spurious oscillation and must maintain proper output level over the 
temperature range. The above conditions require special attention to 
tuning procedures, especially for the varactor multipliers. 
As mentioned above, relative amplification of noise and spurious side- 
bands in each multiplier stage required close attention to suppression of 
these unwanted signals in the early transistor stages. All inherent noise 
sidebands at 2000 and 4000 mc are a t  least 40 db below the desired sig- 
nal. 
The crystal-oscillator frequency is initially adjusted to within f 1 part 
per million of the desired frequency, and aging in two years is expected 
to  be less than one part per million. 
3.11 Microwave Filters 
Because space in the electronics canister is so limited, all the wave- 
guide filters utilize direct-coupled cavities. There are four single wave- 
guide filters, two dual waveguide filters, one coaxial low-pass filter, one 
strip-line filter, and a YIG limiter which is also a filter. All data given 
in this section are for room temperature. 
Filter 1 is a two-section filter which is designed to give a 20-db inser- 
tion loss a t  the image frequency, 6210 me, of the receiver. This filter 
has a half-power bandwidth of 100 me and an insertion loss of 0.2 db at 
the center frequency of 6390 mc. 
Filter 2 is also a two-section filter. It is built in a gradual 90" H-plane 
bend. The insertion loss at the center frequency of 6300 mc is 1.2 db, 
and the half-power bandwidth is 16 me. The filter was made narrow band 
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to give high insertion losses except at 6300 mc. The need for the high
insertion losses is discussed in the stability section of this paper.
Filter 3 is a three-section filter connected between the up converter
and the monitor; its purpose is to pass the signal at (4080 + 90) mc and
reject the signal at (4080 - 90) mc. It also must provide about 20 db
insertion loss at 4080 mc so leakage of the pump signal through the up
converter will not contribute to the output of the microwave monitor.
This filter has a 90-mc bandwidth and an insertion loss of 0.15 db at
the 4170-mc center frequency.
Filter 4 is the YIG limiter. The YIG crystal is placed in a resonant
cavity, which below the threshold has loaded Q of about 200.
Filter 5 is a five-section direct-coupled filter having a center frequency
of 4080 mc and a half-power bandwidth of 20 mc; the insertion loss at
4080 mc is less than 1 db. This filter was made as narrow band as space
allowed to give high insertion losses except at 4080 mc. The high inser-
tion loss is needed to ensure stability in some of the closed circuits in
Fig. 1, which are discussed in the stability section of this paper. In order
to position the large filter (15-inch length) in a canister of reasonable
size, it was necessary to build the filter with a 90 ° E-plane bend in one
of the cavities. It was found that by measuring the electrical length of
the well-matched 90° mitered bend, the distance between the inductive
posts separated by the bend could be calculated, and the resulting filter
had no measurable difference from the "same" filter made in straight
waveguide. The 90 ° mitered bend was placed as near the center of one
of the five cavities as possible.
Filter 6 is a two-section strip-line filter that has a half-power band-
width of 100 mc centered at 2220 mc. The purpose of this filter is to pre-
vent the pump signal and harmonics and beat frequencies of the two
input signals to the BO modulator from going back into the microwave
carrier supply. The filter has excellent temperature stability and has an
insertion loss of 0.7 db at 2220 mc.
The dual filters used in the combining and separating networks are
described in previous sections of this paper.
IV, CIRCUIT STABILITY
As stated previously, the circuit stability problem is complicated by
the feedback paths which are inseparably connected with the reflex cir-
cuit of Fig. 1. Three feedback paths created by the reflex circuit, the
coupling between the satellite output and input, and miscellaneous
couplings are described in this section. The loops are shown in Fig. 22.
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Fig. 22 -- Simplified block diagram showing the feedback paths.
4.1 Feedback Path One
The circuit loop created by this feedback path from the separation
network to the up converter includes the monitor, TWT and combining
network. Two types of oscillation are possible in this loop.
The first is a straightforward RF oscillation. The TWT will act as an
amplifier over a very wide frequency range; therefore the filters in this
circuit were designed so at all frequencies there is margin against oscil-
lation of at least 40 db at room temperature. This margin is made high
because at least 30 db of this margin is due to the isolation between the
pump input and signal output ports of the up converter, measured when
it is new and the two diodes are balanced, and the isolation will be greatly
reduced if one diode degrades. Also, the relatively narrow-band filters
can change the margin by 5 db at the temperature extremes of 0 and
50°C. At frequencies high enough to allow higher-order modes to propa-
gate in the waveguide, the waveguide filters give small insertion losses,
so the low-pass coaxial filter was put in the circuit to provide the proper
margin against oscillation at the higher frequencies. The coaxial filter
has another use explained later in this article.
A second possible oscillation in this loop manifests itself in the form
of amplitude modulation (AM) of existing signals. This is explained by
showing that an AM signal applied to the input of the open loop causes
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a similar AM signal at the output of the loop. If the amplitude and
phase of the modulation envclope are proper, this circuit can oscillate
in the AM mode; the phase of the carrier signal is not critical. Assume
that the loop is opened at the input to the TWT and that an AM wave
........... _,v ............ _,......... Fig. 2 show _.._ an m-
crease in amplitude of the signal at 4170 mc results in a decrease in the
output at 4080 mc. Thus, the envelope of the AM output at 4080 mc is
180 ° out-of-phase with the envelope of the input AM wave at 4170 mc.
The amplitude-modulated wave from the output of the TWT goes
through the separation network and filter 5 into the up converter. Unless
the sidebands of the AM wave are attenuated more than the carrier,
the output of the filter has the same general shape as the input to the
filter. The curves in Fig. 12 show that if the pump signal to the up con-
verter is amplitude modulated, the output signal at 4170 mc is also am-
plitude modulated, even though the modulation index of the output is
much less than that of the input. If there is a phase delay in this loop
corresponding to 180 ° at the modulation frequency, the AM feedback is
positive; and if the modulation index of the signal at the output of the
open loop is the same as or greater than the modulation index of the
signal at the input to the loop, the circuit will oscillate in the AM mode
when the loop is closed. It should be emphasized that the AM oscillation
occurs only when there is a communications signal going through the
TWT. The AM response of the various subassemblies in loop 1 are dis-
cussed in the next few paragraphs.
When the 4170-me signal going into the TWT is amplitude modulated,
both 4170- and 4080-mc signals from the tube are amplitude modulated.
The degree of modulation of the beacon depends on the degree of modula-
tion of the input signal and the operating point of the tube. The AM
conversion gain (Go, m) of the TWT is defined at the ratio of the modula-
tion index (mo,_) of the beacon output to the modulation index (mi,) of
of the input signal frequency. In decibels this is expressed as
G_ = 20 log10 mo_,
mla
Since the ordinate and abscissa of Fig. 2 use the same scale, the TWT
will have G_ greater than 0 db when the magnitude of the slope of the
beacon-output signal-input curve is greater than 45 ° . The operating
point of the TWT is chosen so that the AM gain of the tube is less than
0 db and the power output at the signal frequency is near 35 dbm.
Having the operating point below saturation is desirable, from the stand-
points of AM gain and intermodulation of signals, but it is undesirable
from a standpoint of obtaining maximum power output.
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By selectingtheproperbiasingresistorsfor thediodesin theup con-
verter,theoutputoftheupconvertercanbemaderelativelyindependent
of the4080-mcpumpsignal(seeFig. 12),sothisunit canbemadeto
haveverysmall(-18 db)AM conversiongainandthusprovidegood
marginagainstAM instabilityfor thisloop.
At verylowmodulatingfrequencies,thefeedbackin thisloopisnega-
tive becausethereis a 180° phaseshift in theTWT andnophaseshift
in the up converter.However,at highermodulatingfrequencies,the
phasedelayin thevariouselementsin this loopcausesphaseshiftsof
severalhundredegrees,othefeedbackat somefrequenciesispositive.
Thecalculatedelayfor all thenetworksin theloopis approximately
75ns;about36nsofthis isdueto thenarrow-bandfilter5.
If anAM signalwithamodulatingfrequencyfb in loop 1 is delayed by
T seconds, the envelope of the wave is shifted by
= 2_rfbT radians.
When this phase angle _ is some odd multiple of 180 °, the feedback will
be positive because there is a constant 180 ° phase shift of the modula-
tion envelope introduced in the TWT. Using these relationships and a
75-ns circuit delay, the lowest frequency fb calculated to give positive
feedback is 6.7 mc. When the circuit gain was adjusted to have more
than 0 db (by changing the drive to the TWT), the output wave was
amplitude modulated at 6.1 mc.
If the input wave to filter 5, which has a half-power bandwidth of 20
mc, is amplitude modulated at 6.1 mc, the sidebands and carrier all
experience about the same insertion loss; so the AM gain of the filter is
about 0 db. If, however, the modulating frequency is 20 mc, the next
modulating frequency that gives positive feedback, the sidebands are
attenuated 11 db more than the carrier; so the filter gives an AM gain
of - 11 db. Even if space were available to reduce the bandwidth of this
filter, it would do no good because the filter delay, which contributes
an appreciable part of the circuit delay, would increase and the frequency
of oscillation would decrease, so the filter would have little effect on AM
gain at the lower frequency. The remaining filters in this loop are quite
broadband, so they have essentially 0-db AM gain.
The monitor circuit consists of two diodes inserted in the waveguide.
The insertion loss caused by these diodes depends upon the resistors
used in the self-biasing circuit; the smaller these biasing resistors, the
higher the insertion loss. By putting selected capacitors across the
biasing resistors, the monitor can be made to partially clip the peaks of
the AM wave and have little effect on the troughs. By this means, the
AM gain of the monitor is reduced to -3 db at fb = 6 mc.
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The final open-loop AM gain of the circuit was made as low as -18
db when the TWT voltages were normal. A decrease in tube supply volt-
ages of 3 per cent causes the tube characteristics to change, and this can
reduce this margin to -13 db.
If the 6390-mc received signal power is large enough to extend above
the upper limit of the AGC circuit, the 4170-mc signal drive to the TWT
is increased an amount depending on the input signal, and the AM con-
version gain of the tube will be increased; see Fig. 2. This increase in
signal drive to the TWT decreases the beacon output and the 4080-mc
pump to the up converter and thus increases its AM conversion gain.
An experiment on the ground has shown that if the 6390-mc input is
increased to about -35 dbm, the AM oscillation will start, but does
not damage the circuit. This high input level is not possible under nor-
mal orbital operating conditions.
4.2 Feedback Path Two
The local oscillator signal for the down converter is obtained by com-
bining in the BO modulator the 4080-mc signal from the TWT with a
2220-mc signal from the microwave carrier supply. This method of ob-
taining the local oscillator signal creates feedback path two, which con-
sists of the down converter, the IF amplifier, the up converter, the
monitor, the TWT, the YIG limiter, the BO modulator, and several
passive filters. Here, as in loop 1, two types of oscillation can exist,
straight RF oscillation and AM oscillation.
In loop 2 a signal at frequency f, expressed in mc, in the IF amplifier
will cause a frequency of (4080 + f)* mc in the output of the up con-
verter. This signal is amplified by the TWT and is fed back through the
separation network to the BO modulator through the YIG limiter.
Even if the nonlinearities of the TWT and YIG limiter are neglected,
this signal at (40_0 + f) mc plus the normal 4080-mc sigIml is combined
in the BO modulator with the 2220-mc signal from the microwave carrier
supply to give a frequency of (6300 + f) me. Going into the down con-
verter is the "weak" signal at (6300 + f) mc in addition to the strong
local oscillator signal at 6300 mc. These signals are combined in the
down converter to give an output frequency f. Since this frequency is
the same as the assumed input frequency in the IF amplifier, this feed-
back loop can oscillate if the gain is large enough, even though the sig-
nal changes frequency three times in the loop. When no 6390-mc signal
* A frequency of (4080 - f) mc is also present, but it is attenuated more than
the higher frequency.
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is applied to the down converter, the gain of the IF amplifier is about
87 db over a wide frequency range, and the gain of the TWT is greater
than 42 db, so the total gain of the amplifiers in this loop is very high.
As was the case in loop 1, the margin against oscillation was made 40
db or more because high insertion losses were obtained with two bal-
anced modulators, the BO modulator and the down converter, and an
unbalance in any one could change the insertion loss appreciably. In
order to get the required margin for this loop, in which the combined
gain of the amplifiers is at least 129 db, and still keep the microwave
package small, two filters in this loop were built in waveguide bends:
filter 5 has a 90 ° mitered E-plane bend, and filter 2 has a gradual 90 °
H-plane bend. Also to improve the margin, a high-pass filter was put
at the input to the up converter.
The above discussion of loop 2 did not discuss the possibility of non-
linearity of the TWT. When the nonlinearity of the tube is considered
and a frequency f occurs in the IF amplifier, there are output frequencies
from the TWT of m(4080 _- f) _ n(4080) me, where m and n are inte-
gers. Many of these frequency components pass through the 4-gc filters
because the frequencies are such that the waveguide can propagate
higher-order modes. These frequencies can combine in the nonlinear
limiter to produce frequencies of 4080 =t=f, going into the BO modulator.
For example, the 3 X 4080 component can combine in the limiter with
the 4080 -t- (4080 -t- f) components to give a frequency of (4080 -- f)
mc. This signal at (4080 - f) mc combines with 2220-mc component to
give a signal at (6300 - f) mc which is fed into the down converter
along with the normal 6300-mc signal. These two signals in the down
converter give the original f frequency in the IF amplifier, so oscillation
occurs if there is sufficient gain. There are many combinations of high
frequencies which create this problem; only one example has been given.
A three-section low-pass coaxial filter having an upper usable frequency
of 4500 mc preceding the YIG limiter provides an insertion loss greater
than 60 db above 6000 mc, and this is enough to eliminate oscillation
of the type due to nonlinearities in the TWT and other elements.
The same AM problem exists in loop 2 as exists in loop 1, since the
TWT is common to both loops. The YIG limiter does not eliminate the
AM oscillation in either loop. Positive feedback occurs in loop 2 when
the modulating frequency is about 2.5 mc, because the delay in this loop
is approximately 200 ns. Four circuits are involved in loop 2 which were
not in loop 1: (a) the BO modulator, (b) the YIG limiter, (c) the IF
amplifier, and (d) the down converter.
The BO modulator was found to have an AM conversion gain of
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approximately 0 db when the average pump blput is + 14 dbm (normal
level) and the modulating frequency is below 2 mc. The AM gain de-
creases to about -3 db when the pump is increased to ÷16 dbm and
increases to +2 db when the pump is decreased to _12 dbm. Decrease
in AM gain with increase in modulating frequency is very small in the
trouble region below 5 inc.
Characteristics of the YIG limiter show it has excellent limiting char-
acteristics for slow variation in signal level; but unfortunately, when
the envelope of the input is amplitude modulated at rates higher than
100 kc, the limiter has little effect on the peak-to-peak variations. Since
the average value of the signal is limited, the limiter actually has AM
gain. Under normal conditions the limiter has an AM gain of 3 db.
For purposes of AM analysis, the IF amplifier can be considered linear
and thus has an AM gain of 0 db. At frequencies below a few thousand
cycles, the AGC circuit reduces amplitude modulation, but at 20 kc and
above it has virtually no effect; see Fig. 10.
The down converter alone has an AM conversion gain of about --15
db when the modulating frequency is less than 10 me, and even less when
the frequency is higher. However, in early tests on the do_'n converter
and IF amplifier together, the AM conversion gain was found to be
greater than 0 db. The reason for the increase in gain is as follows. When
an AM signal is used as the local oscillator for the down converter, the
output will contain, among other signals, a signal at the modulation
frequency. If the low-frequency circuitry preceding the first IF amplifier
does not give sufficient attenuation to this modulating frequency, it can
overload the first two stages and cause the output IF frequency to be
amplitude modulated. When the front end of the IF amplifier was modi-
fied to properly attenuate the frequencies below 15 mc, the AM conver-
sion gain of the down converter and IF amplifier was consistent with
the value predicted from the gains of the units measured separately.
4.3 Feedback Path Three
As shown in Fig. 22, feedback path or loop 3 consists of the down con-
verter, the IF amplifier, the up converter, the 3-db coupler and YIG
limiter, and the BO modulator.
RF oscillation in this loop is very similar to the RF oscillation de-
scribed in loop 2. Consider this loop opened at the IF amplifier, where
an input signal at a frequencyf in me is applied. The sum and difference
frequencies (4080 _- f) and (4080 - f) me, originating in the up con-
verter, leak down the pump arm through the directional coupler and
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mtotheBOmodulatorviatheYIG limiter.In thismodulator,thetwo
frequenciescombinewiththe2220mcto give(6300-t-f) and (6300 -- f)
mc signals into the down converter. These signals combine with the
normal 6300-mc signal in the down converter to give a signal f in the
IF amplifier. Since this frequency is the same as the assumed input, the
circuit can theoretically oscillate. Loop 3 has less gain than loop 2, and
the conversion insertion loss from the IF arm to the pump input arm is
very large (30 db). Conversion insertion loss is calculated using the ratio
of the magnitude of the (4080 =t= f) mc signal in the pump arm to the
magnitude of the input signal at f mc. Loop 3 was analyzed after loop
2, and when the margin against RF oscillation in loop 2 was made 40
db, the resulting margin in loop 3 was greater than 50 db.
The AM problem of loops 1 and 2 is no problem in loop 3 because the
AM conversion gain between the IF input and pump ports of the up
converter is extremely low, and the YIG limiter and BO modulator give
a combined AM gain of only a few db.
4.4 Output-Input Coupling
The TWT produces noise power over a wide range of frequencies in-
cluding the satellite input and image frequency bands of 6390 and 6210
me. Since the cutoff frequency for the TE20 mode in the waveguide used
to make the filters in the separation network is 6300 mc, their insertion
loss at 6390 mc is small. When the output of the repeater, less antennas,
is connected to the input through an attenuator, the noise output from
the repeater is 3 db higher when the attenuator setting is 27 db than
when the attenuator is "infinite." The measured isolation between the
transmitting and receiving antennas over the frequency range 6150 to
6450 mc is greater than 75 db in the temperature range - 100 to -_-100°F,
so the noise output of the TWT that is coupled into the do_,a converter
is negligible.
The coupling between the antennas at 4170 mc is not a problem be-
cause the input waveguide is below cutoff at this frequency and provides
enough insertion loss to prevent the high power from the TWT from
having any effect on the down-converter crystals.
4.5 Miscellaneous Couplings
Fig. 23 shows an end view of the cylindrical part of the electronics
canister after all the electronics subassemblies have been mounted in
the canister, but before it has been foamed and the metal domes have
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been welded in place. After the domes are in place, the canister becomes 
a big echo box, and reducing the couplings between units to acceptable 
levels becomes very difficult. The power supply contains one flip-flop 
circuit operating at a fundamental frequency of 2.5 kc and another op- 
erating between 25 and 50 kc. Also, there are four crystal oscillators that 
are used to obtain the microwave carrier supply signals at 2220 and 
4080 mc, thc VHF beacon signal a t  136 nic, and the local oscilhior 
signal a t  128 mc for the command receiver. The frequencies of the crys- 
harmonics, plus all harmonics from the flip-flop circuits, create a noise 
spectrum that can cause trouble in the IF amplifier and the converters. 
The problems associated with the myriad couplings in the canister were 
solved with extensive shielding, filtering, and patience. 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
i 
tal oscillators (15.93644, 17.34260, 17.00625, and 31.9750 mc) and their 
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4.6 Over-All Noise Performance
The frequency modulation noise due to the satellite repeater is an im-
portant factor in the operation of the system as a whole. Consideration
of this noise contribution is complicated by the complex nature of the
repeater circuit because of the dual use of the traveling-wave tube. The
predominant noise source is at the input to the IF amplifier. Operated
as it is with a low level 6300-mc signal, the down converter does not add
significantly to the noise, but there is considerable loss of signal power
through the device, and the noise figure of the down converter and the
IF amplifier together is as much as 12.5 db. Noise contributions due to
other parts of the repeater, including the microwave carrier supply, in-
crease this figure.
The noise figure of the satellite as measured before launch by a noise
lamp is 13.5 db -4-1 db.* However, the noise does not have a fiat spec-
trum over the band of interest and this number applies in the region
where the noise is fiat.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The Telstar communications circuit is a broadband nondemodulating
repeater. To obtain a high power efficiency the traveling-wave tube is
caused to amplify two signals, a fact that somewhat complicates the
circuit. Consequently, several stability problems exist which are over-
come by the provision of frequency filters and by careful control of the
nonlinearity of the circuits. Every portion of the circuit had to be spe-
cially designed for satellite use. Even where components were available
with the required electrical performance, it proved necessary to seek
reduced power consumption and to meet unusually stringent size and
weight restrictions.
The circuit has given an exceptionally good performance. None of the
complete assemblies that have been made have shown any significant
variations of operating levels over the course of six months. Although
no failure in this part of the satellite is expected, in many parts of the
circuit sufficient margin has been built into the circuit that in the event
of such a failure the circuit will continue to operate with reduced per-
formance.
* Measurements made of the system noise spectrum using narrow-band anal-
yzers indicate a satellite noise figure in the fiat region of 15 db 4-2 db. If the
noise spectrum around the carrier is integrated over a 20-me band, then an equiv-
alent noise figure of 16.5 -4-2 db is obtained.
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The Spacecraft Antennas
BylJ. T. BANGERT, R. S. ENGELBRECHT, E. T. HARKLESS,
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The spacecraft employs two microwave antennas for communications and
a single VHF antenna for telemetry, beacon, and command functions. One
microwave antenna centered at 6 9c is used to receive broadband signals
from a ground transmitter while the other microwave antenna centered at
4 ge is used to transmit signals to a ground receiver. Each microwave antenna
is composed of a large number of circularly polarized radiatin9 elements
equally spaced around the equator of the spacecraft and connected to the
electronic receiver and transmitter by a complex precision feed system. The
VHF antenna is a small multi-element helix mounted at the pole of the
spacecraft and radiates a linearly polarized signal. All antennas provide
nearly isotropic antenna patterns with the axis of symmetry correspondin 9
to the spin axis of the spacecraft. The antenna systems were constructed of
light, but rugged, materials and passed extensive electrical, mechanical, and
thermal tests. _O-r t-[O l_
I. INTRODUCTION
The function of the spacecraft antennas is to receive and transmit two
distinct classes of signals: broadband microwave frequencies for com-
munieation service, such as television; and narrow-band VI-IF for beacon,
command, and telemetry.
The requirements on these antennas resulted from a thorough systems
analysis which led to an intricate balance of many factors involving not
only the spacecraft, but the ground station as well.
These factors include such vital questions as: the modulation method,
the location of frequencies, the choice of polarizations, the degree of
attitude stabilization, etc., and are discussed in companion papers. 1'2'a
1.1 Requirements
One of the most important and difficult objectives was to make the
patterns provided by both the microwave and VHF antennas as nearly
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isotropic as possible. This is necessary because the spacecraft is spin 
stabilized ; consequently the received and transmitted signal amplitudes 
will fluctuate by an  amount depending on the anisotropy of the antenna 
pattern. In  addition, the microwave antenna must receive right circu- 
larly polarized FM signals centered at 6390 mc and transmit left 
circularly polarized FM signals centered a t  4170 plus a beacon signal 
at 4080 mc. The wide frequency separation and the opposite sense of 
circular polarization for the 4- and 6-gc signals suggests two microwave 
antennas. A single VHF antenna is used to receive command signals a t  
123 mc and to transmit a 136-mc beacon which can be amplitude 
modulated with telemetry information. 
In  a realistic allocation of the extremely valuable space in the space- 
craft, the microwave antennas were assigned a band around the equator. 
This band had an outside diameter of 34.5 inches, a height of 6 inches, 
and a depth of 3 inches. In  addition, a few extra cubic inches were avail- 
able in the interior for the needed feed system. It was decided to mount 
the VHF antenna projecting outward from the top of the spin axis. All 
three antennas are shown in Fig. 1. The satellite maximum mass was 
Fig. 1 - Spacecraft, showing microwave antennas and VHF antenna. 
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determined by the launch vehicle capabilities. The guiding design rule
was that every item in the satellite was to be as light as possible. About
7 pounds was allotted to the complete antenna system. The completed
satellite also had to be balanced and have a moment of inertia with
respect to its spin axis such that there would be no tumbling effect while
in orbit.
In addition to fulfilling the system's electrical performance require-
ments, the construction of the antennas had to be such that they would
withstand the induced vibrational stresses of the launching and then
continue at the desired level of performance in the high vacuum and
extreme temperature variations of outer space. Furthermore, the an-
tennas had to be able to withstand the high-energy nuclear particles as
well as the low-energy microscopic particles found in space.
One of the most serious constraints affecting the antenna design was
the necessity of building a full-scale electrical model in a total of twenty
working days. It is clear that under such time pressure there was no
opportunity to explore elegant proposals or to debate several alternatives.
Only the most straightforward approach offering the highest probability
of success could be pursued. An essential factor in the development was
reliability. When reliability and urgency are both needed, new and un-
proven methods and materials are used only as a last resort. All materials
and techniques, where possible, were proven ones. Those which were
new were life tested within the limits allowed by the program's rapid pace.
A minor complication was the added requirement that the top and
bottom hemispheres of Telstar be dc isolated from each other in order
to reduce the eddy current damping of the spin energy. A continuous
strip of insulated conductor was provided on the edge of the 4-gc radi-
ator band to provide a bypass capacitor. Spring fingers on the 6-gc band
provided continuous contact to one terminal of this RF bypass capacitor.
A further complication was the need for the VHF antenna to operate
during the launching operations.
Since the microwave antennas and the VHF antenna are distinct and
independent systems, each will be described in separate sections of this
paper.
II. MICROWAVE ANTENNA SYSTEM
The two microwave antenna systems shown schematically in Fig. 2
are each composed of an array of discrete radiating elements and a
complex power distribution system to supply each element. The power
distribution system consists of both resistive and reactive power dividers
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Fig. 2- Schematic and physical arrangement of antennas in spacecraft.
and semifiexible coaxial cables. The various components of the micro-
wave antenna systems will be described after a brief review of the basic
theory underlying this approach.
2.1 Basic Approach
D. S. Bugnolo 4 has calculated the surface currents and radiation
pattern for a large sphere excited by a great-circle slit. His analysis
showed that good axial ratio and nearly isotropic radiation could be
maintained to within about 20 degrees of the poles for both the 4-gc
and 6-gc frequency bands on a 34.5-inch sphere. A straightforward
method for exciting such a slit is by means of a radial disk line fed at
the center of the sphere. Unfortunately this feed is impractical for a
number of reasons. Bisecting the structures raises severe problems in
maintaining structural rigidity between the two halves of the satellite
and also impedes the heat flow necessary to minimize thermal gradients
within the satellite. Furthermore, the electronic package occupies most
of the volume at the center of the spacecraft. Elimination of the con-
tinuous radial disk line then suggests the use of some form of discrete
approximation such as a belt of individually fed apertures to excite the
two halves of the sphere. A further study of the problem revealed that
less than one-haft db of ripple would be produced in the far field pattern
if discrete sources on the great circle were spaced closer than 0.8 wave-
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length. For short intervals of time the path between satellite and ground
station will intercept a constant latitude on the satellite. In order to
avoid amplitude fluctuations of the received signal, the constant latitude
of viewing should result in a constant amplitude signal, or the spin axis
of the satellite must coincide with the symmetry axis of the radiation
patterns. This coincidence can be provided by placing the radiating
elements in two closely spaced bands near the equator of the space-
craft, one for the 4-gc transmitter and one for the 6-gc receiver. The
use of two bands considerably reduces the individual bandwidth require-
ments for each set of radiating elements and the associated feed systems.
The variation in field pattern produced by discrete radiating ele-
ments near the equator of a sphere is a function of the sphere diameter
and the number of elements. After calculating the minimum number of
elements needed and allowing some margin, it was decided to employ
72 elements for the 6-gc antenna and 48 for the 4-gc antenna.
Several reservations about the performance of this system using the
entirc surface of the spacecraft as the radiator remained with the de-
signers until near the end of the development. In particular, no theory
was available to predict the interaction between the closely spaced sets
of radiating elements at 4 gc and 6 gc and the modification of the radia-
tion pattern by the facets and the solar cells which covered much of
the surface area.
2.2 Radiating Elements
2.2.1 Requirements
Each radiating element must launch a circularly polarized wave over
the frequency band of interest and at the same time provide a good
impedance match for the feed system.
In view of the great importance of the individual radiating elements
to the over-all performance, three alternate designs were considered
before concentrating on the most promising one. Only a brief mention
will be made of the first two as possibilities for future study.
2.2.2 Two Early Realizations
One early design of radiating element consisted of a circular opening
on the satellite surface with a circular waveguide recessed into the
satellite and fed by a probe from a coaxial line. Between the probe and
aperture were two screws forming a quarter-wave plate. This structure
worked very well over a wide band so long as sufficient space was pro-
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vided between the coaxial probe and the screws forming the quarter-wave
plate. Unfortunately, there was not sufficient room in the satellite to
allow the circular waveguide to project into the satellite sphere as far as
was necessary. When the structure was shortened, the coaxial probe and
the quarter-wave plate coupled directly to each other's local fields and
strongly interacted with each other. The network could still be tuned to
produce circular polarization, but the bandwidth was very small (about
5 mc for a return loss exceeding 20 db).
Another early design proposed the use of a square aperture and wave-
guide which was excited by two probes, each fed by a coaxial line. By
placing an extra 90 ° phase shift in one of the coaxial lines, circular
polarization would be achieved. A serious disadvantage of this structure
was the need for twice as many output ports on the power divider and
twice as many coaxial connectors as well as provision for the additional
90 ° phase shift.
2.2.3 Final Realization
The final design shown in Fig. 3 employed a rectangular waveguide
and aperture with dimensions large enough to propagate two cross-
polarized modes (TEl0 and TE0i). Since the two modes have different
phase velocities, the length of rectangular waveguide could be adjusted
to produce a 90 ° phase differential between the two polarizations, re-
sulting in circularly polarized fields at the radiating aperture. A single
probe was used to feed this structure, and because of space limitations
it was decided to introduce the probe from the back wall of the radiating
"i
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Fig. 3 -- Radiating element for microwave antenna.
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box. In order to obtain the 90 ° differential phase shift in as short a
length as possible, one cross-sectional dimension of the box was chosen
close to cutoff. The lowest frequency utilized in the 4-gc band is 4080
me. The minimum dimension for propagation of this frequency in
empty guide i_ 1.446 inches, so the narrow dimension was chosen to be
1.500 inches. The other cross-sectional dimension must be somewhat
larger to provide a larger propagation constant, but not so large that
the radiation patterns for the two polarizations are markedly different.
A dimension of 2.100 inches was somewhat arbitrarily selected here. At
band center of 4137 mc the two propagation constants are 0.658 radian
per inch and 1.613 radians per inch. Therefore, in order to obtain a
differential phase shift of 7r/2 radians, a path length of 1.65 inches is
needed. Since the probe radiates in both directions in the box, some
energy goes directly to the apertures and the rest is reflected from the
back wall before reaching the aperture. Since there are also reflections
from the radiating aperture, the effective path length is rather complex.
The depth of the box was experimentally adjusted to 1.490 inches,
which gave the best circular polarization for the radiated energy. The
optimum axial ratio of the radiated energy is also dependent on the
angle of the probe, which is close to 45 degrees.
After obtaining circularly polarized radiation, the remaining problem
is to obtain a matched input impedance for the coaxial line. A 50-ohm
dielectric bead support for the probe was designed and the two length
dimensions of the probe, ll and 12 in Fig. 3, were varied to obtain 50
ohms looking into the coaxial connector at the back of the box. The
various adjustments for circularly polarized radiation and good im-
pedance match interact with each other, so that considerable experi-
mentation was found necessary to settle on dimensions which provided
the necessary broadband performance. The 4-gc and 6-ge box dimensions
are simply scaled in inverse frequency ratio.
Despite early recognition that the radiators would ultimately be
magnesium extrusions for high strength-to-weight ratio and precision
fabrication, the need for early demonstration of feasibility suggested
the use of sheet metal techniques. The first radiating elements were
made by cutting 15-mil brass sheet to the right size and shape and
bending into the form of a rectangular box having four sides and a
bottom, but no top. The adjoining edges were soldered to provide good
electrical conductivity. The top edges were bent over at right angles to
form lips which could be soldered to the cylindrical supporting mid-
section in which rectangular holes were punched. The first midsections
were made in four parts to permit some tolerance in the associated
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hemispheres. A hole was drilled in one corner of the bottom of the box 
to permit the insertion of a feed probe. The probe was supported by a 
coaxial connector soldered to the outside of the box bottom. The four 
quadrant radiator assemblies were fastened between a pair of smooth 
aluminum hemispheres to form a crude breadboard model. Although the 
tolerances which had been achieved in the dimensions of the radiators 
exceeded by several times the estimated allowable tolerances, the first 
radiation patterns were very encouraging in that they indicated the 
basic approach was sound, provided the physical structure could be 
fabricated to the necessary tolerances. 
When final models were skillfully fabricated by Dow Metal Products 
of Bay City, Michigan, the radiating elements were formed as mag- 
nesium impact extrusions with a boss on the bottom which was drilled 
and threaded to serve as the shell of a coaxial connector. Despite the 
elaborate precautions taken during fabrication to hold the critical di- 
mensions of the radiating elements, small departures from design center 
values combined in a complicated fashion to cause nonuniform electrical 
behavior. This problem was solved by shipping test equipment to the 
factory and selecting satisfactory boxes by measuring return loss over 
the frequency band of interest. The boxes were then magnesium welded 
into a wheel-like frame as shown in Fig. 4. During the welding proc- 
ess thc frame and boxes werc held rigidly in alignment by an elaborate 
Fig. 4 - Microwave antenna radiating elements assembled into their frames 
before attachment to the spacecraft. 
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set of heavy steel jigs. The fixturing is such that when completed, the
center of each connector lies within a few thousandths of an inch of a
datum plane. The radiating probes were also accurately positioned by
means of suitable fixtures before being clamped in place.
2.3 Feed System of Microwave Antenna
2.3.1 Requirements
Calculations showed that precise microwave distribution systems were
required for funneling the 6-gc signals from the 72 receiving radiators
to the single receiver within the satellite's electronics package, and
similarly for fanning out the amplified 4-gc signals from the satellite's
traveling-wave tube to the 48 transmitting apertures. The tolerable
variations accumulated within the distributions systems must be
restricted to about 15° peak-to-peak and 1 db peak-to-peak, of which
no more than 5 ° and 0.5 db should be systematic.
2.3.2 Single-Stage Reactive Distribution
Initially, purely reactive single-stage distribution systems were in-
vestigated. These consisted simply of a 48-way power divider for the
4-gc band and a 72-way power divider for the 6-gc band. Each divider
was arranged on a circular printed circuit board with a central input
connector and the required number of output connectors around the
periphery. Early measurements indicated that prohibitive manufacturing
tolerances were required, not only for the power dividers themselves, but
also for the connecting cables and radiators to keep the phase and
amplitude variations within acceptable limits.
2.3.3 Multistage Reactive and Resistive Distribution
For the above reason, attention was directed toward multistage
distribution systems using suitable resistive type power dividers which
would provide isolation between output ports. The so-called resistive
dividers are tree-like arrays of lossless hybrids, each with an internal
terminating resistance. Furthermore, with this approach more flexibility
was possible in the location and weight distribution of the various feed
system components within the satellite.
Considering electrical performance alone, the arrangement chosen is
one of many alternatives, some of which are undoubtedly better suited
for precise microwave power distribution. The choice made resulted
from consideration of available space between the radiating elements
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andframestructureof thesatellite,aswellasfromsuchconstraintsas
minimumweight,minimumcross-section(tofacilitatefreeinternalheat
exchangeby radiationbetweenthe satellitehemispheres),maximum
momentof inertiaaboutthe satellite'sspinaxis (in orderto avoid
tumbling),etc.Thefinal4-gcand6-gcdistributionsystemschosenare
illustratedschematicallyin Fig.5. Anassembled72-waypowerdivider
for the6-gcbandisshownin Fig.6.Thereactivedividershownat the
centeris connectedby coaxialcablesto the nine resistivedividers
mountedbehindtheradiatingapertures.
2.3.4 Reactive Power Dividers
Centrally located in the 4-gc and 6-gc systems are a 6-way and 9-way
reactive power splitter, respectively, connected to 50-ohm input and
output cables. These dividers were produced on small circular printed
circuit boards, with the input connector centrally located and the 6 or
9 outputs evenly spaced around the periphery as shown by Fig. 7. To
maintain 50-ohm impedance levels on both the input and output cables,
appropriate k/4 transforming sections are incorporated in each of the
6 or 9 output lines near their common junction point. In addition,
matching sections are built into the input connector of both the 4-gc
TRAVELING-WAVEOR TUBE ]DOWN C NVERTER
FLEXIBLE
CABLE
REACTIVE
POWER SPLITTER
I I I I
SEMIPLEXIBLE
CABLE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD IWITH SEVEN HYBRID JUNCTIONS
I I I I IRA20'  OR
Fig. 5 -- Block diagram of microwave antenna feed system.
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Fig. 6 - View of 6-gc antenna and feed system installed in spacecraft frame. 
and 6-gc splitters to provide final over-all tuning of the complete antenna 
system. 
2.3.5 Resistive Power Dividers (Hybrids) 
Each hybrid board constitutes a resistive 8-way power divider. These 
hybrid boards are located around the satellite’s equator and are curved 
so as to attach directly to the radiating apertures through special coaxial 
connectors. In  this manner, each hybrid board is rigidly fastened to 8 
transmitting or receiving apertures. 
The configuration shown in Fig. 8 was chosen for the hybrids, which 
provides equal power split between ports 2 and 3 independent of fre- 
quency. Port 4 is terminated internally by a series resistance of 2Z0 (in 
this case 100 ohms) to ma,intain isolation between ports 2 and 3. 
Fig. 9 shows the center conductor layout for the 4-gc hybrid board, 
- INPUT TRANSFORMER 
Fig. 7 - Reactive power splitter configuration: (a) 4-gc printed line; (b) 6-gc 
print,ed line; (c) cross-section showing input transformer. 
T 
IN 
Fig. 8 - Transformed ring hybrid for frequency-independent symmetry. 
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Fig. 10 - 4-gc and 6-gc resistive power dividers. 
providing ail %fold power division by cascading three hybrid stages 
from input to each output port. The dielectric material used is two 
sheets of 0.062-inch thick irradiated polyethylene ( e  z 2.30, tan 6 M 
0.00005). A 100-ohm miniature metal film resistor with flat ribbon leads 
fits into a circular recess in the dielectric boards and is soft-soldered to 
the adjoining center conductor to form port 4. Calculations show the 
absorption loss of the resistors to be %0.015 db per hybrid a t  4 gc and 
~ 0 . 0 3  db a t  6 gc. Thus, with the three cascaded hybrid stages in each 
board, the loss due to the 100-ohm resistors is approximately 0.05 db 
in the 4-gc boards and 0.1 db in the 6-gc boards. 
Fig. 10 is a photograph of two assembled hybrid boards - one used 
a t  4 gc and the other at 6 gc. A radiating box is attached to one output 
port of each hybrid and a short length of 0.160-inch coax is connected 
to the input ports. 
Also noticeable on Fig. 10 are rows of rivets, each 0.090 inch in diam- 
eter, which serve both as mechanical fasteners and as electrical shorts 
around the center conductor, thus ensuring TEM wave propagation 
without measurable mode conversion. As a rule of thumb, these rivets 
must be spaced closer than X/4 to provide effective shielding and must 
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be kept away from the center conductor edge by at least one dielectric
thickness to prevent changes in characteristic impedance.
These hybrid distribution boards are an interesting use of extremely
precise etched circuitry. Stability of performance and distribution of
mass were two of the several factors that qualified them for use. The
boards are curved riveted "sandwiches" consisting of four layers. The
inner two are the dielectric with the etched circuit between them and
with copper-clad surfaces adjacent to the outer two magnesium backing
plates. All four are riveted together after the boards have been curved
to approximately a 16-inch radius. Approximately 200 rivets are used
in each board. The large number of rivets, dictated by electrical con-
siderations, results in an extremely rugged and compact circuit board.
The boards, 6 for the 4-gc and 9 for the 6-gc antennas, are immediately
in back of, and are connected to, the radiating boxes by means of one
coaxial connector per antenna box. Fig. 6 shows the hybrid boards as
assembled behind the radiating elements. The control of both curvature
and the position of the connectors was critical in order to insure proper
mating with the radiator box stubs.
2.3.6 Coaxial Cables
A total of fifteen semiflexible 50-ohm coaxial cables connect the two
central reactive power splitters located near the poles of the satellite
to the associated resistive power splitters mounted behind the equatorial
arrays of radiating elements. The coaxial is composed of a 43-mil copper
wire encased in an irradiated polyethylene dielectric in the form of a
helical winding with essentially zero space between turns. The sheath is
a copper tube having a diameter of 160 mils and a wall thickness of 5
mils. These cables are sufficiently flexible to be bent so as to follow the
contours of the satellite.
2.3.7 Assembly of Radiating Elements and Feed
The antenna bands and antenna feed were assembled to the satellite
frame in such a manner as to prevent relative motion of the parts at
their points of connection. The hybrid boards are rigidly clamped to
the antenna bands through the use of four clamps per board, as shown
in Fig. 6. The splitters are bolted directly to the frame at its poles and
thus are rigidly held. Thus the relative motion that occurs between the
hybrids and the splitters during the vibration of launch is accommodated
by the bending of the semiflexible cables.
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2.4Testing and Performance
2.4.1 Objectives
In order to insure the best possible radiation pattern it was necessary
to carry out an extensive program of electrical and mechanical tests on
the individual components, various subassemblies, and the over-all
system. The vital electrical objective is a good pattern, which is insured
if microwave power generated or received in the electronics package
is transmitted to or from each of the radiating elements with exactly
the same phase and amplitude. These tests used a microwave bridge
circuit incorporating a calibrated attenuator and phase shifter to measure
the relative phase and amplitude between the output ports of the
various components of the antennas as well as the over-all antenna
assemblies. Phase and amplitude measurement accuracies of the bridge
were approximately +2 ° and ±0.1 db.
2.4.2 Radiating Elements
The radiating elements were checked for axial ratio and return loss
over their operating bands. After brief experience with the fabrication
of the radiating elements, it was apparent that realistic mechanical
tolerances did not insure the necessary uniformity in electrical per-
formance. A sensitive measure of the electrical performance of the in-
dividual boxes is the return loss. Return loss measuring equipment (a
reflectometer setup) was moved to the fabrication plant, and the boxes
were individually tested after they had been welded into the support
bands. By electrical tests at the factory it was possible to use boxes in
which the mechanical variations combined in a favorable manner and
to replace subpar boxes before the whole assembly was removed from
the welding fixtures. Although the factory tests indicated the accepta-
bility of the radiators in a qualitative way, it was necessary to make more
precise quantitative measurements in the laboratory. Uniformity of
transmission through the boxes was checked by exciting them one at a
time and terminating the open end of the radiator in a special test fixture.
This fixture consisted of a short open-ended rectangular tube of lossy
plastic with lips to fit into the mouth of the radiating box and a receiving
box mounted on the other end of the tube. With this arrangement, the
relative loss and phase of the individual radiators could be compared.
These measurements showed a peak-to-peak loss variation of about
0.5 db and a peak-to-peak phase variation of about 8 degrees.
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2.4.3 Reactive Power Dividers
All the printed circuit reactive power splitters were checked for
equality of power division over their operating band. The matching sec-
tion incorporated at the input to the power splitter was custom designed
to allow for individual variations among the reactive and resistive
dividers, cables, and radiating elements. The peak-to-peak variation of
insertion loss and phase shift taken over the output ports of each splitter
is given in Table I.
2.4.4 Resistive Power Dividers (Hybrids)
All hybrids boards were given complete electrical testing. Fig. 11
shows the phase and amplitude distribution of all the ports provided
by the 4-gc boards; similar results were obtained for the 6-gc boards.
Briefly, the peak-to-peak deviations on phase are approximately 8 ° at
4 gc and 10° at 6 gc, and on amplitude 0.3 db at 4 gc and 0.4 db at 6
gc. In addition, a variation from board to board existed in phase and
to a smaller extent in amplitude, which is attributable to lack of precision
in the attachment of the input connectors. This phase variation between
boards amounted to 10 ° to 20 ° and was compensated by corresponding
changes in length of the connecting coaxial cable. Input and output
VSWR's were measured on M1 hybrid boards by means of microwave
reflectometers and--for more accuracy- on a slotted line. Fig. 12
shows the input and output VSWR's on representative boards. The
input match is shown for: (a) radiating elements attached to the output
ports and (b) TNC terminations on the output ports. With the TNC
terminations, the input VSWR is seen to be less than 1.4 to 1 for about
l0 per cent bandwidth. Over the same bandwidths, the output VSWR's
are under 1.4 to 1 for the 6-gc boards and under 1.1 to 1 for the 4-ge
boards.
2.4.5 Combined Radiating Elements and Feed
After individual components, including connecting cables had been
measured, the antennas were assembled on the spacecraft framework.
TABLE I--REAcTIVE POWER D_WDERS
Model Peak-to-Peak Insertion Peak-to-Peak Phase Shift,
Loss, db degrees
Best 4-gc 0.2 1.4
Worst 4-gc 0.4 3.6
Best 6-gc 0.2 4.4
Worst 6-gc 0.55 5.3
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Fig. 11 -- Distributions of measurements on the 4-gc hybrid boards : (a) phase
distribution; (b) amplitude distribution.
A final check for uniformity of excitation was made of the complete
assembly by comparing the phase and amplitude of the individual
radiating elements. The test fixture for this purpose consisted of a band
of absorbent material to fit around the satellite equator in which was
embedded one of the previously described test fixtures for checking the
individual radiators. By carefully selecting cable lengths, the average
phase to each hybrid group could be accurately matched. This careful
selection resulted in peak-to-peak variations as shown in Table II.
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2.4.6 Over-all Patterns
Most of the radiation patterns were obtained with an indoor anechoic
chamber. These were checked later on an outdoor range with substantial
agreement between results. Fig. 13 shows the results for the 6-gc re-
ceiving antenna system both for the equatorial and polar aspects. These
patterns show the power relative to an isotropic circularly polarized
antenna. The all-important equatorial pattern was especially gratifying,
because it exhibited a peak-to-peak ripple of less than two db. The
TABLE II--RADIATING ELEMENTS AND FEED
Frequency, mc Peak-to-Peak Insertion Loss, db Peak-to-Peak Phase__ Shift, degrees
4170 1.1 db 10°
6390 1.4 db I 14°
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Fig. 13 -- Antenna patterns at 6390 me: (a) equatorial aspect; (b) polar aspect.
polar pattern is reasonably smooth except for the expected nulls near
the poles. These patterns show the remarkably large solid angle of
coverage provided by these antennas.
Fig. 14 presents the equatorial and polar aspects of the 4-gc trans-
mitting antenna.
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Fig. 14 -- Antenna patterns at 4170 me: (a) equatorial aspect; (b) polar aspect.
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Fig. 15 -- Constant-latitude antenna patterns at 4080 me.
Fig. 15 shows measurements taken at different constant latitudes
when measured in an indoor anechoic chamber. The satellite spin pro-
duces fluctuations in the received signal level corresponding to the
ripples in these patterns. The curve marked t_ = 90 ° corresponds to the
equatorial aspect.
2.4.7 Thermal and Vibration Considerations
As pointed out in accompanying papers, 3,5 the spacecraft's spin-axis
orientation should be perpendicular to the sun's rays for thermal reasons.
The temperature of the antenna components is determined by the actual
spin-axis orientation and the duration and frequency of eclipses of the
satellite. Extrapolating the predicted skin temperature data in an ac-
companying article, _ the temperatures noted in Table III are the ex-
TABLE III -- PREDICTED TEMPERATURE EXTREMES
Component Max. Possible Temp. Range Expected Temperature Range(1 to 2 cycles) (2000 cycles)
Splitter +34°C to -50°C q-20°C to -20°C
Hybrid q-lO°C to -20°C q-lO°C to -5°C
Cables -t-40°C to -50°C +20°C to -IO°C
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TABLE IV- TEMPERATURE CYCLING CAPABILITIES OF COMPONENTS
Splitter +40°C to -100°C
Hybrid +40°C to -100°G
Cables +65°C to - 100°C
tremes predicted, which could only occur once or twice during the
sutellite's two-year lifetime. In the same table, the temperature extremes
are shown for the satellite when the spin axis is within +30 ° of being
normal to the sun. The range of temperature shown in both extremes
includes the effects of full sunlit orbits and maximum eclipse conditions.
Extensive thermal tests were conducted on the hybrids, splitters and
antenna cables to ensure that they were capable of withstanding the
maximum possible temperature ranges listed above. Table IV is a sum-
mary of the temperature cycling capability of the components used in
the spacecraft.
Because of the limited development tim_e, extensive tests were not
conducted at the more modest "expected temperature range." Based
upon an analysis of the stresses which are built up under the extreme
temperature cycling conditions and the number of cycles achieved in
these tests, it can be confidently predicted that the antenna feed com-
ponents are capable of withstanding the expected temperature limits
for many thousands of cycles.
The thermal tests did disclose a number of weaknesses in the initial
designs of the splitters and cables. Mechanical design changes based on
these data eliminated the thermal cycling difficulties with the splitters.
However, the cable difficulty was more fundamental. In the cable,
relative motion occurred between the dielectric and both the inner and
outer conductors as a result of temperature cycling. This resulted in a
relative displacement of the three items after a few temperature cycles.
Different materials and types of cables from a number of suppliers were
tested, but all behaved in a similar manner. Through the cooperation of
the Tellite Corporation of Orange, N. J., this serious problem was
solved by incorporating a helical cut in the dielectric. The depth of the
cut extended from the inner conductor to the outer conductor, so that
the resulting configuration has a helical winding of dielectric with a
small spacing between turns. This design accommodated the difference
in expansion between the copper inner and outer conductors and dielectric
material.
As a complete assembly the antenna structure was tested thermally
in several ways. It was assembled into one of the thermal tester satellites
and subjected to temperature cycling as encountered in the environ-
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mentaltestchamberwhichincludedsolarsimulation.Thetemperature
rangesundertheseconditionswereequivalento the expectedtem-
peraturerangefor the high-temperatureend,and equivalento the
extremesexpectedto beencounteredfor the low-temperatureend.In
addition,a laboratorytestwasconductedin whichthe antennaper-
formancewascheckedwhilethepolesof thesatellitewerebeingcooled
downtotheextremelowtemperaturewith theantennaradiatorsection
beingkept at roomtemperature.Thisconditionis moreseverethan
that whichcouldbeencountered.Theantennasatisfactorilypassedall
thesetests.
Section2.3.7describesthe attachmentof thefeedto thesatellite.
In viewof thehighaccelerationlevelsto whichthe feedcomponents
are subjected and the complex nature of acceleration levels versus the
frequency, the most realistic test for mechanical prove-in of the antenna
feed structure is on an actual satellite. Hence, the antenna feed system as
a whole was vibration tested only after it was assembled into a satellite
frame. Accelerometers attached to various portions of the feed system
showed a maximum reading at resonance of 260 g on one of the hybrids.
Although subsequent electrical tests showed that the antenna systems
were still usable, several mechanical weaknesses were uncovered.
Further mechanical engineering changes in the mounting of the compo-
nents eliminated the difficulties.
III. VHF ANTENNA SYSTEM
3.1 Requirements
The VHF antenna is used for beacon, telemetry, and command signals.
This antenna should be nearly isotropic, have low dissipation loss and
radiate circularly polarized waves. The size and position of the antenna
is restricted in that it must not shade the solar cells. The VHF antenna
is required to operate during the launching of the satellite as well as
during orbit. This means that the antenna must radiate with substantially
no change in pattern while the satellite is enclosed in the protective
fairing and while mounted to the third stage of the rocket during the
early phases of the launch. The dimensions of the fiber glass fairing placed
upper limits on the height and diameter of the antenna in order to avoid
interference during the severe vibration encountered during launch.
The final dimensions of the antenna were chosen to make the antenna
as large as possible within these restrictions.
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Fig. 16 -- Sketch of VHF antenna.
3.2 Initial Approach
The decision to mount the communication antennas around the
equator of the spacecraft eliminated that position for the ¥HF antenna.
The requirement of nonshading of the solar cells eliminated the use of
several sets of crossed dipoles located symmetrically about the satellite.
It was therefore originally decided to use a small, multi-element, broad-
side helix mounted on an erectable mast. A sketch of this helix is given
in Fig. 16. The antenna and mast would be collapsed during the launch,
since the fairing dimensions would not allow the antenna to be extended,
and upon injection into orbit an explosive charge would erect the mast
and helix. During the launch a pair of auxiliary dipoles or whips mounted
near the south pole of the satellite and fed by means of a directional
coupler would maintain telemetry and command capability for the
satellite. With this system, which was suggested by Wheeler Laboratories,
Smithtown, N. Y., under Bell Laboratories contract, the helix radiated
a circularly polarized wave with a pattern similar to that of a short dipole.
This gives quite good coverage except near the poles of the satellite.
The helix may be thought of as an end-fed half-wave radiator coiled
so as to look like a small loop antenna combined with a short dipole
radiator. The loop field is in time quadrature and is at right angles to
the dipole field. Circular polarization is obtained by adjusting the di-
mensions so that the magnitudes of the two field components are equal.
The helix was designed by Wheeler Laboratories. 6 The antenna is a
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smallend-fedradiatorwitha highinputimpedanceandits bandwidth
is relativelysmall,in fact,considerablysmallerthanthe 13-mcspread
betweenthecommandandtelemetryfrequencies.Therefore,amatching
networktoavoidhighstandingwavelosswasnecessary.Thedimensions
werechosensuchthat theantennawasresonantat 129mc,andthe
matchingnetworkprovidedaconjugatematchaswellasa transforma-
tion of impedancel velat bothfrequencies.A circuitdiagramof the
matchingnetworkisgivenbyFig. 17.
Berylliumwire 0.1 inchin diameterwaschosento windthe helix
becauseof its light weightandrigidity.A thin layerof goldwasplated
overtheberylliumto reduceits dissipativeloss.In orderto providethe
propercoefficientof emissivityto aid in the thermalbalanceof the
spacecraft,theexteriorportionof theantennasystemwassprayedwith
analuminumoxidecoatingbya plasmagun.
Duringthedevelopmentanmnberof uncertaintiesaroseto makean
antennaonanerectablemastseemlessandlessdesirable.Theadverse
effecton themomentof inertiawascompounded,sincethe stringent
requirementson thehelixdimensionsdictatedelaboratejigsto insure
thesedimensionsafter the stressof launchanduponerection.The
collapsedhelix,whilenota goodradiator,did radiateenoughto affect
thepatternsof thedipolesto all unpredictableextentif thevibration
duringlaunchcaused the helix elements to intermittently touch one
another. Also, the dipoles themselves affected the in-orbit pattern, not
so much near the equator, but noticeably in the vicinity of both poles.
3.3 Final Approach
Because of these uncertainties it was decided to use the helix as a
short vertically polarized dipole permanently mounted to the north
pole of the satellite. Since the ground antenna used for the command
and telemetry signals is circularly polarized, the problem of polarization
La
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Fig. 17 -- Schematic diagram of VHF antenna matching network.
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tracking does not arise if the system can tolerate the additional 3-db
loss. A careful study of the signal levels and path losses showed essentially
no penalty for commandability and a small penalty for telemetry.
Mounting the helix directly on top of the satellite resulted in the following
advantages:
(a) Since the helix is not collapsed during launch, the whips and
associated directional coupler can be eliminated.
(b) Since the helix is directly on the sphere, the additional cable
length required for the erectable mast is eliminated. This results in a
0.5:db decrease in loss.
(c) The elimination of the mast erecting package results in an in-
crease in reliability since the antenna would have been useless had the
firing mechanism failed.
Since mounting the helix directly on top of the satellite destroys the
balance between the loop and dipole radiation components, the dimen-
sions were altered to insure that it would fit into the launch fairing, yet
retain the same impedances. This alteration did not change the matching
network and left the dipole component unaffected.
The matching network was adjusted while mounted on a model of
the satellite. The model was mounted on the roof of the Hillside, N. J.,
laboratory, and final adjustments were made with the base of the helix
and the network cup surrounded by dry ice; a thermocouple attached
to the network cup indicated -75°C. Fig. 18 shows that the match at
both frequencies is degraded as the temperature increases, but the
o i/'
12t 122 123 124
]
L
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FAEQUENCY IN MEGACYCLES PER SECOND
Fig. 18 -- Return loss measurements of VHF antenna.
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Fig. 19 -- Polar aspect VHF antenna pattern at 123 mc : solid curve--measured
pattern; dotted curve--calculated pattern.
antenna is still quite usable at +25°C, although, except at launch, it is
never expected to be warmer than -50°C.
3.4 Testing and Performance
The radiation patterns of the antenna are perfectly uniform when
viewed at a constant latitude aud when the satellite is rotated about its
spin axis. The pattern does vary as the satellite is rotated at right angles
to the spin axis, as is shown by Fig. 19. This figure shows the radiation
pattern at approximately 123 mc as well as a theoretical pattern as-
suming a lossless antenna. The differences in maximum gain points
indicate a loss in the matching network and dissipation loss in the helix
of 1.5 db at approximately 123 mc. The corresponding comparison at
approximately 136 mc shows a loss of 2.5 db.
IV. CONCLUSION
Two high-performance, isotropic, circularly polarized, microwave
antenna systems have been designed, constructed, and operated suc-
cessfully in the environment of outer space. The radiation patterns
demonstrate that by use of extremely precise techniques of magnesium
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fabrication and printed wiring a spherical surface can be uniformly
excited by as many as seventy-two discrete radiating elements.
In addition, reliable and efficient narrow-band radiation of VHF
signals has been achieved by employing a multi-element helix with a
matching network.
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 The Spacecraft Radiation\Experiments
By_WN_ T. M. BUCK. L. ¥. MEDFORD. E. W - . A- _'_
.THOMAS, H. K. GunnEL, G. L MILLERI_and F. M, SMIT_a_-_ Ee_'_
(Manuscript received March 22, 1963)
The radiation experiments on the Telstar spacecraft were designed to
measure the electron and proton particle distributions in the region of space
explored by the satellite orbit and to give information on the integral semi-
conductor radiation damage produced by these particles. A solar aspect
experiment is included with the radiation experiments because of its direct
importance to solar cell damage results. The design and the hardware .for
these experiments are described in the present paper. Results of the experi-
ments are included in a companion paper in this issue.
I. INTRODUCTION
The radiation experiments on the Telstar spacecraft were designed to
measure the distribution in energy, position, and time of electrons and
protons trapped in the earth's magnetic field in the Van Allen belts.
Such particle distributions characterize the radiation environment of
the satellite, and in addition help provide an understanding of the
mechanisms that are responsible for injection of particles into the Van
Allen belts and for loss of particles from the belts. The radiation experi-
ments also measure directly the integral radiation damage effects on
semiconductors. Only magnetically trapped particles are important for
damage considerations on the satellite, and only they are being ex-
amined in the particle experiments. The direct effects of primary cosmic
rays are negligible, as are also the effects of solar protons which stream
into the earth's polar regions but do not reach the Telstar satellite's
extremes in latitude. However, these two classes of particles are im-
portant because of the secondary neutrons they produce in the earth's
atmosphere, which subsequently decay in the trapped particle region
and contribute both protons and electrons to the Van Allen belts.
Although the radiation belts have been examined in a large number of
* Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, Long Island, N.Y.
t Sandia Corporation, Sandia Base, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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experiments, the region of space traversed by the Telstar satellite has
not previously been studied extensively. The satellite provides an un-
usually fine opportunity for quantitative observation of a large region
that includes essentially the whole of the inner Van Allen belt as well as
part of the high latitude "horns" of the outer belt. As it turned out, the
satellite was to examine not only the natural particles in the radiation
belts, as had been originally intended, but also particles artifically intro-
duced into the belts by U. S. and Russian high-altitude nuclear explo-
sions. These new particles were destined to play a major role in the radia-
tion effects sustained by the satellite's electronic equipment.
The radiation experiments on the satellite are divided into those
measuring radiation damage and those studying energetic particles.
These will be discussed in detail in Sections III and IV, respectively.
A solar aspect experiment which measures the orientation of the satellite
with respect to the sun is also included as a part of the present paper,
because it is essential to the radiation damage experiment on solar cells.
It will be discussed in Section II.
II. SOLAR. ASPECT
The attitude that the satellite presents to the sun is important for
the performance of the solar cell power supply and for the temperature
distribution of thc satellite. The knowledge of this is also important for
evaluation of the degradation of solar cells as a result of radiation
damage, since changes in solar aspect affect the illumination of the cells
whose output is being monitored. The satellite is spinning and, as a
result, the satellite temperature and the average power from the solar
power plant depend only on the angle _ between the spin axis and the
satellite-sun line, essentially the colatitude of the satellite-sun line with
respect to the satellite. However, for a single solar cell or a group of
cells which are parallel, the instantaneous output depends both on the
colatitude of the satellite-sun line and its longitude _ with respect to the
satellite. These two angles are determined in the solar aspect experi-
ment.
The angles _ and _ are determined by simultaneous measurement of
the outputs of a group of six solar cells arranged as in Fig. 1. These cells
have mutually perpendicular normals. In essence their directions are
those of the faces of a cube. The three perpendicular axes defining the
normals of the group could be located in any direction with respect to
the spin axis of the satellite and still uniquely define the sun's position.
For example, four cells could look out perpendicular to the spin axis and
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Fig. 1 - Placement of the solar aspect cells. 
two in opposite directions along that axis. However, the arrangement 
of Fig. 1 has several advantages. The angle a! is expected to be near 90 
degrees, and reliable measurements near this angle are desired. With 
the cell positions of Fig. 1, one per cent measurements of the cell outputs 
define a! and to one degree or better. Furthermore, as the instant of 
simultaneous measurement (determined by the telemetry frame rate) 
is not in general synchronous with the rotation rate of the satellite, the 
measurement of a! depends in successive telemetry frames on different 
combinations of the six cells, so that failure or degradation of one is 
not disastrous. 
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Thecellsaremountedonthesatellitefacetsnearesttheantennaband
to minimizethetemperaturextremesencounteredasa departs from
90 degrees. The individual cells are of the same type (n-on-p) and are
mounted with the same techniques used on the main solar power supply :1
a ceramic base, platinum side strips and 30-mil sapphire covers. The
cover width is much wider than a single cell, for uniformity in illumina-
tion and protection from radiation damage. Angle brackets orient the
cell normals to 35 degrees above and below the satellite equator as
required. With this mounting on the nearly spherical satellite surface,
there are no shadowing and reflection problems of any consequence.
The six solar aspect cells were preirradiated with approximately
2 X 1016 1-Mev electrons/cm 2 before mounting. This reduced their
output under solar illumination by a factor of 2, but it reduced their
sensitivity to further reduction in this number by radiation damage in
space by a factor of at least 100.1 The short-circuit current of each cell
is measured as a voltage across a 2.75-ohm shunting resistor actually
positioned in the telemetry interface circuitry inside the electronic
canister. The currents for the six cells are sampled in a total of 600
microseconds, a time in which the satellite at its maximum rotation rate
turns only by about one half of a degree. The timing is accurately
known, so that an additional correction could be applied, but for this
experiment the sampling is essentially instantaneous.
The telemetry examining the cell outputs has 100-millivolt full-scale
sensitivity. _ Changes in its gain are of relatively minor significance be-
cause the solar aspect angle really depends on ratios of the outputs of
different cells. However, drifts in the amplifier zero would be quite
serious. To provide a check on the zero, a seventh cell is placed inside
the satellite skin and is covered with an opaque aluminum coating. To
permit detection of zero drifts of either sign, a one-milliampere current
is bled into the shunting resistor of this dark cell to offset its reading
above zero by two telemetry bits.
The short-circuit current of an individual cell as a function of the
angle of illumination with respect to its normal has been experimentally
determined and is shown in Fig. 2. The shape does not depart substan-
tially from a cosine law at small angles, but drops much more rapidly
because of reflection losses toward grazing incidence. In addition to
this calibration, interpretation of the telemetry readings to deduce the
angle of illumination of a single cell involves temperature correction as
illustrated by line A of Fig. 3. This is much larger than the temperature
correction to the short-circuit current of nonirradiated cells, line B
of the figure, because the recombination centers introduced by radia-
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tion are quite different than those normally present. The operating
temperatures in orbit range 3 from -30°C to + 14°C, but measurements
have usually been made between -10°C and +5°C.
Fig. 4 shows the anticipated output from the cells as a function of
and for two values of a at 80 degrees and 90 degrees. In general, three
cells are involved in the measurement, except at specific symmetry
points where only two are illuminated, such as point A. The most
critical measurement positions, those giving best definition to a and _,
are of type B, where three cells have substantial outputs and two are
nearly alike. Such positions correspond to the sun being on the meridian
of a cell in one hemisphere, and hence midway between the meridians
of two cells on the other hemisphere. The ratio of the two nearly equal
outputs to the one larger output is quite sensitive to a, and the ratio of
the two nearly equal outputs to one another is very sensitive to _. ]3e-
cause of the satellite rotation rate and its change with time, the sequence
of one-minute measurements of the cell outputs will display a variety of
patterns on different orbits of the satellite. Examples will be discussed
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in connection with the results of the radiation experiments in a separate
paper? The angle a can in general be determined from a single set of
readings of the telemetry, but in practice many more points are used to
avoid the possibility of error and to check on the reproducibility of the
result obtained as different cells dominate in its determination.
III. RADIATION DAMAGE
3.1 Solar Cells
A solar cell damage experiment provides a direct measure of the deg-
radation in short-circuit current due to radiation damage in three cells
shielded by different thicknesses of sapphire. The cells are of the same
type as the main solar power supply cells and the mounting is the same
as for the solar aspect cells. It was not possible, using this mounting
technique, to provide reliable attachment of thin covers, and hence the
range in shielding thickness is narrower than would have been desirable.
The cells are protected with 20, 25, and 30 mils of sapphire.
The group of three damage cells is mounted on the same facet of the
satellite skin as one of the preirradiated solar aspect cells. This panel is
shown in Fig. 5. The outputs of the damage cells are handled in the
telemetry in the same way as those from the aspect cells, except that a
1.5-ohm resistor is used for a shunt because of the higher anticipated
short-circuit current. The sampling time for the total of ten cells (six
aspect, one zero-drift, three damage) is approximately 1100 micro-
seconds. 2 The damage cells thus have the same illumination at the
time of measurement as the solar aspect cell with the same orientation.
With this arrangement, determination of changes in the unirradiated
cells due to radiation damage can be made directly by comparison with
that preirradiated aspect cell. The accuracy of the measurement depends
markedly on the magnitude of all the outputs, but no correction for sun
position is necessary in evaluating solar cell degradation. Furthermore,
changes in illumination such as might arise from roughening of the
sapphire surface by micrometeorites are not involved. Observation of the
absolute current from the aspect cells measures this type of variation
if it exists, although not distinct from changes in amplifier gain in the
telemetry. Even if the aspect cell on the panel with the damage cell
should fail, the redundancy of the determination of the solar aspect be-
tween remaining cells would make a continuing measure of damage
possible without reliance on the absolute current. All of the cells in the
aspect and damage parts of the experiment were measured with a spectral
906 
Fig. 5 - Radiation damage solar cell array. The lower right-hand cell is one of 
the six solar aspect cells. 
analyzer developed by H. K. G ~ m r n e l , ~  and predictions of their output 
under outer-space illumination were made. The shunt resistance choice 
was conservatively based on these measurements. For the damage cells 
the anticipated output was 52.5 milliamperes, the cells being similar 
within f 2  per cent. For the aspect cells, the predicted current was 23.5 
milliamperes, with individual variations of less than &3 per cent. 
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3.2 Transistors
To provide a direct measure of radiation damage in silicon independent
of light, a group of npn diffused silicon transistors was specially fabri-
cated. These devices provide a check on the solar cell results and permit
extension of the study of shielding effectiveness to thinner shields. The
degradation of solar cell performance under radiation results from a
decrease in the lifetime of electrons (for n-on-p solar cells) in the p-type
base material of the cell. This same property controls the a of transistors
through the transport factor: the fraction of minority carriers introduced
into the transistor base at the emitter which arrive at the collector
junction. If lifetime is decreased by radiation damage, the light-created
electrons (in the solar cell) and emitter-injected electrons (in the transis-
tor) have increasing probability of recombination before they reach the
solar cell junction or the transistor collector junction. Thus a direct
comparison can be made between the results of one experiment and the
other. As an experiment, the transistor has the advantagc not only that
the a measurement is independent of the sun, but also that the sensi-
tivity to radiation damage can be made considerably greater by the use
of a very wide base region.
The construction of the damage transistors is shown in Fig. 6. The
device is made of the same kind of silicon used in solar cells (approxi-
mately one ohm-cm p-type) and the two junctions are made by solar
cell junction diffusion techniques. These steps make a comparison of the
results most direct. The transistor wafer is mounted on a pedestal close
beneath the lid of the encapsulating Kovar can. For minimum shielding,
the lid has been ground down to 3 mils from its normal 10-rail thickness.
Through this thin lid the device sees particles over a 3.5-steradian solid
angle.
The maximum sensitivity for damage measurement in transistors is
limited by tile maximum initial lifetime that can be maintained in the
base region through device fabrication. The common-base current gain,
ave, is related to the transport factor fl across the base region as a,c =
"y_ = Ic/Ie, where _, is emitter efficiency, which we will assume to be
independent of radiation damage. The lifetime r of minority carriers in
the base determines _ in a device with base width W as
= sech (W/x/Drr) = sech (W/L)
where D is a diffusion coefficient and L is the diffusion length for elec-
trons in the p-type base. Radiation damage changes the lifetime 6 as
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Fig. 6 - Construction of the radiation damage transistors. 
1/7 = l/ro + K@ 
where @ is the integral flux of damaging particles and K depends on 
particle type and energy. 
LK W sinh W / L  
2 0  cosh2 W / L  a da/d@ = rdp/d@ = -- 
For small values of W / L ,  da/d@ increases as W 2  for fixed L, the sen- 
sitivity to damage increasing with base width simply because the 
minority-carrier diffusion time increases and recombination processes 
become more evident. However, the expression has a maximum at 
W E 1.5L, corresponding to  an ct of about 0.43. Since T O  is limited by 
device processing, there is no advantage in increasing W beyond this 
point. In  the damage transistors of the Telstar satellite, a is between 
0.3 and 0.5 and the base width is on the order of 4 mils. As a result, the 
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devices have a low a cutoff frequency, about 100 kc. (Low-frequency
cutoff and high damage sensitivity in transistors are almost invariably
found togetherJ In examining components for potential susceptibility
to damage, it is the low-frequency power devices that are of primary
concern.)
The ape of the damage transistors is measured in the Telstar satellite
in the circuit shown in Fig. 7. An approximately constant 0.5-milliampere
dc emitter current is determined by the 8-volt zener diode and the 16.2-
kilohm resistor in the emitter circuit. The extra diode in series with the
zener partially compensates for change in the emitter current that would
arise from the temperature dependence in the emitter junction. The
collector current is read by the telemetry 2 as the voltage across the
16.2-kilohm collector resistor. With an a of 0.5, the output voltage has
a maximum of approximately 4 volts. The output drops in proportion
to a until it reaches the collector saturation current, specified in these
devices to be less than 5 microamperes. This collector saturation current
ultimately limits the minimum measurable a at two per cent of its initial
value or less.
The relative change in a_c in the transistors with radiation compared
with the change in I_c in solar cells is shown in Fig. 8. The initial rate
of change of the transistor is somewhat greater, but even more striking
is its continued high rate of change as the radiation proceeds. From the
standpoint of a solar cell power supply, the decrease in the sensitivity
to radiation with increasing damage is very helpful in providing ex-
tended life; but from an experimental standpoint, it makes evaluation
of the damaging environment increasingly difficult.
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Fig. 7 -- Radiation damage transistor circuit.
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Seven damage transistors are included in the transistor experiment,
two each with three different shield thicknesses and a seventh which is
heavily shielded and preirradiated to serve as a general check on the
stability of the measurements. The devices and their associated circuits
are assembled in a single package, shown in Fig. 9. This package (foamed
and in a complete can) is mounted at a hole in the satellite skin, with its
face almost flush with the surface of the satellite. The shield thickness
of one of the pairs of devices, 35 mils of alunainum in addition to the
3-rail Kovar can, is comparable to the shielding of the main solar cell
power supply, 30 mils of sapphire, and of one of the damage solar cells
discussed in Section 3.1. The other two pairs have less shielding: 3-rail
Kovar only and 3-rail Kovar plus 15 mils of aluminum.
IV. ENERGETIC PARTICLES
The Telstar satellite carries a group of four detectors designed to
measure the spatial distribution and time variation of electrons and
protons trapped in the earth's magnetic field and crude properties of
their energy distribution. The satellite's orbit takes it through the most
intense part of the inner Van Allen belt where protons of up to at least
500 Mev are known to exist s and where the proton flux increases with
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Fig. 9 - The radiation damage transistor assembly. 
decreasing energy. The region also contains high fluxes of electrons whose 
intensity and energy distribution were poorly known. The orbit a t  high 
latitudes touches the horns of the outer Van Allen belt, which con- 
tains electrons and very low energy protons in concentrations that 
are highly variable as a result of solar a ~ t i v i t y . ~  One objective of the 
particle experiment is to establish a correspondence between the radia- 
tion damage in the solar cell power supply, the solar cells and transis- 
tors of the radiation experiment, and the distribution of particles re- 
sponsible for the damage. Of even greater importance is the acquisition 
of data that will help provide a detailed understanding of the geo- 
physical processes that produce and limit the radiation belts. Such an 
understanding is ultimately essential for assessing the radiation environ- 
ment, not only in the Telstar satellite orbit but in other orbits of interest 
for communications satellite systems. In  conceiving the experiments, no 
consideration was given to the possibility that effects of high-altitude 
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nuclearexplosionsmightalter thebeltsin verysignificantways,1°al-
thoughtheseartificialperturbationsturnedout tobeof greatimport-
ance.Thenextsectionswill describetheparticleexperiments,somede-
tailsoftheparticledetectors,andsomeoftheuniquecircuitfeaturesin
theparticlemeasuringexperiments.
4.1The Particle Experiments
The high particle intensity anticipated in the heart of the inner Van
Allen belt requires the use of detectors which are fast and which have
rather small geometrical factors (the product of the solid angle of particle
acceptance and effective detector area). To avoid severe background
problems that would arise if the solid angle of interest were made very
small, the detector itself must be small. To permit discrimination of
electrons from protons, some energy-proportional measurement is almost
essential. To withstand the rigorous vibration of launch, a rugged device
is required, and to provide for satisfactory operation in the vacuum of
space, under the temperature variations of the satellite in orbit and in
the presence of high levels of radiation, a device of great reliability is
a necessity. Semiconductor particle detectors were selected as being
nearly ideal. These are p-n junction devices which in effect are small
solid-state ionization chambers. 11They give output charge pulses propor-
tional to the energy deposited by an incident charged particle in a disk-
shaped active volume a few millimeters in diameter and a few tenths of a
millimeter thick. They can be made with high reliability, as will be
described in detail in Section 4.2. This kind of device has been extensively
used in low-energy nuclear physics experiments in the last several years
and provides high energy resolution 12and relatively high speed. 13 In the
Telstar experiment, the detectors are not being used as high-resolution
devices or at their maximum capabilities of speed. Nevertheless, the
nuclear physics experience with them has been invaluable in the satellite
experiment design. Semiconductor detectors have been flown in the Injun
and TRAAC satellites and in several Air Force satellites in the past two
years, but very little of this information is yet available.
Three of the four detectors in the Telstar particle experiment measure
protons, and the fourth measures electrons. Their energy ranges are:
low-energy protons
medium-energy protons
high-energy protons
electrons
2.4-25 Mev
26-34 Mev
> 50 Mev
200 Key-1 Mev (the detector response
continuing to higher energies).
The outputs from the detectors time-share a single 14-bit register in the
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telemetry, accumulating counts over periods between 3 and 15 seconds 
and reading out the register in all cases in two consecutive 7-bit teleme- 
try words. The detectors are described individually in Sections 4.1.1 
thrnugh 4.1.4. 
4.1.1 Low-Energy Protons (2.4 to 25 MeV) 
A cutaway view of the lox-energy proton dctcctor mount is showr, 
in Fig. 10. The active p-n junction device is inside a transistor-like 
ENCAPSULATED 
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CONNECTION TO 
PREAMPLIFIER 
50' ACCEPTANCE 
POLE PIECE 
ALUMINUM 
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RETURN 
INCIDENT PROTON ENERGY IN MeV 
Fig. 10 - Cutaway view of the low-energy proton detector mount and the re- 
sponse of the detector to protons. 
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can(seeFig.14,Section4.2.1)surroundedbyarelativelymassivehous-
ing.Theparticlesof interestenterthrougha conewith anacceptance
angleof 50degrees,truncatednearits apexin anaperture82milsin
diameter,hnmediatelybehindthisapertureisa Kovarwindow80mils
indiameterand0.3railthickwhichadmitsparticlesthroughthcvacuum-
tight enclosureof thedetectorencapsulationto thep-njunctiondevice
itself.Constructionof thisdeviceisdescribedinSection4.2.TheKovar
windowexcludeslight,whichwouldgeneratecurrentin thedevicewith
highefficiency,andalsoremovesprotonswith energiest_elow1.1Mev
andelectronsbelow15Key. A permanentmagnetwith taperedpole-
piecesanda surroundingcylindricalsoftsteelmagneticfluxreturripath
providesa fieldin theacceptanceconethat increasestowardtheapex
andhasa valueof approximately1500gaussa quarter-inchfrom the
detector.Thismagnetexcludeselectronswith energiesbelow300Key
withincrcasingefficiencytowardlowerenergies.It does oby deflecting
theminto thesidewallsof thecone,whichis linedwithaluminumto
reducelectronbackscattering.Forelectronsof 500Kevor higherthe
magneticexclusionefficiencybecomesverylow,andforallprotonsabove
a fewKeythemagneticfieldis insignificantin its effect.In directions
outsidetheacceptanceone,theshieldingofthedetectorisheavyenough
to excludeprotonsof lessthan80Mevandelectronsoflessthan10Mev.
Thedetectormountextendsbehindthetabulationof thedetectoren-
capsulationto permitattachmentofthedetectorto acoaxialpreampli-
fierlead,still retainingtheeffectiveshielding.
Theresponseofthedetectortoprotonsis illustratedin thelowerhalf
ofFig.10.Theelectricalpulsedevelopedbythedetectorisexpressedin
termsoftheenergythatanincidentparticlemustleavein thedetector
to producethatpulse.Oneelectronisavailableto theextcrnaldetector
circuitforeach3.5evof energydepositedbyanenergeticparticlein the
sensitivevolumeof thedetector.Thisequivalenceis independentof the
particletype.Thcchargeassociatedwithanenergydepositionisshown
in thesecondverticalscaleofthefigure.ThestraightlineA in thefigure
is a theoreticalresponsejust equalto the incidentprotonenergy.The
lineB takesaccountoftheeffectsof the0.3-milKovarwindowandthe
diffusedlayeronthesilicondetector,whichtogetherexcludeprotonsof
lessthanapproximately1.3Mevand removea smallerandsmaller
energyincrementfromprotonsof higherenergy.Themeasuredcurves
C,D andE correspondto threedifferenteffectivedetectorthicknesses.
Thisthicknessis a little largerthanthe thicknessof thep-njunction
space-chargeregion- theregioncontaininga highelectricfield.It is
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variable with the bias on the detector. When the range of a proton just
equals this thickness, the maximum energy loss and corresponding
electrical pulse are obtained. For higher-energy protons less and less
energy is left in the space-charge thickness. Curve C corresponds to a
detector biased at 4.2 volts; D, 15 volts; E, 95 volts. The double-valued
nature of each of these curves provides an energy band within which a
pulse of a given size or larger can be observed. To change this band, either
the sensitive thickness can be varied or the electrical pulse height dis-
crimination level can be changed. In the low-energy proton detector,
both of these variations are used. Nine distinct outputs can be ob-
tained by measuring at each of three detector biases corresponding
to curves C, D and E and by examining pulses within three different
pulse height ranges marked by the horizontal lines on the figure: low,
medium and high discrimination level.
The total span of energies covered by the detector is 2.4 to 25 Mev.
However, it is not possible to measure a segment in energy close to the
25 Mev without including pulses from lower-energy particles as well.
In a particle energy spectrum which falls rapidly with increasing energy,
only an upper limit can be set on the number of the highest energy parti-
cles the detector is observing. The highest segment of energy which the
present arrangement provides without a separate lower-energy com-
ponent is that between 4.2 and 12 Mev, observed in the highest dis-
crimination channel at the highest detector bias.
The probability that a single electron can produce a pulse as large as
the 1.4 Mev of the lowest discrimination level is very small, less than
one in 103. This is a result of the low rate of energy loss by electrons of
this or higher energy. Pulse pile-up can occur from an anticipated high
flux of low-energy electrons. The magnetic rejection reduces this problem
for electrons of less than 300 Kev. Electrons of between 300 Key and
600 Key are of most serious concern. They are not well removed mag-
netically. They produce pulses comparable to their energy in many cases
and pulse pile-up can reach the lowest discrimination level of the de-
tector with only a three to fivefold multiplicity. A very high electron flux
is needed to produce this pile-up, but a very high electron flux was
measured in space during Ju]y, and the results of the low-energy proton
detector consequently require careful examination.
The low-energy proton detector looks out perpendicular to the spin
axis of the satellite through a hole in the satellite skin. It utilizes the
single 14-bit register 2 in the telemetry for three seven-second periods
during a one-minute telemetry frame, one period for the output of each
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of the three discrimination levels. The detector bias is changed each
frame, so that a complete sequence of nine readings requires three
minutes.
4.1.2 Medium-Energy Protons (26-34 Mev)
The medium-energy proton detector mount is illustrated in Fig. 11.
In this case the p-n junction detector is being used essentially on edge,
particles of interest entering within a few degrees of perpendicular to the
axis of the cylindrical detector disk and not nearly parallel to it as in the
low-energy proton case. The acceptance aperture is a pair of 20-degree
wedges like orange slices that have a common apex line through the junc-
tion device perpendicular to its cylindrical axis. This common apex line
is parallel to the spin axis of the satellite. As the satellite makes half a
rotation these wedges together sweep out a 4_r solid angle. The detector
is thus omnidirectional, sensing equally particles in all directions if its
output is averaged over a time long compared to half a rotation of the
satellite. As it is used, output pulses from the detector are summed for
a 15-second period, corresponding to 45 complete rotations at the initial
satellite spin rate. The detector protrudes through tile skin of the satellite
to permit essentially unobstructed access of particles to the wedges.
Protons penetrate this detector more or less along its diameter, and
consequently can leave much larger ainounts of energy in the space-
charge region than was the case in the low-energy proton detector.
The maximum path length is approximately 2.5 mm instead of about
0.4 mm as in the previous case. This makes it possible to set a high pulse
height discrimination level, 11.4 Mev. No proton entering along the axis
of the detector, or even at angles of up to 60 ° from the axis, can deposit
enough energy to trigger this level. No electron is capable of triggering
this level with any significant probability, no matter what its incident
direction. Moderate shielding along the axis in the forward and back
directions is used to remove problems of pulse pile-up, and very heavy
shielding is used between 60 ° to the axis and the acceptance wedges to
reject any protons of lower than 100 Mev. The detector should be
extremely free from response to unwanted particles.
If the junction device were not surrounded by any material in the
acceptance wedges, it would detect protons starting at an energy of 11.4
Mev. However, the thickness of the Kovar detector can wall (5 mils
from the side) and an additional absorber placed within the acceptance
wedges pushes this minimum energy up to approximately 26 Mev. The
calculated detector response is shown in the lower part of Fig. 11. The
curve represents the average response for protons incident over the ac-
2o.c 
calculated response of the detector to protons. 
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ceptance aperture. The shape for a particular angle of incidence and
position of the particle path with respect to the disk diameter will vary
because of the different path lengths the particles take. This detector
supplies pulses from its single discrimination channel to the 14-bit regis-
ter of the telemetry for a period of 15 seconds each telemetry frame.
4.1.3 High-Energy Protons (> 50 Mev)
Energy discrimination in this detector is obtained by use of an ab-
sorber. The detector mount is shown in Fig. 12. The junction device
is placed in the center of a hemispherical aluminum shell to provide an
approximately uniform absorber over a 2_r solid angle. The detector
mount is inside the satellite skin, and taking into account the satellite
structure near the detector, the effective threshold energy of the device
is calculated to be approximately 50 Mev. The detector is not truly omni-
directional because of nonuniformity in the absorber thickness in differ-
ent directions. However, because of the rotation of the satellite this lack
of directional uniformity is largely averaged out. All pulses in the de-
tector greater than 2.1 Mev are accepted. The calculated detector
response for particles entering in a representative direction is shown in
the lower part of Fig. 12.
The single discrimination channel of the high-energy detector makes
use of the 14-bit telemetry register for 11 seconds of the one-minute
telemetry frame.
4.1.4 Electrons
The electron detector mount is illustrated in Fig. 13. This mount
protrudes through the satellite skin and looks out perpendicular to the
spin axis. Particles are accepted in a cone having an angle of 20 degrees
with an 82-mil diameter aperture immediately in front of the junction
detector can. The deposition of energy by electrons in the sensitive vol-
ume of the detector is much less clearly related to the actual particle
energy than is the case for protons. A 600-Key electron may leave all
its energy in a sensitive volume 0.43 mm thick (the thickness of the
electron detector on the Telstar satellite); it may back scatter in the
first fraction of this thickness and leave only a small part of its total
energy; or it may penetrate entirely and leave less than all its energy to
be detected. By examining the distribution of pulse heights produced in
the detector, only a rough evaluation of the spectrum of incident elec-
trons can be obtained, since the spectrum must be unfolded from the
distribution of pulse heights produced by monoenergetic particle groups.
(See Fig. 15, Section 4.2.3.1.) The probability that an electron of more
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Fig. 12 - Cutaway view of the high-energy proton detector mount and the cal- 
culated response of the detector to protons. 
than 1 Mev will leave all its energy in the sensitive detector thickness is 
very small. Such electrons can be detected by the lower energy pulses 
they produce, but their energy cannot be directly deduced. 
In  the Telstar electron detector, particle pulses are sorted into four 
pulse height channels: 180-280, 285-440, 390-615 and 635-990 Kev. 
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Fig. 13 - Cutaway view of the electron detectlor mount and the response of the 
detector to electrons. 
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The bottom edges of these channels correspond to 215, 315,420 and 660
Key, taking into account the energy lost by electrons in penetrating the
0.3-mil detector can window and an additional 1.6-rail aluminum ab-
sorber used to remove protons of less than 2.3 Mev. Pulses from two of
t_,i_ x'../Ul blI_LIIIUI_ _].'e lULl bU UIIU I"JL-L_Ib bUiUIII_bloV l'U_lbb_l" IOl" bnree secolms
each in every other telemetry frame. The second pair of channels, pro-
duced by a change in amplifier gain, is measured in the alternate frames.
The efficiency of each of the four channels for counting electrons up
to approximately 1 Mev is illustrated in the lower part of Fig. 13. t_ach
channel starts abruptly as the energy requirement of the channel is met,
but retains a substantial efficiency at electron energies above the upper
pulse height limit of the channel.
The electron detector is potentially susceptible to background prob-
lems from protons. The addition of the 1.6-mil aluminum absorber
eliminates the problem for very low energy protons. In addition, the
top pulse height channel is closed. Pulses in excess of 990 Key will not
be counted. To be recorded, protons must have energies greater than
2.4 Mev to penetrate the entrance window and leave at least 180 Kev
in the detector, but energy less than 2.7 Mev, so they do not leave more
than 990 Kev (a shield that just stops 2.3-Mev protons will extract less
than 2.3 Mev from 2.7-Mev protons). This very narrow energy range for
proton acceptance makes the proton contribution to the counting rate
small except when the electron flux nears the minimum values that it
has in the Telstar satellite's portion of space.
4.2 Silicon p-n Junction Detectors
Silicon p-n junction detectors were used in all the particle experi-
ments, as described in Section 4.1. They satisfy the requirements of
small size and rugged construction, high sensitivity, high speed, low
noise, and in addition provide high reliability in the space environ-
ment where temperature and radiation intensity vary continuously.
The construction and testing of these detectors will be discussed in the
following sections.
4.2.1 Mechanical Construction
Surface reliability was recognized as a problem of major proportions
in designing the Telstar satellite detectors. Surface control was achieved
by adopting a hermetically sealed transistor-type encapsulation with a
thin window. Such a window was permissible in this experiment, although
it would not be for many nuclear physics experiments. The design which
evolved is shown in a schematic cross-sectional view in Fig. 14. The
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Fig. 14--Cross-section view of encapsulated detector.
encapsulation consists of a Kovar can with a glass bottom and a metal
tubulation, and a Kovar lid which is welded onto the can in final as-
sembly. All Kovar parts are gold plated. The diode with the diffused
n-layer looks out through the hole in the lid, which is covered by a Kovar
diaphragm which may be as thin as 0.3 mil. The diaphragm is welded
between the lid and a Kovar washer to make a good vacuum seal. The
diode is pressed against a platinum washer which has a raised rim
around the hole and thus provides contact to the n-layer. Contact to
the back or p-region of the diode is made through the gold-plated Kovar
pedestal alloyed to it. A good low-resistance contact is needed here to
provide a pulse rise time of less than 0.2 #sec. A copper stem completes
the connection to the tubulation and a stranded lead makes contact to it.
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The p-region of the diode is insulated from the main body of the en-
capsulation by a ceramic insulator. A spring washer is compressed
against the insulator by tabs which extend from the Kovar washer
welded to the lid. After assembly the device is evacuated, baked at 200°C
for an hour or more, cooled to room temperature, back filled with a suita-
ble atmosphere and the tubulation pinched off. A drop of epoxy resin is
used to protect the delicate feather edge of the pinch off.
4.2.2 Materials and Processing
The detector diodes are of the n-on-p type, 14 made by diffusing
phosphorus into silicon of the highest available resistivity, i.e., about
10,000 ohm-cm to 20,000 ohm-cm. At 100 v the space-charge depth in
this material is 0.30-0.45 mm. Deeper sensitive regions could have been
obtained by using the lithium-drift technique 15 which produces a p-i-n
structure with very close compensation in the middle, drifted region.
However, preliminary tests showed that Li-drifted diodes are much
more rapidly degraded by radiation damage than are the n-on-p
diffused diodes and would have too short a life in the radiation environ-
ment the Telstar satellite was expected to encounter. They also ex-
hibit a more complicated surface behavior. 1_ The phosphorus diffusion
is carried out at 1050°C, using P_05 in an open tube system. A dif-
fusion time of three hours gives a junction depth of about 4 mi-
crons. This "dead layer" or "window" is negligible compared to the
thickness of the Kovar diaphragm. After diffusion, the slices are wa-
fered and the small diodes then alloyed to pedestals, etched and en-
capsulated.
4.2.3 Performance and Testing
4.2.3.1 Calibration and Counting Behavior. Direct calibration of the
particle detectors was carried out with electrons from a 1-Mev Van de
Graaff generator and also with 17-Mev protons from the Princeton cyclo-
tron.* Fig. 15 shows pulse height spectra for electrons of 5 different ener-
gies, taken on a detector with 100-v bias. These results differ only slightly
from those corresponding to the 95-v detector bias in the satellite.
It may be seen that the total absorption peak is quite high for 220 and
425-Key electrons and then becomes progressively smaller until it has
almost disappeared at 990 Kev. At the same time, a broader peak due
to electrons which lose only part of their energy in the space-charge
* These calibrations were carried out with the kind cooperation of Professor R.
Scheer of the Princeton University Physics Department.
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region is increasing in size.* By calibration with protons which, unlike
electrons, have a precisely defined range at a given energy, the depth of
this detector was found to be approximately 0.43 mm at 100 v.
Detector noise is an extremely important characteristic of the junction
detector, particularly in the ease of the electron detector, where pulses
corresponding to particle energy losses in the detector of less than 200
Kev are to be measured. Spurious noise pulses which even approach this
threshold level are serious because of the distortion they produce in the
pulse height distribution. The noise in low-noise devices can be examined
most easily, not in terms of the probability of finding a spurious pulse
equivalent to 200 Kev, but as a broadening in the distribution of pulse
heights produced in response to a series of uniform electrical pulses arti-
ficially introduced in the detector. The full width at half height of this
pulse height distribution is measured and expressed in terms of an
equivalent particle energy. Such noise linewidth measurements were ob-
tained in all detectors under standard conditions, and in a number of
cases whole sequences of noise mea_ureinents were made through a series
of environmental tests.
4.2.3.2 Reliability
i. Surface Reliability. The essence of the surface reliability problem
on the detectors is illustrated in Fig. 16, in which reverse current is
plotted against bias for three representative cases. These curves were
measured on different encapsulated units which were all good initially
but which aged in different ways to arrive at the conditions shown.
Curve A is a typical good, low-noise characteristic which is obtained
with the surface (of the high resistivity p-side) nearly intrinsic or per-
haps slightly n-type. 18The current is 0.14 t_a at 100 v and noise linewidth
was l0 Key. (Note that the current scale for A differs by a factor of 100
from that for B and C.) Curve B results from a strong n-type inversion
layer over the p-region. The current is 48 ua at 100 v and the noise line-
width 85 Kev. The behavior depicted by curve C is due to an accumula-
tion layer at the surface; i.e., the surface is more strongly p-type than
the bulk. The charge in surface states is negative, and the resulting high
field at the edge of the junction causes surface breakdown at many little
spots around the junction. Even at 1 v, where the current is only 0.04
ua, the noise linewidth is 90 Key, and at 5 v bias the noise is greater than
450 Kev. The diode represented by this type of characteristic is the
noisiest of all for a given current. There is very good correlation between
* These results are similar to those of Ref. 17.
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noise and I-V characteristics* that has made it possible to predict noise
by inspection of an I-V curve. Even a small departure from curve A
toward the B or C conditions shows up as an increase in noise.
The maximum permissible noise linewidth was about 50 Key for the
electron detector, and several hundred Kev for the proton detectors.
Newly fabricated detectors were all well below this, at about 10-15
Kev, but many of the early models developed poor I-V characteristics
and high noise within a few weeks on shelf aging. Of the first 100 pro-
duced, only 44 survived after a few weeks. Transistions between charac-
teristics of the type illustrated in Fig. 16 may be brought about very
quickly by atmosphere changes or wet chemical treatments which shift
the surface potential in known ways, 19but the causes of long-term shifts
on shelf aging, bias aging and temperature cycling are harder to detect
and control. Nevertheless, by careful adjustment of surface potential by
initial chemical treatments and by control of the ambient atmosphere
* Early studies of noise in the detectors were made in collaboration with H. C.
Montgomery and L. K. Monteith. See also Ref. 16.
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in the encapsulations it was possible to ilnprove the yields to about 90-95
per cent by the end of the project. The processing will be described more
fully in another paper? °
Indirect effects of radiation on the detector surfaces as a result of
ionization of the ambient gas within the encapsulating can were consid-
ered, since such effects had recently been observed on transistors. 2_Se-
lected groups of detectors were tested under intermittent bias and
continuous bias in _ radiation of 50 rads/hr, approximately the average
encountered in space. In general the effects have been rather small,
although complicated. Changes do occur when the conditions are
changed; as the bias or radiation is turned on or off the currents may
increase or decrease, but after a few days in a new condition the current
levels off at a new steady-state value. Detectors vary in their sensitivity
to radiation for reasons not yet understood, but not many are severely
affected by radiation at this dose rate level.
ii. Bulk Radiation Damage Effects. The effects of particle radiation on
bulk properties of the detectors are not yet well understood, although
it can be said that really serious effects are not expected in less than
about a year. After a bombardment with about 10 _4 electrons/cm 2
of 1-Mev energy, a loss in pulse height begins to appear. The elec-
tron detector in the Telstar satellite has received damaging particles
equivalent to about 5 X 10 '1 1-Mev electrons/cm 2 day. On this basis
one may expect that the electron data will begin to be affected by bulk
damage after about six months in orbit, and that thereafter it may be
necessary to estimate corrections by using damage measurements ob-
tained on the ground. The low-energy proton detector, with the largest
solid angle and the thinnest diaphragm, may be affected somewhat
sooner. The medium and high-energy proton detectors with their thick
shielding will not be affected until much later.
iii. Life Testing Program. Finished detectors were put through a life
testing program which included:
(a) Vibration at frequencies from 50 to 2000 cycles/sec and accelera-
tions of either 40 or 80 g's in both the longitudinal and transverse direc-
tions. Two typical detectors were subjected to 12 shock tests with
successively higher accelerations, up to ll00 g, without any apparent
damage.
(b) High humidity soaks at 95 per cent RH for 16 to 24 hrs, followed
by vacuum pumping and exposure to oxygen. The surface sensitivity
of the diodes is such that any leak would be easily detected by this test.
(c) Temperature and bias cycling in a vacuum chamber for at least
one month. Temperature was cycled continuously from -50°C to
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Fig. 17 -- Radiation particle experiment block diagram.
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A-50°C with a period of 3 hours, while reverse bias of 120 v was cycling
20 minutes on and 1 hour off.
(d) Exposure to _, radiation at 50 rads/hr during bias cycling.
During all this testing and also during shelf-aging, accurate measure-
ments of the reverse current-voltage characteristics were made fre-
quently, as a very sensitive indication of surface stability. Only stable
devices were selected for use.
4.3 Electronic Circuits
4.3.1 Block Diagrams
The electronic circuits of the radiation particle experiments are shown
in block diagram form in Fig. 17. Each block represents the smallest
part of a circuit that has an essentially independent function. The
four detectors are at the left of the diagram. The function of the pre-
amplifiers, which are to the right of the detectors, is to produce an
output current pulse whose maximum is proportional to the charge
produced in the detector by an incident particle. The linear amplifiers
amplify this current pulse and present a proportionate output voltage
pulse to one or more pulse amplitude discriminators. The discriminators
produce an output current pulse of fixed shape for each input pulse
above a threshold amplitude at the discriminator input. The gated logic
and shaper circuits decide, for any input pulse, the highest discriminator
threshold exceeded and produce an output pulse corresponding to that
decision. The control flip-flops control the digital outputs and are turned
"on" and "off" by signals from the telemetry timing circuits. Only one
gated logic or shaper circuit is operative at any one time. Ml others are
held off by their respective control flip-flop. The OR circuits combine all
logic and shaper outputs on one output line to a register in the telemetry
section. The log ratemeters take the average of the logarithm of the
counting rate and present this average as a dc voltage to analog teleme-
try channels. A tristable multivibrator, bias switch and -100-volt bias
supply provide three levels of bias to the low-energy proton detector.
Many of the problems encountered in the design of a satellite radia-
tion measuring instrument are due to the random arrival of the particles
and to their wide variation in energy. Problems of this nature are en-
countered in the analysis of the radiation from atomic nuclei and have
been extensively treated in the literature. 2_,:3 In addition, electronic
circuits for this application must be designed with adequate stability
against changes in ambient temperature, supply voltage, and transistor
parameters. Stability requirements are most severe in the linear amplify-
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ing systemand in the discriminators, where changes would shift the
energy calibration of the experiment. In the amplifiers these require-
ments are met by the use of negative feedback through passive low-tem-
perature coefficient elements in loops having large reserve gain.
Shifts in baseline with pulse rate are eliminated by using double RC
differentiation to produce a bipolar pulse. The maximum counting rate
of each experiment is limited to 100,000 pulses per second by the linear
system shaping network and digital circuit recovery times.
Overload of the amplifying system by large input pulses is handled by
arranging gains and bias so that overloads occur outside the feedback
loops at the output of the preamplifier. The system quickly recovers
from the overload with negligible baseline shift.
Electronic noise in the preamplifier is a limiting factor in the lowest
energy of electrons that can be measured. A 25-Key equivalent noise
linewidth has been attained, a value well below the threshold of the
lowest electron channel.
4.3.2 Circuit Reliability
With extended operation in space as a design goal, special attention
was given to circuit reliability. Reliability has been enhanced through
design simplicity, outstanding cases of which are the log ratemeters,
bias supplies, and gated logic and shaper circuits which require only a
single transistor to perform their function. Another method used to
improve reliability was to design the system so that failure of a circuit
would not terminate the entire experiment. The three proton experi-
ments have been divided into independent parts so that the loss of one
does not affect the operation of the others. In the low-energy proton and
electron experiments, several independent discriminators enable collec-
tion of meaningful data even if a single discriminator fails. A -- 100-v bias
supply common to three detectors is equipped with a diode OR circuit
which, in the event of failure, would automatically switch in the - 16-v
satellite supply. Although performance would be limited at this reduced
bias, useful data would still be received. Care was taken to avoid series
failure mechanisms such as single power line filters and fuses. All circuits
are separately decoupled and load limited.
4.3.3 Linear System
4.3.3.1 Preamplifier. The total detector output charge q_ produced by
an incident particle is amplified in a linear system whose peak output
voltage is proportional to qs. A conventional method of doing this is
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to amplify the voltage appearing across the total capacitance from
input to ground. This voltage is
e, = q_/CT
where e, is the input signal voltage, and CT is the total capacitance from
the input to ground including the junction capacitance. In the solid-
state detector, however, the junction capacitance changes with bias
and ambient conditions, and consequently the voltage signal, ea, would
not always maintain the same relationship to the input charge.
An integrating preamplifier whose output is relatively unaffected by
changes in detector capacitance is shown in Fig. 18.24The output voltage,
eo, is nearly equal to the input charge, qa, divided by the feedback
capacitance, CF, if the open loop voltage gain is large. Thus the output
signal is relatively insensitive to changes in detector capacitance. The
preamplifiers in the Telstar satellite are of this type.
4.3.3.2 Linear Amplifier. After the preamplifier, the signal is amplified
further in a linear CU_Tent amplifier, which uses a two-transistor con-
figuration described by GouldingY 5
4.3.3.3 Linear Signal Shaping. The signal from the detectors is differ-
entiated twice in the linear system with equal one-microsecond RC
clipping networks, which are shown in Fig. 18. A resistor, Rc, of re-
sistance such that RcCF equals one microsecond, is placed across the
preamplifier feedback capacitor, CF, to provide the first clip. A second
clip is made by the combination of the output impedance of the pre-
amplifier and a capacitor, Cc, between the preamplifier and the linear
amplifier. The output resistance of the preamplifier is conveniently fixed
DETECTOR
2 -
Rc
INTEGRATING / \_ LINEAR
PREAMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER
Fig. 18--The linear system.
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Fig. 19 -- Linear amplifier output waveform.
by resistor RL. The impedance looking into the input of the linear
amplifier is very small (about 40 ohms), so it does not significantly
affect the second clip time constant. The double-clipped signal as it
appears at the linear amplifier output is shown in Fig. 19. The trans-
former at the output of the preamplifier contains an electrostatic shield
to prevent coupling of common mode interference into the amplifier.
4.3.3.4 Switching Amplifier. The electron experiment, which is at the
bottom of the block diagram, Fig. 17, has four levels of data but uses
only two telemetry channels. This is accomplished by changing the gain
of the linear amplifier system between successive telemetry frames. A
plot of the electron channels for the electron analyzer is shown in Fig.
20. Three discriminators set the two channels shown by the solid lines.
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Fig. 20 -- Response of electron channels as a function of input pulse height.
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Decreasing the gain of the linear system shifts the energy thresholds up
to those indicated by the dashed lines. In the satellite, the electron
detectors count at one gain during a given telemetry frame and at
another gain during the next frame.
The switching amplifier is shown in Fig. 2i. The amplifier loop is
similar to that of the ordinary linear amplifier. The gain of the amplifier
is proportional to 1/R4 when transistor Q3 is on, and 1/(R, -[- Rs) when
Q3 is off.
The switching transistor, Q._, is driven by the bistable switch. The
switching signal input is a timing signal from the telemetry package
that occurs once each frame. An indication of the position of the bistable
is telemetered.
4.3.4 Digital System
4.3.4.1 Pulse Height Analyzers. Two methods of pulse height analysis
are conventionally used in random pulse height, measurements: the
stacked-discriminator method 22 and the pulse-height-to-time-converter
method? 6 The relative simplicity of the stacked-discriminator analyzer
was felt to be of commanding importance in this application.
In the stacked-discriminator analyzer each discriminator is biased
at a different level or threshold. Any input pulse causes each discrimina-
tor whose threshold it exceeds to trigger and produce an output pulse.
Since only the highest discriminator threshold exceeded is of interest,
GROUND
o
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o 16V
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o
I
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I
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OUTPUT TO TELEMETRY
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SIGNAL INPUT
o
Fig. 21 -- Switching amplifier (simplified).
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logiccircuitsfollowingthediscriminatorsdeterminetheonewith the
highestthresholdthat wastriggered.
4.3.4.2Discriminator. The characteristic most difficult to achieve in the
design of a threshold discriminator for satellite use is thermal stability.
The circuit used in the Telstar satellite (Fig. 22) is based on the emitter-
coupled monostable multivibrator to take advantage of the inherent
compensation of base-emitter voltage change with temperature. All other
voltage drops that would affect threshold sensitivity are eliminated ex-
cept an adjustable potential, V t, that is derived from a zero temperature-
coefficient reference element. An inductor, LI , used instead of a base
return resistor on the normally conducting transistor of the emitter-
coupled pair, eliminates a temperature-sensitive voltage drop at that
point.
A second-order effect on the threshold thermal stability is the variation
of transistor beta with temperature. To trigger the multivibrator, the
input signal must raise the base of Q3, the normally "off" transistor,
until its beta is large enough to produce a gain around the feedback
loop of greater than one. At low temperatures the beta of Q3 is reduced,
so the input signal must be slightly larger than at higher temperatures.
Nevertheless the discriminator threshold is quite stable. From --50°C to
+50°C the threshold does not vary more than -4-1 per cent. The dis-
criminator output, taken from the collector of Q_, is a current pulse of
about 600 _a, with a duration determined mainly by the shape of the
input pulse.
oINPUT
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VOLTAGE
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Ez
GROUND
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QI LOGIC-SHAPER o
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IR6
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I'R 1 VT
I::t2
-16V
o
Fig. 22 -- Discriminator circuit.
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4.3.4.3 Gated Logic Circuit. The gated logic circuits have two functions:
first, to determine the discriminator with the highest threshold that was
triggered by a signal from the linear system; second, to produce an output
pulse suitable for driving a coaxial cable and a register. Each discrimina-
tor's output is trying to turn a gated logic circuit on while at the same
time keeping the one below it from turning on. A discriminator turns on a
logic circuit only if the next higher discriminator does not produce an
output during the rise of the pulse from the linear amplifier driving them.
Since the input pulse has a finite rise time, a discriminator with a higher
threshold will trigger later than one with a lower threshold. The logic
circuit must delay its decision until the higher discriminators have had
time to fire.
These operations are performed in an unusual manner in a modified
blocking oscillator, shown in Fig. 23. Two input windings of a pulse trans-
former connect to the discriminator outputs, and a third winding that has
the same number of turns as the input windings connects to the transistor
base. The current in the base winding is the algebraic sum of the current
in the input windings as long as the transistor is turned off. Winding 1
is connected to the upper discriminator in the direction that produces a
base winding current that drives the base of Q1 negative. Winding 2 is
connected to the lower discriminator in the opposite phase; when this
discriminator fires, the base of Q1 goes positive.
INPUTS FROM
DISCRI MI NATORS
,, T,
R a
GROUND
o
OUTPUT
o
GATING
INPUT
:C z
-16V
<3
Fig. 23 -- Logic-shaper circuit.
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Whentheinputpulseis largeenoughto triggerthelowerbutnot the
upperof twodiscriminatorsconnectedto agatedlogicunit,thecurrent
pulsepoursintoC1andchargesit linearlywith time.TransistorQ1is
normallybiasedoff by holdingthe baseat theemittervoltage.The
capacitorC1mustthenchargeto about0.7v beforethetransistorturns
on.In thecircuitshown,theinputcurrentfromadiscriminatorisabout
600pa.Thetimerequiredto chargethecapacitorto 0.7v isabout0.5
usec,allowingtheinputpulseto riseto thenextdiscriminatorthreshold
if it will. If thenexthigherdiscriminatorwereto triggerduringthis0.5-
_secperiod,itsoutputcurrent,pouringin theotherinputwinding,would
preventhecapacitorfromchargingenoughto turnonQ,.
WhenQ1doesturnon,it operatesasablockingoscillator.Currentin
thecollectorcircuitis fedbackto thebaseandthetransistorapidly
saturates.Thesaturationcurrentis limitedto about2maby R3.The
inductanceof thecollectorwindingis suchthatthetransistorisheldon
in saturationforabout4_sec.ThenQ,turnsoffandtheenergystored
in the transformerinductanceis dissipatedin resistorR1, which is
chosento slightlyunderdampthe overshoot.With this dampingthe
blockingoscillatoris completelyrecoveredin aboutl0 _sec.Diode
D1preventsR1fromtakinganyof the600#achargingcurrent;diode
D2biasesdiodeD_sothat R_iseffectivefor theentirenegativeswing
in thebasecircuit.Fig.24(a)showsthebasewaveformfor bothcon-
ditionsof operation:whenjust onediscriminatorfires(solidline),the
capacitorchargeslinearlyuntil the blockingoscillatorfires;whenboth
t ...... ....
Ca)
(b)
I
I
I
v¢¢
l
l
I
Fig. 24 -- Logic shaper waveforms : (a) base waveform (b) output waveform.
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discriminators fire (dashed line), the charge of the capacitor is stopped
before the blocking oscillator fires. The shaper circuits are similar to the
logic circuits, the chief difference being that only one input is provided.
Fig. 24(b) shows the output waveform.
A 14-bit register s is provided in the telemetry package to accumulate
the pulses from the radiation circuits. Time sharing of the outputs of
the logic and shaper circuits into this register is accomplished by holding
off all except one with saturating transistor gates connected between the
gating inputs and -16 v. The gates are controlled by flip-flops shown in
the block diagram. The flip-flops are switched by signals from the
telemetry timing circuit. The timing is indicated by the telemetry word
number given on the block diagram. Two word times are allowed be-
tween each counting period for read-out of the telemetry register. The
OR circuits which combine all outputs onto one line are simply diode
OR's and an emitter follower.
4.3.4.4 System Response to Closely Spaced Pulses. The handling of closely
spaced pulses by the analyzer and linear system is somewhat complicated.
Pulses further apart than about 7 t_sec are essentially independent, since
the system will have had time to recover sufficiently between them. (The
7 psec limitation occurs in the logic circuit.) A pulse that occurs between
7 psec and about 2 psec after another is reduced in amplitude by the
"undershoot" of the first pulse in the linear system as shown in Fig. 19.
(The 2-psec time is the recovery time of the discriminator.) If the re-
duced second pulse falls in a different channel than the first pulse it will
be counted, but if it falls in the same channel as the first pulse it will
not count, since the logic unit has not recovered from counting the first
pulse. Signals that occur from 2 _sec to 0.6 usec after a first pulse are
distorted by the first pulse and are counted if their amplitude is suffi-
ciently higher than the first pulse to trigger a discriminator that was not
triggered by the first pulse. These signals (2.0 usec to 0.6 t_scc) cannot
trigger discriminators that were triggered by the first pulse, since they
have not sufficiently recovered. Signals occurring closer together than
0.6 _sec are indistinguishable and are counted as a single pulse that is
larger than either of them. These effects are not considered as serious
limitations on the system's performance in its intended application.
4.3.5 Log Ratemeter
The radiation experiment telemetry register has a capacity of 14 bits
(16,383 counts). Whenever the register has filled and input pulses are
still entering, it returns to zero and continues to count. In a region of
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highactivity theregistermay"overflow"severaltimes,leavinganun-
certaintyin the total count.A log ratemeter27is usedon the most
sensitivelevelsto determinehowmanytimesthe registerhasfilled;
duringnormalperiodsit providesredundancy.This circuit,which
producesanoutputvoltagethat increasesapproximatelyasthelogof
theinputpulseratefrom1to 100,000pps,containsablockingoscillator
whichis triggeredbytheoutputof thelogiccircuit.Theoscillatorcom-
pletelydischargesa bankof fivecapacitors,differingby factorsof 20,
eachtimeit fires.Isolatingdiodesenablethe capacitorsto discharge
simultaneouslybut chargeindividuallythroughlargeidenticalseries
resistors.Chargingcurrentsfor thecapacitorsareaddedandintegrated
to producean analogoutputvoltage.Thisvoltageis coupledto an
analogtelemetrychannel,whichis readout just beforethe digital
informationfrom thelevelto whichthe ratemeteris connected.The
outputistheaverageofthelogarithmofthecountingrate,animportant
considerationi thecaseofrapidlyvaryingrandompulserates.A typical
plot ofoutputvoltagevsinputrateisshownin Fig.25.
4.3.6Detector Bias
4.3.6.1 lO0-volt Bias Supply. The -100-v bias supply is basically a
free-running blocking oscillator driving a transformer with a 10:1
tertiary winding. The resulting high voltage is rectified and RC-filtered
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Fig. 25 -- Ratemeter response.
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in a conventional manner. However, the method by which load regulation
is obtained is rather unique. DC feedback from a high-resistance divider
on the output controls the oscillator repetition rate in proportion to the
load by determining the charging time of a capacitor in the oscillator
base circuit.
The detector load is nominally less than one microampere; load
regulation is 0.1 per cent per microampere for loads up to 100 micro-
amperes. Temperature stability is 0.05 per cent per degree centigrade.
4.3.6.2 Tristable Multivibrator and Bias Switch. The low-energy proton
detector operates sequentially at three levels of bias. The tristable
multivibrator circuit controls the position of the bias switch. A timing
signal from the telemetry package switches the state of the tristable
once each frame. The bias switch consists of transistor gates which turn
off the -100-v bias supply and set the other levels of bias.
All three bias levels are monitored by an analog telemetry channel.
4.3.7 Construction
The detectors and their preamplifiers are mounted on the outer
framework, with three of the four detectors protruding into space through
holes in the satellite skin. The remainder of the radiation circuitry is lo-
cated within the temperature-controlled electronics canister.
With the exception of the preamplifiers, the radiation electronics in the
Telstar satellite are constructed in modules, 2s each represented by a
square in the block diagram, Fig. 17. These modules consist of fiber glass
epoxy circuit board wafers forming the top and bottom of a sandwich
with components stacked like cordwood between them. Leads extend
through a "mother board" on which all modules are mounted and inter-
connected. The entire subassembly is encapsulated in polyurethane
foam, giving it good rigidity with little added weight. The radiation
circuit is divided into two subassemblies to facilitate placement among
the communications equipment complex within the canister.
V. PERFORMANCE IN SPACE
All parts of the radiation experiment have performed in space as ex-
pected and have provided a wealth of data, part of which will be de-
scribed in a separate paper in this issue. The particle detectors, which are
potentially susceptible to changes in their characteristics due to radiation
surface effects, 21 have shown an internal consistency which indicates
their continuing satisfactory operation after several months in space.
This is true in spite of the higher radiation intensity encountered than
940
had been anticipated, and in spite of the often extensive periods of
continuous bias under which the devices have been in operation, a con-
dition which aggravates the radiation surface effects.
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The Spacecraft Power Supply System
B_rt D FF.I._MAN. 1-). 1_,,TR I_CK _1_._-%.,,
(Manuscript received February 11, 1963) /i O g _
The power supply system in the Telstar spacecraft consists of a solar cell
plant to convert solar radiation to electrical energy when the satellite is il-
luminated by the sun, a 19-cell nickel-cadmium ballery to store energy, and a
regulation circuit to supply constant output voltages over a wide variation in
input voltages. Additionally, the power supply system provides switching to
conserve power and allow battery recharging during periods between com-
munications experiments. _ d_l - hi 6
I. INTRODUCTION
The power supply system used in the Telstar spacecraft employs a
solar cell plant which converts solar radiation to electrical energy when
the satellite is illuminated by the sun. During periods of eclipse and/or
peak power drain of transmission, reserve power is provided by a 19-cell,
nickel-cadmium battery. To conserve power and allow battery recharg-
ing, continuous power is supplied only to those circuits in the satellite
necessary for ground tracking and command. All others are turned off
when not required.
1.1 Characterization of Loads
The electrical systems in the spacecraft are divided into three major
parts:
(a) the communications repeater, which contains the microwave
transmitter, microwave receiver and microwave beacon;
(b) the radiation damage and particle distribution experiment;
(c) the command receivers, telemetry system, and VHF beacon
transmitter.
The microwave transmitter contains a traveling-wave tube, the only
electron tube in the satellite. The power requirements for the traveling-
wave tube total 15.8 watts.
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A transistorized dc-to-dc high-voltage converter was designed to
achieve the desired voltages. The single converter provides all the
required TWT power. All subsystems employ solid-state devices as
active circuit elements and operate at 16 volts.
The power requirements for the microwave receiver and beacon total
3.2 watts. Together with the microwave transmitter, the power require-
ments for the communications experiment amount to 19.0 watts.
The instrumentation for the radiation damage and particle distribu-
tion experiment requires approximately 0.3 watt. For reliability, two
command receivers are employed, each requiring 1.0 watt; the 136-mc
VHF beacon transmitter requires 1.8 watts. The VHF beacon trans-
mitter and the command receivers are continuously powered and
require a total of 3.8 watts. The telemetry system requires approximately
0.9 watt.
The programming of the systems by ground command results in a
power drain profile having three major levels. The first is the con-
tinuous drain of the VHF beacon transmitter and command system.
This totals 3.8 watts. A second level adds the telemetry and radiation
experiments which may be commanded "on"; the second level brings
the total to 5.0 watts. The third level adds the power requirements of
the communication repeater, resulting in a maximum power demand of
24 watts distributed among the several subsystems. An experiment
considered typical for any 24-hour period is shown in the power profile
of Fig. 1. The power level shown includes the losses of the high-voltage
converter for the TWT and of the main 16-volt regulator. The details
of these circuits are covered in later sections of this paper.
1.2 Power System Design Considerations
In addition to the specific power requirements of the electronic loads
described in the preceding section, there are several general require-
ments which must be met by the power system.
(i) Temperature Range- An objective of the spacecraft thermal de-
sign was to attain an electronic canister temperature as close to 70°F as
possible, regardless of the satellite spin-axis orientation with regard to
the sun, during full sunlight, during maximum eclipse and with an
estimated decrease in solar plant power from an initial 14 watts to 7
watts after a two-year life. Normal temperature range for these con-
ditions over a two-year period was calculated to be 32°F to 70°F.
Operational design limits of 15°F to 90°F were established for compo-
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Fig. 1 -- Power duty cycle referred to the input of the main regulator.
nents of the power system, and qualification tests include temperature
checks at 0°F and 140°F.
(ii) Efficiency and Weight- Every effort was made to minimize the
weight of the Telstar power system consistent with maintaining high
power conversion efficiency, high reliability, and repeated operation in
the radiation environment of the Van Allen belt. The battery and
mounting weigh 11 pounds; the regulator and converter combined,
including auxiliary control apparatus and wiring, weigh 7 pounds.
(iii) Telemetry -- There are 30 channels of telemetry associated with
the power system to provide information on its behavior. Battery volt-
age and temperature are monitored. The performance of the main regula-
tor is assessed by monitoring various voltages and transistor case tem-
peratures. The dc-to-dc converter is monitored by telemetering the heater
voltage and collector current along with the helix and accelerator
currents; in addition, the case temperature of switching transistors is
monitored. Three channels are used to monitor the status of the relays
associated with control sequence for commanding the TWT on. In
addition, the current available from the solar cell plant is telemetered;
this information, together with voltage measurements for the entire
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nickel-cadmiumstoragebattery,permitscalculationsof the available
solarpowerto bereadilymade.
II. DESCRIPTION OF POWER SYSTEM
The Telstar power system employs silicon solar cells as the primary
power source and a sealed nickel-cadmium storage battery which
provides power for peak loads and for eclipse periods. An over-all block
diagram is shown in Fig. 2. The number and arrangement of solar cells
were designed to provide nearly constant power regardless of satellite
attitude, at the value required to provide for the average power require-
ments of an orbit, including battery losses. The solar cell portion of the
power system was designed to provide an initial power output of approxi-
mately 14 watts, which is sufficient to permit a flexible experimental
program.
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Fig. 2 -- Block diagram of spacecraft power system.
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The early objectives for the spacecraft included a minimum capability
of 30 minutes per orbit for monitoring the telemetry and radiation ex-
periments, with continuous use representing a desirable upper limit.
An objective of at least 90 minutes per day was established for the com-
munications experiments requiring operation of the TWT. The maximum
duration of any single pass for which the spacecraft is usable to the
Andover, Maine, station is approximately 60 minutes.
The objective of 90 minutes per day for communications experiments
may be distributed among the visible orbits with the possibility of equal
distribution in three consecutive orbits.
2.1 Solar Power Requirements
The solar power plant requirements were calculated by considering
the continuous and peak power requirements of the electrical systems,
the efficiency of the regulator and converter, the battery efficiency, the
eclipse time per orbit, the duty cycle of the various intermittent loads,
the orbital period, and total light time per day.
The following formula was developed to determine the required power
from the solar cell plant:
P_ = (W_/TL) = [(WL _- kWD)/TL] (1)
where Wz = energy supplied by the solar source in one periodic
interval,
WL = energy consumed in the load during the light periods,
WD = energy consumed in the load during the eclipse periods,
k = ratio of the energy put into the battery during charging
to the energy available from the charged battery, and
TL = light period.
The energy efficiency factor, k, is a complicated function which depends
on battery temperature, charge rate, depth of discharge, discharge rate,
charge time, and cycle behavior. Laboratory data on commercial nickel-
cadmium storage cells evaluated during the early stages of Telstar
system development indicated that a typical charging efficiency for
sealed nickel-cadmium cells, based on deep discharges and charge rates of
C/50" to C/20 for complete recharge, was approximately 55 per cent.
The value of k for a charging efficiency of 55 per cent was calculated to
be 2.23. This value of k was employed in determining the required
solar cell power output. During the short development period there
* C is the current which would flow out of the battery during discharge if the
nominal capacity of the battery could be removed in one hour at constant current.
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were a number of revisions in the power requirements of the several 
electrical systems, and a considerable amount of necessary interaction 
among the various development activities. The maximum required solar 
power was calculated to be 14 watts using (1) and maximum load and 
eclipse requirements. Current data on the specially developed nickel- 
cadmium cell indicate that an energy ratio factor IC of approximately 1.5 
can be achieved in the required temperature range, with charge rates of 
C/40 to C/lO. 
Telstar employs 3600 n-p silicon solar cells, made up into 50 groups 
of cells in parallel, each group containing 72 cells in series. A silicon diode 
is placed in series with each parallel string to prevent cells which are 
not illuminated by the sun from loading the illuminated cells and also 
to prevent the battery from discharging into the solar cell plant. The 
solar cell arrangement occupies approximately 35 per cent of the exterior 
surface of the spacecraft. 
2.2 The Storage Battery 
The storage battery contains 19 specially prepared sealed nickel- 
cadmium cells with a nominal capacity of 6 ampere-hours. Fig. 3 is a 
photograph of the cell, which is discussed in detail in a companion 
paper.' The 19-cell battery is mounted in the canister in 3 groups of 5 
cells each and 1 group of 4 cells. Each cell is individually insulated from 
the canister with a thin polyethelene sleeve. 
- 
I INCH 
LPOSITIVE TERMINAL 
Fig. 3 - Nickel-cadmium cell for the spacecraft. 
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The battery is connected directly across the output of the solar cell
plant through a diode normally bypassed by relay contacts. This diode
circuit, called the "battery discharge gate," is described elsewhere in
this paper. In this arrangement the maximum voltage of the solar power
battery at the lowest expected temperature. The minimum voltage at
the input to the main regulator is determined by the discharge voltage
of the battery. The power system was designed to operate with a mini-
mum voltage of 19.8 volts, based on 18 cells in the event of a short
circuit of one cell.
2.3 Main Regulator and dc-to-dc Converter
The main regulator, shown in Fig. 2, provides a regulated voltage for
the different loads from the varying battery voltage. A switching type
series voltage regulator design was selected rather than quasi-linear
series or shunt type regulators because of the higher efficiency that can
be obtained with wide variations in battery voltage and load current.
The main regulator provides three separate filtered outputs at nominally
minus 16 volts. Separate filters are employed to reduce crosstalk between
the command receivers, the radiation experiment and the switching
transistor dc-to-dc converter. The efficiency of the regulator at maximum
load is approximately 92 per cent.
The dc-to-dc high-voltage converter furnishes heater, anode, helix
and collector voltages for the TWT, derived from the minus 16-volt
supply. The converter is unregulated and its output regulation is
governed by the changes in the minus 16-volt output of the main
regulator and the load variations in the TWT. The over-all efficiency of
the converter is approximately 70 per cent, including losses in the low-
voltage command switching circuits. To conserve power, the converter
is energized only during the communications experiment by sequential
application of the TWT voltages by ground command.
The major items of the satellite power system are described in greater
detail in the following sections, along with several auxiliary features.
III. NICKEL-CADMIUM STORAGE BATTERY
A sealed nickel-cadmium battery was selected for the spacecraft be-
cause this storage system is considered to be capable of
(a) accepting continuous overcharge during long periods of constant
sunlight,
(b) displaying long cycle life under shallow depths of discharge and
moderate life under deep discharges,
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(c) beinghermeticallysealed,permittinglonglife in a spacenviron-
ment,
(d) operatingin thetemperaturerangeof 15°Fto 90°F,and
(e)providingnearlyconstantvoltageduringdischarge.
3.1Battery Capacity
Thermal calculations of the satellite chassis temperature indicated
that the nominal battery temperature would be 70°F under conditions
of initial available solar power of 14 watts and continuous sunlight. Data
obtained with nickel-cadmium cells having a construction similar to
those chosen for the power supply indicated that for a temperature of
70°F and a maximum cell voltage of 1.48 volts the overcharge current
should not exceed C/15. Orbital predictions for the Telstar satellite
indicated that early in life the satellite would be in continuous sunlight,
under conditions of maximum available solar power, and would for long
periods be operated with only the continuous power drain of the VHF
beacon transmitter and command system. Under these conditions the
charging power available to the battery would be approximately 10
watts, leading to a continuous charging current of approximately 0.36
ampere. To insure a safe continuous overcharge at this rate and a cell
temperature of 70°F requires a cell having a nominal capacity of at
least 5.4 ampere-hours. A smaller-capacity storage cell would require
the addition of a battery charging current limiter.
In addition to the overcharge characteristics desired in the spacecraft
battery because of long periods of continuous sunlight, consideration was
necessarily given to the discharge capacity. Since the peak power re-
quired for a communications experiment exceeds the power available
from the solar cells, the storage battery is subjected to many charge-
discharge cycles during the satellite life. The battery is designed so that
the peak load requirements can be met during at least three consecutive
periods of longest eclipse. It is not feasible to completely recharge the
battery during interim sunlight periods. Initially, 20 per cent was con-
sidered to be a safe maximum depth of discharge at the end of three
peak eclipse time discharges. Each peak power drain represents a dis-
charge of about 0.75 ampere-hour. Interim recharge is a function of the
charge rate, cell temperature, and ampere-hour charge efficiency. For
spacecraft nickel-cadmium cells the charge efficiency of partially dis-
charged cells may range from 75 to 97 per cent. For the purpose of estab-
lishing a required cell capacity, the minimum recharge efficiency was used.
Each charge interval between communications experiments returns
approximately 0.5 ampere-hour; therefore at the end of the third consecu-
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rive peak power drain, the capacity discharged from the battery is
approximately 1.25 ampere-hours. Allowing this peak discharge to
represent 20 per cent of the battery total capacity indicates that a 6.2-
ampere-hour nominal capacity is required.
Considcration of the required continuous overcharge characteristics,
along with the required discharge capacity, suggests that a battery
having a nominal capacity of 6 ampere-hours is adequate for the space-
craft power system. Laboratory data on the power system performance
obtained during the development program revealed satisfactory bat-
tery system behavior with maximum depths of discharge as high as
40 per cent when providing for frequent communication experiment
usage during periods of greatest satellite visibility and maximum eclipse
periods. Under these conditions, the battery may be discharged from a
fully charged state during four consecutive orbits, with each discharge
period equal to or greater than the maximum eclipse period. Fig. 4
illustrates the capacity removed from a fully charged storage battery as
a result of the four consecutive pcak power drains, three of which are
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Fig. 4 -- Battery charging and discharging, along with capacity removed from
battery, during a typical 24-hour period.
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for periods exceeding the maximum eclipse time. The maximum capacity
removed is approximately 2.3 ampere-hours or 40 per cent of the
available capacity of the battery, calculated on the basis of a charge
efficiency of 75 per cent, a solar cell plant output of 14 watts, and
illumination intervals and loads as shown in Fig. 4. This usage repre-
sents a large short-term discharge of the nickel-cadmium battery and
requires that the sunlight periods during the balance of the day, approxi-
mately 11.5 hours in this illustration, be available for charging the
battery to insure restoral of full battery capacity.
3.2 Battery Energy Balance
Analyzing the energy flow equations for the battery permits a flexible
program involving communication experiments of varying duration.
This analysis correlates the charging energy available from the solar
cell plant, over any 24-hour period, with the energy requirements of the
load. Thus, the power system designer can take into account different
battery depths of discharge, reduced available solar cell power and dif-
ferent eclipse periods. Figs. 5 and 6 show the time allowable for corn-
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Fig. 5- Allowable satellite utilization with communications experiments
distributed over 4 or 5 consecutive orbits (solar power 12 watts).
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munication experiments as a function of the total time spent telemetering
data to various ground stations. Families of such curves were developed
for different values of available solar power, orbit eclipse time and bat-
tery depth of discharge, and for communication experiments distributed
among 3, 4 and 5 consecutive orbits.
IV. MAIN REGULATOR
The principal function of the main regulator is to provide a regulated
voltage with low ripple from the nickel-cadmium battery, whose voltage
varies during the charge and discharge cycle. Fig. 7 is a photograph of
the main regulator, packaged with a portion of the dc-to-dc converter.
The main regulator is on the middle and bottom mounting boards of
this package.
4.1 Performance
The main regulator supplies 16 volts -4-0.17 per cent output, for loads
varying between 0.2 and 2.0 amperes and an input voltage between 19.8
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Fig. 7 - Main regulator assembly (unfoamed) 
and 29.5 volts. The efficiency is approximately 92 per cent a t  maximum 
load and 85 per cent a t  minimum load. 
Fig. 8 shows the basic performance characteristics of the regulator. 
Curves are drawn for conditions of minimum and maximum loading. 
The upper graph shows the output voltage vs input voltage; the flat 
portion is the region of regulation. The lower graph shows input current 
vs input voltage. The input current increases with input voltage until 
the minimum regulating voltage is reached. Then the input current falls 
off with increasing input voltage, since the regulator draws essentially 
constant power while regulating. Above the regulating range both the 
input current and output voltage increase with input voltage. 
4.2 Block Diagram of M a i n  Regulator 
The block diagram of the main regulator is shown in Fig. 9. The dc 
input is “chopped” into a series of rectangular waves by means of a 
transistor switch. This switch is alternately a short circuit and an open 
circuit, dissipating relatively little power in either state. 
The rectangular wave is imposed upon the main filter, a low-pass 
LC filter. The rectangular wave consists of alternate intervals of dc 
input voltage and ground; the main filter extracts the average of this 
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wave, which becomes the --16-volt output. Further filtering is provided
by an isolation filter, which prevents interaction between the main
regulator and the dc-to-dc converter. The noise filter provides an output
whose flmdamenta] component (at the main regulator frequency) is
approximately 1 mlliivolt peak-to-peak.
The difference amplifier compares the output of the voltage divider, a
fixed fraction of the output voltage (approximately 8.0 volts), with that
of the voltage reference, a voltage regulator diode. If the output voltage
goes above or below its correct value, an error signal is sent to transistor
off-time control, which adjusts the off time, or time during which the
transistor switch is an open circuit. This in turn controls the -16-volt
dc output. The output voltage is thereby regulated by a closed feedback
loop. The transistor switch and transistor off-time control can be con-
sidered as a single block, labeled "transistor chopper" in Fig. 9.
4.3 Qualitative Discussion of Main Regulator
4.3.1 Design Approach
Fig. 10 displays a simplified schematic of the transistor chopper.
Transistor Q1 is the switching power transistor, which alternates between
cutoff and saturation to create rectangular waves. Since Q1 regulates by
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Fig. 10 -- Simplified schematic main regulator of transistor chopper.
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means of a switching mode, highly efficient regulation is possible. Given
ideal components, a switching regulator can approach lossless regulation.
This contrasts with the more familiar series or shunt type regulators
where regulation is accomplished through a controlled dissipation of
power.
While a switching regulator has the advantage of achieving high
efficiency, it has the disadvantage of creating rectangular waves which
must be filtered before application to the various loads. This filtering,
to be efficient, is of the LC low-pass type and accounts for more than
half the weight of the regulator. To minimize this weight it is desirable
to switch at a relatively high frequency, where LC filtering is increasingly
effective.
There are several practical limitations as to how high a frequency one
can switch. First, there are the inevitable switching losses in transistor
Q1 • While Q1 dissipates little power in cutoff and saturation, the instan-
taneous power dissipated while switching from cutoff to saturation is
high (roughly equal to one-hMf the input voltage multiplied by the load
current, or 25 watts at 25 volts input and 2 amperes load), but the
average loss is small because the switching times are very short compared
to the over-all period. The power loss in Q1 due to switching is approxi-
mately 0.5 watt. The switching frequency is approximately 20 kc at a
2-ampere load and 35 kc at a 0.2-ampere load.
The requirements for Q, were for a power transistor with fast rise
and fall times and low saturation resistance (0.1 ohm). These require-
merits were met by an alloy-diffused germanium power transistor, a
relatively recent semiconductor development. This type of transistor
also proved to be less sensitive to proton bombardment than conventional
germanium alloy power transistors.
The output of the transistor chopper feeds the inductor input filter
(main filter). Diode CR4, a flyback diode, maintains continuity of
current in this inductor when Q1 switches off. The network consisting of
capacitor Ce, resistor R2 and diode CR3 improves the turn-off switching
locus of transistor Q1 • Without this network, it would be necessary, on
turn off, for Q1 to block the entire input voltage, before CR4 could start
to conduct. However, with the network, C6 charges up during the on
time of QI and can absorb current through C6 and CR_ as Q, starts to
turn-off, without first requiring Q_ to absorb the complete input voltage.
Since C6 charges and discharges every cycle, with power dissipated in
R2, it is obvious that losses in this network also increase with frequency.
Another source of frequency-dependent losses is the input inductor of
the main filter. Here eddy current and hysteresis losses were minimized
by the use of a powdered iron toroid.
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Anotherfrequencylimitationbesideslossesis the storagetime of
transistorQ_.WhileQ1hasriseandfall timesat least an order of
magnitude shorter than those of a conventional germanium alloy
transistor, its storage time is roughly equivalent (about 5 microseconds
in a typical application). While the storage time does not appreciably
affect efficiency, since Q1 is saturated during this interval, it does affect
frequency and the length of Q_ on time, if it is allowed to become an
appreciable percentage of the period. Since storage time is highly
variable between transistors of the same code and also is reduced with
time by proton radiation, it is desirable to have the circuit, rather than
the storage time, predominate in controlling frequency.
Two other frequency limitations are the response times of transistor
Q4 and diode CR4.
4.3.2 Principle of Self-Excited Oscillations
Transistor Q_ in conjunction with current transformer T_ forms a
self-excited blocking oscillator. When Q_ starts to turn on, the positive
feedback polarity of T_ causes current, 18, to flow through CRy (forward
biased), the emitter to base of Q_ and the base drive shaping network,
driving Q_ further into saturation.
Inductor Ls represents the finite magnetizing inductance of the T1
secondary. An ideal current transformer, of course, has infinite magne-
tizing inductance. The finite inductance of T1 is deliberately controlled
as a means of controlling the regulator switching frequency.
The waveforms of Fig. 11 relate the T1 secondary voltage and current
as a function of time and are idealized for simplicity. Assume Q_ has
just turned on. Then the current flowing out of the secondary of the
"ideal" transformer is It n, where Ic is the primary and transistor Q_
collector current and n is the current stepdown turns ratio of T_.
Initially, L, accepts no current and I,, the "actual" transformer second-
ary current, is also Ic/n. This is displayed on the/8 waveform at t = 0.
Since the idealized waveforms show a constant voltage, V1, across T_
secondary during the on time (tl) of Q1, then the current through L,
increases linearly with time, causing I_ to fall linearly with time. The
total current out of the "ideal" secondary remains constant during t_.
Since Q_ has a large dc current gain (typically 150) over the load
currents considered, it is reasonable to assume that I,, which is also the
base drive of Q1, falls to zero before Q_ switches off. At this time, the
current through L_ is IJn, the entire "ideal" secondary current.
When Q_ switches off, the "ideal" secondary current drops immediately
from I_/n to zero. At the same time, I_ reverses and initially becomes
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-Ic/n due to the demands of Ls. This current reverse biases QI to
maintain Qt in cutoff throughout the interval t2 + t3. Diode Q2 bypasses
the excess reverse current not needed to supply Q_ reverse leakage
currents.
Reverse current I, passes through the parallel combination of CR7
(reverse breakdown) direction and transistor Q4. Resistor R4 provides
local negative feedback. At this point it is assumed that Q4 acts as a
current device, where collector current is independent of emitter-
collector voltage. For a given value of I, it is thus understood that either
the base current to Q4 is sufficient to saturate (zero voltage across Q4)
or the voltage across Q4 is the breakdown voltage of limiter diode CR7.
Referring once again to the waveforms of Fig. 11, t_ is the interval
during which limiter diode CR7 conducts and t_ is the interval during
which Q4 is saturated. The sum of t2 and t3 is the off time of Q1 • It will
be noticed that T_ secondary voltage, V,, is much larger during t2
(equal to -V_) than during t3 (equal to -V3). As a consequence of
this, I, falls nmch more rapidly during t2 than during t3.
I, is seen to fall rapidly till it reaches the value -- _Ia, at which Q_
saturates./_ is the common-emitter current gain and I_ the base drive
of transistor Q4 •
The off time of Q,, and thus the dc output voltage, can be controlled
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Fig. 11 -- Waveforms of main regulator current transformer T_.
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by varying I_. If I_ is zero, the reverse I, will fall in the shortest possible
time, minimizing the transistor Q_ off time. If I_ equals Ic/n_, Q_ will
saturate as soon as Q1 turns off, resulting in the longest possible off time.
Regulation occurs only during the off time of Q_.
V, DC-TO-DC CONVERTER
The de-to-de converter furnishes high and low dc voltages for the
TWT and a low dc voltage for the bias for the down converter. Important
in the derivation of these voltages is the dc-to-ac inverter shown on
Fig. 12; this inverter changes the --16-volt dc input voltage to an ac
voltage which is applied to transformers. The secondaries of the trans-
formers are applied to rectifiers and filters to obtain dc voltages. The
converter is unregulated, and its output regulation is the sum of changes
due to temperature and to load variations in the TWT. The over-all
converter efficiency is approximately 71 per cent. A simplified diagram
of the dc-to-dc converter is shown in Fig. 13.
To conserve power, the converter is energized only during the com-
munications experiment. Command signals to the satellite to operate
the traveling-wave tube and bias the down converter of the transmission
equipment are accomplished by use of three magnetic-latching relays
mounted in the power supply. 3 Relay A responds to the A command to
the satellite, which causes the heater voltage to the TWT and the posi-
tive bias voltage for the down converter to be applied. 4 The B relay re-
sponds to the B command and causes the helix and collector voltages to
be applied but no beam current to flow in the TWT when B relay is
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Fig. 12 -- Schematic diagram of dc-to-ac inverter.
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Fig. 13 -- Block diagram of de-to-de converter.
closed. Beam current flows when the A, B and C relays are commanded
on. This eliminates the possibility of other voltages being applied to the
TWT prior to the heater voltage. After a minimum of three minutes
warm-up time for the heater of the TWT, the C command to the satellite
causes the accelerator voltage to be applied to the TWT. The CC com-
mand causes the accelerator voltage to be removed. The A and B relays
respond to the AA command on turn-off. Switching in the low-voltage ac
circuits provides a satisfactory means of effectively switching the high
voltage to the TWT through the use of separate transformers for the
helix-collector and accelerator rectifiers. The primaries of the transform-
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ersarcconnectedasrequiredby theB andC relaysto thedc-to-ac
inverter.Theinverterisoperatedfromthc - 16-voltdcsourcebytheA
relaybeingcommandedon.
5.1DC-to-A C Inverter
A schematic diagram of the inverter is shown in Fig. 12. The
inverter produces a square-wave ac voltage with a nominal frequency of
2.5 kc at full load. This frequency is selected to provide minimum
transistor switching and transformer losses. Also, it is desirable that the
switching frequency of the dc-to-ac inverter be separated from the
switching frequency range of the -16-volt regulator. The dc-to-ac
inverter, along with relays D, E and F, is mounted in the main regulator
package. The D relay causes --16 volts to be applied to the converter
for the TWT heater telemetry network in addition to applying -16
volts to other circuits in the satellite. Relay E is used to apply voltage
to the orientation loop and relay F is used to switch operation of en-
coders 1 or 2.
A feedback winding on transformer T1 (shown in Fig. 12) is provided
to furnish the source voltage for the drive circuit of the "on" power
transistor, Q_ or Q4 • The simplified drive circuit shown in the schematic
of Fig. 14 may be used to describe operation during the half-cycle that
transistors Q3 and Q2 are conducting and transistors Q1 and Q, are cut
off.
The inverter-transformer saturates each half-cycle and transformer
action ceases, so that the feedback voltage on the secondary winding
collapses. This causes the "on" power transistor to fall out of saturation
because of lack of base drive current necessary to maintain low emitter-
to-collector voltage. Consequently, the voltage applied to the primary
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Fig. 14 -- Simplified schematic of inverter drive circuit,.
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winding of transformer T1 is reduced, causing a further reduction of
feedback voltage. This action results in turning off the conducting
transistor and turning on the transistor that has been cut off.
Since the power transistors require a finite time to turn off because of
the storage time of the transistor, it is necessary to provide switching of
the transistors so that at no time are transistors Q2 or Q4 conducting
simultaneously. The collector current of the conducting transistor,
Q2 or Q4, increases when transformer T1 saturates because of the effective
low impedance in the collector circuit. This increased current causes an
increase of the power dissipation during switching of each half-cycle. To
limit these losses and improve reliability, the base current of the power
transistors is just sufficient to cause saturation at the time prior to turn-
off but not large enough to cause excessive storage time. This is a value
of base current determined for an expected degradation of gain due to
aging and radiation damage. The base current is made large enough at
the turn-on portion of the cycle to provide fast switching at each half-
cycle, and the feedback is sufficient to initiate and maintain oscillation
when the A, B, or C relays operate. The power transistor losses can be
divided into three classifications: conduction, switching, and cutoff.
The conduction losses are minimized by operating the power transistors
in a saturated mode. The loss during switching is reduced by limiting
the rise of collector current when the inverter-transformer saturates at
the end of each conduction cycle. The drive circuit also provides negative
base current to sweep out the minority carriers of the conducting
transistor and reduce the transistor storage time. This helps prevent
both power transistors from being on simultaneously, a condition which
could result in catastrophic failure. Resistor R4 provides initial base
current to power transistor Q2 when the A relay is commanded on.
The magnitude of the base current is large enough to insure reliable
starting of the inverter.
The base current for transister Q2 (shown in Fig. 14) prior to switch-
ing is
where
ifb = Elb + (qo/C1) exp tl
Rr RTC1
Efb = voltage of secondary winding on T1
q0 = charge on C_ at time of switching
tl = 1/2f, where f is the switching frequency, and
Rr = effective resistance of driver circuit for "on" transistor Q2.
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Also 
The waveform of the drive current is shown in Fig. 15. 
When the A command is sent to the satellite, the - 16 volts is applied 
to the inverter input. Oscillation is initiated and the output of the 
rectifier-filter provides power for the heater of the TWT. At the instant 
Fig. 15 -Waveform of inverter feedback current. 
RELAY B OR c 
COMMANDED ON 
Fig. 16 - Inverter output voltage when relays B or C are commanded on. 
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the B and C relays operate, an effective short is placed on the output of 
the inverter due to the inrush current of the transformers connected 
when each relay operates. Also, the high-voltage capacitors in the 
rectifier-filter tend to draw large initial surge currents. To prevent 
excessive transistor collector power dissipation due to these transients, 
the drive circuit is designed to cause a gradual buildup to steady-state 
opcration. Fig. 16 indicates the wavefom produced on the  autput of the 
inverter when relay B or C is commanded on. 
5.2 RectiJier-Filter 
A photograph of the rectifier-filter section of the TWT power supply 
is shown in Fig. 17. Included in this unit are the telemetry networks for 
the heater voltage, collector, helix and accelerator currents. 
Fig. 17 - Traveling-wave tube power supply. 
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5.2.1 Healer
The square-wave ac voltage across the full primary of the inverter-
transformer T1 of Fig. 12 is applied to the primary of the heater-trans-
former, T4, which provides bias and collector voltages for the transistor-
ized synchronous rectifier Qt and Q2 as shown in Fig. 18. The low voltage
drop between the emitter and collector of the conducting transistor and
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Fig. 18 -- Schematic of traveling-wave tube power supply.
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the small power necessary to maintain saturation affords an efficient
means of obtaining dc for the heater of the TWT. Since the output is a
rectified square-wave voltage, sufficient filtering is accomplished with
only a capacitor filter.
5.2.2 Helix-Collector
Two separate secondary windings on transformer T3 (shown in Fig.
18) provide helix and collector voltages for the TWT. One secondary
winding is connected to a full-wave bridge rectifier and capacitor filter
to obtain the dc voltage for the collector, and the other is connected to
a voltage doubler rectifier-filter to obtain the dc voltage for the helix.
A bleeder resistance across the collector output is provided to discharge
the capacitor. Also, the bleeder in the helix rectifier prevents a rise of
voltage at very low helix currents of 20 to 40 microamperes.
5.2.3 Accelerator
A separate transformer with one secondary is used to furnish high
voltage for the voltage doubler rectifier-filter to obtain the dc voltage
for the accelerator of the TWT. It is necessary to use a bleeder resistor
to discharge the capacitors of the voltage doubler to prevent damage to
the TWT.
5.3 Performance
5.3.1 Heater (A Command On)
Since the TWT heater resistance, when cold, is estimated to be ap-
proximately one-sixth the hot or steady-state resistance, there is a tend-
ency for the heater to draw large initial current. Operational tests indi-
cate that several cycles of the dc-to-ac inverter arc required for the
heater voltage to build up to full output. Steady-state operating tem-
perature of the TWT heater is reached in approximately three minutes.
The heater voltage is approximately 4.5 per cent higher with only the
heater on than when the A, B, and C relays are on. This is due to the
light load on the converter until there is TWT beam current. The slight
over-voltage helps the TWT tube heater to stabilize in the three-minute
warmup period.
5.3.2 Heater, Collector and Helix (A and B Commands On)
Since no beam current exists until the accelerator voltage is applied,
there is a tendency for high voltage to be produced on the collector and
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helixoutputs during the time before the accelerator voltage is applied
to the tube. A fixed minimum resistance load in the power supply reduces
the rise of voltage on the collector of the TWT to less than 1150 volts,
which is the maximum safe voltage for the filter-capacitor, transformer
and TWT.
5.3.3 Healer, Collector, Helix and Accelerator (A, B, and C Commands
On)
With the C relay on, there exists collector current of approximately
18 milliamperes, helix current between 20 and 50 microamperes with no
RF drive to the TWT and 100 to 300 microamperes with RF drive, and
an accelerator current between 100 and 150 microamperes. This current
may build up to 500 microamperes after a year of operation in space.
The most critical voltage on the TWT is the helix voltage. The regula-
tion of this voltage is improved by designing the collector-helix trans-
former to have minimum leakage reactance on the helix winding of the
transformer.
The power supply and TWT of each satellite are tested together prior
to installation in the canister of the satellite. The final voltage and
currents for optimum performance of the TWT are determined by
observing the variation of RF output of the TWT when different voltage
taps are selected on the transformers of the converter. The 16-volt dc
input to the inverter is varied _3 per cent, and taps are selected which
give the smallest variation of RF output with the change of voltage to
the TWT.
Measurements on the power supply and TWT of the spacecraft are
given in Table I.
The total output power of the converter when the TWT is on is 15.48
watts. The input power is 21.8 watts. The efficiency is 71 per cent. The
input current to the dc-to-ac inverter is 1.36 amperes. The bias voltage
TABLE I--MEASUREMENTS OF POWER SUPPLY AND TWT OF _PACECRAFT
Command Item Measured Volts Current Ripple
A only
A+B
A+B+C
heater
heater
collector
helix
heater
collector
helix
accelerator
down-converter bias
4.89
4.850
1035
1710
4.68
753
1520
1770
4.1
322 ma
320 ma
0
0
310 ma
18.1 ma
110 ua
125 ua
4.8 ma
135 mv
310 mv
800 my
600 mv
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for the down converter is derived from the same rectifier-filter used to
supply the heater voltage.
5.4 Operational Tests
The dc-to-ac inverter is combined with the -16-volt regulator to
form a subassembly, and tests are made with the rectifier-filter section
of the converter. The two units are foamed and then temperature
cycled. The two subassemblies are soaked at -22°F and _-140°F for
six hours at each temperature. An operational temperature run is per-
formed between -{-15°F and -}-105°F.
The -16 volts is operated continuously during the vibration test,
and the states of relays A, B, C, and D are monitored. A change of
state of the relays would have indicated that the TWT could have
come on during launch.
Temperature cycling of the power supply in the canister includes
soaking at 0°F and -}-125°F, and operation between _25°F and -}-90°F.
During shake and environmental tests at Whippany 5 and extended
transmission tests at the Murray Hill Laboratories, data from the power
supply telemetry channels are evaluated to confirm that the power
supply is performing satisfactorily.
VI. CONSTRUCTION FEATURES
Design and construction changes during the development period
included the placement of aluminum caps on the transistors of the main
regulator and inverter to reduce the effect of radiation damage. Separa-
tion of the high and low potential terminal posts gave greater assurance
that corona would not occur.
VII. AUXILIARY FEATURES
7.1 Two-Year Timer
It was required that two years after spacecraft launching the VHF
beacon of the satellite be irrevocably turned off to clear the radio chan-
nel; this is to be done by a timer which operates from an independent
source of power. The timer consists of a tuning fork mechanically coupled
to a gear train and switch to disconnect power to the VHF beacon trans-
mitter. The oscillation of the tuning fork is maintained by means of a
360-cycle transistor oscillator driven by a battery. The power source is
a single primary mercury cell with sufficient ampere-hour capacity to
supply the current for 18,000 hours.
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7.2Battery Discharge Gale
There was need for a means to control remotely the discharge of the
Ni-Cd battery by removing the loads after sealing the canister prior to
launching. This switch must not prevent the charging of the battery by
the solar cell plant. To perform this switching function a silicon diode,
used as a gate, was connected in series with the battery. The diode was
connected, as shown in Fig. 2, with its polarity in a direction to allow
the solar cell plant to charge the battery, with the loss of its forward
drop of approximately one volt. When load is to be supplied from the
battery, the contacts of the S relay short out the diode. The S relay is
operated under control of the command receiver in the satellite or by
means of the low-voltage cutoff circuit2
Before launching, the S relay is open and the diode gate prevents dis-
charge of the battery between tests and during shipment. After launch-
ing, if it is determined from telemetered data that the battery is ex-
cessively discharged due to long periods of transmission, or due to low
solar cell output voltage which could occur during extended periods of
polar illumination of the satellite, the S relay can be opened to dis-
connect the load from the battery. The command receiver will operate
with power from the solar cell plant, through the main regulator,
making it possible to command the S relay to close, shorting the diode
gate.
7.3 Pre-Launch Test and Auxiliary Power Supply
During the testing period of the satellite on the ground and during
the launching period, the solar cells are not illuminated, so that an
auxiliary source of power is required. A passive ferroresonant regulating
circuit was used to eliminate the effects of input ac line voltage varia-
tions and limit the charging current to the maximum safe value for the
nickel-cadmium battery.
VIII. PERFORMANCE
The performance of the Telstar power system has agreed very closely
with the design objectives. Voltage requirements of all active elements
of the satellite have been met, as evidenced both by the results of
measurements before launch and by telemetry data after launch. The
main regulator has successfully adjusted for a wide range of input
voltage, as shown in Fig. 19. This figure presents the battery voltage
time history for three different satellite passes within range of the And-
over ground station.
The voltage behavior for orbit 414 is typical of an orbit in full sun-
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Fig. 19 -- Input voltage to main regulator.
light with the battery fully charged at the beginning of the orbit; the
communications experiment was in operation for nearly 50 minutes. A
similar communications experiment was performed during orbits 415,
416 and 417. The voltage record for orbit 417, shown in Fig. 19, shows
a substantially lower initial value as a result of battery discharge; at
the end of orbit 417 the battery had been discharged to 60 per cent of
its capacity.
The voltage data for orbit 1068 show a low initial voltage despite
the fact that the battery was fully charged initially, for the reason that
the satellite was in eclipse for the first 10 minutes of the orbit.
The state of charge of the battery has been monitored carefully
through detailed histories of charge and discharge currents. These
histories take into account actual solar plant current and actual load
currents as reflected in telemetry data. Satellite use has been programmed
so that at no time has the battery been discharged below 60 per cent of
capacity.
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This paper covers the general structural and thermal design considera-
tions of the Telstar satellite. The basic objectives were to maintain the elec-
tronic components in a near room temperature environment and to protect
the electronics package from high-frequency vibration excitation. These
sate_o_e into two lumped masses,objectives were realized by dividing the 7 z,
the shell and the centrally located electronics package, and by utilizing nylon
lacing for support of the electronics package. The package was provided with
an active temperature control, regulating radiative heat flow between the
skin and the package. Results of on-the-ground experimental evaluation
and of telemetry data are given. ]4 d'T _ 6
I. INTRODUCTION
The general size and shape constraints for the Telstar satellite have
been reviewed in a previous paper. 1 The present paper discusses the
important features of the spacecraft structural and thermal design.
The function of the spacecraft structure is to support and isolate the
electronic components from the shock and vibration loads due to launch,
and to provide a geometry compatible with an isotropic solar cell power
plant?
Since a majority of the critical components used in the electronics
package were designed to operate in a room temperature environment,
a major objective of the thermal design was to provide a package tem-
perature as close to room temperature as possible. This objective was to
be maintained during a two-year life in orbit. Therefore, all orbital
effects on the satellite temperature had to be considered: full sunlight,
maximum eclipse orbit, seasonal variation of the solar constant, satel-
lite orientation, and long-term effects on surface coatings exposed to
ultraviolet light and other radiation effects. Another thermal objective
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was that the solar cell power plant operate at as low a temperature
as practicable, for maximum efficiency in the conversion of solar energy
to electrical power.
These apparently contradictory objectives -- warm package and cold
skin -- were met by compacting the electronics components in a central
container referred to as the "electronics package," isolating them from
conductive heat transfer to the skin, and providing an active tempera-
ture control which regulates the radiant heat transfer from the elec-
tronics package to the colder skin. The power from the solar plant, which
is dissipated in the electronics package, provides the heat to keep the
electronics near room temperature.
The over-all design concept of the Telstar spacecraft structure is
depicted in Fig. 1. A "ball-within-a-ball" configuration is employed.
Those portions of the outer shell not used for supporting the solar
cell power plant are coated with plasma-sprayed aluminum oxide, to
keep the satellite skin temperature at about 30°F for best efficiency of
the solar cell power plant. The inner "ball" contains the electronics
circuitry, which is hermetically sealed from the high vacuum of space.
The nylon lacing minimizes thermal conduction from the warm package
to the colder skin. To minimize temperature effects on the chassis when
THERMAL CONTROL
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Fig. 1 -- Sectional schematic of spacecraft.
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the satellite is in either a fully sunlit orbital period or a maximum eclipse 
period, the radiative heat transfer between the insulated package and 
the satellite skin is varied by means of thermally actuated shutters. 
Fig. 2 shows the internal arrangement of the spacecraft parts. 
The significant feature of the compact electronics package is that t h e  
critical components can be housed in a separate container and through 
euitable suspension be protected from the high-frequency ?+x-ation ex- 
citation due to launch. It seemed prudent to protect the electronics from 
high-frequency vibration excitation, since vibrational failure of elec- 
tronic devices is most likely to occur in this frequency range. Nylon 
lacing which supports the electronics package provides both the high- 
frequency vibration and thermal conductive isolation. This arrangement 
required that the spacecraft structure support a lumped mass of about 
85 pounds subjected to  combined vibration and rocket thrust loading. 
During resonance of the electronics package in its nylon lacing support, 
the frame must support a combined loading of about 6000 pounds in 
the thrust direction. 
The Telstar satellite is spin stabilized. In a geomagnetic field, its spin 
rate will be slowed down by induced eddy currents. For this reason, the 
LEADS LNYLON LACING 
Fig. 2 - Side view of electronics package in spacecraft, showing upper shutter 
open. 
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shell is divided into two hemispheres, which are electrically insulated 
from each other. 
Precession dampers are required to keep the satellite spinning about 
its principal axis of maximum moment of inertia, which is also the 
symmetry axis of the antenna. Disturbances which could cause a spinning 
satellite to have short-time precession (wobble) are electromagnetic 
torques, the uneven forces imparted by the spring during separation 
from the rocket, and collisions with meteoroids. Precession dampers 
quickly remove this ~ o b b l e . ~  
11. SPACECRAFT CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN 
2.1 Frame Construclion and Design 
The frame of the Telstar satellite is the basic load carrying structure. 
It must support all other components, and it comprises 13 per cent of 
the total spacecraft weight of about 170 pounds. The frame provides 
support for the skin, which is roughly spherical in shape and has a nom- 
inal diameter of 34.5 inches. The frame is of an all-welded construction, 
fabricated from $-inch square ZK-21-A magnesium alloy tubing with 
a wall thickness of 0.025 inch. The frame is constructed in two parts, as 
shown in Fig. 3. 
The sections of the frame are made of 12 truss assemblies, 30 degrees 
apart; the assemblies are joined by chordal members a t  their exterior 
Fig. 3 - Spacecraft frame: upper half at left, lower half a t  right. 
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joints. The size of the facets, which is determined by the spacing of the
truss assemblies, was selected to provide mounting surfaces of sufficient
size for the solar cell modules.: One-half of the framework Contains addi-
tional structural members, which form a cylindrical cage to support the
85-pound electronics package. The end rings of this cage are made from
AZ-31-B-H24 magnesium alloy and contain radial holes with eyelet in-
serts for lacing the electronics package mounting rings to the frame. A
machined AZ-31-B-H24 magnesium alloy plate, which is used to attach
the spacecraft to the launch vehicle, is welded to this portion of the
frame. In addition, several diagonal members are incorporated into this
part of the framework to provide torsional and lateral rigidity.
Because of the mass of the electronics package, the combined sustained
acceleration loading due to the thrust of the launch vehicle and the
vibrational loading due to the first resonance of the electronics package
had to be given special consideration in the frame design. The average
(mean) stress in the frame members was limited to a value below the
minimum guaranteed compressive yield stress of the ZK-21-A magnesium
alloy tubing. The mean stress figure included an appropriate weld
efficiency factor, which was determined experimentally. Sufficient rigid-
ity was provided in the construction to minimize secondary bending
stresses in the frame members. Limiting the average stresses in the
frame members to values below the compressive yield stress of the ZK-
21-A tubing and minimizing secondary bending stresses precluded any
possibility of a frame collapse due to the combined loading. For the
spacecraft, the allowable buckling stress for the frame members exceeded
the compressive yield stress for the ZK-21-A tubing.
The hemispherical portions of the frame are electrically insulated from
each other to limit the eddy current paths of the satellite. The frame
halves are connected by insulated steel bolts, the only structural con-
nection between the two portions of the frame. The 6-kilomegacycle
antemla is supported by the upper half of the framework, and the 4-
kilomegacycle antenna by the lower half of the framework. Except for
internal wiring, these two antennas are dc-insulated from each other. 4
The faceted surfaces formed by the truss and chordal members sup-
port the panels which form the skin on which the solar cell modules are
mounted. The solar cell modules which compose the solar power plant
are attached to these panels by beryllium copper tabs pulled through
mounting slots in the panels and twisted to provide intimate contact of
the modules to the panels3 The solar cell panels are attached to the
frame by screws held in place by lockwashers.
Lj
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2.2 Solar Cell Panel Construction and Design 
Design objectives for the panels which support the solar cell modules 
were: (a) minimum weight consistent with structural rigidity require- 
ments, (b) flat exterior panel surface to provide good contact with solar 
cell modules, and ( c )  thermal behavior of panels equivalent to that of 
thin, uniform sheets. 
The panels, shown in Figs. 4 and 5,  are of an integrally stiffened de- 
sign. They are of brazed construction, fabricated from 6061-T6 alumi- 
num alloy. Total weight of the panels, excluding modules, is 4 per cent 
of the satellite weight. The panels essentially consist of a cover sheet 
with so-called “hat” sections brazed on the inside face (i.e., face interior 
to the spacecraft) of the cover sheet. The hat sections have large holes 
which provide for radiant heat transfer by eliminating the effect of the 
additional reflective surface of the hat section. The brazed construction 
provides good thermal conduction throughout the panel. 
The fundamental frequency of the solar cell panels with modules 
attached occurs at approximately 200 cps when the panels are screwed 
to the spacecraft frame. The panel design was a compromise between 
weight and fundamental frequency. From a structural standpoint, it. 
would have been desirable to design for a resonant frequency above 
2000 cps; however, the weight penalty would have been enormous evcn 
Fig. 4 - Front view of complete solar cell panel. 
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Fig. 5 - Rear view of solar cell panels, showing hat sections. 
if such a design could have been achieved. The 200-cps resonance was 
selected to provide a minimum-weight design which also minimizes 
deflections of the panel during vibration to avoid damaging the solar 
cell modules. 
Magnesium had been considered for the solar cell supporting panels, 
with the objective of achieving minimum weight. However, satisfactory 
brazing techniques were not available for magnesium, and welded con- 
struction would have been required. This in turn would have re- 
quired thicker sections, and the magnesium panel would have weighed 
about 50 per cent more than the aluminum panel adopted. 
2.3 Insulation Support for the Electronics Package 
As mentioned previously, the electronics package is supported by 
nylon lacing to isolate the package from the high-frequency vibrations 
of launch and, for thermal reasons, to  minimize conductive heat trans- 
fer to the skin. The spacecraft qualification test specification5 suggests 
the desirability of placing the fundamental resonance of the electronics 
package below 50 cps; below this frequency, the g level applied to the 
base of the satellite is minimum (i.e., 040-2.3 g peak). 
Braided nylon cord was selected for the electronics package lacing 
because its spring constant would place the fundamental frequency of 
the electronics package at approximately 42 cps, and yet would have 
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sufficientstrengthto supporthepackageundercombinedloadingdue
to sustainedaccelerationplusfirst resonanceof theelectronicspackage.
Fig.6showsthatthefirstresonanceoftheelectronicspackageoccursat
40cps;above40cpsthe packageis essentiallyvibrationallyisolated
fromtheframe.A similarsituationexistsforthelateraldirection,where
the first resonanceoccursat 15cps.Techniquesutilizingsmallspring
balancesweredevelopedto controlthepretensioningofthe lacing;asa
result,the fundamentalfrequencyof the packagewasfoundto be
reproduciblewithinafewcps.
In additionto isolatingtheelectronicspackagefromhigh-frequency
vibration,thelacingalsosupportsthepackageundercombinedloading
andbehavesapproximatelyasthoughit werea linearspring.In the
directionof the thrustaxisundercombinedloading,thenylonlacing
must withstanda 4050-poundload.Individualbraidednylon cord
strandsaresubjectedto a loadof 32pounds,whichiswellbelowthe
knotbreakingstrengthof60pounds.
Extensivet stingofnylon,Dacron,andfiberglasscordswasperformed
to determinetheir structuralcharacteristicsin orderto selectheap-
propriatefibercordwith whichto lacetheelectronicspackage.Load-
deflectioncurves,ultimatestrength(unknotted),knotbreakingstrength,
and creepdatawereobtainedfor all fibers.Thefiberglasscordwas
rejectedfor usebecauseof its poordynamicstrengthproperties.In
additionto othertests,theDacronandnyloncordsweresubjectedto
temperature,humidity,highvacuum,andprotonandelectronradiation
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Fig. 6 -- Response of electronics package and solar cell modules to sinusoidal
vibration excitation in the thrust direction.
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tests equivalent to two years in space. Although these tests indicated
that there should be no problem with the nylon cord in high vacuum for
the desired life of two years, reliability considerations dictated that
several pieces of Dacron cord, which is a good deal more space stable
than nylon, should also be used to complctcly insure support of the
electronics package.
2.4 Structural Design Testing
The objective of the structural design testing program is to ensure
that the complete spacecraft will meet the requirements of the qualifica-
tion level tests. 5 It should be noted that the qualification level testing
does not include the combined effects of sustained acceleration loading
due to the thrust of the launch vehicle and vibrational loading due
to the first resonance of the electronics package. Nevertheless, combined
loading effects were simulated on an early test model. To meet these
objectives, an extensive mechanical test program was instituted in
August, 1961, to ensure that (a) the frame structure was capable of
withstanding qualification level tests and combined loading, (b) the
electronics package was protected from high level vibration excitation
during launch, and (c) the spacecraft structure responses during vibra-
tion testing were known. The last item determines the appropriate test-
ing levels which should be assigned to the parts connected directly to
the satellite frame. Some of these parts are (a) solar cell modules, (b)
precession dampers, (c) antenna feed structure, and (d) radiation ex-
periments.
During this extensive structural evaluation program, two vibration
test model spacecraft, a structural frame model and a mechanical de-
velopment model, were used. In October, 1961, the first full-size test
model was subjected to shock, centrifuge, and vibration qualification
level tests. This model successfully passed the tests and provided the
vibration spectrum that the spacecraft components associated with the
shell would have to sustain. It also demonstrated that the nylon lacing
performed its function of substantially isolating the electronics package
from high-frequency vibration excitation. It should be observed that
this frame withstood many hours of vibration testing at qualification
level, in contrast to the few minutes encountered during launch.
Fig. 6 shows the vibration response of the electronics package and
solar cell modules. The required input level to the spacecraft is shown by
the heavy dashed line. The design objective of protecting the electronics
components from high frequency levels has been substantially achieved.
The 20-g level at one discrete frequency at approximately 40 cps is not
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undesirable,becauselectronicomponentsdonothaveresonancesat
sucha low value. The solar cell modules are subjected to levels as high
as 80 to 120 g at several narrow-frequency bands. Amplification factors
of 5:1 to 10:1 result from frame resonances, and are to be expected in a
structure which is as large as 3 feet in diameter. During resonance dwell
tests, which are conducted at the third-stage rocket resonances of 550
to 650 cps, the solar cell modules reached levels as high as 200 g with a
42-g input to the base of the spacecraft.
Another series of vibration tests was performed, using a second
vibration test model as a vehicle for the design testing of components
which are attached to the frame. Many tests were conducted on the
antenna feed structure and techniques were developed for securing their
cables. 4 Tests were also performed to develop the best techniques for
securing the many leads and cables connected between the electronics
package and frame components. The leads are about 9 inches long, to
minimize thermal conduction from the package to the skin.
As mentioned previously, qualification level tests in themselves do
not supply absolute proof of the adequacy of the frame and lacing under
possible combinations of sustained acceleration and vibration loading
due to the first resonance of the electronics package. Static simulation
of the possible modes of combined loading were performed on one of the
first frames at Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. The test
setup is shown in Fig. 7. All loads were applied to a canister whose out-
line was similar to that of the electronics package. The canister was
specially designed so that the vertical, lateral and torsional loads could
be applied to the frame. The method of load application was a conserva-
tive approximation to the actual case. The three basic loading conditions,
which were applied individually and in suitable combinations, are given
in the Table I.
The deflection of the dummy electronics package was measured and
strain gauge readings of the various frame members taken. The recorded
strains and the stresses calculated therefrom show that the basic space-
craft frame has a margin of safety of 46 per cent for the static loads
applied, where due consideration of weld efficiency has been taken into
account. The actual margin of safety is somewhat less than 46 per cent,
because the static test performed does not completely simulate the
fatigue effects of combined vibration and thrust loading. With the
present state of the art, this type of test is not possible. Nevertheless,
the extensive vibration tests which were conducted on the other models,
coupled with the static test, left little room for doubt that the frame is
capable of withstanding the actual launch conditions.
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(2.25g) (1701b) = (6 g) (90 lb) = (382 lb + 540 
382 lb 540 lb lb) = 922 lb 
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3000 in-lbs 
LEVER ARM 
1500 in-lhs 
Fig. 7 - Spacecraft static test setup. 
TABLE I 
I 
Due to Sustained Due to First Resonance 
Direction of Loading Acceleration of 170-lb of 90-lb Electronics Total Maximum Load 
Satellite Package 
Thrust axis (25 g) (170 lb) = (20 g )  (90 lb) = (4250 lb + 1800 ! 4250 lb I 1800 lb lb) = 6050 lb 
Direction of Loading 
Torsional moment about spin axis due to 
flexibility of electronics package mount- 
'ng 
Maximum Torque due Residual Torque at 
to Spin-Up End of Spin-Up 
Note: In the thrust direction, the 25-g sustained acceleration is from the rocket 
thrust and the 20-g vibration acceleration is the level imparted to the package 
during its resonance. In the transverse direction, the accelerations were deter- 
mined on a similar basis. 
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The apparent weight of the satellite along the thrust axis in the 550
to 650-cps frequency range was determined so as to establish the neces-
sary vibration level to be applied in the simulation of the combustion
resonance dwell test. 5 Since the apparent spacecraft weight was of the
order of 7 pounds, the combustion test should have been conducted at an
86-g input level over the 550- to 650-cps band. However, vibration equip-
ment was not available to conduct the tests at this high level. Develop-
ment model spacecraft were tested at a 75-g input level over the required
frequency band. As a result of these high-level tests, minor modifications
were made to the method of attaching the solar cell modules to the panels
and to the interconnections between them. These tests also reconfirmed
the adequacy of the spacecraft frame and were useful in proving in many
of the components attached to the spacecraft shell structure. Details on
qualification tests on the final model are given in Ref. 5.
In December, 1961, a mechanical development model spacecraft, com-
plete except for the electronics package, was subjected to all mechanical
tests at qualification level. A dummy weighted canister was used instead
of the actual electronics package. This model successfully passed all de-
velopment tests without failure. In subsequent testing, this model was
subjected to the equivalent of four complete qualification-level vibration
tests without any failure of any component part.
III, THERMAL DESIGN OF THE SPACECRAFT $
3.1 Requirements and Design Approach
The introductory section of this paper outlined the two major thermal
design objectives for the Telstar satellite: to provide an environment
for the electronics components as close to 70°F as possible, and to
maintain the solar cell power plant at as low a temperature as practical.
This section of the paper covers the spacecraft thermal design in greater
detail.
The temperature of the electronics package shell is used as a reference
point to describe the environment for the electronic components. This ref-
erence point, of course, is not at the actual temperature of the compo-
nents themselves. In the design of the electronics package, high-conduc-
tion paths were provided to minimize temperature differentials between
the components and the package wall. Detailed studies of operating tern-
* Two-comurehensive reports on the Telstar satellite thermal design and analy-
sis, including'the results of space simulation tests, were submitted to NASA in
March and May, 1962. Substantially all of the thermal information reported upon
in this paper was included in the foregoing reports.
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peratures of internal components provided temperature limits of 15°F
to 90°F on the package wall to assure satisfactory operation of the
electronics circuitry.1 Nevertheless, a 70°F objective for the package
wall temperature was established, since practically all component life
test data were obtained at room temperature.
A knowledge of the temperature distribution over the surface of the
satellite was required to determine the power available from the solar
cell plant and to establish temperature extremes to which the components
attached to the skin would be subjected. These temperature ranges had
to be determined in relation to the extremes of the satellite thermal
environment.
The thermal and long-life requirements made a good portion of the
practical experience gained with other artificial satellites not directly
applicable to the Telstar satellite, 6 and new concepts in the over-all
thermal design had to be explored. In particular, thermal analysis dis-
closed that an active temperature control system was required to mini-
mize temperature variations in the electronics package during a long
lifetime in orbit. The control system chosen was unique in that it regu-
lated only the radiative coupling between the package and the skin,
while the temperature of the skin itself was to be controlled by passive
means. In the early development stages, very little was known of this
type of temperature control. Instead, detailed information on an active
skin-temperature control, as originally proposed by Hanel 7or by Acker, 8
was available.
3.2 Thermal Radiation Environment of the Telstar Satellite
There are two kinds of thermal radiation which affect Tclstar's ther-
mal design: the primary radiation coming directly from the sun and the
secondary radiation. Secondary radiation intercepted by the satellite
consists of albedo radiation and the earth's infrared radiation. Albedo
is solar radiation reflected by the earth. Since energy can be gained or
lost in the space environment only by radiation, the extremes of the
total radiative heat input had to be determined as the starting point of
the entire thermal design.
Direct solar radiation is the major contributor of incident energy,
amounting to about 84 per cent of the energy received by the satellite
when it is in a fully sunlit orbit. However, this energy may be reduced
significantly when the satellite is in an eclipsed orbit. During a maximum
45-minute eclipse in the satellite orbit, the orbital average primary
energy will be reduced to 70 per cent of its full sunlit value. In addition,
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thedirectsolarradiation,whichmaybeexpressedin termsof the solar
constant S, varies =t=3.3 per cent in the course of one year.
The significance of the reflected radiation would, in general, depend
on the orientation of the satellite; only in the case of a spherical satellite
with an isotropic surface are the effects of the orientation eliminated.
Geometrically, the spacecraft was considered to be a sufficiently close
approximation to a sphere with an isotropic surface. In addition, the
reflected radiation would depend on the altitude of the satellite and its
phase angle, defined as the angle between the line joining the sun and
the center of the earth and that between the satellite and the earth's
center. For a general elliptical orbit, both the altitude and the phase
angle will vary with time. The situation is somewhat simpler with regard
to the infrared radiation of the earth, which is to a first approximation
dependent on the altitude only. The further details of the secondary
radiation problem in its relation to spherical satellites have been out-
lined in a special study2
3.3 Thermal Model of Telstar Spacecraft and Its Environment
In the following, as a thermal model, the satellite will be considered
to consist of two lumped masses: Ms, with thermal capacitance Cs,
corresponding to the skin; and Me, with thermal capacitance C_,
corresponding to the electronics package of the satellite. Since the
package is thermally insulated from the skin by means of a high conduc-
tive resistance, all heat transfer between M8 and Me will have to take
place by radiation. Then the package will be, in the steady state, essen-
tially in radiative equilibrium with the skin. In particular, if the time
constant of the package is long with respect to the orbital period, a suffi-
ciently close approximation to the steady-state heat transfer will be
realized at all times. In other words, the package will then be only very
little thermally disturbed by short-term temperature fluctuations of the
skin caused by an individual eclipse of the satellite, but will have to adapt
itself to long-term orbital changes, i.e., drastic variations of the eclipse
periods and seasonal variation in the solar constant.
The long time constant of the package is realized by its high heat
capacity and by the application of a low-emissivity material over its
surface. The use of the linear concept of a time constant with respect to
the relations involving the fourth-power law of radiation is only a
convenient approximation.
For a sufficiently uniform temperature prevailing within the package,
the temperature extremes of the package will be based on the extremes
of the heat radiation intercepted by the skin. This dependence may be
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expressed in terms of a reference skin temperature, as discussed in
Section 3.4. An expression for such a reference skin temperature, Ts,
is given by
__ $e
where S is the solar constant, a the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, a the
over-all value of solar absorptivity of the skin of the satellite, _ the over-
all value of the infrared emissivity of the satellite, t_ the eclipse time,
to the orbital period, d the mean value of the earth's albedo, ] the mean
integral value of the albedo, and _ the mean integral value of the earth's
infrared radiation. Equation (1) is derived from the consideration
that the orbital mean average temperature of the skin of the satellite,
Ts, can be determined from a balance between the total heat energy
absorbed over one orbit and the energy emitted by the satellite during
the same orbit, according to the Stefan-Boltzmann law. This equation
applies for an isotropic sphere and represents the effective radiation
temperature of the skin; for the important special case of two lumped
masses, Ma and Me, it may be used to obtain a convenient reference
temperature for the instrument package, as will be shown below.
For an elliptical orbit, the speed of the satellite varies according to
Kepler's law, which states that equal areas are swept out in equal times
by the radius vector. Therefore, in getting the values of ] and _, time
must be taken as the weighting factor. The integration itself is best
carried out numerically.
To get the upper limit for T_, one has to consider that, in general,
the contribution due to the eclipse time t_ is relatively more important
than that due to ] and _. Therefore, it is sufficiently accurate to calculate
] and _ for the case where t_ = 0 is combined with the largest possible
albedo effect. This is the case when the satellite just grazes the earth's
shadow at apogee.
Similarly, one can set the lower limit on Ts by considering in (1)
the longest eclipse time t_ compatible with the given orbital configura-
tion. These two temperature extremes Tma_.s and Tmin,s can, for a given
orbit and a/c, be conveniently expressed in terms of an equivalent solar
constant Seq
For an orbit of 500 nm perigee and 3000 nm apogee, Tm_.s corresponds
to Seq = 1.19 S, and Tmin.s to S_q = 0.917 S. Avalueof _/_of 0.65
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wasobtainedfromcalculationsbasedupontheindividualsurfaceprop-
ertiesof the skinexteriorandwassubsequentlyconfirmedby space
chambermeasurementsonseveralspacecraftmodels,aswillbedescribed
later.
Fora givenS_ and _/_, the temperature T_ can be easily calculated
from (2). If this temperature is reached (for example, in the space
chamber), it means that the satellite has been exposed to the equivalent
"full sunlight" or "maximum eclipse" corresponding to the maximum
and the minimum values of Seq, respectively. Thus experimental de-
termination of temperature extremes of all internal components becomes
a possibility.
3.4 Thermal Design Considerations for Electronics Package
The information on Seq and the extremes of Ts may be used in the
design of the electronics package in the following way: in the steady
state, and in the absence of heat conduction to the skin, the package
will assume the temperature Tp defined by the equation
Qp = Aph_[_,e4_ _4j (3)
where QP is the heat power developed in the package due to the opera-
tion of its electronic components and battery charging and h is the over-
all effective emissivity of the package-skin system. Ap is the surface area
of the package.
For a package with a high internal thermal conductivity as a feature
of its design, _Pe will not differ significantly from the operating tempera-
tures of its internal components. The extremes on Tp will be obtained
from (3). The extreme values of Qp depend, for a given design of the
solar-cell power plant, upon the orientation of the spin axis of the
satellite with respect to the sun (a major factor in the output of the
solar cells) and upon radiation damage to the solar power plant in space.
The solar plant output has been calculated to be QP,mln : 7 watts if
the spin axis stays parallel to sun rays for an extended period of time,
and Qp .... = 14 watts for the initial power with the spin axis perpendic-
ular to the sun's rays. 2 The minimum power figure took into account
a 30 per cent deterioration factor due to the space environment during
a two-year period, and also included the effects of shading during the
eclipse time. The minimum power figure also considered the elevated
temperatures of the active areas of the solar cell plant that result from
the parallel orientation of the spin axis with respect to the sun's rays.
The higher power figure reflects the fact that, for a spin-stabilized
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satellite with the proper orientation of the spin axis, spinning is effective
in reducing the solar cell temperatures, with improved conversion
efficiency. For thermal tests, a conservative value of ]6 watts was used
for the maximum power, a value based upon very early estimates of the
maximum possible power from the plant.
For a given h, the extremes of the calculated values of Q_ and Ts
will determine the extremes of Te from (3). The calculated extremes of
Tp must then fall into the range of temperatures compatible with effi-
cient and reliable operation of all temperature-sensitive package com-
ponents. The design objectives of maintaining a temperature range of
15°F-90°F on the periphery of the electronics package were the result
of an assessment of the reasonable minimum and maximum operating
temperatures of the vital components of the package. 1 Initial calculations
indicated that these temperature requirements for Tp could not be
maintained for a fixed h because of the rather drastic changes in Seq
and Qp discussed above. In addition, with respect to Tp certain safety
margins had to be taken into consideration to account for changes in
surface properties of the skin due to the space environment, and to
include unavoidable differences between individual satellite models
due to processing and assembly. One way of doing this would have been
to include the expected variation of a/_ in the calculation of Seq, with
the alternative of simply adding reasonable safety margins to the skin
temperature directly.
It was determined that a/_ ± A(a/_) = 0.65 ± 0.1 was a realistic
figure, based on possible variation of the properties of the skin, both
initially and after the satellite was subjected for a long time to the
space environment. Using the figure of 0.65 for a/i, Ts for a fully sunlit
condition is 12°F, and for the maximum eclipse time of 45 minutes,
Ts is -18°F. In practice, the effect of this variation in _/i could
be reflected in its influence on package temperatures by applying a
safety margin of ±18°F directly to the skin. The ±lS°F safety margin
is also the figure recommended by NASA from their experience. As will
be pointed out later, the calculated values plus 18°F margins were used
for space chamber simulation.
3.5 Active Temperature Control System
In the foregoing discussion it was pointed out that the effective emis-
sivity parameter h in (2) would have to be made variable in a suitable
way to maintain a range of 15°F-90°F for the electronics package shell.
The variable emissivity would also assist in maintaining the shell close
to the room temperature objective previously mentioned.
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This wasaccomplishedby providingthermostaticallycontrolled
"blackareas"onsurfacesthat hadto beotherwiseinsulatedto keepthe
generaltemperaturel velofthepackagehigherthanthe skin reference
temperature. The black areas on the surface of the package were ob-
tained by coating with Parson's black lacquer.* Because of the rela-
tively large surface area of the package and the small amount of power
available for heating it internally, the whole package exterior was in-
sulated with up to 30 layers of aluminized Mylar, with fiber glass separa-
tors.
The amount of exposed black area was controlled by two inde-
pendently operated, umbrella-type shutters (Fig. 1) that could close
very tightly for situations where maximum eclipse and low power input
would require a relatively low value of the effective emissivity h. The
control element was a bellows filled with n-pentane, designed to be
completely open at 75°F and fully closed at 55°F. Because the bellows
had to operate in the vacuum environment, a spring arrangement was
used to keep the operating fluid at nearly constant pressure. Experi-
mentally, it was verified that the required h range of 0.05 <_- h -<_0.1
had been achieved. It must be stated here, however, that the active
thermal system designed for the Telstar satellite had to respond pri-
marily to the long-term changes in orbital parameters for purposes
of temperature stabilization. For short-term temperature changes
(such as those due to a single eclipse), the particular radiative coupling
chosen, together with the long time constant of the package with the
shutters nearly closed, provided for a temperature response of the
package of less than 3°F, as telemetered from the satellite in orbit.
It was found experimentally that, should one of the shutters fail, the
temperature of the package wall would only slightly exceed the 15°F -
90°F range.
3.6 Thermal Design of Satellite Skin
The energy conversion efficiency of solar cells is temperature depend-
ent; the operating efficiency increases as the temperature is reduced.
A design objective of approximately 30°F was determined to be a
practical average temperature for solar cell operation. This value was
based on a compromise between the power required from the solar cell
plant, the area on the skin used as cooling areas, and the influence of
shell temperature on the package temperature (3). Therefore, the over-
all temperature level of the skin has to be low. Since the _/_ of the
* Parson's black lacquer, distributed by Eppley Laboratories, Newport, R. I.
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sapphire-covered solar cell module was about 1.5, additional cooling
areas of low absorptivity and high emissivity were dispersed between
banks of solar cells.* For the cooling areas, surfaces covered with plasma-
jet deposited aluminum oxide with a/e = 0.26 were used. This arrange-
ment resulted in the characteristic checkered appearance of the space-
craft shell, which has an over-all value of _/_ = 0.65 for the entire skin.
In addition to having low absorptivity, the external surface finish
must be adherent and stable in space to assure that the cooling effect
will be maintained. The surface properties of the 5-mil layer of rough
aluminum oxide should be insensitive to change because of abrasion by
micrometeoroids in space. The stability of plasma-sprayed aluminum
oxide coatings was evaluated in the laboratory, prior to their final
selection, by examining their absorptivity and emissivity and by meas-
uring changes in these values with exposure to high vacuum, ultraviolet
radiation and electron bombardment. Because the material is a fused
inorganic compound, it exhibits high-vacuum stability. Also, its optical
properties are more stable than the optical properties of other materials
which might have been used for this purpose. The absorptivity of the
aluminum oxide surface increased from 0.21 to 0.24 when exposed to
ultraviolet radiation equivalent to 8 months in orbit. Thereafter, the
absorptivity did not change with further irradiation equivalent to 18
months in orbit. Other tests showed that absorptivity increases from
0.21 to 0.25 after radiation with 100-Key electrons equivalent to three
months in orbit. Additional electron radiation did not cause further
change in the absorptivity. The emissivity of the aluminum oxide coat-
ing does not change with any of the environmental stresses described
above. Therefore, the skin temperature of the satellite should increase
slowly with its time in orbit; this will be discussed later in more detail.
A separate investigation i° was conducted to establish the minimum
spin rates for which satellite surface temperatures are radially uniform,
so that local surface temperatures are symmetrical with respect to the
spin axis. This investigation showed that a spin rate of 3 to 4 rpm is
adequate to achieve a radially symmetric temperature distribution.
Spinning the satellite, with proper alignment of the spin axis with re-
spect to the sun, reduces the temperatures of the areas in sunlight below
those of comparable areas on a nonspinning satellite.
In the above temperature calculations, thin-shell techniques for
temperature distribution in the skin have been used. This was again
* Thesolar cells were covered with sapphire windows to protect them against
space hazards. The module was designed to minimize the greenhouse effect due to
the presence of the sapphire windows, and to conduct heat efficiently to the skin
structure of the satellite.
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mainly possible because of the effective separation of the satellite into
two lumped masses, that of the skin and that of the package, and through
careful elimination of conduction between them. In order to reduce the
temperature of areas directly exposed to the solar light, a provision was
made for internal radiative heat exchange between hot and cold portions
of the skin. Internal radiation has also been found to be very effective
in reducing the undesirable temperature differences between the alumi-
num oxide covered areas of the skin and the areas occupied by the solar
cell modules.
The internal surface of the satellite shell and the frame were coated
with a white polyurethane paint. Since the finish for the inside of the
satellite is not subject to ultraviolet radiation and is less susceptible to
electron damage than the external finish, the principal factors to be
considered in its selection are high emissivity, vacuum stability and
ease of application. The organic finish was chosen in preference to
aluminum oxide primarily because it could be applied without the danger
of thermally stressing the panels and the satellite frame. The white
polyurethane finish has an emissivity of 0.85 and does not change with
exposure to vacuum at the temperatures of the satellite shell in orbit.
Methods for calculating local surface temperatures for several orienta-
tions of a spinning satellite have been derived, n In the design stage of
the spacecraft, surface temperature distribution was calculated using the
above techniques, which take into account the local variation of the
a/_ due to inhomogeneous composition of the individual satellite facet
surfaces, internal radiation and orientation of the spin axis with respect
to the sun rays.
If can be shown that the appropriate formulas are, for the jth facet,
whose normal makes the angle 0j with the sun rays
%/2 (cos 0i T /3ff4) i (4)
T; = T; (1 + _.)_
for the case of spin axis being parallel to sun rays, and
_/2 (90° oi) +T_- = _P__d(1 q-/3)t cos -- /3j (5)
for spin axis perpendicular to sun rays.
For the intermediate orientations, similar formulas have been devel-
oped. In (4) and (5), Tj refers to T as a function of the local values of aj
and ej. The term /3 stands for the contribution due to the internal
radiation (which depends on the internal emissivity, ei) and is defined
as/3_. = e_/_j. Since for the case of the spin axis being aligned with the
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sun rays (4) the effect of the instrument package is to reduce the internal
heat transfer the "effective value" of _, _', is used instead of the full
value of 6. As a first approximation,/3' is proportional to the amount of
free area at the equator of the satellite and to _. The results of tempera-
ture calculations using (4) and (5) are shown in Table II; the tempera-
tures for 30 ° and 60 ° orientations calculated by other equations are also
included. For comparison, some telemetered data from orbits 9 and 17
are shown.
The temperatures listed in Table II were intended to be limiting
values, so that the power output calculated from the solar cell plant
would not be over-optimistic. For the indicated temperatures, a safety
margin of 18°F was included to take care of changes in coating charac-
teristics in space, solar cell module thermal impedance and variations in
the secondary radiation from the earth. The calculated temperature
extremes for the solar cell modules when the satellite spin axis is parallel
to the sun are 150°F for the pole nearest the sun and --150°F for the
pole away from the sun after a 45-minute eclipse. These limits were used
for the design of the solar cell modules and antenna feed components?. 4
In the temperature calculations, the secondary radiation effects were
included as average values regardless of satellite altitude and spin axis
orientation in relation to the earth, whereas telemetered temperatures
include secondary radiation effects for the particular altitude and orien-
TABLE II--LOcAL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION OF SOLAR
CELL BANDS* (°F)
Band
Calculated
Telemetry Data from Space
Orbit 9 Orbit 17
Angle Between Spin Axis and Sun Rays
0° 30° 60° 90°
156
145
55
t
120
111
46
-94
59
77
46
-29
-41
-92
27
46
34
34
46
27
90o 90°
26 19
38 32
36 35
43 45
30 32
26 29
* A band is a faceted zone of the skin contained between two planes which are
perpendicular to the spin axis of the satellite. The bands are numbered in the
table starting at one pole. Bands 1 and 6 are at the poles; bands 3 and 4 are ad-
jacent to the communications antennas.
t Temperatures for bands that do not see the sun directly have not been
included in the table.
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tation of the satellite at the time the data were taken. In view of these
factors, results compare very favorably with predictions.
IV. SATELLITE TESTS IN THE SPACE SIMULATOR
Experimental evaluation of the thermal design of the spacecraft was
conducted in a space simulation chamber, with solar radiation provided
by carbon arc lamps. The thermal test program had a twofold objective.
The first objective was determination of the over-all ratio of solar ab-
sorptivity to infrared emissivity of the complete satellite, to verify
calculations based upon individual measurements of the satelite's
exterior surfaces. Such tests were performed on several satellites with
various orientations of the spin axis to the light beam from the solar
simulator. With the _/_ ratio known, the thermal environment for the
electronics package can be determined from (2) and (3). The other
objective was to simulate extreme orbital conditions, such as full sun-
light and maximum eclipse periods, so that the anticipated thermal
performance in space could be verified by on-the-ground tests.
4.1 Determination of _/ _ from Simulator Tests
The appendix describes the space simulation facility and presents the
method used to calibrate the chamber. The black- and A1203-coated
satellite experiments determined the average values of solar flux and
infrared flux for the case when a real spacecraft was tested in the cham-
ber.
Using these values, four satellite shells were tested in the space cham-
ber under various conditions of illumination to determine the average
value of _/_. These tests were conducted with illumination normal to the
spin axis; see Table III. The average _/_ of the four satellites for illumi-
nation normal to the spin axis is 0.702. An experiment was also conducted
to determine the variation in Tj for spin-axis orientations to the arc
lamps of 0 °, 30 °, 60 ° and 90 °, and showed that Ts varied by less than
1.5 per cent for these four orientations.
TABLE III
Satellite Shell Average _/_
Mechanical model 0.700
Prototype 0.699
Flyable model no. 1 0.695
Flyable model no. 2 0.716
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The a/_ ratio determined in the space chamber experiments is well
within the design tolerance for _/_ of 0.65 -4- 0.1. Using this median
value for _/_ of 0.65 with the Seq from Section 3.3 ranging from 0.917
to 1.19, the temperature extremes that the satellite skin will experience
in its intended orbit will be :/'s, low = --]8°1 `` and Ts.high = 12°F. With
an 18°F safety margin, limiting mean skin temperatures are Ts,]ow =
--36°F and T_,h_gh = 30°F. These limiting temperatures were simulated
in the chamber with an arc lamp schedule of 2.93 lamps and 1.57 lamps
respectively. The lamp schedule refers to the average number of lamps
in operation during a test, where a fractional lamp represents the ratio
of its "on" time to total test time. Fig. 8 is a plot of mean spacecraft
shell temperatures as a function of the arc lamp schedule for four shells
tested in the space chamber.
4.2 Space Simulation Tests
During development, many thermal tests were performed on two
thermal models and on the mechanical development model. These
models were essentially complete, except that a dummy electronics
package with heat dissipation means was used in lieu of actual com-
ponents in the package. Except for thermal conductivity effects internal
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to theelectronicspackage,thesethermalmodelsduplicatedin every
respectthethermalbehaviorofthecompletespacecraftin thechamber.
Thesetestswereperformedto determinethei_sof severalspacecraft
shells,to developthe requireddegreeof emissivitycontrolfor the
electronicspackage,to developsupportechniquesto minimizethermal
conductionalongtheleadsfromthepackagetotheskin,andtoevaluate
theoperationofthethermalcontrolmechanisms.
In addition,thermaltestswereperformedonthemechanicaldevelop-
mentmodelto evaluatetheelectronicspackagetemperaturesunderex-
tremeconditions.Thetestslistedbelowwereof particularinterestin
comparingon-the-groundpredictionswithspaceperformance.Thetest
conditionswere:
(a) initial conditionsin orbit-- maximumpowerin electronicspack-
age(16watts),full sunlight,+ 18°F margin on satellite skin, spin axis
perpendicular to solar simulator beam, and
(b) end-of-life conditions (two years)- minimum power in elec-
tronics package (7 watts), maximum eclipse, -18°F margin on satellite
skin, spin axis perpendicular to solar simulator beam.
These test conditions were more stringent than those predicted for
the spacecraft in orbit, for the following reasons:
(a) With the initial highest power from the solar plant dissipated in
the electronics package, the satellite skin temperature included the
+ 18°F safety margin for a full sunlit orbit. Part of this safety margin
was for space deterioration effects on the surface coatings, which tend
to warm the skin. Based upon measurements of the surface coating
deterioration, this condition would not occur until after several months
in orbit, at which time the power from the solar plant would be lower.
(b) With the minimum power at the end of two years in space dissi-
pated in the electronics package, the satellite skin temperature was
operated with a --18°F safety margin for a fully eclipsed orbit. After
two years in orbit, the skin temperature would have been higher than
its initial value because of deterioration of the surface coatings.
Nevertheless, these tests were conducted in this manner to be sure
that the 15°F to 90°F limits could be met under extreme theoretical
conditions. The results of these two extreme tests are given in Table IV
along with the anticipated temperatures.
It is interesting to compare the actual package wall temperatures
encountered in space with those predicted by the foregoing tests. Fig. 9
is a graph of the package wall temperatures versus time for the satellite's
first seven months in orbit. Also included are the eclipse times, which
significantly affect package temperatures as well as the power dissipated
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(a) Initial Conditions (Full Sunlight- 16 Watts Maximum Power)
Measured Package Wall Temperature with +18°F
Margin on Skin Anticipated Package Wall Temperature in Space
87°F 73OF *
(b) End of Life (Maximum Eclipse- 7 Watts Minimum Power)
Measured Package Wall Temperature with --18 ° F Anticipated Package Wall Temperature in SpaceMargin on Skin
34°F 55°F
* The 18°F margin on the mean skin temperature in o(a) is reflected as a 14°F
difference in the package wall temperature. In (b), the 21 F temperature difference
is a result of the 14°F margin plus a 7°F addition to account for increased ab-
sorptivity due to deterioration of surface coatings.
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Fig. 9 -- Package wall temperature as related to eclipse time.
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in the package. The initial temperature in a fully sunlit orbit was 74°F,
in comparison to the anticipated 73°F which, of course, had an uncer-
tainty margin of several degrees. At the end of seven and one-half
months, the satellite was in the maximum eclipse period of 45 minutes,
and the package wall temperature was 60°F with 8.5 watts average
orbital power dissipated in the package. At this time the spin axis was
nearly normal to the sun. Hence the 60°F temperature encountered in
space with 8.5 watts dissipated in the package can be compared to the
on-the-ground test figure of 55°F with 7 watts dissipated in the package.
The 1.5 watt higher power in space easily accounts for the 5°F higher
temperature on the package. It must be emphasized again that these
package wall temperatures provide the environment for the electronic
components and are not the actual temperatures of the components
themselves, which run slightly warmer. I
A few over-all observations should be made regarding the package
wall temperature in space, shown in Fig. 9. Just prior to launch, the
package temperature was 83°F; within nine orbits it dropped to 74°F,
where it remained stable for two weeks while the satellite was in a fully
sunlit orbit. It will be noted that the variation in package temperature
followed very closely the percentage of time that the satellite was in the
sun. In January, 1963, the satellite was again in a fully sunlit orbit and
the package temperature was about 6°F warmer than in July, 1962. This
6°F change in electronics package temperature can be accounted for by
the cumulative effects of the three factors outlined below; figures in
parentheses are estimated effects of change on package temperature:
(a) In January the solar constant is 7 per cent higher than it is in
July (+6°F),
(b) The absorptivity of the aluminum oxide coating on the satellite
skin is presumed to have increased because of ultraviolet and particle
radiation effects (+5°F), and
(c) The power dissipated in the electronics package was decreased
from 14 watts in July to 11 watts in January (-5°F).
Had the satellite's spin axis precessed from being reasonably per-
pendicular to the sun rays, there would have been a minimum electronics
package wall temperature. Based upon solar simulator tests, the lowest
package temperature would be reached with the spin axis parallel to the
sun at the end of a two-year life in orbit. In the simulated test, the meas-
ured package wall temperature was 14°F with the - 18°F safety margin
on the skin and the 7 watts expected minimum power in the package.
For the reasons outlined previously, the estimated 14°F seems to be un-
realistically low: the expected temperature would be 21°F higher, or 35°F.
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During the seven months the satellite has been in orbit, the spin axis
has remained within 10 ° of being normal to the sun rays. 1_ Hence, no
space confirmation of this minimum figure has been possible.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The important featuresof the Telstarspacecraftstructuraland ther-
mal design have been presented.In addition,the detailsofthe compre-
hensive development and environmental test programs have been re-
viewed.
All mechanical and thermal objectives were achieved, as confirmed by
several spacecraft having passed the rigorous environmental tests and
the satellite's seven-month performance in space at the time of writing.
The over-all structure and method of support for the electronics
package have isolated the vital electronics components from the rigors
of launch. Other components, associated with the shell structure, have
been designed and proven to withstand qualification level testing.
The active temperature control system has provided a near room
temperature environment for the electronic components. Telemetered
data from the Telstar satellite have shown that the electronics package
wall temperature (component environment) has been maintained be-
tween 60°F and 80°F during seven months in orbit. Conditions during
this period included fully sunlit orbits, maximum 45-minute eclipse or-
bits, variation of 7 per cent in the solar constant, and a variable package
power of 14 watts to 8.5 watts. When the satellite's spin axis has been
normal to the sun, the solar cell temperatures have been maintained close
to the 30°F objective.
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APPENDIX
Description and Calibration of Space Simulator
A.1 Description
The space simulation facility shown in Figs. 10 and 11 consists of a
vacuum chamber with an operating pressure in the low 10-G torr range;
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a high-absorptivity, liquid nitrogen cooled shroud surrounding the work
space; and carbon arc lamps to provide simulated solar energy. The use-
ful working volume in the interior of the chamber is approximately 4.5
feet in diameter by 7 feet long. The solar simulator arc lamps illuminate
the spacecraft through three glass ports at the rcar of the chamber. Four
support positions are provided on the chamber, to permit testing of the
satellite with the spin axis at angles of 0°, 30 °, 60 ° and 90 °, with respect
to the symmetry axis of the chamber.
During the tests, the spacecraft was suspended on a hollow rotating
shaft extending into the chamber through a vacuum-tight seal. All
electrical leads and instrument connections were brought through the
shaft to vacuum-tight feedthroughs at the shaft end. During a test, the
spacecraft was rotated about its spin axis; the direction of rotation was
reversed about every six revolutions. All external wire connections were
installed with enough slack to allow the wires to twist around themselves
during rotation, thereby eliminating the need for slip-rings. The rate of
rotation was sufficient to avoid any noticeable temperature fluctuations
on the skin as a particular portion of the surface rotated in and out of
the beam. The point of reversal was staggered during each cycle to
eliminate nonuniform illumination of the surface. The test vehicle was
insulated from the shaft to minimize conductive heat loss through the
shaft.
The radiation from each arc lamp was collected and focused by four
glass lenses, and the intensity of each beam was roughly fixed by adjust-
ing the relative positions of these lenses. Each arc emits over 1300 BTU/
hr of simulated solar radiation. No attempt was made to collimate the
radiation from the lamps, since lack of collimation has a negligible effect
on the determination of the a/i ratio for an isotropic spherical spacecraft.
For test purposes, the beam cones of the three arcs were adjusted to
extend about two inches past the spacecraft cross section, so that the
nonuniform beam edge did not influence the tests. The intensity was
found to change with time because of variations in supply voltage,
differences in electrodes, etc. However, it was possible to compensate for
these intensity changes, without appreciably affecting other characteris-
tics of the radiation, by making small adjustments in the spacing between
the positive and negative carbons. This was found to be sufficient to
control the intensity variations encountered during any run. Solar cells,
which are described below, were suspended in the beam inside the cham-
ber to act as intensity monitors for the arc lamp radiation. The electrode
spacing was manually trimmed to maintain predetermined short-circuit
current outputs on the solar cell monitors.
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In allthetests,theintensityoftheindividualarclampswaskeptcon-
stant,andchangesin thetime-averagedintensitywereaccomplishedby
turningthelampsonandoff in a suitablyscheduledmanner.Eacharc
lampcouldbeoperatedforoveranhourbeforeits electrodeswerecon-
sumed.It wasa relativelysimplematterat this pointto removethe
spentlampandreplaceit withafreshlycarbonedone.
Three1 X 2cmsolarcellsweresuspendedin thechamberin frontof
the spacecraftandwereusedasarc intensitymonitors.The short-
circuitcurrentfromthesecellswascalibratedagainsthe intensityof
thearclampsandprovidedareferenceforcarbonelectrodeadjustments.
Duringatest,theshort-circuitcurrentfrombanksof solarcellsonthe
spacecraftsurfacewasalsorecorded.Thisprovidedanadditionalcheck
onthe control of the over-all intensity of arc radiation, although these
cells were not specifically calibrated for that purpose. While the short-
circuit current from the spacecraft solar plant was not used as a standard
for adjusting the arc lamp intensity, it was useful in observing changes
in the characteristics of the individual solar cell strings.
The spectral characteristics of the radiation from the carbon arc
lamp match quite closely the spectrum of the sun's radiation outside the
earth's atmosphere (Johnson curve). 1_ The glass lenses in the facility
prevent all radiation below 0.35 micron from entering the chamber;
however, this small loss in the ultraviolet region does not have a signifi-
cant effect on the thermal measurements discussed here.
A.2 Arc Lamp Calibration
The arc lamps were positioned to face the center of the test region and
were equidistant from it. The centers of the arc beams were all projected
along the same horizontal plane, and the areas illuminated by each
arc were equal.
The radiation from the arc lamps in the region near the specimen
acts as if it were emitted by a point source: i.e., the relationship between
intensity and distance is closely represented by an inverse square func-
tion. When the power density at the location of the center of the satel-
lite is set equal to some value, I, the average power density on the surface
of the spherical satellite from a collimated source also has an intensity I. 1_
Each arc lamp was adjusted to give approximately _ S at the center of
the satellite, where S is the solar constant. This was found to provide
sufficient radiative input to the test vehicle to produce the maximum
energy condition- i.e., a fully sunlit orbit plus appropriate margins.
The lamps were then placed in position, and, with the chamber at am-
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bient conditions, the three monitoring solar cells were illuminated by the
lamps and their output was compared to a calibrated Eppley pyrheliom-
eter at the point corresponding to the center of the test specimen.
A.3 Calibration of Space Simulator
A.3.1 Thermal Balance Equation
The total net power stored in a test specimen in the space simulation
chamber can be described by a thermal balance equation of the form
Qr = Q_ + QR + Q_R - QB (6)
where the first three terms on the right represent power absorbed by the
specimen from, respectively, the simulated solar source, simulated solar
power reflected from the surroundings, and infrared power from the
surroundings. The last term in (6) describes the power radiated by the
test specimen. Here, we have assumed that all thermal energy exchange
is by radiation, and that there is no heat dissipation within the specimen.
At thermal equilibrium, (6) can be _t equal to zero and rewritten as:
aA_ I + _42 1 + a'AiIw -- &rAj's 4 = 0 (7)
average absorptivity of specimen to carbon arc radiation
cross-sectional area of specimen
time-averaged intensity of carbon arc radiation
fraction of I received by the specimen by reflection from the
surroundings, averaged over the surface of the specimen
As -- surface area of specimen; for a spherical specimen, A2 = 4A1
&' = average absorptivity of specimen for radiation emitted and
reflected by the surroundings in the infrared region
= Stefan-Boltzmann constant
Iw = intensity of total equivalent collimated infrared flux emitted
and reflected by the surroundings
= average emissivity of the specimen, and
T8 - average temperature of the specimen.
Now, making the simplifying assumption that &' = _ and substituting
the appropriate area factors for a spherical specimen, (7), after a slight
rearrangement, becomes
& 4O'_s 4 -- I_
- I(1 + 4_) (8)
where
&:
A1 ----
I=
_=
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A.3.2Determination of Total Energy Flux in Chamber
The total energy that a satellite receives in the chamber at a particu-
lar lamp intensity has been determined in a test on a "black satellite."
The black satellite is a dummy satellite shell of the same dimensions as
the Telstar satellite, but covered on the entire exterior with Parson's
black lacquer. This paint has an absorptivity and emissivity both approx-
imately equal to 0.98. In the center of the hollow black satellite, a small
ball was suspended with nonconducting supports and instrumented with
thermocouples. The ball and the interior of the black satellite were also
painted black. The steady-state temperature that this ball assumes may
be shown mathematically to be the mean shell temperature of the black
satellite.
The arc lamp energy reflected from the walls with the black and other
satellites in the chamber was measured with a calibrated solar cell.
The average reflected flux _ with the black satellite was 0.003. Similar
measurements were carried out with an actual satellite installed in the
chamber, and _ was determined to be 0.007.
The black satellite was installed in the chamber and the test conducted
with the walls at liquid nitrogen temperature and the pressure in the
10 -G torr range. The arc lamps were turned on, and the equilibrium tem-
perature of the black satellite was recorded at three different lamp in-
tensities, I. Table V gives the results of these tests. The quantity qc,
which represents the total collimated intensity of radiation incident
TABLE V--CALIBRATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER
USING PARSON'S BLACK COATED SPHERE
I
BTU/hr-ft 2
443
3O7
189
0
_s
oR
526
482
429
215
_IZ
lw
BTU/hr-ft 2
83
64
44
15
qc
BTU/hr-ft_
53O
374
235
15
TABLE VI--DETERMINATION OF _/_ FOR A Telstar
SATELLITE SKIN
I qc Iw Ts _/_
BTU/hr-ft 2 BTU/hr-ft_ BTU/hr-ft2 °R
443 529 73 486 0.68
307 372 56 448 0.70
189 234 39 399 0.70
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on the surface of the test specimen, has been computed from the rela-
tionship
q_ = I(1 + 4_) + Iw (9)
where the first term on thc right is the radiation from the arc lamps
(direct plus reflected), and the second term is the thermal infrared
radiation.
The quantity qc was also determined in a similar manner in a test on
a jet-sprayed aluminum oxide (Al_O3) covered satellite with known a/e
ratio. The values of qc for both tests showed good agreement.
Table VI gives an example of the calculation of _/_ for one of the
actual spacecraft shells measured in the environmental chamber. The
temperature _Ps was determined with a black ball centrally located in
the interior of the spacecraft, as in the previous cases. The interior
surface of the skin had a high-emissivity finish and no electronics pack-
age was used. The a/_ ratio in the table was determined from (8). With
this ratio known, it is now possible to simulate the extreme orbital con-
ditions by adjusting the time-averaged lamp intensity to produce the
calculated mean shell temperature from (2).
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 The Spacecraft Test and Evaluation
Program
By_.B. DELCHAMPS, G.C. JONASSON___ndR. A. SWIFT _
(Manuscript received January 21, 1963) /0 _ _
Considerations guiding the planning and execution of environmental
tests in the development, design qualification and flight acceptance phases
of the Telstar satellite program are discussed. Specific test procedures are
covered and highlights of test results involving mechanical, thermal and mag-
netic properties of the spacecraft are reviewed. _ _(f -v _f 0
I, INTRODUCTION
Essential to the success of any development program are: (a) sound
basic design; (b) discriminate selection of materials and components;
and (c) careful fabrication. The function of test evaluation, as a fourth
phase in the development plan, is to determine the degree to which the
three basic requirements listed have been satisfied. It might be sug-
gested that a unique feature of the Telstar satellite program has been
the joint achievement of depth and concurrency in all four development
phases. Such an approach has been dictated both by program urgency
and the extraordinary cost of failure in an undertaking of this nature.
In the process, each phase of the spacecraft development effort has served
to reinforce collaterally every other phase, to a degree not normally
realized in a sequentially structured program.
The spacecraft design is largely derived from existing systems of
proven reliability. Maximum safety margins permitted by size and
weight limitations have been utilized. Components and materials have
been selected wherever possible on the basis of successful prior use in
related applications. Manufacture and assembly operations have been
carried out under carefully controlled conditions. The spacecraft test
evaluation has served to demonstrate the effectiveness of these measures
in providing a design which would survive the launch and operate
satisfactorily in the orbital environment. This article will cover both
general and detailed aspects of the spacecraft test evaluation, as the
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program progressed through the basic-development, design-qualification
and flight-acceptance phases.
In the development phase, testing effort was directed toward the
evaluation and qualification of spacecraft components and subassemblies,
and the study of full-scale nlodels. These tests were conducted under
the mechanical and thermal conditions associated with launch and
operation in orbit. It was during this phase, through a process of selection
and elimination involving available alternatives, that the final design
was crystallized. This was followed by design-qualification tests on the
prototype spacecraft. In this phase, the controlling philosophy was to
achieve maximum assurance, in the limited time available, that the
design was capable of surviving launch and performing the intended
function under conditions anticipated in orbit. To fulfil this objective,
test conditions were selected in a manner which introduced a margin of
severity beyond the specific environments predicted for the operational
satellite. Finally, flight-acceptance tests performed on operational
models were designed to reveal defects which may have been introduced
in the manufacturing process. In this phase, the selected test conditions
reflected the best estimate of the actual launch environment, but re-
tained, in the thermal-vacuum portion, the added margin previously
included in the prototype evaluation. This latter consideration recog-
nized an element of uncertainty in predicting long-term thermal responsc
of the satellite in space.
II. PRELIMINARY MODEL AND SUBASSEMBLY TESTING
The purpose of the preliminary test program was to evaluate the
mechanical and electrical design of parts and subassemblies prior to their
installation into an actual spacecraft. The tests on structural models
with dutnmy electronics packages provided the necessary data to fornm-
late the subassembly vibration test levels and durations. The levels for
temperature tests were based on design objectives and calculated values
expected in the space environment? Once a subassembly design had been
successfully qualified, there was reasonable assurance that it would
survive the dynamic environment of powered flight on the launch vehicle
and that it would operate properly in the temperature range predicted
for orbital flight.
2.1 Tests Performed on Development Models
To conserve time and allow parallel testing, five satellite development
models were assembled and used to provide data on system responses to
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environmental conditions. The use of models provided information
required for subassembly design and pinpointed the possible trouble
areas prior to the prototype phase of the project. This allowed any
necessary changes to be made before assembly of the prototype. The
models used were two structural models (referred to as the vibration
and mechanical models), two thermal models, and one electrical develop-
ment model. The latter, as the name implies, was assembled primarily
to evaluate the spacecraft electronics as a complete system, but it also
served to provide data on electrical performance under certain environ-
mental conditions. A tabulation of the test models appears in Table I.
2.1.1 Vibration and Shock Tests
Vibration tests were performed on the two structural models to
evaluate the mechanical design. Vibration levels were determined at
various points in the structure when the entire system was subjected
to sinusoidal and random vibration over a wide band of frequencies.
The areas to which the most attention was directed were the nylon
lacing supporting the electronics canister, the solar cells and their
method of attachment, and the structure itself. Results of these early
tests proved that from the standpoint of vibration: (a) the mechanical
design was basically sound, (b) the solar cells would survive a vibration
environment more severe than that expected during launch, and (c) that
the nylon lacing provided sufficient isolation of the electronics canister
for the anticipated environment. On the basis of these results, it was
possible to predict the vibration levels which would be experienced by
any of the various subassemblies located either inside the electronics
canister or on the outer structure of the spacecraft. The vibration
response of the electronics canister is shown in Fig. 1. It is evident that
TABLE I- SPACECRAFT TEST MODELS
Model Panels Antennas Electronic Chassis
Vibration
Mechanical
Thermal model 1
Thermal model 2
Electrical devel-
opment
Brass modules to
simulate solar
cells
Full complement
of actual solar
cells
Full complement of
actual solar cells
No solar cells
Full complement of
actual solar cells
No VHF antenna.
Brass dummy
for microwave
All antennas in-
stalled
All antennas in-
stalled
Microwave only
All antennas in-
stalled
Dummy-weighted
to simulate ac-
tual chassis
Dummy-weighted
to simulate actual
chassis
Dummy--not
weighted
Dummy--not
weighted
Actual chassis, but
not foamed
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Fig. 1 -- Amplification vs frequency, electronics chassis.
at frequencies between 54 and 2000 cycles per second the isolation
provided by the lacing is very good.
Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate typical responses at two points on the outer
structure. The peaks on these curves represent the resonant frequencies
of various parts of the spacecraft. The frequency and amplification factor
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shell).
associated with each response provided the data necessary to determine
the levels for qualification and acceptance vibration of subassemblies,
prior to their installation in the spacecraft.
The vibration model was also subjected to several shock tests for the
purpose of calibrating the shock test machine and determining the
effect of shock on the satellite structure. These tests are summarized
in Table II. Pulse shapes from four tests are presented in Fig. 4. The
pulse shown in Fig. 4(a) was chosen for the subsequent prototype shock
test. No deterioration of the structure occurred as a result of this test.
TABLE II- PRELIMINARY SHOCK TESTS
Drop Number Drop Height (Inches) Pulse Time Maximum Acceleration(Milliseconds) (g's)
6.5
6.5
7.5
8.25
8.5
8.0
7.5
7.0
6.0
20
20
20
19.2
16.8
14.4
15.2
15.2
21
22.7
27
29.4
33.6
34.2
34.5
31.5
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Fig. 4 -- Pulse shapes formed using various arrestor rubber thicknesses with
Barry 15000 vertical-drop machine : (a) 30-g peak -- 13-millisecond pulse obtained
with 1-inch rubber arrestor; (b) 24-g peak -- 14-millisecond pulsc obtained with
1.5-inch rubber arrestor; (c) 20-g peak--18-millisecond pulse obtained with
2-inch rubber arrestor; (d) 17-g peak--19-millisecond pulse obtained with
2.5-inch rubber arrestor.
2.1.2 Preliminary Thermal-Vacuum Tests
Several tests were performed with the two thermal models in the
space simulator for calibration purposes and for verification of the pre-
dicted satellite temperatures under extreme orbital conditions. The
results of these tests are summarized in Table III. The data obtained
from the thermal models show that the chassis temperatures were
between 15°F and 90°F. Further tests were performed to observe the
thermal-shutter operation and the consequence of a failure of one or
both shutter mechanisms. The results of these tests indicated that with
the shutters closed in a fully sunlit orbit or open in a maximmn eclipse
orbit, canister temperatures of 92°F and --20°F, respectively, would
prevail. The latter type of failure is the most critical with respcct to the
operation of the electronic circuits, but, by virtue of the fail-safe nature
of the shutter mechanism design, this failure is also the least likely to
occur. The shutters have been designed to avoid bearing surfaces which
might seize. This leaves loss of fluid in the bellows assembly as the most
likely mode of failure. Should this occur, spring loading will force the
shutter to return to the closed position.
2.2 Subassembly Qualification and Acceptance
Each spacecraft subassembly was subjected to several vibration and
temperature cycles prior to installation in the spacecraft. These tests
SPACECRAFT TEST AND EVALUATION
TABLE III- THERMAL-VAcuuM TEST RESULTS
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Spin Axis Parallel to Arc Lamps
Chassis Power Simulated Orbital ConditioD Canister Wall
Temperature
16.0 watts Fully sunlit (plus 18°F margin on skin) 74°F
7.0 watts Maximum eclipse (minus 18°F margin on skin) 14°F
Spin Axis Perpendicular to Arc Lamps
Chassis Power Simulated Orbital Condition Canister Wall
Temperature
16.0 watts Fully sunlit (plus 18°F margin on skin) 87°F
7.0 watts Maximum eclipse (minus 18°F margin on skin) 32°F
were performed to detect marginal components which may have slipped
by quality control and to pinpoint manufacturing defects. A prototype
of each subassembly was vibrated at qualification levels, determined
from the results of the vibration tests performed on the structural
models. Once a particular design was so qualified, the subsequent flyable
units were subjected to acceptance level tests which were somewhat less
stringent than those required for initial qualification. The vibration test
levels and durations for qualification and acceptance of subassemblies
located either inside the electronics canister or on the outer structure,
are given in Table IV.
Most flyable subassemblies were temperature cycled over the range
of 0°F to 125°F, stabilized at each extreme for a period of six hours and
electrically tested at the maximum and minimum conditions. This test
represented an extension of 15°F below and 35°F above the temperature
range expected during the satellite lifetime.
III. PROTOTYPE QUALIFICATION TESTS
The design qualification program included a complete sequence of
tests intended to subject the prototype model to environmental rigors
more stringent than those expected from transportation, handling, test,
pre-launch, launch, injection, and orbit. The prototype was deliberately
over-tested to assure that the basic design possessed a margin of safety
which would allow for variations in subsequent systems. The purpose
of the design qualification tests was to demonstrate the ability of the
design to meet all performance requirements without degradation due
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TABLE IV
(a) Vibration Inputs for Inside-the-Canister Assemblies: Qualification Levels
Vibration Axis Frequency Range (cps) Sweep Duration (Minutes) Acceleration (g's Vector)
Thrust
Lateral
10-30
3O-60
60-200O
550-650
5-30
3O-6O
60-2000
550-650
1.00
1.00
2.7
0.5
1.25
1.00
2.7
0.5
2.3*
21.0
14.0
21.0
0.9*
4.8
2.8
4.8
(b) Vibration Inputs for Inside-the-Canister Assemblies: Acceptance Levels
Vibration Axis Frequency Range (cps) Sweep Duration (Minutes Acceleration (g's Vector)
Thrust
Lateral
5-30
30-60
60-2OOO
550-650
5-30
30--60
60-20O0
55O-65O
1.2
0.5
1.1
0.5
1.2
0.5
1.1
0.5
1.5'
14.0
7.1
14.0
0.6*
4.2
1.5
4.2
(c) Vibration Inputs for On-the-Frame Assemblies: Qualification Levels (Typical)
Vibration Axis
Thrust
Frequency Range (cps) _weep Duration (Minutes)
10-2000 I. 7
150-300 0.5
300-2000 1.5
55O-650 0.5
Acceleration (g's Vector)
2.3_f
46.0
20.0
27.0
(d) Vibration Inputs for On-the-Frame Assemblies Acceptance Levels (Typical)
Vibration Axis Frequency Range (cps) Sweep Duration (Minutes) Acceleration (g's Vector)
Thrust 10-2000 1.7 2.3
150-300 0.5 28.0
300-2000 1 5 14.0
55{)-650 0:5 21.0
* Maximum table excursion -- 0.5 inch double amplitude.
t This run was to observe possible fixture resonances.
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to exposure to these more stringent environments. The spacecraft test
sequence is tabulated in Table V, and the levels required for design
qualification in Table VI. The specific test requirements were jointly
agreed upon by Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
3.1 Balance, Moments of Inertia and Center of Gravity Determination
To insure correct performance during launch and orbit, the mechanical
parameters of weight, center of gravity location, moments of inertia,
and degree of unbalance must be accurately measured, and corrected if
out of established limits. Briefly, the part each parameter plays in the
over-all performance of the satellite is as follows: The permissible weight
is determined by the desired orbit and the type of launch vehicle used;
for the Telstar satellite, the chosen orbit and Thor-Delta vehicle limited
the final weight to a maximum of 175 pounds. The center of gravity
location and moments of inertia affect the satellite attitude stabilization
in orbit, and also influence corrections required during the guided por-
tion of powered flight. The moments of inertia also determine the size
of the rocket motors to provide spin for stabilization of the third stage.
The static and dynamic balance of the satellite determine the degree of
stability during third-stage flight and orbit.
Since the Telstar satellite is spin-stabilized, it is necessary that the
major moment of inertia: (a) be greater than the remaining principal
moments of inertia, and (b) have its axis coincident with the desired
spin axis. The first requirement may be met by designing for correct
TABLE V- SPACECRAFT TEST SEQUENCE
QualificationTests AcceptanceT sts
Leak
Electrical Acceptance
Static Balance
Spin
Dynamic Balance
Weight
Moments of Inertia
Temperature
Humidity
Sustained Acceleration
Shock
Vibration
Dynamic Balance
Thermal Vacuum
Leak
System Check
Electrical Acceptance
Leak
ElectricalAcceptance
StaticBalance
Dynamic Balance
Weight
Moments of Inertia
Vibration
Dynamic Balance
Thermal Vacuum
Leak
System Check
ElectricalAcceptance
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TABLE ¥-I- SPACECRAFT QUALIFICATION TEST LEVELS
Test
Vibration
5-50 cps
50-500 eps
500-2000 cps
550-650 cps
Random (20-2000 cps)
Temperature
Low temperature soak
High temperature soak
Low temperature operate
High temperature operate
Humidity
Thermal vacuum
High temperature
Low temperature
Sustained acceleration
Thrust
Transverse (4 orientations)
Levels
Total Time
2.3 g peak
10.7 g peak
21.0 g peak
40.0 g peak
11.5 g rms
Thrust Transverse
0.9 g peak 3.3 rain.
2.1 g peak 3.3 min.
4.2 g peak 2.0 min.
14.0 g peak 1.0 min.
11.5 grms 8.0 min.
0°F 6 hours
140°F 6 hours
15°F 6 hours
90°F 6 hours
86°F-95% 24 hours
pressure <10 -5 mm Hg
max. predicted MRT +lS°F 6 days
rain. predicted MRT -18°F 3 days
_25 g 3 min.
=t=3 g 4 min.
Shock
Thrust (3 drops) 30-g10-15 millisec half-sine pulse
Spin 225 rpm 3 hours
mass distribution and the second by fine adjustment of the static and
dynamic balance of the satellite. The design objective for the ratio of
maximum transverse moment to the major moment of inertia was a
ratio of less than 0.95.
The balance requirements imposed on the satellite by the launch
vehicle were a center of gravity offset of less than 0.005 inch and a
principal axis shift of less than 0.008 radian.
The prototype spacecraft was balanced to achieve a center of gravity
offset of less than 0.003 inch and a principal axis shift of less than 0.002
radian. The moment of inertia ratio was found to be 0.956, which was
slightly above the design objective; however, it was known at the time
that the flyable satellites would have lower ratios, so no effort was made
to optimize the prototype.
3.2 Temperature and Humidity Tests
The purpose of the temperature and humidity tests was to show that
the spacecraft would survive temperature and humidity extremes that
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might be encountered during storage or operation in an uncontrolled
environment for short periods. The levels employed for these tests were
those which might result from a failure of either heating or air-condition-
ing equipment in the satellite storage and testing areas.
The tests were performed as follows: storage for a period of six hours
at an ambient temperature of 140°F; storage for six hours at a tempera-
ture of 0°F; operation at a chassis temperature of 15°F; and operation
at a chassis temperature of 90°F. The humidity test consisted of a 24-
hour storage period at a temperature of 86°F and a relative humidity
of 95 per cent.
During the temperature test, it was found that the telemetry failed
to operate below 60°F. The failure was isolated to a switching transistor
in the voltage-controlled oscillator and the circuit was redesigned for
later spacecraft.
Following the temperature and humidity tests, physical examination
of the spacecraft revealed that the oxide coating had flaked off in some
areas, and it was noted that several gray stains, which were later found
to be caused by oil, had appeared during the test. As a result of these
findings, steps were taken to prevent exposure of subsequent satellites
to an oil-contaminated atmosphere.
3.3 Vibration Tests
The prototype model was subjected to the series of vibration tests
outlined in Table VI. The following failures were noted during the
vibration tests: (a) radiation detectors P1, P2, E1 became inoperative,
(b) one of the static balance weights was torn loose from the framework
and damaged a solar cell panel, (c) two helix wires on the VHF antenna
were broken, and (d) several short circuits developed in the solar power
plant.
It was found that two of the radiation detector failures had been
caused by broken wiring at the canister header and the third by a de-
fective diode. In order to prevent failures of the same type, the wiring
harness was modified and a more severe diode screening process was
instituted. The improved wiring harness and more reliable diodes were
installed in all subsequent spacecraft.
The loss of the static balance weight was attributed to local stress
concentrations in the satellite frame at the point of attachment. The
stress was relieved by distributing the weight over a larger area, allowing
more space between the screws used to attach each weight, and by
providing some degree of mechanical damping through the use of epoxy
between the frame member and the balance weight. As a result of these
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modifications,nofurtherdifficultyhasbeenencounteredwiththebalance
weightmounting.
Closeinspectionof thebreaksin thehelixantennarevealedthat in
bothcasesthefracturehadbeenstartedduringfabrication.In subse-
quentunitsthepossibilityof breakagewasminimizedbyincreasingthe
radiiof thevariousbends,inspectingthewiremorecloselybeforeform-
ing,andinspectingthecompletedantennassemblyforcracksbymeans
ofa dyepenetrant.
Inspectionofthesolarpowerplantwiringrevealedthattheinsulation
hadrupturedat pointswhereit crossedsharpcornersofthespacecraft
frameworkandat cabletie points,resultingin shortcircuits.Thewire
wasreplacedwithawirehavinga higher density insulation and wrapped
with Mylar tape at tie points and areas where the cabling crossed the
framework.
3.4 Shock Test
The shock test consisted of four half-sine pulses, 30 g's in amplitude
and 13 milliseconds in duration, applied along the thrust axis of the
spacecraft. Performance of the satellite following the test was satis-
factory and gave no evidence of deterioration as a result of the test.
During impacts, however, the telemetry dropped out of synchronization
on the second, third and fourth shocks. Investigation failed to indicate
any reason for the loss of synchronization, and it did not recur during
any of the later environmental tests.
3.5 Thermal-Vacuum Tests I
The thermal-vacuum tests were a simulation of the extreme thermal
conditions expected in orbit. 1 For the qualification test, it was required
that the satellite be exposed to simulated solar illumination at a pressure
of less than 1.0 X 10-_ mm Hg, with a chamber-wall temperature of
less than --280°F, for a period of nine days. A fully sunlit orbit was
simulated for six days with power dissipation within the electronics
canister corresponding to maximum efficiency of the solar power plant.
This was immediately followed by simulation of the maximum eclipse
orbit for three days with a dissipation within the canister corresponding
to a solar plant efficiency of 68 per cent of its initial value, the condition
expected near the end of Telstar's two-year life. During the six-day
test, the simulated solar input was controlled to give a mean radiant
temperature _ 18°F above the value predicted for the fully sunlit orbit,
and the power input to the electronics chassis was maintained at 16
watts. The mean radiant temperature during the three-day test was
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maintained 18°F below that expected in the maximum eclipse orbit and
the power input was limited to 7 watts.
Electrical operation represented maximum use of the satellite in the
two extreme conditions and was conducted on the following schedule:
the communications experiment and telemetry was turned on for three
half-hour periods each day, beginning at approximately 0900, 1200 and
1500 hours, and the telemetry was operated for the first five minutes of
each remaining half-hour period.
Shortly after the start of the prototype test, telemetry data showed
that the canister pressure had decreased, indicating that a leak had
developed. An electrical check indicated that a failure had occurred in
the microwave circuitry. The test was terminated at that time and the
satellite returned to the Hillside laboratory for disassembly and inspec-
tion.
It was discovered that the material around the top shutter mounting
stud had failed, causing a leak in the dome of the canister. Since the
failure had apparently occurred during either the vibration or shock
tests, it served to emphasize the importance of performing the thermal-
vacuum test after completion of the mechanical tests. Further investi-
gation revealed the cause of the microwave failure to be destruction of
the output transistors in the 255 and 277-mc transistor multipliers
caused by voltage breakdown in the power supply resulting from loss
of canister pressure. Laboratory experiment confirmed that the failure
was a direct result of the corona effect present in the power supply when
operated at reduced pressures.
The prototype unit was repaired and returned to the Whippany
environmental test laboratory for completion of the qualification tests.
The thermal-vacuum test was completed without further incident. The
test results are shown in Table VII.
3.6 Leak Tests
Since the spacecraft electronics are contained within a hermetically-
sealed canister and are designed to operate at a pressure of approximately
10 psia, it was necessary that the canister leak rate be evaluated. The
TABLE VII- THERMAL-VAcuUM QUALIFICATION TEST RESULTS
Test
Canister Temperature
Mean Skin
Temperature
Predicted Actual
Full sunlight 73°F 73.3°F 21OF
Maximum eclipse 14°F 17.3°F -47°F
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leak test also served as a means of determining if the canister had
ruptured or if a weld had failed since sealing. The canister was backfilled
with argon gas and the leak rate determined in an evacuated chamber,
using a mass spectrometer. Leak tests were performed in this manner
prior to and after the environmental test series.
Before testing, the prototype leak rate was less than the measurement
capability of the detector. Following the test program, a leak rate of
5 X 10-4 std cc/sec of argon was indicated. Investigation revealed
that the chamber, the Mylar insulating blankets around the canister,
and the satellite itself, had become contaminated with argon at the
time canister pressure was lost during the initial thermal-vacuum test.
These findings raised serious doubt as to the significance of this final
leak reading. Subsequent tests on flyable spacecraft have revealed
that the leak rates are well below the specified 8 X 10-5 std cc/scc of
argon.
3.7 Spin Test
The prototype was subjected to a spin rate of 225 rpm for a period
of tl_ree hours, the last hour of which was under electrical load simu-
lating operation in orbit. The 225 rpm spin rate was a 25 per cent
increase over that expected in actual flight (the satellite was injected into
orbit with an initial spin rate of 177.7 rpm). There were no spacecraft
malfunctions during this test.
3.s Sustained Acceleration
The prototype was mounted on a horizontal centrifuge and sustained
acceleration, measured at the spacecraft center of gravity, was applied
along each of its three coordinate axes. The first test consisted of one
run with 25 g's applied in the thrust direction for a period of three
minutes. The second test consisted of four runs in the lateral plane,
with the prototype spacecraft being rotated 90 degrees after each run.
The levels during the latter runs were 3 g's, maintained for a period
of one minute in each position. The electrical performance of the space-
craft was monitored during the periods of constant acceleration, and
electrical checks were performed following each run. There was no
evidence that satellite performance was in any way degraded either
during or as a result of the applied accelerations.
3.9 Magnetic Drag and Moment Measurements
Since the Telstar satellite is spin-stabilized and orbits within the
magnetic field of the earth, it was necessary that the effect of that field
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on the spin rate and precession of the satellite be determined. For this
reason, the torque due to eddy currents, and the residual magnetic
moment along the spin axis of the spacecraft were measured. The former
effect is the cause of spin decay and the latter causes prcccssion.
The magnetic drag constant was found to be 1355 4- 15 per cent
meters 4 per ohm. The drag torque due to a given field strength was
calculated from the relationship To = po_B 2, where p is the magnetic
drag constant, o_ the angular velocity of the satellite and B the field
strength normal to the satellite spin axis. The flyable spacecraft were
essentially the same as the prototype with respect to eddy current
generation, and subsequent models were not drag tested.
The magnetic moment of the prototype was measured, and a coarse
correction was made to investigate the feasibility of compensating for
the effect of the traveling-wave-tube field.
IV. SPACECRAFT ACCEPTANCE TESTS
The spacecraft acceptance test program, illustrated in Table VIII,
was similar to the qualification program but consisted of only vibration,
thermal-vacuum, balancing, and measurement of weight, center of
gravity and the principle moments of inertia. The vibration levels and
durations closely approximated those expected during launch. The
thermal-vacuum test was shortened to three days maximum sunlight
and two days maximum eclipse, at the same levels required for qualifi-
cation. The same requirements and objectives were met for balance,
weight, center of gravity and moments of inertia as for the prototype.
The remaining tests (spin, temperature, humidity, sustained acceleration
and shock) which had been performed on the prototype model were for
TABLE VIII- SPACECRAFT ACCEPTANCE TESTS
Test
Vibration
5-50 eps
50-500 cps
500-2000 eps
550-650 cps
Random (20-2000 cps)
Thermal Vacuum
High Temperature
Low Temperature
Levels
Thrust
1.5 g peak
7.1 g peak
14.0 g peak
40.0 g peak
7.7 g rms
Transverse
0.6 g peak
1.4 g peak
2.8 g peak
9.4 g peak
7.7 g rms
Pressure lO-Smm Hg
max. predicted MRT -t- 18°F
min. predicted MR, T - 18°F
Total Time
1.7 min.
1.7 min.
1.0 min.
0.5 min.
4.0 min.
3 days
2 days
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the purpose of design qualification and were not required for flyable
spacecraft.
4.1 Balance, Moments of Inertia and Center of Gravity Determination
The flyable model spacecraft were subject to the same requirements
for static and dynamic balance, moments of inertia, and center of
gravity as the prototype model. The results of these measurements
are shown in Table IX. All five spacecraft were well within all specifi-
cation requirements and design objectives.
4.2 Vibration Tests
The vibration levels for acceptance testing of flyable spacecraft are
shown in Table VIII. The acceptance tests for five flyable spacecraft
were completed with no failures of in-line systems or serious mal-
function of secondary systems. The two malfunctions which did occur
were: flyable 2- the radiation damage data assigned to telemetry
channel 49 gave faulty information following sinusoidal vibration in the
thrust direction (the same data are carried on channel 47, so no effort
TABLE IX--BALANCE, WEIGHT, C.G. DETERMINATION, AND
MOMENTS OF INERTIA MEASUREMENTS
Parameter
Weight (lbs)
Spin-axis moment
of inertia, slug-
ft 2
Maximum trans-
verse moments
of inertia, slug-
ft 2
Moment of inertia
ratio
C.G. location
(inches)
From separation
plane
Spin-axis offset
Principle axis shift
(radius)
[ASA Re-
_ _)bjective Yuirement (Design F1 1
None 175.0max l]172"00
None NotfledSpec_l[4.164
None [Not [ 3.822
Lspec-/fled I
Less / -- [ Less
than ] ] than
A.:0 L /o2o .
than / ] than
0.0081 ] 0.002'
Fly 2
0.94
4.141
3.825
0.924
.6.46
Less
than
than
0.002'
Fly 3
2.30
4.207
3.872
0.920
6.36
_ess
than
than
0.002:
Fly 4
3.81
4. 202
3. 888
0. 925
6.4
_ess
than
0.003 _
_ess
than
0.002
Fly 5
174.28
4.1961
3.9184
0.934
16.26
Less
than
0.003*
Less
than
0.002*
* Lower limit of reliable measurement.
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was made to isolate the trouble); flyable 5- following sinusoidal
vibration in the thrust direction, telemetry channels 63 and 64 had no
output, indicating a failure in one of the radiation detectors located on
the skin of the spacecraft. It was agreed that the remaining two channels
provided adequate coverage for the radiation experiment. Since complete
isolation or repair would have been impossible without opening the
canister, no corrective action was taken.
4.3 Thermal-Vacuum Tests
The flyable model spacecraft were exposed to the same thermal-
vacuum conditions as the prototype, but for a shorter duration. The
acceptance tests ran for five days (three days under maximum sunlight
conditions and two days under maximum eclipse conditions). The flyable
satellites were operated on the same duty cycle as outlined for the
prototype.
Performance of the flyable spacecraft during thermal-vacuum tests
was satisfactory in all respects. A tabulation of temperatures attained
and chamber pressures for each test is presented in Table X. A graph
illustrating the range of electronics chassis temperatures for five flyable
satellites is shown on Fig. 5. Results from flyable model 2, which is the
Telstar satellite, have been plotted for reference.
4.4 Leak Tests
The sealed electronics canister of each flyable model spacecraft was
leak tested in the same manner as the prototype, before and after the
acceptance test program. The results of these tests are shown in Table
XI.
TABLE X- THERMAL-VAcuUM ACCEPTANCE TEST RESULTS
Satellite
Fly 1
Fly 2
Fly 3
Fly 4
Fly 5
Canister
Temperature*
Maxi- Full
mum SunlightEclipse
43°F 88.5°F
34°F 80.5°F
43OF 83OF
35°F 83OF
38°F 78OF
Mean Skin
Temperaturet
Full
Maximum Sun-
Eclipse light
--34°F 35°F
--40°F 27°F
--40°F 32°F
-- 35°F 36°F
--41°F 28°F
Chamber Pressure
Minimum
1.4 X 10 -6 mm Hg
1.0 X 10 -6 mm Hg
1.4 )< 10 -6 mm Hg
4.8 X 10 -7 mm Hg
7.7 X 10 -7 mm Hg
Maximum
2.5 X 10 -8 mm Hg
2.1 X 10 -SmmHg
2.7 × 10 -e mm Hg
9.1 X 10 -TmmHg
1.2 X 10 -smmHg
* Average temperature of four battery groups.
t Average of six points on skin.
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Fig. 5 -- Electronic chassis temperature for five flyable satellites; flyable model
2 plotted for reference.
4.5 Magnetic Moment Measurement
The magnetic moment along the spin axis of the flyable spacecraft was
measured and compensated to achieve the values indicated in Table XII.
The plus and minus signs refer to the direction of the magnetic moment
vector, the positive direction being toward the top of the satellite.
TABLE XI- LEAK TEST RESULTS
Fly 1
Fly 2
Fly 3
Fly 4
Fly 5
Before Test
1 >< 10 -7 cc/sec argon
2X 10 .8 cc/sec argon
2.3 X 10 -7 ce/sec argon
2.5 X 10-7 cc/see argon
3)< 10-7 cc/sec argon
After Test
2 X 10-e cc/sec argon
3 X 10-6 cc/sec argon
1.25 >< 10 -5 ec/sec argon
1.8 >< 10-e cc/sec argon
4 X 10 -6 cc/sec argon
TABLE XII--MAGNETIC MOMENT MEASUREMENT
(FLYABLE SPACECRAFT)
Satellite
Fly 1
Fly 2
Fly 3
Fly 4
Fly 5
Equivalent Torque in a 0.01-Oersted Field
1.9 X 10-6 ft-lbs
-3.3 X 10-6 ft-lbs
Less than measurement accuracy
-2.0 X 10-6 ft-lbs
Less than measurement accuracy
V. CONCLUSION
Components and materials selected for use in the Telstar satellite pro-
gram were those which reflected a history of reliable usage in previous
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successful programs. The system design included the maximum practical
margin of safety, commensurate with weight and space limitations of
satellite systems. In addition to designing with a maximum safety factor,
all manufacturing was accomplished under the closest possible control.
................. _ of -"_ ............... carried out in
_l/k)_glliDll(38 _[IU 8abeltn_e mooels,
parallel with the design and assembly of actual spacecraft, enhanced
reliability of the finished product, and permitted timely modifications
where required.
The environmental test program was designed to provide the most
comprehensive evaluation of the spacecraft design in the time available.
The qualification tests performed on the prototype provided assurance
that the Telstar satellite was compatible with the environments expected
during powered and orbital flight. The acceptance tests served to un-
cover manufacturing defects which may have developed during assembly
of the various subassemblies into a completed system. Five flyable space-
craft have successfully completed the acceptance test program with no
major failures or malfunctions in the in-line systems.
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+Command and Telemetry Systems
By _APMAN,_ JR., G. F. CRITCHLOW}and, H. MANN
(Manuscript received March 22, 1963) /(9 _
The command and telemetry portions of the Telstar system provide neces-
sary support functions for the basic communications experiment and the
radiation experiment. By means of the command system, the states of 9
magnetic latching relays in the satellite are controlled from the ground.
Commands are sent to the satellite by coded signals modulated on a carrier
in the VHF band. The telemetry system also uses a VHF carrier to trans-
mit encoded information from the satellite. Data on 112 items are provided
once each minute. This paper discusses the over-aU command and telemetry
systems and considers the general objectives, system aspects and detailed
implementation. _ 6t"[ If Oi_
I. INTRODUCTION
The Telstar satellite includes circuits designed to perform two basic
experiments: (i) a communications experiment using a wideband, ac-
tive repeater and (iX) a radiation experiment designed to provide in-
formation on the envircnment in outer space and the effects of this
environment on devices used in communication circuits. The command
and telemetry portions of the Telstar system provide a very necessary
support function for these experiments. This paper discusses the over-all
command and telemetry systems; it considers first the need and general
objectives and then the systems aspects of the design. Finally it gives a
detailed discussion of the implementation of each system.
The need for a command system for the Telstar project arises pri-
marily because of power considerations associated with the satellite
repeater: the communications circuits consume more power than the
solar plant is capable of supplying. 1 To be able to operate under full
load, batteries are provided which supply the additional power needed
during operation of the communications circuits. During those intervals
when the communications circuits are not on, the batteries are recharged
by the solar plant. Hence a command system is necessary to turn the
high-power communications circuits on and off. Having provided a
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command system, it is then convenient to turn other circuits on and off
and provide some other functions which can only be available with a
command system. These flmctions include changing telemetry encoders,
testing the two command receivers, and activating a torquing coil for
attitude control, as well as turning on and off the traveling-wave tube,
the IF amplifiers, the microwave carrier supply, telemetry and the
radiation experiments. The command receiver circuits must always be
energized so that commands may be acted upon to turn on other circuits.
The VHF beacon, used for wide-angle acquisition and tracking, is also
left on; however, it can be turned off under special conditions.
The telemetry carried aboard the Telstar satellite provides information
on 112 different quantities at a rate of one full frame per minute. These
quantities fall in four major categories. One type of data relayed from
the satellite consists of status information: for example, the state of
control relays, some critical temperatures, the solar plant output, and
the battery voltage. These data must be decoded and displayed in real
time so that the satellite can be operated with the least chance of
damage. The second class of data includes those items which pertain to
the general condition of the satellite. Such items include internal and
external temperatures, pressure, and solar aspect angle. These data are
normally monitored and recorded to be analyzed at a later time. They
provide a continuous record of the condition of the satellite and some of
the effects of its environment. The third main category of telemetry
data is that which monitors parameters pertinent to the communications
repeater. These data are monitored and recorded to provide correlation
data for the communications experiments. Such items as satellite
receiver AGC voltage, transmitted power levels, and certain tempera-
tures are necessary for correlating test data. The fourth category of
telemetry information is that which provides data from the radiation
damage experiments and those channels which contain the radiation
counter information. About one fourth of all the telemetry channels are
used in the radiation experiment, one third are used to measure various
temperatures, and the remaining channels are used to measure a variety
of relay states, currents, voltages, biases and calibrations.
II. SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION
The command and telemetry systems are each one-link transmission
systems. The command system has its transmitting terminal on the
ground and the receiver in the satellite. The telemetry system, on the
other hand, transmits from the satellite and the signals are received on
the ground. Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of each system and those por-
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Fig. 1 -- Block diagram of command and telemetry systems.
tions of the equipment which are common to the two systems, such as
the diplexers and the antennas.
The command system transmits signals to the satellite at approxi-
mately 123 mc. The transmitting terminal consists of a command en-
coder which generates the specified code and a VHF command trans-
mitter which is amplitude modulated by the command signal. The
output of the command transmitter goes through the ground diplexer
to the command tracker antenna and is radiated to the satellite. The
signal picked up by the satellite helical antenna goes through the
satellite diplexer and a splitting arrangement into two command re-
ceivers. The baseband pulses out of each receiver drive a decoder which
activates the proper relay through the action of the switching unit.
The telemetry system transmits information from the satellite back
to ground. The transmitting equipment in the satellite consists of a
telemetry encoder whose output modulates the 136-mc beacon. The
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signal then goes through the satellite diplexer to the helical antenna
where it is radiated. The telemetry signal is picked up on the ground
by the command tracker antenna and then goes through the ground
diplexer to the telemetry receiver. The output of the telemetry receiver
drives the decommutator, which presents the information in printouts
and displays.
The details of each of these systems will be discussed separately in
later portions of this paper. The nature of the signals and the over-all
system design considerations will be covered in the following sections.
III. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF TRANSMISSION SIGNALS
3.1 Command Signals
The commands are transmitted to the satellite in the VHF band. The
123-mc carrier is amplitude modulated with a keyed subcarrier. The
subcarrier, a 5.451-kc signal, is keyed on and off to generate a code
made up of bursts of subcarrier of different widths. A command word
is composed of a guard space, a start pulse and six code bits, each oc-
cupying a time slot equal in length to 72 cycles of subcarrier. A guard
space is no pulse (a blank time slot), and a start pulse is a burst of sub-
carrier for three fourths of the time slot. The six code bits are made up
of three ones (50 per cent duty cycle, burst of subcarrier for half a time
slot) and three zeros (25 per cent duty cycle, burst for one fourth of
the time slot). This three-out-of-six code permits 20 unique commands,
of which 15 are used in the Telstar system. The transmission of a com-
mand consists of sending the desired code word five times in succession.
This repetition is strictly redundant since each word is decoded and
acted upon independently in the satellite. Fig. 2 shows the baseband
waveform of a typical word (110100), the keyed subcarrier, and the
carrier modulated by this subcarrier. This particular code structure,
the carrier, and the subcarrier frequencies were chosen to be compatible
with existing command facilities at the NASA Minitrack stations. The
command and telemetry signals were thus chosen to provide the great-
est flexibility and compatibility with these existing facilities.
The code signal, as described above, is generated in the command
encoder. This signal 100 per cent amplitude modulates the command
transmitter. The command signal is transmitted from the command
tracker antenna and is received at the satellite by the helical VHF an-
tenna situated at one of the poles of the satellite. The command receiver
in the satellite shifts the carrier to a 5-mc IF, amplifies it, and detects
the code to produce a baseband pulse train which is decoded and which
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Fig. 2 -- Command signal waveforms: (a) baseband code, (b) gated subcarrier
(c) modulated carrier (expanded time scale).
causes the proper relay switching to accomplish the function designated
by the command being sent.
3.2 Telemetry Signal
The telemetry signal is transmitted from the satellite to the ground
telemetry receiver, also in the VHF band. The same antennas are used:
the satellite helix transmits the 136-mc beacon signal and the com-
mand tracker antenna receives it. The telemetry encoder within the
satellite generates a PCM signal made up of 120 eight-bit words. Each
eight-bit word is made up of a seven-bit binary code with an eighth bit
used for word synchronization. Of the 120 words there are 118 data
words, and two words (119 and 120) are used for frame synchronization.
The baseband PCM signal frequency modulates a 3-kc subcarrier with
a deviation of ±7.5 per cent (±225 cps). The modulating signal is
two-level, so the output of the FM modulator is a signal alternating
between two frequencies, 2775 and 3225 cps. This signal in turn 50 per
cent amplitude modulates the beacon. Fig. 3 shows a typical telemetry
word (level 90, on a 7-bit binary scale from 0 to 127), the corresponding
plot of frequency versus time of the subcarrier, and the modulated
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Fig. 3- Telemetry signal waveforms: (a) baseband code (bit level 90); (b)
subearrier frequency deviation; (e) modulated carrier (expanded time scale).
carrier. This PCM/FM/AM signal is transmitted from the satellite
helical antenna and is received by the command tracker antenna.
After amplification, the carrier is shifted to a 10-mc IF, and an amplitude
detector retrieves the frequency modulated 3-kc subcarrier. A frequency
discriminator extracts the baseband PCM signal, which is then decoded
to provide the corresponding output for each of the telemetry channels.
3.3 Command and Telemetry Infraction
The command and telemetry systems are essentially independent
systems. Certain commands are interlocked in such a way that their
use depends on what commands have been sent and upon the status
indicated by the received telemetry. The telemetry circuits in the satel-
lite can be turned on and off, and some of the telemetry channels monitor
parameters in the command circuits. To this extent the two systems
interact. Since the two directions of transmission use the same antennas,
diplexers are used at each terminal, and there will be some leakage of
each transmitter into the other receiver. The frequency separation is
large enough so that the leakage problem is not severe. The details of
this effect will be discussed under System Performance, Section V.
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IV. SIGNAL LEVELS
4.1 Command
The command transnfitter has an output capability nf 300 watts of
average unmodulated carrier power. At the Andover, Maine, ground
station the cabling distance from the command transmitter to the com-
mand tracker antenna is about 150 feet. The signal then goes through
the diplexer before being radiated from the antenna. Cabling and di-
plcxer losses are 2.5 db, and the antenna provides a gain of 17.5 db at
123 mc, for a net gain of 15 db.
Loss from transmitting antenna on the ground to the receiving antenna
on the satellite may be calculated from the theoretical free-space path
loss. Since the range (distance from transmitting to receiving antenna)
is constantly changing in a satellite system, the path loss is a variable.
For the Telstar satellite launched July 10, 1962, the range may vary
from as much as 6500 miles (looking at apogee on the horizon) to as
little as 500 miles (perigee directly overhead). These variations in range
will result in a path loss variation of 22 db (from 155 to 133 db).
The radiation pattern of the satellite helical antenna is described in
detail elsewhere in this issue. 2 Ideally, the antenna would be isotropic.
The antenna pattern is essentially a surface of revolution; that is, the
gain at any angle does not change as the satellite spins on its axis. How-
ever, the gain is not constant as a function of the angle between the
satellite spin axis and the direction from which the satellite is viewed.
This angle, when measured from the end of the spin axis away from the
helical antenna, is called the spin angle. Fig. 4(a) shows the antenna
gain (including cabling and matching network losses) as a function of
the spin angle. Near the poles the antenna has considerable loss and is
difficult to measure; however, if we consider only those angles between
5 and 165 degrees, we see a range in antenna gain of 16 db. Combining
this variation with the variation due to range as given by Fig. 4(b), the
signal level at the command receiver may vary as much as 38 db over
all combinations of range and spin angle. It is possible on a given pass
to see a wide range of spin angles; however, to see the full variations in
range requires that the apsides advance through half a cycle, which in
this case takes about 3 months. The command receiver in the satellite
is designed to handle a signal level range of 30 db. This AGC range,
while not adequate to cover all cases, is adequate to cover the range of
signal levels that result during any pass or group of passes.
In addition to the path loss and the loss in the satellite helical antenna.
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Fig. 4 -- (a) Satellite antenna gain as a function of spin angle, (b) free-space
path loss at 123 mc as a function of range.
there is a 3-db polarization loss. The helical antenna on the satellite
has an essentially linear polarization, and the command tracker antenna
quad-helix has a right-hand circular polarization. To get from the an-
tenna to the command receiver, the signal loses 2.5 db in the diplexer
and another 3 db in a splitting pad (two receivers operating in parallel
for redundancy). The AGC range of each command receiver is such
that it can handle signals at its input of -100 to -70 dbm.
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4.2 Telemetry
The down link of the command and telemetry system consists pri-
marily of the satellite beacon transmitter, the transmission medium,
and the RF and telemetry receivers. The beacon puts out 200 milli-
watts (+23 dbm) of average unmodulated carrier power. The satellite
antenna pattern at 136 mc has approximately the same shape as at 123
mc, but the gain is down about 1 db due to cabling and matching net-
work losses. Free-space path loss at 136 mc is about 0.8 db greater than
at 123 mc, and the net gain associated with the command tracker
antenna is about 18 db rather than the 15 db at 123 mc. The command
tracker antenna is 3 db better at the telemetry frequency than at the
command frequency for two reasons. First, the beam is narrower at 136
mc, giving a gain increase of about 1.5 db, and secondly, the 1.5 db of
cabling loss is avoided by placing the RF preamplifier in the antenna
pedestal instead of in the control room 150 feet away.
There is again a loss of 3 db due to polarization, and the range of re-
ceived signal levels as before is 38 db. The limitation on the signal level
received at the ground is that it be strong enough to produce a detect-
able signal. The next section will show that a detectable signal will be
received if the command link is workable.
V. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
5.1 The Command System
The performance of the command and telemetry systems can best
be described by first considering the parameters of the command sys-
tem. From noise considerations, the minimum allowable received signal
level can be determined. Then, knowing the properties of the ground
transmitter and of the satellite receiver, the worst combinations of spin
angle and range can be determined. The performance of the telemetry
system will then be determined, based on the poorest combination of
range and spin angle allowed by the command system.
Contributors to the noise performance of the command receiver are
(i) thermal noise, (ii) galactic or cosmic noise, and (iii) leakage of the
beacon signal into the command system. The effective bandwidth of
the command receiver is less than 60 kc. The thermal noise power
available in a 60-kc band referred to the input of a 5-db noise figure
amplifier is -122.8 dbm. Cosmic noise available in a 60-kc band at 123
mc is taken to be -121 dbm (1000°K) 3. The leakage of the 136-mc
beacon into the command receiver results in an interfering signal at the
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output of the receiver.The off-frequencyrejectionin the receiver
referredto -100 dbmat the input is 64db; the diplexerhas80db
rejectionagainstthe+24-dbm, 136-mc signal getting into the command
system; and taking the 3-db splitting pad loss, the leakage signal referred
to the input of the command receiver is -123 dbm. Adding these three
interferences on a power basis results in an interference level at the input
to the command receiver of -117.5 dbm. With a -100-dbm input
signal, the resulting signal-to-noise ratio of 17.5 db will provide essentially
error-free performance in the command decoder.
The minimum signal level within the AGC range of the receiver, as
stated earlier, is -100 dbm. Since this also results in a signal-to-noise
ratio corresponding to error-free operation, it will be taken as the thresh-
old of commandability. In practice it has been found that a received
signal level of -100 dbm is 3 to 5 db above the point where commands
will be recognized but with an occasional error.
The received power equation for the command system is
PR = Pr + G_ -- PL + G2 - 8.5db (1)
where PR -- received signal level at the input to each command re-
ceiver in dbm
PT = ground transmitter output power (+53 dbm)
G_ = command tracker antenna gain at command frequency
minus cable and diplexer loss (+15 dbm)
PL = path loss at command frequency (db)
G2 = satellite helical antenna gain at command frequency (db).
The 8.5 db is made up of 3 db polarization loss, 2.5 db satellite diplexer
loss, and 3 db splitting pad loss for driving the two command receivers
in parallel. To keep the minimum signal at the command receiver input
at - 100 dbm requires that the path loss minus the satellite antenna gain
shall not exceed 159 db. The path loss at the command frequency is
given by
PL = 78.4 + 20 log R (db) (2)
where R is the range from transmitter to satellite in statute miles. Fig.
4 shows path loss as a function of range and the satellite antenna gain
as a function of spin angle. Fig. 5 shows the relationship between range
and spin angle such that the minimum workable signal is assured. The
contour plotted is for PR ---- --100 dbm. The received signal level any-
where to the left of the curve will exceed -100 dbm; to the right of the
curve the level will be less than - 100 dbm and commanding should not
be attempted. For an isotropic antenna (the actual antenna has unity
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gain at 90 and 40 degrees) the maximum workable range is 10,700
miles. For the actual antenna, the maximum range which will be safe
for any spin angle between 5 and 165 degrees is 2000 miles, and the
maximum range for the best spin angle (65 degrees) is 12,900 miles.
For the Telstar satellite orbit with its maximum slant range of 6500
miles, the command system will be workable as long as the spin angle
stays within 20 to 120 degrees.
5.2 The Telemetry System
If the command system is within range, then the path loss minus
satellite antenna gain is less than 159 db at the command frequency.
Under the same conditions, the path loss minus satellite antenna gain
at the telemetry frequency will be less than 161 db (the difference in
path loss and antenna gains were pointed out previously) and the re-
ceived signal level at the input to the telemetry receiver will be at least
-]20 dbm: satellite transmitted beacon power of +23 dbm, minus
161 db for path loss and antenna gain, plus 18 db for the ground antenna,
results in a received signal level of --120 dbm. The noise level referred
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to theinputof a3.5-dbnoisefigurereceiverwitha20-kcbandis -130
dbm.Theminimumcarrier-to-noiseratio (C/N) for theAM detection
is then10db.With a C/N ratio of 10 db, the AM detector will not en-
hance the noise appreciably and the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) for the
FM detector may be calculated directly. The signal power in each side-
band for a 50 per cent amplitude modulated carrier is 12 db below thc
carrier level. With double-sideband detection and a 600-cps bandwidth,
the S/N at the input to the FM detector is 16 db: power in each side-
band is -132 dbm; noise in a 600-cps band is -145 dbm. Single-side-
band detection would give S/N = 13 db, and double-sideband detection
results in S/N = 16 db. This signal-to-noise ratio at the input to the
FM detector will result in output performance which is essentially error
free. To keep a S/N ratio of at least 10 db at the FM detector, the sig-
nal level might be allowed to drop another 4 db to -124 dbm. At this
point the C/N ratio at the AM detector would be 6 db and the full
3-db advantage of double-sideband detection could not be realized.
Hence, the S/N ratio at the input to the FM detector would be about
10 db, and this should be near the breaking point of the system. This
has been borne out in practice since the telemetry system has been found
to break at input levels of -122 to -124 dbm.
As seen from the above discussion, the command and telemetry sys-
tems are both workable under just about the same conditions. In the
Telstar satellite orbit (maximum range 6500 miles) both systems are
operable with 2- to 4-db margin for spin angles between 20 and 120
degrees. To date the spin angle from the Andover station has not been
less than 20 degrees, but it has been as high as 165 degrees. At the com-
mand and telemetry station at Cape Canaveral the spin angle has been
much greater; in fact spin angles very near 180 degrees have been en-
countered. Under these conditions both the command and telemetry
systems were unworkable as expected. The times of these "spin outages"
are predictable and can be avoided by appropriate scheduling.
VI. COMMAND SYSTEM
Previous sections stated the purpose of the command system, gave
a brief over-all system description, and discussed signal levels and noise
performance. We now proceed to a more detailed description of the
command system. First the entire system will be given a general de-
scription to functionally relate the major portions. This will be followed
by still more detailed descriptions of the maior blocks.
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6.1 General Description
The command system employs fifteen different commands as given
in Table I. These are listed here as a matter of general interest and for
convenience in understanding subsequent sections.
A functional block diagram of the command system is shown in Fig.
6. A command can be originated in the ground station at the telemetry
and operating panel or remotely at the ground station control console.
The command encoder translates the specific command to a preselected
code and sends this code via the ground station command transmitter
to the satellite.
Upon initiation of a command, a control signal is sent over one out
of 20 lines to the encoding circuit. This signal is translated to an indi-
vidual 6-bit parallel code consisting of three ones and three zeros.
A decoding circuit converts the code back to a signal suitable for
lighting indicators to show that the proper command has been encoded.
Thus, when the command button is pressed it lights up, and another
group of six indicator lights shows the actual binary code.
The encoder output is also applied to the word assembly and to "par-
ity and lockout" circuits. The word assembly unit transforms the 6-bit
parallel word to an 8-bit serial word consisting of a start bit, the 6-bit
code, and a guard space. The 8-bit word is applied to the "parity and
lockout" circuit where the code is checked for an odd parity of three
TABLE I-- COMMANDS
Command Function
A
B
C
CC
AA
D
DD
E
EE
F
FF
SS
S
T-1
T-2
turns on TWT filament voltage
turns on TWT helix and collector voltages, energizes circuits as-
sociated with the communications experiment
turns on TWT anode voltage
turns off TWT anode voltage
turns off TWT helix, collector, and filament voltages; de-energizes
circuits used in the communications experiment
turns on telemetry and radiation experiment circuits
turns off telemetry and radiation experiment circuits
turns on current orientation loop
turns off current orientation loop
connects telemetry encoder No. 1
connects telemetry encoder No. 2; F and FF also control direction
of current through the orientation loop
initiates CC, AA, DD, and EE and disconnects battery and VHF
beacon
connects battery back into circuit and turns on VHF beacon
turns off command decoder No. 2 for 15 seconds
turns off command decoder No. 1 for 15 seconds
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ones. If an improper code is detected, a parity relay operates which in
turn actuates the lockout circuit. The lockout circuit prevents trans-
mission of the invalid code and selection of a new command until a re-
set button is depressed.
The word assembly output, if found to be proper, is applied to the
output circuit five times in succession. In the output circuit the 8-bit
word 100 per cent modulates a 5.451-kc carrier. This amplitude-
modulated subcarrier signal is sent to the command transmitter where
it 100 per cent amplitude modulates the 123-mc carrier and is then
transmitted to the satellite via the quad-helix command tracker antenna.
For reliability, the command portion of the satellite (except for re-
lays) is duplicated and is powered continuously. The two halves of the
command system are nearly independent except for some interconnec-
tions made to insure proper operations under unusual circumstances.
The signal from the diplexer is transformer-coupled to the two com-
mand receivers.
The command receiver is of the superheterodyne type and consists
of an RF mixer, local oscillator, IF amplifier, AGC, and a two-stage
detector. The receiver AGC obviates the need for a variable threshold
in the command decoder.
The command receiver output is detected in the shaping network,
which has a threshold level fixed at half the average signal amplitude.
The command decoder translates the baseband train of pulses which
the receiver has recovered into a pulse on the appropriate one-out-of-
fourteen output leads. The decoder consists of a pulse shaping network,
pulse width counter, pulse width translator, timer, and shift register.
The one-out-of-fourteen outputs of the decoder are amplified and
stretched in the switching units, and the resultant outputs trigger mag-
netic latching relays. Sensitive magnetic latching relays are employed
to conserve power.
To prevent damage to the TWT and the battery of the satellite, a
number of safety interlock features are incorporated in the command
encoder on the ground and in the switching unit in the satellite.
The TWT anode turn-on (C command) cannot be sent unless three
minutes have elapsed since the TWT filament was turned on (A com-
mand) and unless telemetry indicates that the filaments are actually on,
except when an override push-button is depressed. The override feature
is used to permit rapid turn-on of the tube when the 3-minute warm-up
time is unnecessary (i.e., if the tube had just been turned off).
Whenever the A relay in the satellite transfers (TWT heater on or
TWT off), the B relay (TWT helix and collector) is reset. This obviates
the need for a BB command and prevents turning on the TWT helix
and collector voltages prior to the TWT heater. The A and C relays
are interlocked to assure that the TWT anode voltage (C relay) will be
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turnedoff beforetheheater,helixandcollectorvoltagesareremoved.
Thesefeaturespreventdamageto theTWT.
A low-voltagetriggercircuitremovesall loads(exceptfor thecom-
mandsystem)and disconnectshe batteryby resettingthe S relay.
WiththeSrelayreset,the136-mcbeaconisinoperativeandnotelemetry
is available.TheS relayresetstatealsoinhibitsthecommandsA, B,
andC, thuspreventingturn-onof theTWT with lowbatteryvoltage.
If theS relayisresetbythelow-voltagetrigger,it cannotbesetbya
groundcommand(S)until the low-voltageconditionsubsides.This
safetyfeaturepreventsdamageto thebatteryandto theTWT dueto
alow-voltageconditionwhich,for example,mightbecausedby leaving
theTWT onfor anexcessiveperiod.
6.2Ground Command System
6.2.1 Command Encoder
A detailed diagram of the encoder is shown in Fig. 7. Operation of a
command switch momentarily energizes a command select relay. The
matrix input register stores this information temporarily until it is
transferred (in the form of a parallel 6-bit code) to the matrix output
registers. The use of two stores permits a new command to be selected
without interfering with the transmission of the previous command.
The heart of the encoder is the crystal oscillator which furnishes the
basic 5.451-kc subcarrier frequency to be used for code transmission.
All of the encoder timing is generated from this frequency with count-
down circuits. To insure proper timing accuracy in the frequency divider
circuits, the oscillator output is applied to a Schmitt Trigger circuit
The N/3 countdown circuit of thc cycle counter is of the relaxation
divider type, whereas the N/2 countdown circuits consist of binary
counter stages. The primary and secondary outputs from the final two
binary counters, representing the zero and the one respectively of the
ternary code, are applied to the logic I unit to obtain the start pulse and
the bit duration. The one and zero are also applied to the parity counter
gate. A parity count can be taken in AND gates since, as shown in Fig.
8, the coincidence of the eight code (excluding start) with ones and zeros
can have three outputs if and only if the code contains only three ones
and three zeros. (The parity enable eliminates the start pulse.) The
start, zero, and one outputs control the duration of the outputs of the
word timing gate.
A three-stage binary bit counter counts out the 8-bit code word, and
feeds the logic II gate whose outputs are used for timing and for the
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Fig. 8 -- Parity count timing sequence.
parallel code to serial code conversion. The output of the third stage of
the bit counter feeds the word counter, which in conjunction with logic
III permits the code to be generated five times in succession. By the
nature of the circuits, a gap of three word intervals follows the genera-
tion of the five code groups. Since the timing block of the encoder op-
erates continuously, there can be a delay of about ½second in transmis-
sion of a command if a command is selected just after a word counter
cycle has started. Partial code transmission is prevented by the parity
and lockout, which can only operate once during a code group (five codes)
and is initiated with the third code (dead interval).
6.2.2 Command Transmitter
The command transmitter consists of an RF exciter, intermediate
power amplifier, modulator, RF power amplifier and an output section.
The exciter generates the 123-mc crystal-controlled carrier which drives
the intermediate power amplifier. The RF power amplifier then provides
the power gain necessary to radiate 200 watts. The output stage is push-
pull and is plate-modulated by the signal out of the modulator. The
modulator is fiat to ± 1 db from 200 cps to 10 kc and is capable of pro-
viding 100 per cent modulation of the 200-watt output. The output
section provides coupling into the load, and matching trimmers and
filters. The equipment is housed in two bays and was designed and man-
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Fig. 9 - Command tracker antenna. 
ufactured to Bell Telephone Laboratories specifications by Lockheed 
Electronics Company, a division of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation. 
6.2.3 Command Tracker Antenna 
The command tracker antenna shown in Fig. 9 is a quad-helix VHF 
antenna used to transmit the command signals, receive the telemetry 
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signals, and track the VHF beacon. The antenna has full autotrack capa-
bilities, so the command and telcmetry operation can be completely
independent of other satellite operations. It can, however, serve as an
acquisition aid by providing pointing information to other antennas,
such as _,,_ prec_slon tracker. 4 T,l_ uses pl_v-_uI,_tive lllOllOptllSe tracking
employing a 4-element helix array and giving over-all pointing accuracy
of approximately ±1 degree.
As a transmitting antenna (123 mc) it has a gain of 17.5 db with right-
hand circular polarization, and its side lobe levels do not exceed -11
db. For receiving at 136 mc, the gain is 19 db and the polarization and
side lobe performance are the same as at 123 inc. The command tracker
antenna was designed and built to Bell Telephone Laboratories specifi-
cations by Radiation, Incorporated, of Melbourne, Florida.
6.3 Satellite Command System
6.3.1 Command Receiver
Each of the two command receivers consists of an RF section, mixer,
local oscillator, amplifier and detector. The two command receivers (See
Fig. 10) are transformer coupled to the diplexer. The manner of making
the connection places the loads in series, permits the use of ground for
all returns, and provides the proper generator impedance for optimum
noise figure.
The RF section provides 18 to 20 db of gain at 123 mc and has an
over-all bandwidth of 3 mc (3 db points). This section consists of two
stages separated by a low-Q parallel tuned circuit while the second stage
has connected to its emitter a high-Q tuned series circuit. This combina-
tion provides a low over-all noise figure with at least 10 db image fre-
quency rejection. The mixer is a single-stage amplifier employing emitter
iniection of the local oscillator while the RF signal is applied to the base.
The conversion gain of the stage is approximately 4 db and the IF
signal is at 5 mc. A temperature-stabilized crystal oscillator followed by
two diode doubler circuits provides the local oscillator signal of 128 mc
for the mixer.
A 4-stage IF amplifier provides 50-80 db of gain, depending upon the
AGC control. AGC control is maintained on the first three IF stages and
provides a constant detected output level over a 30 db range of receiver
input signals. Primary-tuned interstage coupling transformers provide
an IF bandwidth of approximately 50 kc (3 db points), which allows
for Doppler shifts and transmitter and receiver frequency drifts.
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Because of the use of a subcarrier, double detection is necessary. The
first detector recovers the 5.451-kc subcarricr. An amplifier supplies a
signal to the AGC loop and to the second detector, which consists of a
full-wave rectifier followed by an amplifier and a low-pass filter, having a
500-en,_ _,lt.n_" _i_h ._ _ _h per eetave slope .....
-I .................... _kiVlJUb _1_11_1 iS a bl_:;blll
of pulses having an amplitude between 4 and 4.5 volts and containing
less than 1 db of ripple.
6.3.2 Command Decoder
A simplified block diagram of the command decoder is shown in Fig. 11
and the timing relationships are shown in Fig. 12. The command re-
ceiver output signal is detected in the shaping network. Because the
receiver has AGC, the shaping network threshold level is fixed at the
average-signal, half-amplitude value. The detected signal permits the
gated multivibrator pulse generator to free run for the length of time
that the signal exceeds the threshold level. The pulse generator will
generate three, two, or one pulse(s) for a start, one, and zero input
respectively. The output of the shaping network is also used for readout
and reset functions. The pulse width counter and digit gates (zero, one
and reset) translate the ternary code to a pulse on one of three output
leads. The counter and gates are "reset" by the detected signal. To
prevent the inadvertent joining of two code fragments, a consecutive
pulse timer controls the one and zero gate outputs. The loss of a word
bit resets the timer, thus preventing further one and zero gate outputs.
Because of the positive feedback aspects of this circuit, the timer inputs
are controlled by the shaping network output.
A detected start pulse at the R gate output is used to reset the flip-flop
stores and the digit counter. It also starts the consecutive pulse timer.
The combined zero and one outputs drive the digit counter. The digit
counter and the counting gates form a series-to-parallel converter for
the detected ones. With the inclusion of the flip-flop stores, the combina-
tion forms a shift register. The output gates translate the stored binary
code to an output pulse on one-of-fourteen leads. To restrict power
consumption and to control the output gate readout time, a strobe unit
applies power to these gates. The strobe, in turn, is controlled by the
digit counter and will generate an output when the digit counter has
counted to six. Since the strobe is internally ac coupled, the power to
the gates is applied for only a few milliseconds.
To permit disabling of a decoder, the strobe ground can be removed by
sending a ground command through its companion decoder. Each de-
coder can be disabled for approximately 15 seconds by sending the
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Fig. 12 -- Command decoder waveforms.
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appropriate (T) command to the other decoder. Thus, if a decoder is
detecting a command falsely, it can temporarily be removed from
service.
6.3.3 Command Switching Unit
The switching unit (Fig. 13) is subdivided into two parts. Each channel
performs the same function, thereby providing two separate paths for
command execution (except for the T-1 and T-2 commands). Monostable
multivibrators provide the necessary amplification and pulse stretching.
Driver outputs are combined in OR gates to activate each relay. Single
letters designate "set" operations while double letters designate "reset"
operations.
As mentioned previously, the S relay is a safety device. Although it
can be set and reset by ground command, it can also be reset by the
low-voltage trigger circuit. Whenever the battery supply reaches 19.6
volts ± 0.4 volt, the low-voltage trigger circuit responds, thereby trig-
gering the SS driver. Resetting of the S relay resets all other relays except
the F (choice of telemetry encoders) and removes ground command con-
trol from the A, B, and C relays. The S relay cannot be prematurely reset
while the low-voltage condition persists. These features are incorporated
to avoid damage to the battery and the TWT.
To avoid permanently disabling the satellite because of failure of a
single low-voltage trigger circuit, an override feature is incorporated.
The T-1 and T-2 relays inhibit the operation of the SS-2 and SS-1 drivers,
respectively, thus permitting the S relay to be set by command during
the 15 seconds deactivation of the faulty trigger circuit. Since T-1 and
T-2 cannot be transmitted simultaneously, overriding of a legitimate
low-voltage condition cannot occur.
VII. TELEMETRY SYSTEM
7.1 Over-All Description of Telemetry System
In the satellite, the signals to be telemetered are time multiplexed by
sampling gates, encoded into PCM, frequency modulated on a 3-kc sub-
carrier, amplitude modulated on the 136-me beacon, and radiated to the
earth by the VHF antenna. On the ground, the signal is picked up by the
VHF command-tracker antenna, amplified, and amplitude detected;
then frequency discriminated to recover the PCM, decoded, and decom-
mutated; and fed to a printout, punch-out, and various displays.
Figs. 14 and 15 show in block diagram form the principal functional
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portions of the satellite and ground telemetry systems, respectively. For
the satellite system, the portion of the circuit including multiplexer, re-
dundant coders, registers, and voltage-controlled oscillator was de-
veloped and constructed for Bell Laboratories by Radiation, Incorpo-
rated, of Melbourne, Florida. The ground telemetry, except for the
antenna and preamplifiers which are part of the VHF tracker, was
supplied by Electro-Mechanical Research, Incorporated, of Sarasota,
Florida.
7.2 Types of Information Telemetered
The information telemetered falls into several categories as listed in
Table II.
The radiation experiment is discussed in detail in another article in
this issue. 5 Of the telemetry channels, 16 are used for electron and proton
energetic particle counts, 4 for bias of counting detectors, 7 for transistor
damage, 4 for solar cell damage, and 6 for solar aspect. In addition to
handling the count or measured values of the radiation experiment, the
telemetry circuit also provides synchronized pulses for gating on and off
the particle-counting circuits and for shifting their thresholds.
Internal temperatures are measured at a number of points in the elec-
tronics canister. These are distributed throughout the structure to give
both a general temperature picture and to follow certain items of special
interest such as battery and traveling-wave tube temperatures. External
temperatures are measured at strategic points just under the outer skin
and at points associated with the radiation experiment.
TABLE II -- TELEMETERED INFORMATION
Total
Radiation experiment
Internal temperatures
External temperatures
Microwave circuit
Power supply
Relay states
Command system
Canister pressure
Calibration
Frame synchronization
Unassigned
Number of Channels
37
24
16
13
9
4
6
2
1
2
6
120
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Various items of the microwave circuit that are monitored via teleme-
try include the traveling-wave tube accelerator, collector and helix cur-
rents, the TWT heater voltage, converter biases, and the IF amplifier
AGC. These are of special interest both for the operational control and
_ the ...... :'-'-: ....... _ .....***_J,**_¢)llll_ of p_cl-loflll_ll(_e of eomnmnications repeater. Of*,-,* Ule
the power supply items monitored, perhaps the most important are the
solar plant current and the battery voltages. Also monitored are key
voltages of the regulator.
Command relay state monitoring is important from an operational
standpoint in checking the turn-on and turn-off steps for the traveling-
wave tube, the status of the torquing loop, and monitoring the re-
sponses to two special commands, T-1 and T-2. Both input and output
signals of the command receiver pairs are monitored.
Canister pressure is checked to see whether it is above or below dis-
crete levels of 5 and 1 psia.
7.3 Types of Telemetry Channels
To handle the various items to be telemetered, several ranges and
types of channels have been employed as listed in Table III.
Where possible, high-level channels were employed. Low-level chan-
nels were employed for small signals and differential inputs. The solar
aspect channels, in addition to being still more sensitive, are sampled
quasi-simultaneously. The digital data channels are for the radiation
experiment energetic particle count where the input consists of pulses
to be counted. In all cases, the channels are sampled once every minute
and converted to binary PCM for transmission.
7.4 Satellite Telemetry Sending System
7.4.1 Sensors
Except for the so-called digital data channels of the radiation experi-
ment, all the items to be telemetered are first converted to voltages
TABLE III--TYPES OF CHANNELS
Number
80
14
10
14
2
Type of Channel
High-level
Low-level
Solar aspect
Digital data (7 pairs)
Frame synchronization
Input
0 to -5 volts analog
0 to -0.5 volt analog
0 to -0.1 volt analog
0 to 16,383 pulses
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which are subsequently converted to PCM by the encoder. In some
cases the analog signal is simply an existing voltage, such as a bias, or a
rectified wave, derived directly from the circuit to be monitored. In
other cases, transducers or sensors such as thermistors or pressure
s_itches and auxiliary circuits are used to convert the physical quantity
Lo be measured, such as temperature or pressure, to a dc analog signal.
7.4.2 Multiplexer
Each analog signal to be telemetered is sampled through sampling
gates once every minute and its value encoded into a seven-bit binary
code. Channel gates are matched pairs of transistors that are pulsed on
in proper channel sequence by transformers of the multiplexer matrix.
The 8 X 14 matrix of square-loop magnetic core transformers is driven
by horizontal and vertical shift registers and control counters which,
in turn, are driven at the word rate. Basic timing at word and bit rate
is obtained from a 32-cps oscillator and counters.
In addition to controlling the channel sampling gates, the multiplex
matrix also provides timing pulses for the control of the radiation ex-
periment, synchronized with particular word positions. Internal teleme-
try circuit commands tied to the channel format are also derived from
the matrix.
Multiplexing of the solar aspect channels is accomplished by a separate
multiplexer operating at high speed in order to effect quasi-simultaneous
acquisition of the data. For this, a blocking oscillator, triggered by the
main multiplexer, drives a counter and diode matrix which, in turn,
drives the transformer-coupled transistor gates.
High-level channel output of the matrix is fed directly to the encoder.
Low-level channel output is fed through a 10:1 amplifier and solar aspect
channel output is fed through a 50:1 amplifier before going to the en-
coder. Thus, in all cases, the analog input signals leaving the multiplexer
are adjusted to a common 0 to -5 volt range for the encoder to handle.
7.4.3 Encoders
To improve reliability, two encoders have been incorporated in the
system. Either encoder can be put in operation by ground command (F
or FF). The timing circuit oscillators, which are closely linked to the
encoders, are also redundant.
For normal high- and low-level channels, each analog signal is sampled
once per minute at a rate of one channel each half second. The encoding
of each analog signal is accomplished in approximately 50 _sec.
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Through consecutive half-amplitude comparisons, the signal is en-
coded into a 7-bit binary code representing the input signal to an
accuracy of +l per cent of full scale range for high-level channels and
-4-2 per cent for low-level channels. Thus, each channel input signal is
qua,tized inLo a code representing one of 127 levels. The binary-coded
information is stored in the output register for readout. A word sync
pulse is added at the end of the 7 information slots, resulting in an 8-bit
word which is then read out at the normal transmitting rate of 16 bits
per second.
To conserve power, the encoders are energized in a pulsed-power mode
for approximately 170 _sec during each word time.
For solar aspect and solar cell damage measurement, however, essen-
tially simultaneous sampling of ten channels is required. Practically, this
has been accomplished by sampling and encoding all ten of these chan-
nels in 1100 psec, during which time the satellite will have rotated
approximately one degree. The ten encoded signals are stored in the
output register matrix until they are read out at the uniform output
rate of 16 bits per second, or one word per half second.
7.4.4 Digital Data Channels for Radiation Experiment
Another article in this issue discusses the radiation experiment particle
count circuitry. The telemetry system is linked with that circuitry by
supplying to it timed control pulses for turning on and turning off various
_._o ,_,u ,_ _ _v _plo_,p_u tim_ re_auve _o the telemetr rame
progression. The result of this is that the particle experiment pulse
groups to be counted and telemetered are time multiplexed into seven
different time intervals and are fed to a 14-stage counter. Seven times
in the course of each frame, corresponding to the seven digital data
channel pairs, the 14-bit digital data counter is read in parallel form into
......... • !+h_...output register, ,,,,,¢...... ,.,,,_:-_ *_'_,._data are read out _vque,,tlahy a_
two adjacent channel words. Each pair of these digital data channels
can handle pulse counts ranging from 0 to 16,383.
7.4.5 Output Register
The sampling, encoding or counting of channel data takes place at
several different rates. In order to transmit it at a uniform rate, an out-
put storage register is used. This register has 10 rows and 7 columns of
square loop magnetic cores appropriately interconnected with read-in,
set, shift and read-out windings. In all cases the final serial read-out for
transmission is taken from the top row (row 10). High-level and low-level
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dataarereadinto thetoprowonthecompletionof encoding.Theten
solaraspectchannelsarereadintothebottomrow(row1)onewordat
a timeandshiftedupward,filling the registerin approximately1100
usec. The data are then read out of the top row at the normal read-out
rate, shifting the stored words up at word rate. Digital data counts
from the 14-bit register are read into rows 8 and 9, which are subse-
quently shifted up for read-out.
Synchronization information is introduced into the format in the out-
put register. A word sync pulse is added at the end of each group of seven
information bit time slots, giving an 8-bit word length in which the most
significant bit comes first. Frame synchronization is introduced by put-
ting out an invariant train of pulses in the 16 time slots of the last two
word slots of each frame. This pattern of frame sync pulses is read into
rows 8 and 9 of the output register by energizing set windings on the ap-
propriate cores. The frame sync words are then shifted up and read out
in the normal fashion.
7.4.6 Voltage-Controlled Oscillator
The resulting output train of pulses from the output register is sent
to the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) where it is converted into a
frequency modulated signal. The voltage-controlled oscillator is a 3-kc
oscillator in which fre(lucncy is changed by switching in and out an in-
cremental capacitance in the tank circuit. For a zero bit the frequency
stays at 2775 cps for the full one-sixteenth of a second. For a one bit, the
frcquency is shifted up to 3225 cps for one thirty-second of a second and
returned to 2775 cps for the remaining half of the bit time slot.
7.4.7 VHF Beacon
The 136-mc beacon has the dual functions of providing a signal for
tracking at VHF and serving as the RF carrier for the telemetry 3-kc
subcarrier. The beacon can be turned off and on by ground command (S),
but it is normally kept on at all times, regardless of the state of telemetry.
The beacon will also be shut off automatically if the satellite battery
voltage drops below a predetermined low-voltage danger point. Power
for the beacon is drawn through contacts of a precision timer which will
automatically and irrevocably shut off the VHF beacon at the end of
two years. This latter feature is to keep the satellite from indefinitely
occupying this spot in the radio frequency spectrum.
The 136-mc frequency is produced by starting with a crystal oscillator
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at 17 mc and multiplying successively by factors of two. The crystal is
a third-overtone AT-cut quartz unit having a ruggedized mount and is
used in a Pierce oscillator circuit using the transistor in a common
emitter configuration and operating the crystal as a positive reactance
at a frequency slightly above series resonance. Initial frequency adjust-
ment was within 4-1 part per million. Frequency variation with tem-
perature over the anticipated range is less than 4-_ part per million,
and aging is expected not to exceed 1 part per million.
The oscillator is followed immediately by two stages of doublers in
which the transistors in common emitter mode are operated as class C
amplifiers into collector tank circuits tuned to the second harmonics.
Following this is a buffer amplifier and the last stage of multiplication,
in which a transistor with common emitter is operated class C into a
second harmonic tuned tank, thus producing the final desired frequency
of 136 me. Next, the power level is raised by a driver stage using a
common base transistor. Final amplification is obtained in a power
amplifier using a transistor in a common base configuration. All stages
of the circuit are transformer coupled.
The frequency modulated 3-kc subcarrier from the telemetry VCO is
fed to a driver stage and thence to a power amplifier using a pair of
transistors in common emitter push-pull. This signal is fed to the
collectors of the driver and power amplifier stages of the beacon, pro-
ducing 50 per cent modulation of the carrier. The signal is then fed to
the diplexer which connects the VHF helix antenna to both the beacen
and the command receiver while providing isolation between them. The
signal is radiated approximately isotropically and linearly polarized
from the antenna at a level of 250 milliwatts.
7.5 Ground Telemetry Receiving System
7.5.1 Antenna and Diplexer
On the ground, the 136-mc signal is picked up by the command tracker
antenna. This is a circularly polarized antenna; hence, effective signal
strength is not dependent on the orientation of the linearly polarized
wave from the satellite. From the antenna the signal goes to the diplexer
which permits the use of the single antenna for simultaneous transmit-
ting and receiving purposes without interference. From there, the in-
coming signal goes to a preamplifier with a noise figure of 3.5 db. The
total effective gain of the ground system to this point, including antenna
gain, diplexer, and cable losses, is 18 db.
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7.5.2Preamplifier, Receiver, Discriminator, and Recorder
After preamplification, the signal goes from the antenna pedestal to
the telemetry radio receiver, which recovers the 3-kc subcarricr by AM
detection. The 3-kc signal is thcn fed to a phaselock discriminator which
recovers the original pulse train PCM signal. The subcarrier is also fed
to a magnetic tape recorder which serves as a back-up to make possible
the recovery of telemetry data at a later time in the event of a failure in
the ground system beyond this point. The tape can be played back into
the discriminator and processing continued in the normal fashion should
this be necessary.
7.5.3 Synchronizer, Translator, and Decommutator
From the discriminator, the pulse train goes to the synchronizing,
translating, and decommutation equipment. Bit rate, word sync, and
frame sync are sought and recovered, synchronizing the rest of the equip-
ment. This takes place automatically, progressing from a search mode
to a tentative sync or check mode, to a full sync mode. In the event of
loss of sync, the circuit automatically reverts to the next lower mode in
order to effect recovery. Adjustable controls permit presetting of sync
error rate limits at which this reversion takes place. Thus, if desired, the
equipment can, in effect, be programmed to accept limited numbers of
errors and tide synchronization over temporary fading or interference.
After synchronization, the signal is decoded or translated into forms
suitable for the several read-out options. Channel numbers arc generated
in step with the data, and strobing pulses are made available to decom-
mutate the data into selected channel readouts.
7.5.4 Print-out
All channels are printed out sequentially with data and corresponding
channel number by a Hewlett Packard tape printer. Time is also printed
on this record at the spot where the frame sync words would appear
(channels 119 and 120). The data read-out is virtually a real time read-
out, being delayed by approximately one and one-half seconds. It serves
as the primary source of information on all channels.
7.5.5 Data Limits
When a channel value is either above or below preset limit values, an
out-of-limits mark is printed next to the data. Both maximum and mini-
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mum limit values can be set up in a plug board memory for each of the
118 channels individually. The values are set in binary code with plug-in
diodes.
7.5.6 Teletypewriter Punch
All channel values are also punched in teletypewriter tape, along with
appropriate format information to give a page print-out. The teletype-
writer tape can be read out and transmitted to other locations either im-
mediately or at a later time.
7.5.7 Light and Meter Displays
In addition to the all-channels printed displays, there are also a limited
number of binary light displays, analog meter displays, and decimal
light displays which can be connected to any of the channels. The choice
of channels to be displayed is set up on a program patch board. Out-of-
limits relays for remote indicators and command interlock are also con-
nected to the desired channels by means of this program board.
7.5.8 Operational Considerations
In the normal mode of operation, the numeric print-out tape is used
by an operator to monitor all channels. Commands are marked on the
tape at the channel times corresponding to their transmittal by the op-
erator. Remote indicators at the ground station console display the
states of the TWT (A, B and C commands) relays as deduced by teleme-
try. Operating decisions are made with the help of telemetry data thus
supplied.
In addition to the VHF ground facilities at the Andover, Maine, sta-
tion the command and telemetry ground equipment is duplicated at the
Bell Laboratories station at Cape Canaveral. The Cape facilities were,
of course, used for prelaunch and launch operations and are now used for
monitoring of passes. A third telemetry bay, located in New Jersey, was
used for satellite manufacturing testing. This bay has modifications
which permit it to decommutate magnetic tape recordings at speeds four
and eight times real time, and this facility is used to process telemetry
subcarrier recordings made by Minitrack stations.
By means of audio tie-lines and teletypewriter fines, the telemetry
facilities at these three locations may be interconnected in various ways
to provide mutual back-up.
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7.6 Performance
The telemetry system has been used in the satellites at all stages of
its life: during manufacturing tests, launch operations, and in orbit.
Thus far, it has been performing normally and is supplying the desired
data.
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Ground station equipment for the Telstar experiment includes a 6-kmc
transmitter and a _-kmc receiver used for television and telephone channels.
This paper describes the over-all transmitting and receiving arrangements
and presents detailed accounts of the RF and power-supply subsystems.
Information is also presented on protection, control and equipment features,
and on receiver noise performance.
I. TRANSMITTER
1.1 General
The Telstar ground transmitter is designed to produce a 2-kw fre-
quency-modulated signal in the 6-kmc band, suitable for the transmission
of television or multiplex telephony. Fig. 1 is a simplified block diagram
which shows the basic features of the four sections of the transmitter:
FM deviator, modulator-amplifier, transmitter carrier supply, and power
amplifier. The Telstar transmission objectives 1,2 are similar in many
respects to those established for domestic microwave radio relay systems.
As a result, it has been possible to use in the Telstar transmitter many
pieces of equipment designed for that service. The FM deviator, modu-
lator-amplifier and transmitter carrier supply are direct adaptations of
units currently being manufactured for the 6-kmc TH radio relay sys-
tem. 3,4,5 The power amplifier is designed around a 2-kw traveling-wave
tub@ developed at Bell Telephone Laboratories.
1.2 Design Considerations
Table I summarizes the transmission objectives established for the
ground transmitter. These are derived from system objectives based,
primarily, on one-way transmission of monochrome television and 600-
channel multiplex telephone. Simultaneous two-way transmission
through the satellite, together with its restricted AGC range, deter-
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TABLE I--TRANSMISSION OBJECTIVES, GROUND TRANSMITTER
Baseband response
Peak frequency deviation
RF and IF bandwidth
Output power
Center frequency :
TV and 600-channel telephone
12-channel two-way telephone
Frequency stability :
FM deviator
without modulation
with modulation
Transmitter carrier supply
2 cps to 5 mc
10 mc
32 mc at 1-db points
2 kw, continuously variable from 2 kw
to 0.02 kw
6389.58 mc
6384.58 or 6394.58 mc
±50 kc
:t: [50 kc _ 0.1 (rms frequency devia-
tion)]
d:60 ke
mined the need to control the transmitter output. For 12-channel two-
way telephony,* it is particularly desirable that the 6-kmc signals at
the satellite be independent of slant range.
Operating practices are patterned after those established for domestic
radio relay systems. Maintenance procedures, based on the use of
standard Bell System test equipment, 7 enable all testing to be performed
with the transmitter disconnected from the antenna. In addition, ex-
tensive alarm and control circuits have been incorporated in the trans-
mitter to permit continuous, unattended operation.
1.3 Description
1.3.1 General
In this section the signal is traced through the transmitter; the fol-
lowing sections discuss the individual units of the transmitter in greate_
detail. Referring to Fig. 1, frequency modulation is generated by apply-
ing the television or multiplex telephone signal to the repeller of a reflex
klystron. A 1-volt peak-to-peak signal at the 124-ohm balanced input
to the baseband amplifier produces a peak deviation of 10 mc. The
resulting frequency-modulated microwave signal is translated to the re-
quired intermediate frequency by combining it with the output of a
second reflex klystron in a modulator. The output of the modulator,
corresponding to the frequency difference of the two inputs, is the de-
sired frequency-modulated IF signal. For television or 600-channel
multiplex the center frequency is 74.13 mc; for 12-channel two-way
multiplex it is 69.13 or 79.13 mc. Shifting the center frequency of the
* Twelve two-way channels is the number selected for this experiment and does
not necessarily represent the capacity of the system.
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FM deviator plus or minus 5 me is a convenient means of obtaining
either of the two transmitter frequencies required for two-way tele-
phony. At the output of the wideband IF amplifier that follows the
modulator, the signal power is +11 dbm. The automatic frequency
control circuit samples the output and adjusts the repeller voltage of
the second klystron to maintain a constant average output frequency.
In the modulator-amplifier the FM signal initially passes through an
IF limiter, which removes any amplitude modulation, and then through
an IF switch to the transmitter modulator. The controls of this high-
speed switch are connected to the protective circuits in the power am-
plifier as well as to local and remote operating positions. In the modulator
the IF signal is translated to the required RF frequency. The filter fol-
lowing the modulator permits only the signal corresponding to the sum
of the frequencies of the IF signal and the 6315-mc output of the trans-
mitter carrier supply to be amplified in the medium-power traveling-
wave tube (TWT). At the output of this TWT the signal power is +37
dbm. The motor-driven waveguide attenuator at the output of the
modulator-amplifier determines the input to the 2-kw traveling-wave
tube in the power amplifier. The attenuator is part of the servo loop
that varies the output of the ground transmitter to compensate for the
changes in free-space path loss with satellite range The filter following
the 2-kw traveling-wave tube offers approximately 50 db suppression to
second harmonic signals in the output The waveguide switch and water
load are part of the test facilities built into the power amplifier.
1.3.2 FM Deviator
The FM deviator is an adaptation of the FM terminal transmitter 5
designed for the TH radio relay systcm. The TH terminal transmitter
is characterized by a 4-me peak deviation capability, a 10-me baseband
response, excellent linearity, and an IF bandwidth of 32 mc. Increasing
the gain of the original baseband amplifier was the only change required
in the signal path to extend the peak deviation capability to 10 me.
Even at this increased deviation, the linearity of the Western Electric
450A reflex klystron, designed especially as a deviation oscillator for the
TH FM terminal transmitter, is more than adequate to meet Telstar
objectives. With a required baseband response of only 5 mc, it was
possible to realize the additional baseband gain by simply increasing the
interstage impedances in that amplifier.
While the basic method of automatic frequency control used in the
TH equipment has been retained, increasing the peak deviation to 10
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mc has necessitated extensive modifications in the AFC circuits. Requir-
ing the FM deviator to operate satisfactorily with television signals for
405-, 525-, and 625-line systems further complicated the problem.
Referring to Fig. 2, the average frequency of the deviator output is
IF amplifier and the reference oscillator are alternately gated off-and-on
at an 18½ cps rate. (The reason for selecting this particular frequency will
be discussed later in this section.) During one half of the gating period
only the deviator output is effectively connected to the AFC discrimi-
nator; the dc output of the discriminator is proportional to the difference
between the average frequency of the deviator and the center frequency
of the discriminator. During the other half the reference oscillator is
connected to the discriminator, and the dc output is then proportional
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Fig. 2 --Block diagram of the FM deviator.
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to thedifferencebetweentheoscillatorfrequencyandthediscriminator
centerfrequency.Asa result,theAFC discriminatoroutputcontains
an18-_cpssquarewavewhosepeak-to-peakaverageamplitudeis pro-
portionalto the frequencydifferencebetweenthe referenceoscillator
andtheaveragefrequencyof thedeviatoroutput.Thefunctionof the
AFClimiteristo equalizesignalamplitudesat theinputtothediscrimi-
nator.Thebandpassfilter followingthediscriminatoreffectivelyallows
only the fundamentalcomponentof the 18½cpssquarewaveto be
amplified.At theoutputoftheaudioamplifier,the18-_cpssinewaveis
rectifiedina synchronousdetectorandfiltered.Thedcsignalisapplied
to therepellerof thebeat-oscillatorklystronwith theproperpolarity
to reducethefrequencydifferencebetweenthereferenceoscillatorand
thedeviatoroutput.GatingoftheAFCIF amplifierandreferenceoscil-
latorandtheuseof synchronousrectificationeliminatetheneedfor dc
amplificationandmaketheAFCloopinsensitiveto smalldriftsin the
centerfrequencyof theAFCdiscriminator.Theopen-loopgainof the
AFCsystemis,typically,36db.
In the absenceof modulation,frequencyerrorsare in generalthe
resultofdriftsin theklystroncenterfrequencies.With modulation,the
instantaneousfrequencyof theFM signaliscontinuouslychanging,and
nonlinearitiesin the AFCdiscriminatorcharacteristicwill contribute
termsto theaveragediscriminatoroutputthat arenot linearlyrelated
to the averagefrequencyof the FM signal.To achievecomparable
linearityat the increasedpeakdeviation,the originalAFC limiter-
discriminatorwasreplacedwiththewidebandlimiteranddiscriminator
oftheTH FM terminalreceiver.5Petween64and84mcthefirst-order
nonlinearityof thewidebandiscriminatoris lessthan2percent.
In gatedAFC systems,objectionable"flicker" interferenceoften
arisesasthe resultof beatsbetweentheharmonicsof thegatingfre-
quencyandlow-frequencyomponentsof thetelevisionsignalorpower
supplyripple.To makethe FM deviatorcompatiblewith the50-cps
fieldrateof Europeantelevisionandthe60-cpsU.S.standard,a gating
frequencyof 18-_cpswaschosen.Five-cpsbeats,developedbetweenthe
55-cpsthirdharmonicof thegatingfrequencyandeitherfieldrate,are
effectivelysuppressedby theRCfilterat theoutputofthesynchronous
detector.In addition,thebandpassfilterat theoutputof thediscrimi-
natorprovidesmorethan20 db of attenuation to 50- and 60-cps signals
before rectification At maximum deviation the 5-cps interference is
more than 60 db below the 50- or 60-cps modulating frequency.
The wideband characteristics of the IF amplifier, limiter, and dis-
criminator in the AFC loop make possible a simple method of shifting
the deviator frequency for two-way telephone transmission. It is only
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necessary to substitutc a 69.13- or 79.13-mc crystal in the reference
oscillator, retune the oscillator, and adjust the beat-oscillator repeller
supply so that the output of the synchronous detector is zero. The rest
frequency of the beat-oscillator klystron is then 69 or 79 mc different
from that of the uevJa_,on oscm_or Kty s broil.
1.3.3 Modulator-Amplifier and Transmitter Carrier Supply
The TH radio relay system provides the basic elements of the modu-
lator-amplifier and the transmitter carrier supply. Detailed descriptions
of this equipment and its performance are published elsewhere. 3,4 Modi-
fications that affect operations are limited to the addition of the IF
switch and the output power control system.
1.3.4 Power Amplifier
The power amplifier, including the power supplies and the TWT it-
self, is contained in five cabinets. Two of these are on the lower level of
the antenna structure and contain the high-voltage rectifier and its
controls. The other three are on the upper level and contain the high-
voltage regulator, intermediate- and low-voltage supplies, and the TWT
and RF equipment. This arrangement imposes the minimum space and
weight requirements on the upper level of the antenna structure. In
addition to the TWT heater and accelerator supplies, the intermediate-
and low-voltage units include supplies for the solenoid focusing magnet,
ion pumps, arc detector, and control and protective circuits. Water is
supplied for cooling the TWT and also the dummy load. Air under
pressure is brought into the cabinets for general cooling, supplemented
where necessary by auxiliary blowers.
1.3.4.1 The RF Circuit. The M4040 TWT is described elsewhere in this
issue2 Fig. 3 shows additional elements required in the RF path. Inter-
posed between the modulator-amplifier and the TWT is the input circu-
lator, the principal function of which is to provide isolation between the
two for better impedance matching over the frequency band. In partic-
ular, as the input signal to the TWT passes through the tube, some small
amount will be reflected at the sever (which is not a perfect match over
the whole band). This power will reappear at the TWT input port with
about 14 db amplification due to its passage through this first section of
the TWT. If it undergoes a further reflection due to a mismatch at the
modulator-amplifier output, a buildup will occur leading to oscillation
and tube damage. A termination at the input circulator absorbs this
reflected power, preventing regeneration.
At the output window of the TWT, a photomultiplier tube is mounted
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Fig. 3 -- Block diagram of the power amplifier.
next to a small hole in the broad wall of the waveguide to detect any
arcs that may develop in this region. Associated circuitry operates the
IF switch, which removes drive from the tube, thus interrupting the arc.
A high-powered circulator is used in the output waveguide, again
providing a minimum return loss of 14 db over the band to prevent
oscillations in the output section due to excessive reflected power. In
addition, one of the branches is connected through a 30-db directional
coupler and an RF attenuator to a detector which monitors reflected
power. If this exceeds 50 watts, the detector output operates a meter
relay which opens the IF switch and removes the drive.
Following the output circulator, a harmonic filter reduces the second
harmonic output of the transmitter, which may be only 25 db below
the fundamental. To meet interference objectives, the filter is designed
for 50-db minimum harmonic discrimination. To meet transmission
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objectives, the filter has 0.5-db maximum insertion loss and 30-db mini-
mum return loss over the band of 5925 to 6425 me
Following the filter is a directional coupler and a waveguide switch
and water load. The coupler is part of the output power control system,
described in Section 1.3.5. The switch and water load permit all trans-
mitter tests to be performed with the output disconnected from the
antenna.
1.3.4.2 DC Power Supplies
(i) TWT Heater Supply. AC heater operation tends to cause small
but measurable amounts of amplitude and phase modulation of the
M4040 RF output. To eliminate these effects, a simple dc heater supply,
consisting of a transformer, bridge rectifier and filter capacitor, is pro-
vided. A variable autotransformer on the power amplifier control panel
determines the ac input to the power supply, and hence, the heater
voltage. Normally, the heater supply is operated continuously to extend
tube life and promote efficient outgassing. Meter relays connected to
the primary of the heater supply cause high voltages to be turned off
if the TWT heater current falls below a preset value.
(ii) High-Voltage Beam Supply. This supply, shown in Fig. 4, furnishes
a regulated output of 0 to 20 kv at up to 1.5 amperes from 3-phase ac
power at 50 or 60 cps. Its regulation for load changes from i to 1.5 amps,
up or down, and/or line changes of -4-15 per cent, is better than 0.1 per
cent peak-to-peak. Ripple and noise at rated load is less than 0.1 per
cent peak-to-peak. The supply was designed with depressed collector
operation of the TWT in mind for the future, so both plus and minus
leads may be isolated from ground. ]_ecause of the requirement for regu-
lated operation over the whole range of voltage from 0 to 20 kv, the
supply was built with a motor-driven variable autotransformer to con-
trol the high-voltage applied to the rectifier, the output of which is fur-
ther regulated by an electronically controlled series regulator tube. A
limited degree of tracking between the autotransformer and the series
tube control voltage is provided automatically.
The negative lead of this supply is fed to the TWT cathode at about
17 kv. The positive side, or ground end of the supply, is fed over separate
leads to the collector and through the body-current sensing circuit to
the body of the TWT. Regulated output voltage and collector and body
current are monitored by meters on the control panel.
There are certain trouble conditions affecting the traveling-wave tube
which might cause its destruction unless the high voltage is removed
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within a fraction of a millisecond. Protection of this sort is provided by
the "crowbar" circuit, which can be operated by excessive TWT cathode
current or body current. The crowbar tube is a type 5563A mercury
vapor thyratron. This particular tube can be controlled by a grid voltage
change of only 100 volts; the more usual hydrogen thyratrons or igni-
trons require control voltages of several thousand volts. Thus, a simple
and fast-firing circuit can be used. When fired, the crowbar puts a short
circuit across the high-voltage rectifier, reducing the output voltage of
the regulator to a few hundred volts in about 20 microseconds. After a
few milliseconds delay due to relay operate time, the excessive current
drain on the high-voltage rectifier causes its own protective circuits to
shut it down.
(iii) The Accelerator S_¢pply. The accelerator supply consists of a solid-
state bridge rectifier and two stages of regulation. The first stage is a
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ferroresonant type of circuit, and the second stage is an electronic
l_gulator. Line and load regulation and ripple measure less than 0.03
per cent. Variation of output voltage is controlled by a potentiometer
across a voltage regulator tube reference supply. The ferroresonant first
stage has a voltage control on the same shaft so that the two stages can
be made to track. Under normal operating conditions the output voltage
is adjusted to 600 volts. The output current monitor in the supply is
part of the protective circuitry in the power amplifier. If the accelerator
current becomes excessive, the beam supply and all intermediate-voltage
supplies, except those for the ion pumps, are disabled.
1.3.4.3 Cooling. Deionized and filtered water is supplied to cool the
M4040 TWT and the dummy load. Flow is set at about 18 gallons per
minute and valved to the various using areas. Pressure switches are
used as part of the protective system as an indication of proper flow in
the TWT, the high-powered circulators, and the solenoid focusing mag-
net. If one or more of these flows are below a minimum, interlocks
prevent the application of all but TWT heater voltage and the ion pump
supplies.
In addition to the normal flow of filtered air through the cabinets, a
spot blower is used to keep the TWT waveguide flanges cool, and an-
other blower is used for the series tube in the beam regulator. A vane
switch in the air stream of this latter blower is in the interlock circuit,
again preventing the application of all but the heater, ion pump and
solenoid voltages.
1.3.4.4 Operating Interlocks, Controls, and Monitoring Devices. Because
of the experimental nature of the Telstar program, a greater ability to
control voltages is necessary than would be expected of a commercial
system. The manner of applying dc power to the TWT requires that
the heater voltage be raised and lowered by carefully controlled amounts
and that accelerator voltage and high voltage be applied in steps. Fur-
thermore, the tube must be protected against arcs in the waveguide;
excessive feedback or return power in the tube itself; overheating of the
body, sever or collector; inadequate water flow to the body or the sole-
noid; and various over- or under-voltage or current conditions. The fol-
lowing sections describe some of these features.
(i) Control Panel. Operating controls for the power amplifier portion
of the ground transmitter are located on a panel of the control bay.
This control panel contains the power switches, the visual monitoring
meters, status indicating lamps, alarm lamps and adjustment controls.
The status lamps indicate upper-level and lower-level standby power,
heater on, plate ready, plate on, beam ready, beam on, beam adjust
disable, and antenna/dummy load switch positions. The alarm lamps
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indicatesuchconditionsasopencircuitbreakers,openinterlockcir-
cuits,TWT wateronor off,TWT over-temperature,over-currentand
under-currentandover-voltagein certaincircuits,highreflectedRF
powerandRF drivedisable.Anaudiblealarmringsif theRF driveto
theTWT isremoveduringnormaloperation.In additionto overload
relays,additionalprotectionis providedfor theTWT by meterrelays
whichwill operateonout-of-limitreadingsto opentheinterlockprotec-
tion circuit.Operationof the interlockprotectioncircuitwill remove
powerfromtheTWT.(iX)Circuit Protection and Operations Monitoring. Individual circuits
and functions are protected by 32 circuit breakers on a panel in the power
bay in the upper level (there are additional circuit breakers in the beam
rectifier control bay in the lower level). Elapsed time meters and opera-
tions counters are provided for heater, plate, and high-voltage monitor-
ing.
1.3.4.5 Mounting Arrangements and Maintenance Philosophy. The
equipment layout was planned with two particular considerations in
mind: maintainability and personnel safety.
As much preventive maintenance and trouble analysis as possible is
to be done in place, since bench maintenance facilities in the rotating
structure are limited. To accommodate the objective of in-cabinet
maintenance, sub-units in the control bay (20-kv regulator) are designed
with test points of interest accessible from one side of the chassis, which
is then mounted so that this side faces the front (or back) of the cabinet.
]_Ietal doors provide access to front and back of this cabinet and of the
power bay (miscellaneous rectifiers), and inner plexi-glass panels prevent
accidental contact with dangerous voltages. Small holes in these panels
permit screwdriver adjustment to be made, or the insertion of a probe
to some test points. In the case of the 20-kv regulator cabinet, openil_g
these plexi-glass doors will operate interlocks, dropping the system back
to the heaters-only condition, and will ground all high-voltage points
with gravity-operated shorting bars. Most of the circuitry in this cabinet
can be tested without high voltage being turned on, and in almost
every case, troubles can be localized to the component requiring replace-
ment without exposing maintenance personnel to undue risk.
The cabinets have been designed with RF shielding at the front and
rear doors and some other openings, in order to keep the possibility of
interference to the lowest possible level. Consideration of corona from
high-voltage leads resulted in rounded corners and large-radius bends
for potential corona sources. The cabinet containing the traveling-wave
tube and its associated water-cooling, waveguide and RF measuring and
monitoring gear was designed to isolate that part of the equipment
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which might "leak" RF. Thc TWT and the leads going to it which carry
much of the high voltage, and the arc-detector and photomultiplier, are
all in a metal-enclosed box, with the customary shorting bar for the
20-kv supply. Water valves and gauges are in a compartment to the
._x _. v.lx ¢_J.I',A. UF-JJ.I.LLLJqZ_.t(-_ULtle--,t_2UJ.IIUUXIII _ _.)_IUIIII_:_UI_ ai_ld l-%l_-lllOlllbO][ "-
ing equipment in a compartment next to it. The doors to these two com-
partments are not interlocked. The traveling-wave tube bay, the control
bay (20-kv regulator) and the power bay (intermediate voltage supplies)
are of aluminum and are mounted in the upper structure near the end
of the horn; the beam rectifier control bay and the beam rectifier bay
are of steel, and are mounted below on the rotating platform.
1.3.5 Transmitter Control
Off-on control of the ground transmitter output centers around the
IF switch. The switch consists of an IF diode gate s and a switch control
circuit. In the off state the insertion loss of the switch is more than 85
db; there is essentially no input to the power amplifier. In the on state
the insertion loss is 1.5 db, and the motor-driven attenuator in the
modulator-amplifier effectively determines the output of the trans-
mitter. In order to protect both equipment and personnel from hazardous
operating conditions, the IF switch control circuit is inhibited by an
extensive chain of relay and switch contacts. The chain encompasses
the local and remote operating positions, the waveguide switch and pro-
tective circuitry associated with the power amplifier, and the motor-
driven attenuator in the modulator-amplifier, as well as the antenna
elevation indicators. An auxiliary connection exists between the arc
detector in the power amplifier and the IF switch control circuit. It
enables the switch control circuit to open the IF gate in less than 5
microseconds after an arc in the 2-kw TWT.
Fig. 5 shows a diagram of the output power control system. The arc
detector, output circulator and harmonic filter have been omitted for
simplicity. In loop 1 the input power to the RF detector remains es-
sentially constant. Any change at this point unbalances the input to
the difference amplifier, operates the polar relay and causes the shaded-
pole servo motor to increase or decrease the attenuation of the AGC
attenuator until the output of the 5/[4040 TWT changes sufficiently to
restore the RF detector input to its nominal value. As a result, the loop
automatically compensates for compression in the input-output charac-
teristic of the M4040 TWT and for changes in the RF output of the
5-watt TWT. The output of the transmitter is directly related to the
attenuation of the reference attenuator and the manual attenuator.
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The control limits of loop 1 are 2 kw and 0.02 kw, equivalent to a 20-db
variation in frce-space path loss or a 10:1 variation of slant range.
The reference attenuator and hence the transmitter output are con-
trolled by loop 2. The method of generating the two analog inputs to
loop 2 is described elsewhere2 One is a fixed reference voltage; the
second is proportional to the logarithm of the slant range or, in other
words, free-space path loss. Expressed mathematically,
VRANOE = 0, R < 0.1RMAx (1)
( R ) O.1RMAx <R <RMAx (2)= VaEF1ogl0 0.1R--MAX '
= VREF, RMAX < R, (3)
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where R is the actual slant range and RMAX is the maximum slant range
at which it is possible to achieve a particular input power to the satellite.
Since the transmitter is limited to 2 kw, the maximum slant range cor-
responding to a particular satellite input is determined by free-space
path loss and transmitting and receiving antenna gains. For slant ranges
equal to or greater than the maximum defined above, the voltage rep-
resenting range is equal to the reference voltage; the reference attenua-
for in loop 1 and the potentiometer in loop 2 are set for maximum
attenuation and resistance, respectively. As the slant range decreases, the
voltage representing slant range also decreases. The inputs to the differ-
ence amplifier in loop 2 are no longer equal, and the servo motor adjusts
the potentiometer to restore the equality. In so doing the attenuation in
loop 1 and, consequently, the transmitter output are reduced. Since the
loss in db of the reference attenuator and the resistance of the potentio-
meter are essentially linear functions of mechanical rotation, the decrease
in transmitter output just equals the reduction in free-space path loss.
As a result, the power incident on the satellite remains constant. In
operation, a small second-order term is added to (2) to compensate for
a slight nonlinearity in the attenuation vs mechanical rotation charac-
teristic of the reference attenuator. With this addition, it is possible to
maintain the signal incident on the satellite constant to within ±0.5 db.
The major portion of this error can be attributed to the dead space
associated with the polar relays.
The IF switch and the output power control servo are interconnected
with the ground station control console (GSCC) to permit remote opera-
tion of the transmitter from that location. Between passes, the trans-
mitter output is connected to the water load and an out-of-service
indication is displayed at the GSCC. Upon completion of pre-pass
checks, the transmitter output is switched to the antenna and control is
transferred from the local operating position to the GSCC. By activating
appropriate switches, the console operator may choose any one of three
operating conditions, provided the antenna elevation exceeds 5 degrees.
These conditions are carrier off, standby, and carrier on. As long as the
antenna is pointing below the horizon, however, the IF switch cannot
be closed. The AGC attenuator is automatically positioned for maximum
attenuation, independent of the output power control servo, and a car-
rier off indication is displayed on the GSCC. For antenna elevations
above the horizon but less than 5 degrees, the choice is restricted to
carrier off or standby. In the latter case, the IF switch is closed. How-
ever, the AGC attenuator is still positioned for maximum attenuation
so that the radiated power is limited to approximately 0.2 watt. The
standby condition is normally used during the pre-pass system checks
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with the satellite simulator a t  the test tower. For antenna elevations 
above 5 degrees, no restrictions exist. In the carrier on condition, the IF 
switch is closed and the AGC attenuator is under control of the servo 
system. 
1.4 Equipment Features 
As stated earlier, the high-voltage beam rectifier and associated con- 
trols are located on the lower level of the antenna structure. Fig. 6 shows 
the arrangement of the units of the transmitter mounted on the upper 
level. Cabinet doors have been temporarily removed. The transmitter 
carrier supply and modulator amplifier are located in the two pull-out 
bays on the left. To the right of the modulator-amplifier are the three 
remaining units of the power amplifier. The first cabinet contains the 
M4040 TWT and RF circuitry; the second cabinet contains the series 
tube regulator and crowbar circuits and the power amplifier control 
panel ; and the third contains the circuit breaker panel and intermediate- 
and low-voltage supplies. The FM deviator is mounted in the cabinet 
on the extreme right. Each of the cabinets is 6 feet high and 3 feet deep. 
The combined width of the four cabinets and the two pull-out bays is 
IS* feet. The weight of the six units is approximately 6000 pounds. 
Fig. 6 - The ground transmitter. 
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II. THE RECEIVING SYSTEM
2.1 General
One of the major differences between a conventional microwave
receiver- as used, for instance, in such ground-based microwave sys-
tems as TD2 and TH -- and the ground receiver of the Telstar system,
lies in the tremendously improved noise behavior of the latter. By the
use of low-noise antennas and masers, the total noise temperature of
satellite ground receivers can be made 100 to 200 times lower than for
conventional receivers. The noise characteristics of the Telstar receiver
are superior in still another respect. Present thinking calls for the use
of wideband transmission methods, such as high-index FM, in order to
keep the transmitter power in the satellite at a realistically low level.
Such high-index systems necessarily work close to the threshold of de-
tection. By the use of the FM with feedback (FMFB) principle, it is
possible to extend the threshold of noise improvement in the Telstar
system by about 4 to 5 db compared with the standard method of FM
demodulation. This allows operation of the transmitter in the satellite
with only one third the power otherwise required.
This part of the paper emphasizes the low-noise features of the re-
ceiver and describes the circuits responsible for such operation. An over-
all description of the receiver is given in Section 2.2. The pertinent
operational characteristics of the maser, the parametric amplifier, and
the FMFB receiver are described in Section 2.3. A description of the
diplexer and other waveguide equipment required to connect the trans-
mitter and receiver to the same antenna is found in Section 2.4. Various
system noise measurements are presented in Section 2.5. Circuits of a
more conventional type and those taken from the TH or TD2 micro-
wave system, such as converters, IF amplifiers, and carrier supplies,
are not described.
2.2 Receiver Description
2.2.1 The Transmission Circuits
A block diagram of the ground receiver is shown in Fig. 7. This equip-
ment is located in the upper equipment room on the horn antenna
structure. The received 4-kmc, left-hand circularly polarized signal from
the satellite, after being picked up by the horn-reflector antenna, is
guided toward the maser by a low-loss waveguide diplexer. The dipleser
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also accepts the high-power 6-kmc signal from the transmitter and feeds
it to the same horn-reflector antenna, from where it is launched right-
hand circularly polarized. The maser, operating at the temperature of
liquid helium (4.2 ° Kelvin), has a gain of 42 db and a 3-db bandwidth
1, me. i ne receiver oanuwlatn is widened to the necessary 25 mc by
the insertion of a maser equalizer at IF directly after the frequency
converter. The 42-db gain of the maser is high enough to make the noise
contribution of the following frequency converter negligible. Total
noise temperature of the receiver measured at the input of the maser
with the antenna pointed toward zenith is 32°K on a clear day. The
maser requires for its operation a "pump" which supplies a frequency-
stabilized microwave carrier of 30,180 mc at a power greater than 17
dbm.
It is also possible to use a broadband (60-mc) low-noise parametric
amplifier instead of the maser for evaluation in the system.
The signal from the maser is changed to an intermediate frequency
of 74.13 mc in a frequency converter. A crystal-derived carrier of 4095.59
mc serves as the local oscillator signal. A low-noise preamplifier and two
more IF amplifiers bring the signal power up to a level of +1 dbm,
which is held constant by an automatic gain control circuit in the second
amplifier.
The transmission characteristic of the converter and IF circuits com-
bined is flat and drops only 0.25 db at the edges of the 25-mc band.
Except for the case where the parametric amplifier is used, the over-all
transmission is limited by the combination of maser and maser equalizer.
For TV transmission this bandwidth is 25 mc at the half-power points,
and for two-way telephony it is reduced to 3 mc by the insertion of a
special filter ahead of the last IF amplifier. This telephone filter is cen-
tered either 5 mc above or below the normal IF frequency of 74.13 mc,
depending on the transmitting frequencies chosen _n the two participat-
ing satellite ground stations. The insertion of the telephone filter is the
only step necessary for changing the receiver from television to two-
way telephone operation.
To the output of the last IF amplifier can be connected either a stand-
ard (conventional) FM receiver or an FMFB receiver after suitable
frequency translation. The input frequency of the FMFB receiver is at
6123.13 mc for reasons explained under Section 2.3.3. A balanced diode
modulator, together with a crystal-derived carrier of 6049.0 mc, trans-
late the 74.13 mc signal to the required 6123.13 mc.
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2.2.2The Test Equipment
In addition to the basic transmission circuits just described, the Tel-
star ground receiver contains special test equipment for fast and precise
measurements of noise temperature, transmission characteristics, gain
and received signal level. This equipment is shown in the block called
test-section of Fig. 7. It includes an RF sweeper which can be swept
over 60 mc anywhere in the 3700- to 4200-mc range, a power meter for
4 kmc and 74 mc with an accuracy of a few tenths of a db, a waveguide
noise lamp, a precision waveguide attenuator, an oscilloscope, and a pen
recorder. A number of waveguide switches allow the distribution of
either the 4-kmc carrier or the noise signal to either the input of the
maser or the input of the converter. The output, for test purposes, is
taken at the -t-1 dbm IF point.
The AGC voltage of the IF amplifier is a function of the received
4-kmc signal level and is recorded on a pen recorder. A wealth of infor-
mation can be obtained from such recordings. Several examples of re-
ceived level recordings are given in a companion paper. 1° The recorder
is calibrated before each pass with a 4170-mc signal from the RF sweeper,
which is applied to the input of the maser at the levels of -80 and -90
dbm. Absolute accuracy of the recording is about :t:1 db. A second
recorder of received level is located on the ground station control con-
sole in the control building. Its expanded range, going as low as -110
dbm, allows the personnel tracking the satellite to check whether the
autotrack system has locked on the main beam and not on a sidelobe
of the horn-reflector antenna. The recording also helps an experienced
operator to easily discover troubles in the communications part of the
system.
Whereas it is possible to test the entire receiver at Andover by means
of an "RF loop" which includes the transmitter and the transponder
on the test tower, it is often simpler to test important parts of the re-
ceiver in the "IF loop" (Fig. 7) which interconnects transmitter and
receiver at intermediate frequencies. In this case, random noise from
the input of the receiver can be injected into the communications chan-
nel for noise and threshold tests. For such tests the antenna should be
pointed at the zenith to ensure stable noise power.
In addition to the integrated test equipment shown in Fig. 7, other
specialized test sets are used to maintain all the circuits of the receiver
on a routine basis. Tests to be performed include the measurement of
IF-to-IF and baseband-to-baseband transmission characteristics, dis-
criminator sensitivity and linearity, and IF and RF return loss. The
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receiver can also be left in continuous and unattended operation due to
the provision of alarm circuits with remote indication.
2.3 Circuits for Low-Noise Amplification and Demodulation
2.3.1 The Maser
The heart of the receiver is the low-noise maser amplifier which is
described in detail in a companion paper, n The single-tuned (or equal-
ized) maser, as described in this reference, was used in the receiver
rather than the low-gain stagger-tuned version. This choice resulted in a
substantial saving of equipment by eliminating a low-noise second-stage
RF amplifier. The single-tuned maser has a gain of 42 db and a half-
power bandwidth of 16 mc. At a bandwidth of 25 mc, the maser gain
is still 35 db. The noise contribution of the converter with its 12-db
noise figure or 4300°K noise temperature, referred to the input of the
maser, amounts to a negligible 0.27°K at midband and to 1.36°K at the
band edges. The stagger-tuned maser, on the other hand, has a flat gain
of about 27 db, and the frequency converter would contribute 8.6°K
unless the maser were followed by a low-noise second-stage RF amplifier,
such as a traveling-wave tube or a parametric amplifier. The terminal
noise temperature of the maser alone is 3.5°K.
The relatively low level at which a maser begins to saturate fortu-
nately does not pose a problem in a satellite communications system,
as can be seen from the following. The ruby maser shows a one-db drop
from its small signal gain at an output level of about -40 dbm. The
single-tuned maser, therefore, will begin to saturate at a single-carrier
input level of --82 dbm. The highest expected received signal level is
about -75 dbm, at which the gain of this maser is 3.5 db below the
maximum. If, instead of a single carrier, a signal with the same power
but a flat spectrum of 25 mc, resembling an actual communications
signal, were applied to the maser, the saturation effects would be smaller.
The automatic gain control circuit of the IF amplifier compensates not
only for the variations in received signal level but also for the changes
of maser gain due to saturation. Saturation also causes a widening of
the maser transmission characteristic. This effect changes the trans-
mission by only a few tenths of a db up to input levels of -75 dbm and
can therefore be neglected for all practical purposes.
The saturated maser, unlike an electron tube or transistor amplifier,
does not show signs of instantaneous nonlinearity, which would give
rise to intermodulation or signal clipping. The maser acts much like an
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extremelylinearamplifierfollowedby a voltagedividercontaininga
thermistorwhoseresistanceis changedby thepowerin theamplified
signal.Asin this thermistorcircuit,themasergainreactsto achangein
levelveryslowly,witha timeconstantofabout0.1second.
The extremelylow instantaneousnonlinearitypredictedby maser
theorywasalsoconfirmedexperimentally.Forthispurpose,twostrong
signalsof equalpowerat frequenciesfl and f2 were applied within the
passband of the maser, and the third-order intermodulation products
2fl- f2 and 2f2- fl, falling again into the maser passband, were
measured. If both signals fl and f2 were at the level of -85 dbm, which
is possible during two-way telephony operation, the intermodulation
terms would be about 180 db lower. It is clear that such low distortion
levels are completely negligible. One is also led to the conclusion that
the maser is the most linear amplifier in existence.
For the design of the waveguide dipleier, it was necessary to determine
how much of the 6390-mc transmitting signal could reach the input of
the maser without causing saturation or other effects. Whereas satura-
tion is evident around -82 dbm for signals in the passband (4170 mc),
signal levels as high as 2.5 watts (34 dbm) can be applied to the (im-
pedance-matched) maser input at 6390 mc without causing intolerable
distortions of the transmission characteristic. In the latter situation,
however, the helium boil-off rate will be increased considerably. Because
we have no control over the impedance match of the maser at 6 kmc, it
is not advisable to apply interfering signal levels in excess of a few
hundred milliwatts.
It is possible to saturate the maser from the output side as well.
Due to balancing and filtering in the converter, the leakage of the
4095.59-mc local oscillator signal is low enough not to cause saturation
of the maser.
The over-all receiver bandwidth is widened to the required 25 mc at
the half-power points by inserting an equalizing filter at IF. A simple
bridged T single-pole filter is used with a loss of 7 db at midband and 3
db at the 25-mc bandwidth. The resulting transmission characteristic
has two peaks of about 0.3 db, 5 mc away from the center frequency.
The magnetic field of 3300 gauss which tunes the maser to a frequency
of 4170 mc is provided by a permanent magnet, t_ecause of the high
tuning sensitivity of 2.4 mc per gauss, it is necessary to avoid large
temperature variations of the magnet, which will change the magnetic
field at a rate of 0.4 gauss per degree centigrade and will therefore lead
to a temperature sensitivity of 0.96 mc/°C. It is very helpful in this
respect that the temperature of the upper equipment room in which the
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receiver is located is kept within a few degrees. It has further been found
important that magnetic material like metal chairs should not be
brought close to the maser to avoid detuning. It is even possible to notice
the effect of the earth magnetic field, which amounts to about 0.16
gauss at ..... "...... antenna is turned in azimuth,_xnctover, _vlame. vvhen _ne horn
the earth field will add or subtract from the maser field, and a slight
tilting of the transmission characteristic can be observed. (See Fig. 19
of Ref. 10.)
The operation of the maser requires a supply of liquid helium and
nitrogen. The handling of these cryogenic fluids has been simplified
considerably over standard laboratory procedures by the availability of
new 100-liter containers and transfer tubes. The maser accepts 10 liters
each of liquid helium and nitrogen, and boil-off occurs in about 20 and
50 hours, respectively. No attempts were made to recover the expended
helium gas because this was considered to be an interim situation which
would be changed in time by the installation of a closed-cycle helium
liquifier.
A ruby maser operating at a frequency of 4170 me must be pumped
with a signal at 30,180 me. The pump power at the maser terminals
should be greater than 50 milliwatts if the maser gain is not to drop
more than about 2 db from its maximum. The pump frequency
should remain within a few me of the correct value to ensure maximum
pumping efficiency and to avoid loss of gain. A reflex klystron serves as
the source of pump power. Good long-term frequency stability is pro-
vided by the AFC circuit shown in Fig. 8, which has the following
features: (i) the reference cavity is made low Q in order to produce a
peak-to-peak separation of 30 me in the Foster-Sealey type waveguide
discriminator, (ii) a wideband (100 kc) de amplifier stabilized by a
mechanical chopper is used, and (iii) the repeller of the klystron is
operated at about ground potential. The so-often unreliable voltage
translation from ground potential to the high de potential of the repeller
is therefore avoided. This requires operation of the klystron shell at a
high potential and makes the use of a high-voltage w_veguide choke
necessary. The RC circuit between the de amplifier and the klystron
repeller determines the stability of the feedback loop.
2.3.2 The Parametric Amplifier
A parametric amplifier TM can be inserted into the system instead of
the maser for evaluation of its performance in a satellite system or as a
back-up for the maser. The amplifier consists of two cascaded stages of
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Fig. 8 -- Circuit diagram of tlle maser pump.
similar design. The first amplifier is operated at liquid nitrogen tempera-
ture (77°K) and has a gain of 20 db, while the second works at room
temperature with a gain of 18 db. The over-all gain of 38 db is therefore
close to the 42 db of the maser. The room temperature parametric
amplifier with its noise temperature of about 130°K serves as a buffer
against the 4300°K noise of the converter circuit. The total noise tem-
perature of the parametric amplifier, including converter, is about 50°K.
The bandwidth of the amplifier is 60 mc at the half-power points. It
is obvious that no equalizing filter is needed at IF as in the case of the
narrower maser. The over-all 3 db bandwidth of the ground receiver is
then 32 mc as determined by the narrower waveguide filters and IF
circuits. Saturation in this parametric amplifier, as expressed by a one-db
drop from maximum gain, sets in at an input level of -50 dbm. It has
been found that intermodulation is no problem for the typical satellite
signals of --85 dbm. If a 6390-mc signal is applied to the input of the
amplifier at a level greater than 0 dbm, then its 4-kmc transmission will
be affected. A band rejection filter can be built into the first parametric
amplifier, which raises the tolerable 6-kmc level to about 17 dbm without
causing an increase in the noise temperature of the amplifier.
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The good over-all stability of this parametric anlplifier is due mainly
to the stable design of the 23-kmc pump source. The same source is used
to drive both stages of the amplifier. Refilling of the dewar with liquid
nitrogen is required only every 10 days.
2.3.3 The FMFB Receiver
An FMFB receiver is part of the ground receiver. It serves to extend
the threshold of noise improvement by 4 to 5 db over that obtained
with a standard FM receiver. The feedback circuit is capable of de-
modulating high-index FM signals with peak frequency deviations of
=t=10 mc. The circuit can be used for the reception of television, tele-
phone multiplex and other types of signals.
An integral part of any FMFB receiver is a voltage-controlled oscil-
lator. Such an oscillator should have good modulation linearity, high
modulation sensitivity, small signal delay, and good long-term frequency
stability. All these features were found in a 6-kmc reflex klystron. This
made it necessary to enter the circuit at a frequency of 6123 mc, as in-
dicated in Fig. 7. No further circuit details will be given here ; the reader
is referred to a companion paper 13 for a detailed description of the
FMFB receiver.
2.4 Diplexer and Associated Waveguide Circuits
2.4.1 The 4 kmc - 6 kmc Diplexer
The waveguide circuit which allows the connection of the 6-kmc trans-
mitter and the 4-kmc receiver to the same horn-reflector antenna is
shown in Fig. 9. Although at present this diplexer is only required to
work properly over a 25-mc band around the transmitting frequency of
6390 mc and the receiving frequency of 4170 mc, it was designed to
handle a much wider band of frequencies. Several components are
capable of operating over the full 4-kmc and 6-kmc common carrier
bands, extending from 3700 to 4200 mc and from 5925 to 6425 mc, re-
spectively. Other parts are more narrow-band, but studies are in progress
to make the circuit work over the full 500 mc of the two common car-
rier bands.
Returning to Fig. 9, the 2-kw (63-dbm) signal from the 6-kmc trans-
mitter arrives at the diplexer from the left in a rectangular waveguide
and with horizontal polarization. The signal travels essentially un-
changed over a waveguide transition and through the polarization
coupler. The 6-kmc signal which leaks through the coupler into the arm
towards the maser is at least 25 db lower. The polarizer then transforms
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the linearly polarized 6-kmc signal into circular polarization for launch-
ing by the antenna.
The 4-kmc signal from the antenna, after going through the polarizer,
appears as a vertically polarized wave which is guided through the
v-,,*_,_,_,,,, coup,ev w_n ;_e loss into the rectangular waveguide
leading to the maser. The polarization coupler is of the same type as
used in Project Echo, but is designed to work over both the 4- and
6-kmc common carrier bands) 4
The diplexer was designed under the assumption that the 6-kmc
signal level seen at the 4-kmc output terminal shall never exceed 0 dbm.
This level is considerably below the value which is acceptable for the
maser. It was chosen to allow the use of different types of parametric
amplifiers. (See Section 2.3.2.) The diplexer therefore has to provide a
total of 63 db of isolation for the 6-kme signal. With a minimum guaran-
teed loss of only 25 db in the polarization coupler, additional loss is
introduced by a waveguide low-pass filter. This filter was originally
designed for the TD2 microwave system, working in the 4-kmc common
carrier band, to suppress leakage from the TH system (6-kmc band).
The filter has more than 60 db of attenuation for the fundamental
mode, but negligible loss for the TE20 mode at 6 kmc. It also has an
insertion loss of less than 0.09 db over the 4-kmc band. Generators of
TE_0 modes are the polarization coupler and the directional coupler on
the maser side. Two mode suppressors were therefore inserted as shown
in Fig. 9, consisting of a short piece of narrow-width (1.79-inch) rec-
tangular guide and associated transitions. Each suppressor has little
loss at 4170 mc but more than 40 db of attenuation for the TE_0 mode
at 6390 inc. With these precautions, the isolation of the diplexer is
found to meet the 63 db isolation with a substantial margin.
The 23.35-db directional coupler at the maser is used for measuring
the receiving system noise temperature and for gain and transmission
measurements. A short piece of flexible waveguide connects the wave-
guide circuit to the top flange of the maser.
]_ecause it is necessary to transmit a right-hand circularly polarized
wave at 6 kmc and to receive a left-hand circular wave at 4 kmc, a
polarizer is inserted between the polarization coupler and the antenna.
The polarizer, suitable for operation at 4 and 6 kmc, is shown in Fig. 10
together with a plot of its performance in terms of axial ratio. For pure
circular polarization to exist at the output of the polarizer, it is necessary
for the field components parallel and normal to the dielectric plate to
be equal in magnitude and 90 ° out of phase. If a differential loss or a
deviation from 90 ° exists, the wave will be elliptically polarized, and
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the ratio of major to minor axis, the axial ratio, will be greater than 0
db. Fig. 11 shows how the axial ratio depends on the phase difference
and on the differential loss between the two field components. The
differential loss was kept below 0.01 db in the polarizer of Fig. 10 by
using an extremely low-loss dielectric plate. A phase difference close to
90 ° is maintained from 4000 to 6500 mc in the polarizer shown. This
was made possible by making use of the fact that a dielectric plate in a
square waveguide produces a differential phase versus frequency charac-
teristic which is opposite to the one obtained in a nonsquare guide. By
locating the dielectric plate in a slightly nonsquare guide, a compensa-
tion over a wide frequency range is possible. As a consequence, the axial
ratios plotted in Fig. 10 are found to be quite low over a frequency
range of 2500 mc.
If imperfect polarizers are used in a system, they will cause a trans-
mission loss. Fortunately, these losses are quite small and amount to
only a few tenths of a decibel for the polarizer of Fig. 10 when working
with a satellite whose axial ratio is lower than 4 db.
The diplexer is well matched over wide frequency bands at 6390 and
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4170 mc, and the return losses at the three diplexer terminals are 30 db
or higher.
2.4.2 Effect of the Radome on the Operating Characteristics of the Diplexer
The 4- and 6-kmc signals are affected in a number of ways by the ra-
dome which surrounds the horn-reflector antenna. The possible effects
on the operating characteristics of the diplexer will be investigated
here. The radome, for instance, will reflect the right-hand circularly
polarized transmitted wave as a left-hand circular wave which, after
being picked up by the horn antenna, will be directed towards the maser
by the polarization coupler. The isolation of the polarization coupler,
and in turn the isolation of the diplexer, could be reduced by this re-
flection. Measurements were made in the laboratory to determine the
dielectric constant of the radome material. The power reflection IrE 12
and transmission I tE I: coefficients and their phase angles were then
calculated as a function of the angle of incidence q_. Electric fields paral-
lel (index P) and normal (index N) to the plane of incidence were con-
sidered. The results are shown in Figs. 12 and 13 for 6390 and 4170 mc,
respectively. According to Fig. 12, the power reflection coefficient of the
radome at 6390 mc, averaged over the possible angles of incidence from
8° to 52 ° and parallel and normal polarization, amounts to about 0.065,
which corresponds to a return loss of only 12 db.
Only if all the reflected components from the radome appeared in-
phase over the aperture of the antenna could a return loss of 12 db be
seen at the apex of the horn. This obviously is impossible. The response
of the antenna to reflections from the radome is very similar to its far-
field response far away from the main beam. Measurements have indi-
cated that the return loss of the radome as seen from the apex is much
greater than 46 db. This fi_re is considerably higher than the 25 db
of isolation provided by the polarization coupler. It can therefore be
concluded that the isolation of the diplexer is not affected by the radome.
The radome material can also change the axial ratio of the circularly
polarized signals and, therefore, affect the characteristics of the polarizer
in the diplexer. The circularly polarized signal arriving at the radome
can be decomposed into two linearly polarized waves which can be as-
sumed to be parallel and normal to the plane of incidence. The curves
of Figs. 12 and 13 through the voltage transmission coefficients t_ and
tEN then tell how much differential loss and phase error is introduced by
the radome. For angles of incidence up to 20 ° for 4170 mc and up to 12°
for 6390 mc, no differential effects can be found. At 52 °, the highest
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possible angle for the Andover horn, the differential losses amount to
0.30 _nd 0.65 db and the phase errors to 6.50 and 9° for the 4170- and
6390-mc frequencies, respectively. Using Fig. I1, this results in _xial
ratios of 1.08 db and 1.52 db for the two frequencies. Fortunately, only
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a very small part of the energy is radiated (or received) at angles as
high as 52 °, and no significant loss of signal will result froln the degrada-
tion of axial ratio by the radome.
2.4.3 Other Waveguide Circuits
Following the polarizer shown in Fig. 9, an autotrack coupler is
inserted into the line to the antenna. Its purpose is to extract, over
narrow-band coupling slots, the TEn and the TM01 modes which are
generated in the horn antenna by the 4080-mc beacon signal from the
satellite. The TM01 mode, which propagates freely in the 2.62-inch
circular waveguide of the coupler, is completely reflected in the taper
leading to the smaller sized polarizer guide. The autotrack coupling
section has about 0.01 db of loss for the 4170-mc signal and does not
affect transmission of the 6-kmc signal. A complete description of this
coupler is contained in a companion paper. 1B
A taper whose impedance varies exponentially with length connects
the 2.62-inch circular waveguide to the 31.507 ° conical apex section of
the antenna. The 12.25-inch long taper has a calculated return loss of
more than 40 db for the TEn mode and more than 30 db for the TM0_
mode over the frequency range of 3700 to 6500 inc. 16
The 1725-mc transmitting signal used in NASA's Project Relay is
coupled to the antenna in the conical section directly following the apex
taper. Two 1725-mc signals of equal amplitude and 90 ° phase difference
are coupled at right angles into the horn. The phase difference is such as
to give a signal right-hand circularly polarized in space. The hybrid Tee
and the associated waveguide used to produce the two driving signals
are not shown in Fig. 9. The coupling slots are longitudinal and are
located at a point where the circumferential wall current at 1725 mc has
the first maximum. This maximizes the coupling for the TEn mode
and keeps excitation of the TMol mode at a low level. The coupling slots
are backed by two-cavity bandpass filters, giving a maximally fiat trans-
mission with a 60-mc bandwidth. The filters are built in a small-sized
waveguide (4.0 by 0.9 inch) to reduce the number of undesired modes
which might be excited at 4 and 6 kmc. Insertion loss at 1725 mc is
less than 0.1 db. The filters also act as transformers into the conical
section of the antenna and into the larger-sized waveguide WR430,
which is used for the rest of the installation. Return loss of the coupler,
including the hybrid Tee splitting arrangement, is better than 16 db
over a 14-mc band centered at 1725 me. The coupler has no measurable
effect on the transmission of 6390- and 4170-mc signals. The noise
introduced into the system by the coupler at 4 kmc is dependent on the
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lossesin theiris locatedin theapextaper.By propermechanicaldesign
ofthis iris,it waspossibleto reducethisnoisecontributionto lessthan
I°K.
A rotatingjointislocatedat aconediameterof34inches.Thisrather
largediameterandagapwidthof0.1inchsimplifytheelectricaldesign
ofa jointwhichhastoworkat 6390,4170,and1725mc.A doublechoke
is usedandoptimizedat 4170inc.Measurementshaveindicatedthat
for gapwidthsupto 0.5inch,andwithabsorbingmaterialcoveringthe
outsideof the joint, the4-kmcnoisecontributionwasstill belowl°K.
A radiationshieldof theformshownin Fig.9wasputaroundtheout-
sideofthejoint inordertokeeptheradiatedenergyat 6390or1725mc
belowtheBellSystemsafetylimit for continuousexposureof 1milliwatt
percm2at all pointsoutsidethegap.
2.4.4The 4-kmc Waveguide Losses and Noise
The importance of using low-loss waveguide components in a low-
noise system will now be explained. It can be shown that the noise
introduced by a matched circuit with a power transmission coefficient
a amounts to
T = Ta(1 -- a) = TR(1 -- 10--All0),
where A = --10 log a, the insertion loss in decibels, and TR is the tens-
perature of the circuit in degrees Kelvin. With TR taken to be 290°K,
the formula leads to the helpful approximation T = 66.8 A, if A < 0.5
db. For each tenth of a decibel loss, the noise will therefore increase by
about 6.7°K. For a total loss of 1 db, the exact formula gives a tempera-
ture of 59.7°K. If one considers that the noise from all thc nonwaveguide
sources together amounts to about 20 to 30°K in a station like the one
at Andover, it becomes clear that the waveguide losses should not
exceed a very small fraction of a decibel.
It is enlightening to determine the effect of an additional 0.1 db of
loss on the signal-to-noise ratio of a receiver with 26°K over-all noise
temperature. We find that the added 6.7°K of noise is equivalent to an
increase in the receiver noise power of one db. With the signal down
only by 0.1 db the signal-to-noise ratio is degraded by 1.1 db. The effect
of the loss is therefore 10 times greater on noise than on signal level.
The situation becomes reversed, however, in cases where A is higher
than a few db (very lossy waveguide circuits or high rain attenuation).
The noise temperature then reaches 290°K asymptotically.
The waveguide components of Fig. 9 were measured with a dual-
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TABLE II--Loss AND :NoisE OF THE WAVEGUIDE
CIRCUIT AT 4170 MC
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Waveguide Unit Loss Noise Temperature(db) °Kelvin
Autotrack coupler
Polarizer
Polarization coupler
Mode suppressor I
Low-pass filter
Mode suppressor II
23-db directional coupler,
coupling loss
Flexible waveguide
including
0.010
0. 021
0.007
0.021
0.085
0.016
0.030
0.67
1.40
0.47
1.40
5.67
1.07
2.00
0.023 1.54
Total 0.213 14.22
channel insertion loss test set which gave an accuracy of a few thou-
sandth of a db. Because noise is generated only by the absorptive part
of the insertion loss, the loss due to reflections should normally be taken
into account. However, the very high return losses (30-40 db) of the
components made it possible to neglect the reflection losses for all prac-
tical purposes. Table II lists all the waveguide parts which contribute
to the noise at 4170 inc.
No contributions from parts to the right of the autotrack coupler in
Fig. 9 are shown because they are negligible. The noise temperatures
shown in the table were calculated using the above formula. A more
direct determination of the over-all waveguide noise temperature was
made by using the maser as a low-temperature reference. The result
was within I°K of the above given figure of 14.22°K.
2.5 System Noise Temperature
2.5.1 Method for Measuring Noise
Those parts of the receiver which are important for the determination
of the receiving system noise temperature are shown in Fig. 14. The
noise energy coming from the sky, the radome, the antenna, and the
waveguide circuits is lumped into a single term kTINB. It is assumed
here that B is the receiver noise bandwidth of about 29 inc. Noise from
a noise lamp can be injected through a 23.35-db directional coupler into
the signal path ahead of the maser. With the noise lamp turned off, we
can write for the noise power at the output of the IF amplifier:
NorF = kBgMgiF (T_N -4- cTR A- TM) -4- kBg_r (f -- 1)TR.
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Fig. 14 -- Circuit essential for the measurement of tile noise temperature of
the receiving system.
The g's are power gains, TR is the room temperature, taken as 290°K,
c is the coupling factor of the directional coupler (=1/216), and f is
the noise factor of the converter (= 15.85 or 12 db). TM is the tempera-
ture of the maser alone, amounting to 3.5°K. Effects like imperfect
impedance matches, finite directivity of the directional coupler, and
differences in noise bandwidth between the maser and the IF amplifier
were neglected because they are very small. If we introduce the new
term
TsYs = T,N -k cTR -F f --1 TR -Jr- T_,
gM
meaning thc rcceiving system noise temperature measured at the input
terminals of the maser, the noise power can be written as
NoFr = kBgMg,FTsYs.
With the noise lamp turned on, the noise power at the output of the
IF amplifier, after going through an attenuator with power loss coeffi-
cient y, is found to be
NoN = kB gMgxF [TsYs -[- ac( TL -- TR)]
Y
where TL is the temperature of the noise lamp, amounting to about
9500°K, and a the power transmission coefficient of the precision attenu-
ator. The noise due to the insertion of attenuator y is neglected because
its loss is small and the product g_giF is high. In the course of a noise
measurement, the two noise powers No_F and NoN are made equal by
adjusting the precision attenuator. The setting of the precision attenua-
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tor will depend on, among other variables, the value of attenuator y,
which can be changed in one-db steps. We then find for the system tem-
perature:
q_.... ac
.... - (TL -- TR).
y--1
The maximum error of a noise measurement amounts to about ±0.35
db or ±8.5 per cent, with TL contributing 0.2 db; y - 1, which includes
short-term amplifier gain variations, 0.1 db; and the combination of a
and c, 0.05 db. The improved accuracy of the noise lamp temperature
over the 0.5 db of the commercial units was obtained by directly measur-
ing the temperature of the lamp with the maser as a low-noise amplifier.
2.5.2 Resul_ of Noise Measurements
Measurements of the system noise temperature made at Andover for
different elevation angles of the antenna are shown in Fig. 15. The noise
at zenith on a clear day is 32°K for the system containing a maser and
is about 85°K with the parametric amplifier replacing the maser. The
noise increases towards the lower elevation angles due to the higher
noise originating in the atmosphere. When the antenna beam hits the
ground, the noise increases abruptly to a value of about 235°K. This
temperature depends on the actual temperature and the reflection coef-
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Fig. 15 -- Receiving system noise temperature as a function of antenna eleva-
tion-clear day data. Azimuth = 142°.
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ficientof thegroundandonthelossesof thesignalthroughtheradome
andthewaveguides.Knowingalltheseparameters,excepthereflection
coefficientof theground,wefindfor thelattera valueof0.165at 4170
inc.Thesharpincreaseof thenoiseat thehorizonwasusedto plot the
radiohorizon,whichthenwascomparedwith the far opticalhorizon.
Thetwocoincidedwithinabout0.1° for all regions where the far horizon
was not hidden behind nearby obstacles.
The noise distribution shown in Fig. 15 was measured many times
and was never found to vary more than one or two degrees on clear or
cloudy days. During periods of rain or snow, vastly different noise
temperatures were observed. Fig. 16 shows three typical curves. During
a heavy rain (curve number 1), high noise values were found, with fast
variations occurring in the region from 50 ° to 90 ° elevation. Variations
at zenith over a period of about 15 minutes ranged from 68 ° to 126°K.
Zenith temperatures between 70°K and 100°K are quite common during
periods of moderate rain.
Curve 2 shows a case of light rain, and curve 3 was taken during
a light and wet snowfall. The high noise temperatures found near the
zenith (curve 3) are clearly due to the presence of the radome on which
more snow has accunmlated near the top than on the sides. Even curves
CURVE DATE
1 MAY24_1962
2 SEPT 5,1962
3 OCT 2S_ 1962
LOCAL TIME WEATHER
10:30 TO 11:30 HEAVY RAIN
15:00 TO t5:20 LIGHT RAIN
07:10 TO 07:30 LIGHT WET SNOW
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Fig. 16 -- Receiving system noise temperature as a function of antenna eleva-
tion -- rain and snow data. Azimuth = 142 °.
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1 and 2 show more noise at the higher angles than at, for instance, 15 °
elcvation. This may again be due to some "accumulation" of rain on the
top of the radome, but is also due to increased reflection of ground noise
into the antenna aperture by the higher portions of the inner radome
surface, m_._ ,., ..... :, l. ....... , ....... • , • ,l llg l&blo*2t Will k)gUOlIl_ (21g_l'gl" in. a nloii-LelTtt when the electrical
characteristics of the radome are described. The highest zenith system
temperature observed to date in Andover due to rain is 135°K and
160°K due to snow. Within about half an hour after the end of a rainfall,
noise temperatures close to the dry values of Fig. 15 can be found.
Similar measurements of noise during rain and snow, made at the
Holmdel and Whippany, N. J., locations of Bell Laboratories, but with-
out a radome, show a completely different character. Noise tempera-
tures tend to be considerably lower, especially during snow, and they
always seem to be lowest at zenith.
2.5.3 Contributors to System Noise
Table III gives a breakdown of the system noise into the different
contributors. The values for the dry atmosphere were taken from meas-
urements made at Holmdel. 17The zenith temperature of 2.6°K of this
reference appears reduced to 2.4°K by the total loss of 0.36 db in the
radome and the waveguides. The contributions of antenna sidelobes,
waveguides, maser and second stage are constant and amount to 19.2°K.
They were discussed above with the exception of the antenna sidelobes.
The horn-reflector antenna is probably the antenna with the lowest
possible noise. If operated without a radome, all sidelobes and backlobes
TABLE III -- CONTRIBUTORS TO SYSTEM NOISE
Elevation
a0o I ,5" I 7.a°
4.8°K [ 9.2°I( 18.4°K
90 °
Dry atmosphere 2.4°K
Antenna sidelobes 1.0 /Waveguide circuits 14.2 19.2°KMaser 3"
Second stage 0:_J
Dry (wet) radomeabsorption 3 (12) 3 (12) 3 (12) 3 (12)
Dry (wet) radome scattering 7.4(18.5) 6.0(15.0) 4.1(10.2) 1.4(3.5)
Total (dry, measured) 32.0 °K 33.0 °K 35.5 °K 42.0 °K
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will notcontributemorethanaboutI°K if theantennais pointedat
leastonedegreeabovethehorizon.
Theeffectof theradomeonsystemnoiseis two-fold.First, theab-
sorptionof4170-mcenergybytheradomematerialisameasureof the
noiseit spontaneouslyemitsat thesamefrequency;andsecond,the
innersurfaceof theradomewill reflect(scatter)groundnoiseinto the
antennaperture.In ordertoinvestigatethefirsteffect,it wasnecessary
toknowthelosscharacteristicsoftheradome.Laboratorymeasurements
ondry andwetradomesamplesfirstgavevaluesfor thedielectricon-
stantandthelosstangents.Calculationswerethenmadeto determine
the powerreflection]rE12and powertransmissionI tE 12 coefficients
and the absorption transmission coefficient a = I r_ [2 + I tE 12. The
absorption loss in decibels is A = -10 log a and would amount to 0 db
for the lossless material shown in Figs. 12 and 13. The results of the
present investigation are shown in Figs. 17 and 18. If we consider again
a maximum variation of angle of incidence from 8° to 52 °, we find 3°
and 12°K as rough averages for the absorptive noise in the dry and the
wet case. It should be kept in mind that the data for the wet radome
are based on tests made in the laboratory and that they cannot be
completely representative of the conditions encountered in the field
where the amount of wetness will vary with the rate of rain and possibly
the position on the radome. The tests also showed that the dielectric
constant and the loss tangent of the wet material decayed rapidly
within minutes and later more slowly towards the "dry" values.
The scattering effect of the radome is difficult to determine by calcu-
lation. The noise values shown for dry radome scattering in Table III
are therefore equal to the amount of noise which could not otherwise be
accounted for. The higher scattering at high elevation angles is due to
the particular antenna-radome geometry,* and to a certain extent is
also dependent on the area surrounding the radome. The ground effects
were determined by rotating the antenna 360 ° in azimuth and observing
the change in zenith temperature. Values ranging from 31 ° to 35°K were
found. The data presented in Figs. 15 and 16 and in Table III were
taken at an azimuth of 142 ° (boresight tower).
The scattering effect of the wet radome was found by multiplying the
dry values with the ratio of wet-to-dry power reflection coefficients as
given in Figs. 17 and 18. This ratio is about 2.5 over a large range of
* Experiments with antennas whose apertures remain always vertical to the
diameter of a spherical radome indicate that scatter-noise is minimum at zenith.
Such a geometry is impractical for the horn-reflector antenna, however.
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angles of incidence. Wet radome scattering is considerably larger at
zenith than at lower angles. This explains the higher noise readings at
zenith than at 15 ° elevation.
Recently, the diplexer of Fig. 9 was operated without the low-pass
filter. It was found that one of the polarization couplers built had an
isolation peak of 47 db in a narrow band around 6390 inc. This value of
isolation allows unperturbed operation of the maser. The system
temperature could thereby be reduced by 5°K, or to 27°K at zenith.
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Fig. 18 -- Reflection, transmission and absorption transmission coefficients of
the wet radome at 4170 inc.
2.5.4 Other Possible Sources of Noise
A satellite communications system can be affected by extra-terrestrial
noise sources, which is the case on such rare occasions when the satellite
passes in front of one of these sources. The strongest source of noise at
4 kmc is the sun, followed by the moon and a number of radio stars.
When the antenna is pointed at the center of the galaxy, a few extra
degrees of noise will be introduced.
A measurement was made of the receiving system noise at and near
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the sun. The antenna was pointed in the path of the sun, which then
drifted through the antenna pattern. The result is plotted in Fig. 19.
Over an angle of about 0.4 °, which is a little less than the 0.5 ° diameter
of the sun, a maximum temperature of 17,000°K is maintained, rep-
tu_ut_tng an mtermrmg noise signal of -81 dbm. if we compare this
signal with the signal from the satellite, which is in the range of -75
to - 100 dbm, it is clear that communications would be disrupted during
this time. The drop in noise shown in Fig. 19 is as expected from the
radiation diagram of the antenna. Only one degree away from the center
of the sun, the noise has dropped to an operationally acceptable 65°K.
The actual temperature of the sun at 4170 mc is higher than the
measured 17,000°K by about 1.6 db, or equal to 24,500°K. The 1.6 db
is made up of 0.04 db atmospheric loss, 0.15 db radome insertion loss,
0.21 db waveguide loss, and 1.2 db loss due to the finite width of the
anterma pattern.
The temperature of the moon was measured on May 10, 1962, 10:00
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Fig. 19 -- Receiving system noise temperature near the sun.
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p.m. EDT. The maximum system temperature was found to be 195°K.
If we subtract from this figure 34°K of system background noise and
add 1.66 db due to the same type of losses mentioned before, we find for
the temperature of the moon 236°K. The moon will produce a noise
power in the communications channel of -100.5 dbm and therefore
can affect the satellite link if the received signal level is lower than
- 95 dbm.
A search was also made for man-made sources of noise and inter-
ference. Such signals would be strongest close to the horizon. The meas-
uring equipment included the receiver followed by a narrow-band IF
amplifier which allowed the detection of signals down to -130 dbm.
This is about 20 db lower than the normal broadband noise level of the
receiver. No noise or other interfering signals could be detected. This
is clearly a result of the topography of the Andover site.
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tThe FM Demodulator with Negative
Feedback
By--mR and J. G. CHAFFEE l
(Manuscript received March 22, 1963) / _ _(_/
This paper describes the design and theory of operation of the wideband
FM demodulator with feedback (FMFB receiver) used at the Andover,
Maine, earth station for Telstar satellite communications tests. Perform-
ance data for the FMFB receiver indicate a clear advantage over the con-
ventional FM receiver in many cases. The principal advantage lies in the
ability of the FMFB receiver to raise the threshold at which "breaking"
occurs for TV and other wideband signals. _ J'V _ _
I. INTRODUCTION
The FM demodulator with negative feedback (FMFB)* is an out-
growth of an FM receiver circuit first described in 1937. I A demodulator
of this type was used during the communication tests with the Echo I
satellite, which started in August, 1960. _ Compared with a conventional
or standard F]VI demodulator, the principal advantage to be derived
from this circuit is its ability to improve the threshold at which "break-
ing," resulting from excessive noise, will occur.
The receivers mentioned above were capable of demodulating a single
4-kc voice channel. Since it was required that the Telstar system be
capable of handling television and other wideband signals, the design of
feedback receivers became a problem of much greater complexity as a
consequence of the relatively wide baseband.
The FMFB receiver to be described in this paper is used in the An-
dover ground station for the reception of wideband signals from the
Telstar satellite. 3 A different FMFB receiver, described elsewhere, 4 was
used in the Holmdel station during Telstar experiments. The basic ele-
ments of the feedback receiver are shown in the block diagram of Fig. 1.
The incoming RF signal is combined in a mixer with the output of a
* Sometimes called "FM feedback receiver" or "frequency compression de-
modulator."
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Fig. 1 -- Block diagram of FMFB receiver.
voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) to produce an intermediate-fre-
quency signal. The frequency modulation which has been imparted to
this signal, after going through an IF amplifier and a limiter, is then
demodulated by the discriminator. The recovered baseband signals are
amplified in the dc-and-baseband amplifier and are fed back to the VCO
in such a way as to reduce significantly the instantaneous frequency
difference between the two signals going into the mixer. The modulation
index of the IF signal is thereby diminished. If this reduction is substan-
tial, the resulting FM wave will occupy a much narrower band than the
incoming RF signal. This makes it possible to restrict the bandwidth of
the IF amplifier. In a sense, the feedback receiver can be considered as
a "tracking" filter whose bandwidth is substantially narrower than that
required to transmit the complete incoming FM wave; being narrower,
the receiver is more immune to incoming noise.
The baseband signal to be fed to the output terminal of the receiver
is taken from the input to the VCO and then passed through a low-pass
filter, amplitude equalizers, and an output amplifier. The amplitude
equalizers correct for deviations in the closed-loop transmission charac-
teristics which are present at low and at high frequencies.
II. THEORY OF THE FMFB RECEIVER
2.1 Operation above the Breaking Point
The operation of the FMFB receiver is well understood in the region
where the input carrier-to-noise ratio is large, which means well above
the breaking point. For analytical purposes, it is convenient to represent
the RF and IF circuits in the feedback loop by the baseband analogs
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which are valid for FM signals. Simplified analog circuits are normally
used which are accurate only for low-index FM signals. Such analogs
do not describe the nonlinear distortions of the FM signal which are
actually produced in the RF and IF circuits. Nevertheless, they are
good enough for a linear analysis above threshold.
The FMFB circuit can then be represented as a conventional feedback
circuit with the u(s) and the ¢_(s) paths defined as in Fig. 1. The mixer
is the element which forms the instantaneous difference between the
frequencies of the incoming and the fed-back RF signals, i.e., Ale = Aft --
Afo. The expression tL_ is called the open-loop transmission characteristic.
It is of fundamental importance in the design of a feedback circuit,
since it determines the stability of the loop through its effect on the
dosed-loop transmission characteristic
Afo( S ) U_ ta/3
- - (1)
Aft(s) 1 + _ F'
where F = 1 + u_ = feedback. In any practical wideband FMFB cir-
cuit, u_ is a function consisting of many poles and zeros. Analytical
methods and actual measurements, together with the optimizing pro-
cedures given by Bode, 5 have been used here to design and shape the
feedback loop.
The fact that so many stages (or poles) are necessary makes the de-
sign of a truly wideband FMFB circuit very difficult. The design prob-
lem is reminiscent of the one found in building amplifiers with maximum
gain-bandwidth product, to which is added the complicating require-
ment of holding the over-all phase shift well below 180 °. The problem
was approached by carefully selecting each part of the FMFB circuit
to have as little phase shift and as much gain as possible. In addition,
it is advantageous to use high-level signals at the two inputs of the mixer
of Fig. 1. This reduces the amount of amplification required inside the
loop and Call therefore be considered to be the same as obtaining gain
without phase shift. This method is limited mainly by the power han-
dling capabilities of the circuits.
In the circuit of Fig. 1 the transmission factor ¢_(s) is associated with
the VCO alone. In the design to be described in Section III, the VCO con-
sists of a reflex klystron whose transmission characteristic can be as-
sumed to be a constant. The over-all input-output characteristic of the
FMFB receiver is therefore obtained by multiplying the closed-loop
transmission characteristic with the characteristics of the low-pass filter
and the equalizers.
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at baseband for a conventional FM
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receiverfor carrier-to-noiseratios(CNR)at RF wellabovebreakingis
knownto be
3m 2 B
SNR = _ _- CNR, (2)
where B -- RF bandwidth, b = baseband width, and m = modulation
index. The RF and baseband transmission characteristics are assumed
to be rectangular. It has been shown in Ref. 6 that (2) remains unchanged
for an equivalent FMFB receiver. The feedback receiver, therefore, has
no noise advantage if operated above the breaking or threshold point.
This point, characterized by a certain CNR, is reached when the FM
noise improvement given by (2) can no longer be obtained. The breaking
point shall be loosely defined here as the CNR where the actual SNR
has dropped 1 db below the value given by (2).
2.2 Operation near the Breaking Point
No theory is at present available which completely describes the be-
havior of an FMFB receiver near the threshold of noise improvement.
Enloe 6 has introduced a two-threshold concept which has given good
results in practical cases. Strictly speaking, the results of Ref. 6 are
valid only under the assumption of an unmodulated carrier. We shall
use this concept here in order to find simple mathematical expressions
for the open-loop and the closed-loop threshold. Relations will then be
derived for the optimum amount of feedback and the upper limit of the
threshold improvement. These results are then compared with actual
measurements taken under various conditions of modulation.
2.2A The Open-Loop Threshold
Under the assumptions that the incoming carrier is unmodulated and
that the VCO generates a steady carrier (open loop), the CNR after the
narrow-band IF amplifier (of bandwidth B_F) in the loop will be greater
than that at RF (bandwidth B > B_r). Since F_ discriminators break
at about the same CNR, it can be seen that the insertion of the narrow-
band filter results in a threshold improvement over a standard, wide-
band FM receiver. The breaking point of a conventional FM receiver
varies slightly with the ratio B_FN/b (or B/b). B_FN is the noise band-
width of the IF filter, and we assume it to be 20 per cent higher than
the 3-db bandwidth BIF. B is assumed to be the 3-db bandwidth as
well as the noise bandwidth. The empirical formula
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wasfoundto approximatewell thebreakingpointsshownin Fig.9 of
Ref.6.Theexpressiongivesgoodresultsfor Bj_N/b as low as 2.5. The
threshold, as measured in the RF band B, then appears at
CNRI= CNR°B_FN - BIFN [(250(B2b_B B 1)l'" (4)
Despite the fact that we consider the threshold under conditions of no
modulation, we shall introduce here the modulation index m -- 5f/b,
where Af is the peak frequency deviation caused by full sine-wave
modulation at the top baseband frequency b. We can now express B in
new terms, employing the so-called Carson's rule
B = 2(1-_ m) b. (5)
Under the assumption of uniform feedback F over the band b, the 3-db
bandwidth of the IF filter in the loop should be B,r -- 211 -{- (re F)] b.
Using these relations and BI_N = 1.2 B,_, we can rewrite (4) in terms
of m and F only
{ }'CNR1 = 1.2 1 _- (m/F) 50 [1 -t- (6m/F)] . (6)l+m
2.2.2 The Closed-Loop Threshold
The CNR at which the closed-loop threshold occurs is directly pro-
portional to Bc, which is equal to twice the closed-loop noise bandwidth
at baseband. If we again measure the second threshold in the RF band-
width B, we find by using equation (1) of Enloe's paper
CNR_ = 4.8 _-
In order to obtain values for Be, the open-loop characteristic _(s)._(s)
has to be specified. The Bode-type open-loop characteristic, 5 which
provides constant feedback F up to a baseband frequency b and from
there on a constant phase, can be considered to be near optimum for our
purposes. It will be used for the following derivation. Although not
strictly realizable in practice, this characteristic can be approximated
by a technique, also due to Bode, which employs the so-called step and
fillet. Fig. 8 of Ref. 6 has curves which give Bc as a function of the phase
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marginwith F as parameter. A phase margin of 50 ° is considered to be
near optimum, because it minimizes Bc over a wide range of F. The
empirical relation Bc = 2bF °s was found to agree well with these curves
for a phase margin of 50 °. With this relation and (5), we can write (7)
in the following form:
CNR2 = 4.8 1_ (8)
2.2.3 Optimum Feedback and Upper Limit for Threshold Improvement
It can be seen from (8) that an increase in feedback F will increase
the closed-loop threshold, mainly due to the increase in Be. Equation
(6), on the other hand, indicates a decrease in threshold with increasing
feedback. For a certain value of F, the two thresholds will therefore be
equal. Such an operating point will tend to optimize the over-all thresh-
old of the FMFB receiver. Equations (6) and (8) were equated and the
result is plotted in Fig. 2 as FoeT in decibels versus the modulation index
m = (B/2b)--1. For a practical range of m from 3 to 10, we find feed-
back values varying over the narrow range from 14.2 to 18.2 db.
We can now determine the improvement I which an FMFB receiver
provides over the threshold of a standard FM receiver. The standard
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Fig. 2 -- Optimum feedback FOPT and upper limit of threshold improvement
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receiver has a threshold given by (3) if BIFN is replaced by B. Using
(5), the threshold becomes
CNR_ = _/2-_ m. (9)
Inserting FoPw(m) into either (6) or (8) yields CNRoPT. The improve-
ment is therefore
I < CNR3 (10)
- CNRoPT"
The equals sign indicates an upper limit I_ for the improvement, which
could be reached only if the two thresholds occurred abruptly and
independently of each other. This will most likely not be the case and
the improvement will always be below this upper limit. I_ was calcu-
lated using the values of FOPT previously found. The result is plotted as
a second curve in Fig. 2. In the range of m - 3 to 10, upper bounds for
the improvement reach from 4.9 to 8.8 db.
2.2.4 Comparison with Measured Results
We shall now compare the formulas derived above with measurements
made on the FMFB receiver which are described in Section IV. The per-
tinent measured quantities are: B = 25 mc, b = 2 mc, B_FN = 7 mc, F =
15 db (at 0.5 mc) and Bc = 15 mc. Then we find from (4) and (7), CNR1 =
2.05 db and CNR2 = 2.90 db, respectively. Therefore, the closed-loop
threshold is governing by the small margin of 0.85 db. This is not quite
optimum, and the design could be improved by a slight widening of the
IF filter in the loop. Since the over-all threshold of the feedback de-
modulator is above either of the two thresholds, it must be greater than
2.9 db. It actually occurs at 4.5 db, as indicated by point A on curve "1
of Fig. 12 (Section 4.3.2). It can also be seen from this figure that the
threshold is adversely affected by the application of modulation, espe-
cially at the higher baseband frequencies. We also wish to compare the
measured results with the optimum design. Using (5), we obtain m ---
5.25, and from Fig. 2 we find an optimum value for the feedback of
FOeT = 16 db and an upper limit for the threshold improvement of
Iu = 6.65 db. The optimum setting of F was experimentally found to
be the aforementioned 15 db at 0.5 mc. From Fig. 12, the threshold
improvement amounts to 4.5 db, equal to the difference between points
A and B. It can therefore be concluded that the actual design of the
FMFB receiver has come to within 1 db of the calculated FOpT and
within 2.15 db of I4.
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III. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
Simplified schematic diagrams of the feedback receiver are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4. For simplicity, conventional filtering and power supply
_,,cu,_ ,,_a,ls have been omlt_eu.--" • '
The decision to use a microwave frequency as the input to the feed-
back circuit was dictated by the choice of a 6-gc reflex klystron for the
VCO (Fig. 3). A klystron gives very little signal delay, has good modula-
tion sensitivity, and its linearity is excellent. The klystron used is a
modified version of the WE450A tube, in which the modulation sensi-
tivity was increased from 1.5 to 5.0 me/volt by altering the operation
from the 2-3/4 to the 3-3/4 mode, decreasing the loaded Q slightly and
changing the repeller geometry.*
The repeller capacitance of only 3 pf tends to keep the delay or phase
shift in the driving circuit at a low value. A second, although very small,
source of delay is found in the klystron itself. It is estimated that the
modulating signal is delayed by the total travel time of the electrons in
the repeller field. Since the tube is working in the 3-3/4 mode, this time
is about 0.6 ns at the operating frequency of 6197 me. No delay is pro-
duced by the cavity resonator, however. The nonlinearity of the kly-
stron is very low and amounts to a change in modulation sensitivity of
less than 4 per cent at a frequency 10 mc away from midband. Since
the feedback in the receiver tends to reduce the nonlinear effects of the
other circuits, the klystron can be considered the main source of non-
linear distortion. Since this klystron is sensitive to a small degree of
mismatch, an isolator is provided between its output and the input to
the mixer. The isolator has a signal delay only slightly greater than a
straight piece of waveguide of the same length.
In order to maintain the driving transistor circuits at ground poten-
tial, the negative terminal of the repeller bias source is grounded. Con-
sequently the cavity of the klystron is at high potential, necessitating
the use of an insulating waveguide choke.
The mixer is a version of the receiving modulator used in the TH
radio system, modified to operate efficiently at higher local oscillator
and input levels. The mixer is designed to deliver the 74-mc IF signal
into a 75-ohm unbalanced load. Since the emitter of the grounded-base
transistor Q1 has a much lower impedance, a broadband autotransformer
(T1) having a 2:1 turns ratio 7 is inserted, which partly corrects this
mismatch. These transformers have a bandwidth of about 150 me.
* This modification was carried out at the Allentown Laboratories of Bell
Telephone Laboratories.
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Diffused-base germanium transistors with alpha cutoffs above 500 mc
were used throughout the circuit.
It was found that the relatively high impedance of the narrow-band
IF filter network in the collector circuit of transistor Qz produced
marked variations in the input impedance of this stage in the vicinity
of resonance, even with a transistor having an rJCc product as low as
10 ns. In order to provide a suitable termination for the secondary of
autotransformer T1, it was necessary to introduce a buffer stage, rep-
resented by the first transistor, Q1, to mask this effect.
The network shown in the output of the second transistor (Q2) pro-
vides a bandpass transmission characteristic which limits the noise
power delivered to the limiter-discriminator.
In the choice of a filter suitable for use at this point, several factors
must be taken into consideration. From the standpoint of noise rejection,
the use of a highly selective bandpass structure would be advantageous.
However, such a filter would introduce a prohibitive amount of delay
into the feedback loop. A simple single-pole network, on the other
hand, has a much more favorable phase characteristic, but its effective
noise bandwidth is 1.57 times the bandwidth between half-power points.
The circuit shown is a compromise between these extremes. The tuned
circuit formed by elements C1, L_, and RI alone would constitute a
one-mesh filter circuit adjusted to resonate at the center of the IF band.
The addition of a similar tuned circuit formed by elements C2, L2, R2,
loosely coupled to the first circuit through the mutual impedance of
capacitor C3, leads to a more nearly flat-topped transmission charac-
teristic, shown in Fig. 5 by solid lines. For comparison, the characteristics
of the one-mesh circuit of the same 3-db bandwidth are given by the
dashed curves of Fig. 5. Although the two gain curves are superimposed
in the figure, the two-mesh circuit produces a current gain which is 3 db
greater than that of the one-mesh circuit. Note that the asymptotic
phase shift with respect to midband is 90 ° for both circuits. The noise
bandwidth of the two-mesh circuit is 7 mc, which is only 25 per cent
higher than its 3-db bandwidth. The current gain is about 24 db. All
the current gain in the IF amplifier is achieved by means of stable
passive circuitry, with the common-base transistors acting as impedance
transformers.
The common-base stage Q3 feeds the IF signal to the series-type
diode limiter which is shown in Fig. 4. Diodes CR_ and CR2 are normally
conducting except at the peaks of the input wave. Diodes CR3 and CR,
normally do not conduct, except when diodes CR_ and CR2, respec-
tively, are nonconducting.
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Fig. 5 -- Gain and phase characteristics of narrow-band IF filter.
The limiter has no reactive elements and its impedance level is ex-
tremely low. This makes it a wideband circuit which exhibits very small
signal delay. Envelope variations appearing on the input wave are re-
duced about 22 db by the circuit.
A dc meter M1 in series with diode CRa serves as a convenient means
for adjusting and monitoring the input to the limiter. The level is gen-
erally adjusted (by changing the 6123-mc input signal) so that clipping
takes place about 3 db below the peaks of the IF signal.
Current delivered by the limiter is divided into two equal parts which
are then subjected to 6 db of current gain in transformers T2 and Ta
before being applied to the two inputs of a balanced discriminator. This
discriminator consists of two simple resonant circuits connected to the
collectors of transistors Q7 and Qe. One circuit is tuned to a frequency
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12 mc above and the other a similar amount below the center frequency
of the IF band. Damping of each circuit is adjusted by resistors R3
and R4 for a bandwidth of about 24 me, so that the current gain of each
branch is equal to 7 db at 74 mc.
When _he incoming signal is frequency-modulated, frequency devia-
tions give rise to amplitude variations within the two tuned circuits.
These are detected by diodes CR5 and CR6. Diodes CR7 and CR8 pro-
vide a dc return in each case. These dc currents return to ground through
a differential meter M2, which gives a zero indication at midband when
the two currents are equal. In order to avoid unequal biasing of diodes
CR5 and CR6 by the emitter voltages of transistors Q9 and Q10, a bias
is applied to the bases of these two transistors to make the resulting
emitter voltages equal to zero.
The output of the discriminator is taken from the collectors of tran-
sistors Q_ and Q10 and delivered to the dc-and-baseband amplifier shown
in Fig. 3. Amplitude variations occasioned by noise will tend to cancel
in the output line, thus supplementing the smoothing action of the
amplitude limiter. Series-resonant circuits in the output line shunt to
ground the 74- and 148-mc components which remain after the detection
process.
The de-and-baseband amplifier provides gain for the demodulated
signal and delivers it to the repeller of the klystron as well as to the
outgoing video line. Automatic center frequency control is accomplished
by providing dc coupling within the amplifier.
In order to achieve adequate gain and phase margins within the feed-
back loop, it is necessary to control the open-loop gain characteristic
over a wide range of frequencies- a problem common to all feedback
amplifiers. This shaping of the loop has in general followed the tech-
niques proposed by Bode. 5 The main correcting network is located in
the collector circuit of transistor QI_ (Fig. 3). The part of the circuit
consisting of C6, Rs, and L4, with return to ground over the large
capacitor C5, has a transmission peak at 30 mc which ensures the
presence of the correct "Bode step" in the open-loop transmission char-
acteristic. Below 30 me, the gain of the last stage decreases and even-
tually rises again to a constant value at about 1 mc because of the
presence of another shunt peaking network L5, R9, and C5.
The common-emitter stage Qll provides some minor shaping by means
of the local feedback circuit consisting of R7 together with Rs, R6,
C4, and L3. Increased gain is obtained for the "Bode fillet" at 1.25
mc, which is the resonant frequency of the series circuit R_, C4, L_.
The gain of QH otherwise is very fiat up to about 40 me, and can be
Fig. 6 - Photograph of FMFB receiver. 
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Fig. 7 - Open- and closed-loop transmission characteristics. 
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varied by R7 over the range of 2 to 12 db. The normal setting is around
6 db, which results in a feedback of 15 db at 0.5 mc.
The gain characteristic of the loop is also well controlled down to dc
by various circuits- not separately described- in the dc-and-base-
band amplifier.
Baseband signals to be delivered to the outgoing line are taken from
a 75-ohm impedance point within the main equalizing network. Trans-
mission to this point differs markedly from the actual loop characteristic
at frequencies above the usual baseband, in that frequencies higher
than 3 mc are greatly attenuated. This effect is symbolized by the low-
pass filter shown in Fig. 1.
The actual open-loop performance is measured by opening the loop
with the switch in Fig. 3, applying baseband signals to the repeller at
point A, and observing the voltage which appears at the collector of
Q12 • Since this is a relatively high-impedance point, a cathode follower
is permanently connected to the collector. The cathode impedance of
this device is sufficiently low that standard low-impedance measuring
devices can be connected at point B. The closed-loop characteristic is
likewise measured at point B, with the loop switch in the closed position
and a frequency-modulated 6123-mc signal applied to the input of the
mixer.
A photograph of the FMFB receiver is shown in Fig. 6. The box
housing the klystron (VCO) is shown on the upper right. The mixer on
the lower left is attached to the horizontal part of the chassis, which
contains the IF amplifier, limiter and discriminator. The dc-and-base-
band amplifier is located in the vertical part of the chassis. The equal-
izers and the output amplifier are not shown in the photo.
IV. MEASUREMENTS
4.1 Transmission Characteristics
Gain and phase characteristics of the open loop are shown in Fig. 7.
With the feedback F set to 15 db at 0.5 mc, the phase and gain margins
are seen to be 40 ° and 12 db, respectively. Not shown in the figure is
the transmission characteristic below 100 kc. Towards the very low
frequencies the loop gain is permitted to increase slowly, so as to obtain
about 5 db of additional gain at 15.75 kc. This is advantageous from
the standpoint of television signals.
The gain with the loop closed is also shown in Fig. 7. In this case, a
reflex klystron was used as the source of the 6123-mc FM signal. The
closed-loop characteristic exhibits the typical region of gain enhance-
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ment in the vicinity of the open-loopgaincrossover.This regionis
stronglyaffectedby thegainin the feedbackloop.Moregainwould
increasethetransmissionbulgearound2 me,andin turn increasethe
closed-loopnoisebandwidth.Less gain would cause insufficient fre-
quency compression in the loop. With a feedback of 15 db, the closed-
loop noise bandwidth at baseband was found to be about 7.5 me, or
Bc = 15 me.
Since the effect of the gain enhancement around 2 mc is also seen at
the useful output terminal of Fig. 3, a compensating high-frequency
equalizer is included ahead of the output amplifier, as indicated in Fig.
1. The increase of gain in the open loop below 50 kc affects the closed-
loop characteristic by about 1.3 db. A low-frequency equalizer makes
the transmission flat to about 0.2 db down to a few hundred cycles.
Transmission to the output of the output amplifier is shown in Fig. 8.
4.2 Excess Phase Problems
The problem of excess phase will now be dealt with in some detail
because of its importance to present and future wideband feedback re-
ceivers. The term "excess phase" is used to indicate phase shift in excess
of the theoretically determined minimum phase associated with the
open-loop transmission characteristic. An obvious contribution to excess
phase arises from the physical dimensions of the loop structure itself. In
the present instance it is estimated that this can account for a delay of
about 3.5 ns. In terms of phase, this would introduce a linear phase shift
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Fig. 8 -- Over-all transmission characteristic.
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loop.
amounting to 1.27 degrees per megacycle. Though not negligible, the
restriction thus imposed upon loop performance is rather small. Actually,
a much greater amount of excess phase has been observed. This is
illustrated in Fig. 9, which shows the computed minimum phase charac-
teristic based upon the measured open-loop transmission. This curve is
an approximation because of some degree of uncertainty regarding the
cutoff performance at very high frequencies, in the region between 30
and 100 mc. However, conditions at these rather remote frequencies
have only a minor influence upon the region of greatest interest.
Shown for comparison is the measured phase characteristic. The
difference between these two curves closely follows the linear law of
about 6 degrees per megacycle. This is five times as great as that esti-
mated from the physical dimensions of the feedback loop. Several addi-
tional sources have been identified. Transistors are known to introduce
a measure of excess phase. Measurements made at intermediate fre-
quencies with a single common-base stage, such as is used at many
points within the receiver, show excess phase amounting to about 0.2 °
per megacycle. Since there are in effect eight such stages within the
loop, the total contribution of 1.6 ° per megacycle is not negligible.
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TABLEI- SOURCES OF EXCESS PHASE
Source Estimated Phase
Loop dimensions
8 common-base stages
Limiter
Common-emitter stage
Total
Measured
1.3°/me
1.6°/me
0.5°/me
2.0°/me
5.4°/me
6.0°/me
Considerable excess phase is associated with the common-emitter
stage QH of the baseband amplifier. This amounts to about 2° per mega-
cycle.
The limiter was found to have an essentially linear phase characteristic
which, allowing for the input and output transistors, indicated a phase
contribution of 0.5 ° per megacycle. Negligible phase shift is caused by
the estimated 0.6 ns of delay in the klystron.
Adding these several contributions, we can account reasonably well
for the difference between the minimum phase and the observed open-
loop performance as indicated in Table I.
4.3 Measurements near Threshold
In order to obtain a better insight into the rather complicated mech-
anisms responsible for the performance near threshold, several types of
measurements were performed on the FMFB receiver and on a conven-
tional or standard FM receiver. The latter was taken from the TH
radio system, s In order to produce the desired CNR's near threshold,
fiat thermal noise of 25-mc bandwidth was mixed with the FM signal
at the intermediate frequency of 74 mc. This signal was then directly
applied to the standard FM receiver, but translated to 6123 mc in a
modulator for application to the FMFB receiver.
4.3.1 Baseband Noise Spectra
Baseband noise spectra were measured for CNR's ranging from 0 to
22 db. For this purpose, a sensitive analyzer with a 4-kc bandwidth
was connected to the output of the receivers and readings were taken
over the range from 100 kc to 5 mc. The solid curves of Figs. 10 and 11
show samples of these measurements taken on the standard and the
FMFB receivers, respectively, for the case where the carrier is unmodu-
lated. The noise readings were corrected where necessary so as to simu-
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Fig. 10 -- Noise spectra for standard FM receiver.
late absolutely flat receiver gain characteristics from 100 kc to 5 mc.
At the higher CNR's, and for frequencies above a few hundred kilo-
cycles, the spectra show the typical triangular characteristic of FM
noise. When the CNR is decreased, the noise rises much faster at low
frequencies, to produce ultimately the fairly flat noise spectra which
were calculated by S. O. Rice 9 for the standard FM receiver. It has
been known for some time that the baseband noise increases to some
extent when modulation is applied to the FM carrier, 1° but the literature
on the subject is very sparse. It was therefore decided to measure noise
spectra in the presence of full +10-mc sine-wave modulation. Such
measurements are of somewhat limited practical value, because a single
tone will only rarely be transmitted with the maximum frequency
deviation. This is the case, however, in a number of TV test patterns,
especially the "multiburst" pattern. Occasionally, such a situation may
also arise in live TV signals for short periods of time. Examples of the
results of modulation measurements are also shown in Figs. 10 and 11.
A drastic difference exists between the standard and the FMFB re-
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ceiver. The former shows an increase in noise which is nearly inde-
pendent of the modulating frequency. The FMFB receiver, on the
other hand, is little affected by a 100-kc modulating signal but much
more so by a 1-mc signal, especially at low CNR's. The strongest effect
of thc modulation is seen at the low-frequency end of the noise spectrum,
particularly in the case of the standard FM receiver at high CNR's.
4.3.2 Threshold Curves
The behavior of an FM system above and around the threshold re-
gion is often described by plotting the ratio of the signal power to the
total noise power (SNR) in a baseband b, as a function of the CNR at
RF in the bandwidth B. The total noise power in a 2-mc baseband was
first determined for the case of no modulation by integrating a set of
curves, of which the solid ones in Figs. 10 and 11 are a part. The result
is shown in Fig. 12 as curves 1 and 3.
When modulation is applied, two effects are to be noted. One is the
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increase in noise mentioned above. The other is a reduction in recovered
signal level when the CNR is rather low. These effects shall be called
noise increment and signal reduction, respectively. Noise increments for
various CNR's were obtained by integrating spectra such as those shown
in Figs. 10 and 11 for the case of full modulation. The results are shown
in Fig. 13 for the two types of receivers. The increment is actually
negative under some conditions- meaning that the total baseband
noise is slightly less than for the case of the unmodulated carrier. This
can be seen from the modulation curves of Fig. 11.
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Signal suppression was determined with the aid of a selective analyzer
tuned to the signal frequency as the CNR was varied. Fig. 14 shows
the performance which was observed.
The actual SNR in the 2-mc baseband can now be determined. The
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results are given in Fig. 12 as curves 1, 2, and 4. A few simplifications
were made in this figure. Curves 1 and 4 are accurate only for no modu-
lation and 1-mc modulation, respectively, and the 100-kc curves would
actually be a few tenths of a db higher. Slight differences of about 0.5
db between the actual curves 1 and 3 and the calculated curve at high
CNR's were neglected and made equal to the theoretical value given by
equation (2).
The curves of Fig. 12 show clearly the advantage of the FMFB re-
ceiver over the standard receiver in the threshold region. An advantage
of 4.5 db is obtained for the case of no modulation by taking the differ-
ence between the threshold points A and B. For 100-kc modulation the
threshold improvement is 9.8 db (C - A), and for 1 mc it is 5.9 db
(C - D). Curves similar to 3 and 4 were calculated by Rice. _°No theory
is yet available which would produce curves 1 or 2 for the FMFB re-
ceiver.
The threshold situation for actual signals such as TV and carrier
multiplex requires further exploration by subjective tests and noise
loading measurements, respectively. Such tests are described in the
following two sections.
4.3.3 Television Threshold Tests
Fig. 15 shows the results of TV threshold tests. The peak-to-peak
deviation produced by the television signal (including the sync pulse)
was set to be 14 mc. An aural subcarrier at 4.5 mc, which deviated the
main carrier by 2.8 mc peak-to-peak, was also transmitted. The tele-
vision spectrum was restricted on the transmitting side by the insertion
of a well-equalized 3-mc roll-off filter. Fig. 15 shows that the television
patterns are still recognizable down to very low CNR's, especially when
the FMFB receiver was used. A large number of subjective tests have
shown ÷_°_o1 .-- ._ ._ improvements of _,u_"_.... 4 to 5 db. These -: .......
well as all the data described above, were taken with the FMFB re-
ceiver adjusted for a feedback of 15 db at 500 kc and its discriminator
balance set for equal numbers of white and black noise dots. The 15-db
figure was found to be a good compromise, giving a small enough closed-
loop bandwidth (and therefore low noise) and still enough feedback to
make high-frequency breaking due to lack of feedback not too con-
spicuous. A live TV picture occasionally contains very strong high-
frequency components which show up as sharp vertical lines. Since
there is not enough feedback available to keep the frequency deviation
within the passband of the narrow IF filter, the signal at the discrimi-
nator will be below the breaking point at the deviation peaks. Breaking
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which starts a t  a white peak produces a trailing black dot, and cor- 
respondingly a black peak generates a white noise dot. The nonrandom- 
ness of this breaking process makes it appear as a characteristic “spar- 
kling” on the screen. It should be mentioned that the sparkling effect is 
not responsible for the strong increase in noise shown in Fig. 13 for 500 
kc and 1 mc. Randomness of the noise in this case is still maintained, as 
observed on the oscilloscope. 
The foregoing description makes it clear  that^ TV pre-emphasis should 
not be used in a system containing the FMFB receiver of the present 
design. It is even desirable to insert a baseband roll-off filter in the trans- 
mitter in order to restrict the high-frequency components of the picture. 
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Tests with TV pre-emphasis were made, and it was found that the
sparkling effect was strongly enhanced. This is due to the fact that the
relatively short bursts of noise which cause the sparkle are integrated
or lengthened in the de-emphasis network.
The FMFB receiver has also been tested with color TV signals. The
behavior near threshold was found to be excellent if program material
was transmitted, but rather poor if the color-bar pattern was used.
4.3.4 Noise Loading Tests
Tests were made to describe the behavior of the two types of receivers
in the threshold region under conditions of a simulated telephone load.
The telephone multiplex signal is simulated for this purpose by a noise
signal with a flat spectrum, which in turn frequency modulates the RF
carrier. Tests were made with 120, 240, and 600 channels. The noise-
power ratio was measured at the receiver outputs in a number of fre-
quency slots as a function of the total rms frequency deviation. The
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Fig. 16 -- 240-channel noise loading.
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noise-powerratiois theratioof signal-plus-noiseto noise,with thenoise
consistingofthermalandintermodulationnoise.Thisratioisessentially
equalto theSNI_for valuesgreaterthan10db.Conditionsexistingin
thevicinityofthethresholdwereestablishedbyinjectinga25-mcband
of noiseintothesignalpath.Thebandwidthofthesignalpathexceeded
thenoisebandwidthbyabout10mc.Nonlineardistortionsdueto band
limitationsprecedingtheFM receiverswerethereforereduced.
Fig.16showsresultsof 240-channelnoiseloadingtestswith anoise
spectrumextendingfrom60to 1052kcandthetestchannellocatedat
534kc.TheFMFB receiverwasfoundto haveslightlymorerandom
noise,whichis believedto bedueto the 1If noisegeneratedin the
transistorsofthefeedbackcircuit.In Fig.16theexcessnoiseeffectwas
subtractedfromtheoriginaldataoftheFMFBreceiver.Fig.16showsa
clearadvantageofusingtheFMFBreceiver.For600channelstheSNR
shouldbegreaterthan31db,whichisconsistentwith recommendations
of CCIRfor satellitesystems.Thiscorrespondsto 40dbrnat thezero
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Fig. 17 -- Noise loading tests; threshold region.
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transmission level point. Curves were also taken at 70 and 1002 kc.
They are not different in character, except that the values for SNR are
higher for 70 kc and lower for 1002 kc than the ones given in Fig. 16.
With 600-channel noise loading, intermodulation in the feedback re-
" gi '_celver be ns u appear _"+ .uvw.1...... inodula_ion ,_w_.l.... lr. _k:,.**._is" uu_'_"-to the
insufficient amount of feedback available in the circuit at higher fre-
quencies. No useful advantage can be obtained from the present FMFB
receiver in this case.
In order to show the behavior near threshold more clearly, the curves
of Fig. 17 were plotted. They show the SNR in a channel as a function
of the CNI{ at RF. An rms frequency deviation 8 db below 10 me, or
4 me, was chosen for these curves. The curves will eventually reach a
horizontal asymptote at high CNR's. The noise will then be entirely
due to intermodulation. Threshold improvements of about 4 to 5 db
can be observed in Fig. 17.
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